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PART III

HIGH-VELOCITY MECHANICS





§1. INTRODUCTION

High-velocity mechanics can be constructed on the same axiomatical grounds as low-ve-

locity mechanics but the tenth axiom must also be taken into account.

xxxxx

According to our conceptions, space and time are absolute categories. They have to be

perceived in the way as the ordinary man does, and as Newton introduced them in the simp-

lest and clearest way (see IIA, §2).

In our century, however, on the grounds of many experiments with light beams and par-

ticles moving at high speeds, the situation arose that the old conceptions for space and

time were considered as corresponding only approximately to reality, i.e., when the velo-

cities of the particles are low enough with respect to light velocity. A new theory,

whose fathers are Einstein and Minkowski, allowed the explanation of all high-velocity

experiments, but this theory led to tragic results: the sound absolute Newtonian concep-

tions for space and time have been replaced by new ones, generally called "relative",

which contradict the healthy human mind drastically.

During the whole last century the scientists all over the world fought desperately to

save the simple Newtonian conceptions but the struggle was in vain - all experiments sup-

ported Einstein's theory, so that since many years such physicists who continue to be-

lieve in Newton are treated as simple-minded people who cannot understand certain things

which other people have already perfectly understood.

In the present part III of our book (and in parts IV and V) we show that a non-contra-

dictory ABSOLUTE SPACE-TIME THEORY can be constructed, which explains all crucial experi-

ments with light beams and fast moving particles performed up to now. We show that this

is the old Newtonian theory, in which only some small corrections concerning the light

kinematic effects of second order in v/c (see IIA, p. 20) have to be introduced, i.e.,

the NEWTON-AETHER MODEL for light propagation has to be substituted by the MARINOV-AETHER

MODEL postulated in our tenth axiom. We show, however, that not only the photons have an

"aether" character of propagation but also any massive particle (electron, neutron). As a

matter of fact, the "aether" character of propagation of the particles is due to their

attachment to the mass of the whole world. Thus, we think, it is inexpedient to speak about

an "aether" and further on we* shall speak simply about NEWTON and MARINOV MODELS OF LIGHT

PROPAGATION.

The absolute space-time theory saves us not only from the tormenting necessity to ac-

cept Lorentz contractions, twin paradoxes, and fantastic velocity addition laws (let us

emphasize that mankind has lost millions of working hours trying to "understand" these

paradoxes), but it also explains experiments for which the theory of relativity gives

wrong predictions . Nevertheless, the absolute space-time theory makes use of the 4-dimen-

sional mathematical apparatus of Minkowski, and in the same way as Einstein wrote that



the theory of relativity was unthinkable without Newton, we can say that the absolute

space-time theory is unthinkable without Einstein. We have to add, however, that the birti

and triumph of the relativity theory was not a historical necessity. If Michelson or othei

scientists at the beginning of our century have succeeded to measure the one-way light

velocity with an accuracy higherthan 0.1%, and thus to reveal the absolute motion of the

Earth, Einstein's theory would have the same destiny as, say, the Ritz ballistic theory

of light.

To stress the differences between our approach to the high-velocity problems and the

Newton and Einstein approaches, we shall call the low-velocity mechanics NEWTON MECHANICS

and the high-velocity mechanics which is adequate to physical reality (and which is pre-

sented in this book) MARINOV MECHANICS. We should like to point out in anticipation (the

reader will see this when reading this book) that the differences between the Newton and

Marinov mechanics are not so drastic as between the Marinov and Einstein mechanics. The

fundamental differences between the Newton and Marinov mechanics are postulated:

a) in the tenth axiom where the Marinov model of light propagation is introduced diffe-

ring from the Newton model within effects of second order in v/c,

b) in the fourth and seven axiom, according to which the gravitational charges of the

particles are not their universal masses but their proper masses and that a gravitational

energy analogue to the magnetic energy does exist,

c) in the third axiom, according to which one must operate not with the universal but

with the proper quantities of the particles.

Let us note that when considering the time energy of the particles as their gravita-

tional energy with the mass of the whole world (see §24), then postulate "c" follows di-

rectly from postulate "b".

xxxxx

The fundamental axiomatical assumption on which the theory of relativity is based re-

presents the so-called PRINCIPLE OF RELATIVITY which asserts the following: There is no

possibility of establishing by a physical experiment, which of two material systems, mo-

ving at a constant velocity with respect to one another, is at rest and which in motion -

each of them has absolutely the same right to be considered in motion or at rest. Hence,

according to this principle, it is not possible to establish with the help of whatever

physical experiment the constant velocity of propagation of a material system with respect

to absolute space, and such an absolute space has to be treated as a pure fiction.

The principle of relativity (as the energy conservation law) is an axiom introduced in

the theory on the basis of the human experience of centuries. We consider Galilei as the

first person who introduced it explicitly in science, but formulations of the principle

of relativity can be found in the writings of the Chinese philosophers before Christ.

Poincare and Lorentz were the first who considered the principle of relativity as an abso-

lutely valid law, but it was Einstein who accepted it as a fundamental axiom and based
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his famous SPECIAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY on it.

The postive effect in our "coupled mirrors" experiment (see §51 and §52) showed that

there is a possibility of measuring the absolute velocity of a laboratory. Thus, after

the performance of our experiments, the principle of relativity must be rejected as not

adequate to physical reality. The special theory of relativity must also be rejected as

being in contradiction with physical reality.

Einstein introduced the isotropy of light velocity in any inertial frame of reference

as another axiomatical assertion. This assertion is a coral lary of the principle of rela-

tivity. Let us note, however, that according to Lorentz, who sustained the aether model

of light propagation, the velocity of light is direction dependent in frames moving with

respect to the aether, but there is no physical possibility of establishing this aniso-

tropy. Our "coupled mirrors" experiments showed that the velocity of light is anisotro-

pic in frames moving with respect to absolute space, and it was exactly this anisotropy

which offered the experimental possibility of measuring the absolute velocity of the

Earth and of giving an experimental refutation of the principle of relativity.

As another axiom Einstein introduced the assertion that the velocity of light does not

depend on the velocity of the source. This assumption is true . It follows immediately

from our tenth axiom which asserts (see IIA, p. 21): "The elementary particles called pho-

tons move with velocity c in absolute space and their velocity does not depend on their

history ."

If we call the principle of relativity "assertion A", the isotropy of light velocity

in any inertial frame "assertion B", and the independence of light velocity on the velo-

city of the source "assertion C", then it is obvious that all these three assertions A,

B, C (as accepted by Einstein in the theory of relativity) are incompatible . The logically

compatible combinations are: A, B, non-C (as accepted by Ritz in the BALLISTIC THEORY of

light propagation); this case is realized in low-velocity mechanics, for example, the sho-

oting of a bullet by a riding gun-man (see, however, §44), or non-A, non-B, C (as accep-

ted by Marinov in the absolute space-time theory).

xxxxx

Since the masses of the material points are a measure of their kinetic energy as well

as of the gravitational energy to which they contribute, the so-called PRINCIPLE OF EQUI-

VALENCE can be stated as follows: Any gravitational field in a small region around a given

point in space can be replaced by a suitable non-inertial frame of reference (or vice

versa), so that the behaviour of the particles in an inertial frame of reference in the

presence of a gravitational field is indistinguishable from their behaviour in a suitable

non-inertial frame without the gravitational field.

Einstein generalized and absolutized also the principle of equivalence (as he did with

the principle of relativity), postulating that it is by no means possible to establish

whether the acceleration exerted on particles in a laboratory has a kinematic (mechanic)
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character (thus being due to the accelerated motion of the laboratory, for example, by

the thrust of a space ship) or a dynamic (gravitational) character (thus being generated

by the action of nearby masses, for example, by the Earth's attraction). Einstein accep-

ted the principle of equivalence as a fundamental axiom and based his famous GENERAL THE-

ORY OF RELATIVITY on it. However, the results of our accelerated "coupled mirrors" expe-
|

riment (see §53) have shown that there is a possibility of making a local laboratory dis -

tinction between a mechanic and a gravitational acceleration. Thus, after the performance

of our experiment, the principle of equivalence must be rejected as not adequate to phy-

sical reality. The general theory of relativity must also be rejected as being in contra-

diction with physical reality.

Another axiomatical basis of Einstein's general theory of relativity is the assertion

that there is no difference between "kinematic" (or "inertial") and "gravitating" mass.

We show (see §24) that the notion "inertial" mass is superfluous . An "inertial" mass does

not exist . The mass is only gravitational. Thus all experiments with the help of which

one tries to find a difference between "inertial mass" and "gravitational mass" are a

waste of efforst, time and money, and the theoretical speculations concerning their

"equivalence", too.

We repeat, the fundamental conception of our absolute space-time theory represents the

assertion (called generally MACH'S PRINCIPLE) that the gravitational energy of any par-

ticle with the mass of the whole world determines aVl^ its "kinematic" (or "mechanical")

properties. This is true for massive particles (electrons, phonons) as well as for mass-

less particles (photons). As the mass of the whole world determines a special frame of

reference (this one in which its center of mass is at rest), the space attached to this

frame must be called ABSOLUTE SPACE. The right description of the material systems can be

done only when considering them in absolute space.
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ChaptzK I

KINEMATICS

§2. THE LIGHT CLOCK

As we said in IIA, p. 8, space intervals (lengths) can be measured by rigid rods and

time intervals can be measured by light clocks. In fig. 2.1 the scheme of a light clock

is represented. Let A be a point in space where time is to be measured and B a mirror

)laced at a distance d = 150,000 km. A short light pulse (i.e., a group of photons) is

jenerated at a given initial moment. This pulse flies in half a second to mirror B, after

mother half a second it returns to A, where it puts a counter in motion showing the num-

)er "1" and generates (after amplification) a second pulse which flies to mirror B again;

ifter the return of the second pulse the counter will show the number "2". So we have a

)erfect clock whose "wheels" move with the highest possible accuracy as the "Rader an der

jrossen Weltenuhr".

B

Fig. 2.1

The most important aspect of our tenth axiom is that the rate of any laboratory light

:lock does not depend on the orientation of its "arm" (see IIA, §5). This axiomatical as -

sertion represents a crucial boundary between low- velocity and high- velocity mechanics

/hich has concerned human mind for almost the whole 20th century. Indeed, if we try to

Mnd the rates of two identical light clocks proceeding with velocity v with respect to

ibsolute space when their "arms" are, respectively, perpendicular and parallel to v, then

he Newtonian conceptions should lead to the result that for n^ periods of the "perpendi-

:ular" light clock there are n,, periods of the "parallel" light clock such that

n„ = n,(l - v2/c2)l/2, (2.1)

;upposing (as we shall always do) that the "arms" of the clocks are equal.

Let us show this. If we denote by Tj = T^ = T^/2 the time in which light covers the

'arm" d of the "perpendicular" clock "there" and "back", we shall have for these two cases

.2-^.2 2^.2
c^t;^ = d^ 4- v"t;

.2.n2
c"T. = d" + v"T

2^..2

Tom where
2d

c(l - v2/c^)^/2'

(2.2)

(2.3)
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On the other hand, if we denote by T,', and tJ the times in which light covers the "arm"

of the "parallel" clock "there" and "back" (i.e., along the direction of propagation of

the clock, and against this direction), we shall have for these two cases

cT,', = d + vT,',, cT„ = d - vT,
(2.4)

from where

Hence it will be

T„ = T,; + t;; =—^V?-- ^2.5)
c{l - vVc^)

T, = T.,(l - vV)^/^. (2.6)

Now if for a certain time t the "perpendicular" light clock makes n^ ticks and the

"parallel" n„ ticks, we shall have

t = nj^, t = n„T„. (2.7)

and from (6) and (7) we obtain (1).

Our tenth axiom asserts, however, that instead of (1) one must have

n„ = n^, (2.8)

and thus the periods of the light clocks must be equal

T„ = T,. (2.9:

This empirical fact was first proved by the Michel son-Mori ey experiment (see §49).

In the next sections of this chapter we shall see which conclusions are to be drawn

from the assertion (9) of the tenth axiom and which must be the transformations of the

space and time coordinates resulting from this axiom.

§3. TRANSFORMATION OF COORDINATES

^i_Ib§_§?lll§§o_^r?D§f9r'P§tl9D

All transformations of the space and time coordinates which we consider in this sec-

tion are between a frame K attached to absolute space and a frame K' moving with a con-

stant velocity V. To avoid trivial constants, we shall consider the so-called HOMOGENEOUS

TRANSFORMATION (cf. I, p. 201), at which at the initial time (t = 0) the origins of both

frames coincide (see fig. 3.1 wherefor the sake of simplicity a two-dimensional case is

presented). The transformation shown in fig. 3.1 is called GENER/M TRANSFORMATION. If the

axes of the moving frame K' are parallel to the axes of the rest frame K and if the ve-

locity of K' is parallel to one of these axes (as a rule to the x-axis), this is called a

SPECIAL TRANSFORMATION.

In fig. 3.2 a special transformation between frames K and K* is presented, where again

a two-dimensional case is given. Let point P (see fig. 3.2) be at rest in the moving frami



Fig. 3.1

K'. At the zero initial nwment its absolute and relative radius vectors, r and r', will

be identical. At an arbitrary moment t, they will be r and ^' = r^. If a point covers the

distance between the origin of frame K and point P during this time t, then the angle be-

tween the velocity of the moving point and the velocity V will be 6, if measured in

frame K, and 9', if measured in frame K'.

Unless mentioned especially something other, we shall always consider a homogeneous

general transformation.

xxxxx

Thus the position of a point P may be represented (see I IB, §3) by the radius vector r

(the absolute radius vector) in frame K and by the radius vector f' (the relative radius

y.y'io}

Fig. 3.2
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vector) in frame K'. The radius vector R of the origin of frame K' in frame K (the tran-

sient radius vector) is given by (see fig. 3.1)

^=^t=^^t^, (3.1)^

where t is the time read on a clock which is at rest in frame K (a universal clock) and ^r
\

is the velocity of frame K' measured on this clock, while t is the time read on a clock 1

^0 !

which is at rest in K' (a laboratory or proper clock) and V is the velocity of frame K'
j

measured on this clock.

According to the traditional Newtonian conceptions (see (IIA,3.8)) , we have t

r' =r - ^t, (3.2)

r = r' + Vo- (3-3)

Adding these two equations, we obtain (1). If we assume that the clocks attached to K

and K' read the same time, we can write

t = t^, ? = %. (3.4)

Therefore, in such a case, we can write the transformation formulas for the space and time

coordinates in the form

r- = r - \?t, t^ = t, (3.5)

r = r' + Vt, t = t^. (3.6)

Formulas (3.5) represent the direct, and formulas (3.6) the inverse GALILEAN TRANSFOR-

MATION.

§i-I[]§_[:Orentz_transformation J

Now we shall seek a transformation of the space and time coordinates which will lead

to the relation (2.9) between the periods of "perpendicular" and "parallel" light clocks,

as required by our tenth axiom.

Let us decompose (see fig. 3.1) the radius vectors r and r' into components r^, r[ and

r„, r,',, respectively, perpendicular and parallel to the direction of propagation of K'.

According to the traditional Newtonian conceptions, we have

r' = r; + r,; = r^ + (r„ - \^t) = r - ^t. (3.7)

We can meet the requirement (2.9) of our tenth axiom if we assume that the parallel
2 2 1/2

component of the relative radius vector is contracted by the factor (1 - V /c ) when

expressed by the coordinates in frame K', i.e., if we assume axiomatical ly instead of the

Newtonian relations

r, = r;, r„ - ^t = r,', (3.8)

the "Lorentzian" relations
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This "contraction" (when r,, - Vt is expressed by r,',) or "dilation" (when r,', is expres-

sed by r,, - ^t) is neither a physical effect, as supposed by Lorentz, nor a result of

measurement, as stipulated by Einstein. According to our conceptions, r,', and r„ - ^t re-

present the same length (distance) between two material points which can be connected by

a rigid rod or which can move with respect to one another, or between two non-material

points, taken at a given moment (N.B. Lengths can only be considered at a given moment !)

Thus r,'| and r„ - ^t are equal , and we write the second relation (9) only because the ve-

locity of light has not an exact Newton-aether character. Making a transition from (8) to

(9) we introduce a striking mathematical contradiction into the traditional Newtonian ma-

thematical apparatus. This mathematical contradiction remains in all relevant formulas,

and after years of intensive mathematical speculations we have not been able to find a

way to get rid of it. We ask the reader to pay due attention to this statement and not to

blame our theory for mathematical imperfection. This imperfection exists in Nature itself .

One must realize once and for all that light has not an exact Newton-aether character of

propagation since its "there-and-back" velocity (in a frame moving in absolute space) is

isotropic , while according to the Newton conceptions it must be anisotropic . We repeat

r;,(l - vV)l/^ (3.9)

(see p. 3), this peculiarity in the propagation of light was called the Marinov-aether

character of light propagation.

Thus, if we wish to meet the requirement (2.9), we have to write instead of relation

(7) the following relation for the transformation of the radius vectors in frames K and

K'
-* -V

r - Vt

r' = rl + ^,; = ^, + "
» p wo . (3.10)

This formula, written in such a manner that only the absolute radius vector is repre-

sented but not its perpendicular and parallel components r^, r,, , has the form

r' = r + [{ • S 2 1/2 " ^^^ \ o 1/2 J^' ^^'^^^
(1 - T-/c^y'^ v2 (1 - v2/c2)l/2

We shall now show that at the transformation (11) of the radius vectors the require-

ment of the tenth axiom will be fulfilled. Let us assume that the extremities of the "arm"

of our light clock (see fig. 2.1), which is at rest in frame K', have radius vectors r^,

rl in frame K' and r., r^ in frame K. According to the assumption (9), the perpendicular

and parallel components of the clock's "arm" d is frames K and K' will be connected by the

relations

di E rg^ - r^i = r'i - r^^ e d|, (3.12)

d„ = rg„ - Vt - (r^„ - Vt) = (r^; - r^;)(l - V^/c^)!/^ e d;,(l - vW)^/^. (3.13)

According to the traditional Lorentzian interpretation, if the light clock has the

length d when it is at rest, then its length will remain equal to d when the clock moves
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with a velocity V In absolute space in a direction perpendicular to its "arm", however,
2 2 1/2

its length will become "contracted" to d(l - V /c )
' when the clock moves in a directi(

parallel to its "arm". As formulas (2.3) and (2.5) show, in this situation the periods of

both a "perpendicular" and a "parallel" light clock will remain equal.

According to our conceptions, the non-Newtonian behaviour of light clocks is to be ex-

plained not by a "physical contraction" of the light clock's "arm" but is due to the pe-

culiarity in the propagation of light . According to us, the "there-and-back" constancy oi

light velocity in any inertial frame is a quality inherent to light itself and has nothing

in common with the behaviour of rigid rods when they move at high speeds. We repeat, the

distance between two points does not depend on the frame in which this distance is measu-,

red. In §4C, when having obtained the formulas for the light velocity in a moving frames

we shall clearly see why the rate of a light clock is independent of the orientation of

its "arm".

xxxxx

Let us now find the formula for the inverse transformation, i.e., from r' to r. Here

we have two possibilities:

1. To assume that the principle of relativity is valid (the Einstein way).

2. To assume that the principle of relativity is not valid (the Marinov way).

The Einstein way leads to a transformation of the time coordinates where the radius

vectors should appear, i.e., to relative time coordinates, while the Marinov way leads tc

a transformation of the time coordinates where the radius vectors should not appear, i.e.

to absolute time coordinates.

The Einstein way leads to the Lorentz transformation formulas which are absolutely

symmetric with respect to the coordinates in frames K and K'
( as are the Galilean trans -

formation formulas ), i.e., one can assume frame K attached to absolute space and frame K'

moving, as well as K' attached to absolute space and K moving.

It is generally accepted that the Lorentz transformation leads to the result that in

any frame the velocity of light is isotropic. As we shall show in §4B, this is not true.

Since the time coordinates in the Lorentz transformation are relative quantuties, this

transformation leads to the following result: If frame K is considered as attached to ab-

solute space, and thus in K the velocity of light is isotropic, this velocity will be

anisotropic in any frame K' moving with respect to K. However, since the transformation

is entirely symmetric, one can assume that K' is attached to absolute space, and then the

velocity of light must be accepted isotropic in K' and anisotropic in K. From these con-

tradictory conclusions Einstein drew the fatal paradoxical corollary that the velocity of

light is isotropic in any inertial frame, and a terrible logical tempest troubled the

quiet waters of Newtonian physics.

If one accepts that the principle of relativity is not valid, then one must arrive at

the Marinov transformations which are not symmetric, i.e., if one assumes that frame K is
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i^tached to absolute space, then the velocity of light is isotropic in K only and it is

sotropic in any frame K' moving with respect to K .

Now we shall follow the first (Einstein) way and in §3C the second (Marinov) way.

If we consider frame K* at rest and frame K moving, then, according to the principle

Df relativity, aiming at meeting the requirement (2.9), we must write instead of the re-

lations (9) the following relations

r; = r,, i^,;+^f =1^„(1 - v2/c2)l/2. (3.14)

Thus, instead of formula (10) we shall now have the following one

r-r,.l,--r[ J'""'^''
^

(3.15)

md instead of formula (11) the following one

^ = ^' -^ f^ S ? 1/? - 1>^ ^ p' o wp ]V. (3.16)
(1 - v2/c2)l/2 y2 (1 - v2/c2)l/2

Adding formulas (11) and (16), we obtain

V - v2/c2)l/2
" '^^

(1 - VV)^/^
"

(1 - vV)l/2 "
V2' (1 - vV)^/2"

(3.17)

If in this formula we substitute r' from (11), we shall obtain the transformation for-

jla for time in which t' will be expressed through t and r

(1 - VVc2)l/2

On the other hand, if in formula (17) we substitute r from (16), we shall obtain the

transformation formula for time in which t will be expressed through t' and r'

f + r'.^/c^

(1 - v2/c2)l/2-
(3.19)

Formulas (11), (18) represent the direct, and formulas (16), (19) the inverse LORENTZ

TRANSFORMATION. These formulas show that not only the radius vectors r and r' are two dif-

ferent quantities, but also that the time coordinates t and t' are two different quanti-

ties. If frame K is attached to absolute space, we shall call t UNIVERSAL TIME and t' LO-

RENTZ (or RELATIVE) TIME. Lorentz time is a mathematical fiction . A clock attached to

frame K' reads the laboratory (or proper) time t^ which is an absolute category (see §3C)^

meanwhile the Lorentz time is a specific function of the universal time defined by formu-

la (18). For the relative time t' Lorentz used the term "coordinate time".

In §4B we give the Lorentz transformation for the coordinates' differentials (see for-

ilas (4.2) and (4.3)).
xxxxx
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Now we shall give the Lorentz transformation formulas in the case of a special trans-

CIS), (16), and (19) r.1 = xV and r'.^ = x'V, weformation. Putting in formulas
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sents rather a stipulation. However, not only the periods of light clocks become greater

(*hen the clocks move with greater velocity in absolute space (we repeat, a phenomenon

^hich exists also in traditional Newtonian theory), but also the periods of other physi-

cal processes as the periods of spring clocks (see §55E), the periods of atomic clocks,

the mean- lives of decaying elementary particles. So far there is no experimental evidence

permitting one to assert that the period of any system (say, the pulse of a man, the pe-

riod of ovulation) becomes greater with the increase of its absolute velocity; we think

that the generalization must be made, although this problem needs additional theoretical

and experimental investigation. At any rate the time dilation should be considered not as

stipulation but as a non-Newtonian phenomenon.

xxxxx

Let us find first how the Galilean transformation formulas should be written if one

assumes that in any inertial frame the time unit is defined by the period of light clocks

(*ith equal "arms", supposing for definiteness' sake that the "arms" of the clocks are

always perpendicular to the absolute velocity of the frames.

The period of a universal light clock (see p. 10) whose "arm" is d will be

T = 2d/c. (3.24)

A proper light clock with the same "arm" which moves with velocity V in absolute space

(Tith its "arm" perpendicular to V will have a period (see (2.3))

"o "
c(l - v2/c2)l/2 ' jnW^' '^'^^^

If (for an appropriate choice of d) we choose T as a time unit in frame K (called UNI-

VERSAL SECOND) and T^ as a time unit in frame K' (called PROPER SECOND), then it is clear

that if the time interval between two events is t universal seconds and t proper seconds,

the relation between them will be

t^/t = T/T^ = (1 - vW)^'^^ (3.26)

idhere T and T are measured in the same time units (universal or proper). Under this sti-

pulation we shall obtain from (1) and (26)

V = -
, V = (3 27)

Thus the transformation formulas (2), (3), to which we attach the relation (26), are

to be written in the follwoing form

r' = r - ^t, t^ = t(l - V^/c^)^/^ (3.28)

^ = '^' ^ Vo' ^ = ^0^^ ^ V^/c^)^/^ (3.29)

We call formulas (28) the direct, and formulas (29) the inverse HIGH-VELOCITY GALILEAN
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TRANSFORMATION. '

In these fonnulas ^ is the velocity of frame K' with respect to absolute space measu-

red in universal seconds (called UNIVERSAL TRANSIENT VELOCITY), 1^ is the same velocity

measured in proper seconds (called PROPER TRANSIENT VELOCITY), and c is the velocity of

light along the "arm" of the universal clock measured in universal seconds, as well as

along the "arm" of the proper clock measured in proper seconds.

The Galilean transformation, as well as the high-velocity Galilean transformation, lea

to the result that a "parallel" and a "perpendicular" light clock have different rates.

Hov/ever, the historical Michel son-Mori ey experiment (see §49) showed that the rates of a

"perpendicular" and a "parallel" light clock are equal. We have assumed this empirical

fact in our tenth axiom. Thus the high- velocity Galilean transformation is not adequate

to physical reality and we must look for another one which will satisfy all requirements

of the tenth axiom.

xxxxx

Now we shall find this transformation. We showed in §3B that to meet the requirement

of our tenth axiom about the independence of the light clock's rate on the orientation of

the clock's "arm", the transformation between the radius vectors is to be written in the

form (10), i.e., in the form (11).

To obtain the inverse transformation, we proceed not from the symmetric formula (15)

written on the grounds of the principle of relativity but again from the same formula

(10) which we v/rite in the form (see (1) and (27))

^ = ^i + ni = ri + r'(l - V^/c^)!/^ + ^t = -. +
''''

^ . ,/o + Vo- ^^-^^^

(1 + V^/c'^)^/'^ ° °

This formula, written in such a manner that only the relative radius vector r' is re-

presented but not its perpendicular and parallel components r|, r,',, will have the form

r = r' . [( \ - vtA , t^ ]? (3.31)

(1 + V^/c'^)^/'^ V^ ° °

If we express here V through V according to the first formula (27), then from (11)

and (31) we can obtain the second formula (28) in a manner similar to that used in §3B.

On the other hand, if in (11) we express V through V according to the second formula

(27), then from (11) and (31) we can obtain the second formula (29).

Let us combine formula (11) with the second formula (28) and formula (31) with the S4

cond formula (29)

^ (1- v2/c2)l/2 v2 (1- v2/c2)l/2^ '

t^ = t(l - V^/c^)^/^, (3.32'
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/2/.2,l/2 _ ^0

^^ _ v2/c2)l/2

We call formulas (32) the direct, and formulas (33) the inverse MARINOV TRANSFORMATION.

These formulas show that time, although differently measured in different inertial frames,

is an absolute quantity . In §4C we shall show that the Marinov transformation satisfies

the requirement of the tenth axiom.

xxxxx

The special Marinov transformation has the form

X' =—^ '.^\ ,.. , y' = y, z' = z, t^ = t(i - vW)^/^ (3.34)

(1 - v2/c2)l/2'

x = x'(i-vV)^/^ + /^Q ,, , y = y'. z = z', t =
V?-172' (^-^^^

(1 - v2/c2)i/2 (1 . vW)^/^

having written, in the inverse transformation (35), the transient velocity in absolute

time.

The direct Marinov transformation was first considered by Tangherlini (1961). Tangher-

lini could not show the adequacy of this transformation to physical reality and remained

a relativist, thaithful to the Einstein treatment of the Lorentz transformation.

Pi_9r2y9_Properties_of_the_Marinoy_transfgrmation

After due examination of the Marinov transformations, it can easily be established

that they form a group. For short we shall show this for the special Marinov transforma-

tions. As the y- and z-coordi nates are subjected to an identical transformation, we shall

ignore them.

Let us write the direct transformation (34) between the coordinates (x,t) in the abso-

lute frame K and the coordinates (X2,t2) in a proper frame K^ moving with velocity V2

Vp ^ 0) along the positive direction of the x-axis of the rest frame K

Let us then write the inverse transformation (35) between the coordinates (Xj,tj) in a

proper frame K^ moving with velocity V^ (V^ \ 0) along the positive direction of the x-axis

of the rest frame K and the coordinates (x,t) in K
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X = x,{l - V^/c^)^/^ + Y^ 1/2' ^ = o^ p wp » (3-37)

where the velocity V, (as well as the velocity V^) is measured in universal time.

Substituting formulas (37) into formulas (36), we can express the coordinates in frame

Kp through the coordinates in frame K,

1 - m\/z^ 1/2 Vi - V2 1 - Vg/c^ 1/2

"^""'^rr^^ ''l(l-v2/c2)l/2(i-v^/c2)l/2' '2 = ¥77^^ •
^'-^'^

These formulas are absolutely symmetric with respect to the coordinates in both frames.

Now we shall show that these transformations form a group.

A set of transformations, T^^. Tp^* T^^, , forms a GROUP if it has the following

properties:

1. TRANSITIVE PROPERTY: The product of two transformations of the set is equivalent to

a member of the set, the product

Ti3 = Tj2T23 (3.39);

being defined as performing T.^ and Tp., successively.

If formulas (38) give a transformation T.p, a transformation Tp- will have the same

form in which the number 1 is replaced by 2 and the number 2 by 3. Substituting formulas

(38) for the transformation T,p into the corresponding formulas for the transformation

Tp^, we obtain a transformation T,- which has the same form as (38) with the difference

that the number 2 is replaced by 3.

Thus the transitive property is proved as correct. We shall like to emphasize that the

transitive property for the Lorentz and Galilean transformations can only be verified if

one takes into account the corresponding transformation for velocities. Meanwhile the

transitive property for the Marinov transformation is established directly, i.e., without

taking into account the transformation for velocities.

2. IDENTITY PROPERTY: The set includes one "identity" transformation, T.., whose pro-

duct with any other member of the set leaves the latter unchanged. Thus

^12^22 = ^11^12 = hr (3-^"»

The identity form of the transformation (38) occurs for V, = Vp.

3. RECIPROCAL PROPERTY: Every member of the set has a unique reciprocal (or inverse)

which is also a member of the set. Thus the inverse of T^p is Tp^, where Tp, is a member

of the set, and

The reciprocal of transformation (38) can be obtained by writing the number 2 instead

of 1, and vice versa.

4. ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY: If three successive transformations are performed, then
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^12(^23^34) ' (^12^23)^34- '3.42)

The associative property can easily be verified.

Thus the Marinov transformations form a group.

Making a comparison between the Lorentz and Marinov transformations, we establish that

if the Lorentz transformation is considered from an absolute point of view (i.e., recog-

nizing the existence of absolute space), then these two transformations are not two diffe-

rent mathematical constructions but merely represent two formally different interpreta -

tions of the same mathematical apparatus , i.e., that they are two faces of the same coin .

We emphasize that if one seeks to preserve the adequacy of the Lorentz -transformation

to physical reality, one must consider this transformation from an absolute point of view.

We repeat, the seeming constancy of light velocity appearing in the Lorentz transforma-

tion is due to the introduction of space coordinates in the transformation formulas for

time. At an appropriate calculation (see formula (4.19)), the correct value of light ve-

locity in a frame moving in absolute space is obtained. In the Lorentz transformation the

space as well^the time coordinates are relative quantities, while light velocity is con-

sidered as an absolute quantity. In the Marinov transformation both, space coordinates and

light velocity are relative quantities, while time is an absolute quantity, as it is in

NATURE.

In our book we shall work with both, the Lorentz and the Marinov transformations. How-

ever, as we shall see in chapter II, the Lorentz transformation permits the introduction

of a 4-dimensional mathematical formalism which (as one will establish in many chapters

in parts III and V) is very productive. Thus, as a mathematical tool , the Lorentz trans-

formation is more useful but, for a conceptual clarification , the Marinov transformation

is indispensable.

§4. TRANSFORMATION OF VELOCITIES

^ I _ 1 1? § _ Q § 1 1 1 § § D _ ^ r § D § f 9 r IP § 5 1 9 Q

The direct and inverse GALILEAN TRANSFORMATIONS FOR VELOCITIES are given by formula

(IIB,4.12), or can be obtained by differentiation from formulas (3.5) and (3.6)

v' = V - ^, V = v' + ^, (4.1)

where v is the absolute velocity, v' the relative velocity, and ^ the transient velocity.

B-.I!]§_[:9r§Dt?_ trans format ion

Differentiating formulas (3.11), (3.18) and formulas (3.16), (3.19), we obtain the di-
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rect and inverse Lorentz transformations for the differentials of the coordinates and

time

dr'
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V is present.

The direct relation between v' and v can be found by dividing both sides of the first

equation (2) by dt and the inverse relation can be found by dividing both sides of the

first equation (3) by dt

V' = V + [{ V-TT72 - ^"H \ 2 1/2 J^> (^-1^)
(1 - VVc^)^/^ v2 (1 - VVc^)^/^

V = v- . [{ V^^ - 1}^ + ^^-y II (4.12)
(1 - VVc^)^/^ v2 1 + v^.^/c2

Note that in formula (12) the Lorentz relative velocity is present.

Squaring equation (11), we obtain the following transformation formula for the magne-

tudes of the velocities

2 ^ v^(l-V^/c^) - 2v.^ + {y.1l)^/c^ + / ^ v^(l-V^sin^9/c^) - 2vVcose + V^ ,4 ^3v

1 - V^/c^ 1 - V^/c^

From formulas (7) and (8) the following two very important relations can be obtained

(1 - v;V)^/2 = (1 - V^/c^)^/^(l -f/cY\ (4.14)
•-

1 - v.V/c^

(1 - vV)^/2 = (1-vV)^/^(1;VL;V)^/^
(4.15)

1 + v^.V/c'^

We obtain (14) by squaring (7) and building the expression on the left side of (14).

In the same way we obtain (15) from (8).

When v/ is perpendicular to ^, i.e., for v/.t = 0, (8) is reduced to

V = (1 - V^/c^)^''^v,; + H. (4.16)

A similar relation can be obtained between v/ and v when v is perpendicular to V, i.e.,

for v.^ = 0.

toWhen v/ is parallel to t, i.e., for v/.l^ = v/V, (8) is reduced

V,' + V
v = —

L

-. (4.17)
1 + y^y/c^

A similar relation can be obtained between v and v/ when v is parallel to V, i.e., for

r.^ = vV.

If v/ = c, we obtain from (17), supposing that v/ and V are collinear,

• - ^ -^ V
= c. (4.18)

1 + V/c

If V,; = V = c, we obtain from formulas (13) and (9) for the UNIVERSAL RELATIVE LIGHT

VELOCITY (write v' = c')
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,• . c ±zJf^^ ^ c ^Lz±IJ^, (4.1911
(1 ' V/c^Y'^ 1 + VcoseVc

since the LORENTZ RELATIVE LIGHT VELOCITY c,^ is equal to the UNIVERSAL ABSOLUTE LIGHT VE

LOCITY c.

xxxxx

The direct and inverse special Lorentz transformations for velocities have the form

V - V ,
v(l - vV)^/2 .

V (1 - vV)^/^
Vlx

=
o' V' = -y-

^
, V' = -^ .(4.20

'-^
1 - V V/c2 "-y 1 - V V/G^ '-^ 1 - V V/c2

,;^
+ V ^

v^(l - VW)^/^ y.^(i . v2/c2)l/2

^ 1 + ^l^/c
^

1 + v*^V/c2 ^ 1 + v,^^V/c2

In the light of our conceptions for time, we introduce the following types of velocil

1. The UNIVERSAL ABSOLUTE VELOCITY is the velocity v in the Loretzian approach define

by equality (4).

2. The UNIVERSAL RELATIVE VELOCITY is the velocity ^' defined by equality (5).

3. The PROPER ABSOLUTE VELOCITY

v^ = dl^/dt^ (4.2i

is the absolute velocity measured in proper time, i.e., on a clock attached to the movir

frame.

4. The PROPER RELATIVE VELOCITY

v^ = dr'/dt^ (4.23

is the relative velocity measured in proper time.

Remark. Let us remember (see IIA, p. 21) that when the proper clock is attached to tl

laboratory which moves in absolute space, it is also called laboratory clock and measun

laboratory time. The proper clock may be attached to the particle which moves in the

ving frame K' considered as laboratory; then it measures the particle's proper time, a

the clock attached to K' measures the laboratory's proper time.

Writing in the first formulas (3.32) and (3.33) df, dt, dr', dt instead of r, t, r't|

t , dividung them by dt and introducing the notations (4) and (5), we obtain the direct

and inverse MARINOV TRANSFORMATIONS FOR VELOCITIES

^' = ^ " t^ \ 2 1/2 - ^^H - \ 2 1/2 ^^* <^-2*i
(1 - \i^/z^y'^ v2 (1 - y^/c^yf^

^ = ^' + [{(1 - vV)^/^ - 1}^ + 1 ] \^. (4.251
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These are the.Marinov transformations for velocities written in universal time . If we

divide not by dt but by dt , the Marinov transformations for velocities written in proper

time should be obtained.

One may also write the transformation formulas for velocities in which the relative ve-

locity is expressed in proper time and the absolute velocity in universal time. This would

be the Marinov transformations for velocities written in mixed time .

The transformation formulas for the magnitudes of the velocities can be obtained from

(24) and (25) by squaring

^.2 _ v^(l - V^sin^9/c^) - 2vVcos9 + V^ ,^26)
1 - V^/c^

/ = v'^(l - V^cos^eVc^) + 2v'Vcose'(l - V^/t^)^/^ + V^. (4.27)

Evidently, formula (26) coincides with formula (13).

If we suppose that the moving particle is a photon, i.e., v = c, and we write v' = c',

then these two equations (the second after a solution of a quadratic equation with respect

to v') give formulas (19).

If we denote by c'^ the PROPER RELATIVE LIGHT VELOCITY, then its connection with the

UNIVERSAL ABSOLUTE LIGHT VELOCITY c will be

c- = c
i^lcose^ __

c
^ (4 23J

° 1 - VVc^ 1 + Vcose'/c

and its connection with the PROPER ABSOLUTE LIGHT VELOCITY

° (1 - v2/c2)l/2

ill be the same as the one given by formulas (19) for the connection between c' and c.

Note that the velocities with respect to the moving frame K' are called relative, while

the clocks attached to K' are called proper, and the velocities with respect to the rest

frame K are called absolute, while the clocks attached to K are called universal.

We designate the relative quantities by primes and the proper quantities by zero sub-

scripts. For this reason, in the Lorentz trasnformation (where time is relative), we de-

signate the relative coordinates by primes, and in the Marinov transformation (where time

is absolute), we designate the proper time coordinates by zero subscripts.

The special Marinov transformation for velocities has the form (we write only the in-

verse transformation)

v^ = v;(l - vW)^/^ + V, Vy = v^, v^ = v;. (4.30)

xxxxx
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Now we shall show why the rates of a "perpendicular" and a "parallel" light clock are

equal .

The angle between the velocity of light along the "arm" of a "peprendicular" light

clock and the velocity V of the clock is 6' = tt/Z, if measured in frame K' , and 6 = tt/2 -

V/c, if measured in frame K, so that formula (28) gives

c; = c (4.31)

for the proper relative light velocity, i.e., for the light velocity measured in frame K'

on a clock attached to K'; thus for the period of the clock we obtain

T^ = 2d/c. (4.32)

The angles between the velocity of light along the "arm" of a "parallel" light clock

and the velocity ^ of the clock are e' = = when light propagates in the "direct" di-

rection (i.e., along V) and 0' = = tt when light propagates in the "opposite" direction

(i.e., against ^), if measured both in K' and K, so that formula (28) gives for the pro-

per relative light velocities

Cq^ = —

^

. c'- = —^—

,

(4.33)
° 1 + V/c ° 1 - V/c

and for the period we obtain

T„ = d/c^^ + d/c;" =2d/c. (4.34)

From (32) and (34) we obtain the requirement (2.9) of our tenth axiom.

§5. TRANSFORMATION OF ACCELERATIONS

^i_I!]§_§§Ill§§D_5r§D§f9r!!)§5l9Q

The GALILEAN TRANSFORMATIONS FOR ACCELERATIONS are given by formula (IIB,5.11), or ci

be obtained by differentiation of formulas (4.1)

u = u, u = u . (5

§i-I!]§_k9r§D 5?. trans format ion

The general LORENTZ TRANSFORMATIONS FOR ACCELERATIONS can be found by differentiatin

formulas (4.7), (4.8), dividing them by the second formulas (4.2), (4.3), and introduci

the UNIVERSAL ABSOLUTE ACCELERATION, u = dv/dt, and the LORENTZ RELATIVE ACCELERATION

u,^ = dv,^/dt'.

We shall only write the formulas for the inverse special Lorentz transformation of ac-

celerations, proceeding from formulas (4.20) and the last formula (3.21),



u/ (1 - VVc

25 -

2/.2,l/2

^ (1 + v^^V/c2)3

u;jl + V' V/c2) - V' u' V/c^ 2 2

^
(1 + y[^y/c^y

1 + v^^V/c2)3
(1 - VVc-). (5.2)

;. The Marinov transformation

The MARINOV TRANSFORMATIONS FOR ACCELERATIONS can be obtained by differentiating for-

tilas (4.24), (4.25) and dividing them by the relevant time differentials (universal or

)roper).

We shall only write the formula for the inverse general Marinov transformation for ac-

:elerations written in universal time

ti-^' .{{l-yW)'^^-l}^^. (5.3)

rtiere u is the UNIVERSAL ABSOLUTE ACCELERATION and u' is the UNIVERSAL RELATIVE ACCELERA-

lON.

More about the transformation of accelerations see in §25A.

§6. SPACE INTERVALS

'i«§!Pl§§l9Di.!r§c§9t ion J _and mi ddle_di stances

The deduction of the Lorentz and Marinov transformations contained a certain peculiar

brmalism connected with the phenomenon which has the general name LORENTZ LENGTH CONTRAC-

lON. We repeat, according to our conception, the Lorentz contraction is not a physical

henomenon and must only be considered as a mathematical result of the Marinov character

)f light propagation. In the present section we shall consider the high-velocity aspects

)f space intervals following a more natural and clearer way. In this way one can perceive

:he need for the introduction of the Marinov character of light propagation and become

amiliar with the second order in v/c peculiarities of the space-time relations which, we

•epeat, are not Newtonian.

Consider fig. 6.1 where PQ is a rod proceeding with velocity v in absolute space so

:hat its initial point crosses the origin of the rest frame of reference K at the zero

nitial moment. We are interested in how one can measure the length of the rod by using

ight signals, being stationary in the rest frame K. In parallel to the rod, we shall al-

so consider a point q (it coincides with the final point of the rod) which proceeding with
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r fig. 6.

the velocity v crosses point Q' at the zero initial moment, and we want to know its dis-

tance from the frame's origin at this yery moment. Let us, for definiteness, analyse the

case of a moving material point, and so to free our mind from the complicated notion "ri-

gid rod".

If we have light signals at our disposal, there are two possibilities of measuring the

distance between point q and the frame's origin at the moment when point q crosses the

space point Q'

:

a) either to send a "runner" at the initial moment t. = 0, called the EMISSION MOMENT
in

which will cover the distance r' = Q'P' with velocity c to arrive at point P' at the mo

ment

f = r'/c,

called the RECEPTION MOMENT.

b) or to send a "runner" at the emission moment t

(6.1)

= which will cover the distance

r = P'Q to arrive at point Q at the reception moment

t = r/c. (6.2)

Using formulas (3.5) and (3.6), in which we write ^ = v, we obtain for the first and

second case, respectively, the following relations between the distances r and r'

r = r'(l + 2vcose'/c + //c^)^^^ = r'{(l - v^sin^e/c^)^/^ +vcose/c}, (6.3)

(1 - v^sin^oVc^)!/^ . vcose'/c (1 - 2vcose/c + v^/c^)^/^'
(6.4)

where 6' is the angle between v and r' , called the EMISSION ANGLE, while 9 is the angle

between v and r, called the RECEPTION ANGLE. The distance r' can be called the EMISSION

DISTANCE and the "track" distance r can be called the RECEPTION DISTANCE.

When the "photon-runner" covers distance r' between the emission and reception moments

one has
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r' rcose - r'cose'

c V

from where the follwoing relation between r and r' can be obtained

cose' + v/c

(6.5)

= r'
"""^ " ^^\ (6.6)

cose ^ '

while when the "photon-runner" covers distance r between the emission and reception mo

nts, one has

r rcose - r'cose'
c V '

from where the following relation between r and r' can be obtained

(6.7)

r = r' ^-^. (6.8)
cose - v/c ^ '

Let us now find the relation between r and r' when the "photon-runner" covers the

MIDDLE DISTANCE r^, starting at the emission zero moment from Q (or from P') and arriving

t P' (or at Q^) at the reception moment

In this case we shall have

!jn = rcose - r'cose' /g jq)
c V * \ ' /

To find a relation between r' , r, e ' , 6, v, and c which would correspond to this condi-

tion, we have to define an expression for r^ through certain of the elements r', r, e', e,

f, and c substantially different from (10), and, putting this expression fot r^ into (10),

«e will obtain a suitable relation between r', r, e', e, v, and c. We exerted many efforts

to do this in a mathematically correct manner but we always obtained too complicated ex-

pressions (for example, write the law of cosines (1,54.36) for the triangles P'Q'Qj^ and

•Q Q which involve the angles e' and e, and exclude then the quantity r^). Thus we arri-

ved to the conclusion that the simplest but mathematically incorrect way is the following:

Introduce the approximate relations

r' = r^ - ^ vcose^. '" =
--m

^ ^ "'°^\' <^-">

between

(10) in the approximate forms

where e is the angle between v and r , called the MIDDLE ANGLE, and write the equation
m ^ m

, cose' + rn,v/r'c _ ^, cose' + v/c + v^cosem/2c^m"^^ . ..
---- "' (6.12)

cose cose

r = ^'cose' ^ r^cosel^
(6 13)

cose - r v/rc cose - v/c + v'^cosen72c<^
m '"^

Multiplying these two equations and taking the square root, we obtain approximately

r = y..r COse'(cose' + v/c) ^l/2
(g 14J

cose(cose - v/c)
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We assume that the relation (14) is the exact expression (with an exactitude higher

than of second order in v/c) corresponding to condition (10). It is strange, however,

that the expression (14) cannot be obtained following a mathematically correct way from

the condition (10) and the geometry presented in fig. 6.1. This engenders an interesting

mathematical problem to which we call the attention of the mathematicians. May be, the Ma

rinov character of light propagation has not some "physical" ground but is a simple "ma-

thematical" result, following from the impossibility to find a relation between r', r, 9'

6, V, and c which should correspond to condition (10).

From a physical point of view, all three cases (1), (2), and (9) of how to send the

"photon-runner" are realizable. Nature, however, realizes only the case (9) . Only at the

realization of case (9) the Michel son-Mori ey experiment will give a null result and both

a "perpendicular" and a "parallel" light clock will display the same rate. We must empha-

size that all these conclusions have some strange character. Although having ruminated

during many years over the Marinov character of light propagation, we cannot present a

clear explanation why light has this peculiarity of motion. Let us add that this peculi-

arity concerns also the motion of any massive particle (see §44), and it enters into the

whole body of gravimagretism and electromagnetism (see the Lienard-Wiechert potentials in

IV, §3 and V, §3).

May be, in future days somebody will be able to give a clear and logic explanation of

the Marinov character of light propagation. Let us hope. Fecit quod potui , feciant me-

liora potentes.

From fig. 6.1, according to the law of sines (1,54.54), we have

r'/r = sine/sine', (6.15)

and from (14) and (15) we obtain the following relations between the angles 9' and 9

cose = ^°^Q' \^{^ , C0S9' = f^Q - ^/^
. (6.16)

1 + VCOSe'/C 1 - VC0S9/C ^
'

From formulas (15) and (16) we find

.2/.2a/2

from where

From (17) we get

Since it is approximately

r = r' (^ ~ V /C ) - r' ^ + VC0S9 7c ,. ,,»

1 - VC0S9/C (1 - v2/c2)l/2* ^
'

r- ,.(
l^vcos97C )l/2^

^^3,U - VC0S9/C ' ^ '

(1 + vcos97c)(l - VC0S9/C) = 1 - vW. (6.19)

cose' = cos9^ + a, C0S9 = cose^^ - a, (6.20)

where a is a positive or negative quantity, we can write (18) approximately in the form

1 + VC0S9 /c , ,,

r = r'( ^-y^^. (6.21)
1 - vcose^/c

xxxxx

I
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The relations (17) can also be obtained if one proceeds from the Lorentz transformation.

We shall show this for the special Lorentz transformation; the demonstration for the gene-

ral transformation can be performed in the same manner.

Let us have a "rod" which has an arbitrary position in frame K' (see fig. 6.1) and let

us find the track which a light signal covering the length of the "rod" will leave in the

rest frame K. Let us suppose that the light signal is sent at the moment t, (t^) and it

arrives at the other extremity of the rod at the moment t2 (t^). Thus, according to the

Lorentzian conceptions we shall have

^2 " h = h^^^z - h^^ ^ ^^2 - ^i)^ ^ ^'2 h^^^^^^ = ^' (6-22)

4 - 4 = h^^'z - 4^^ ^ ^^2 ^1^^ ^ ^4 - 4)^>^'^^ = r-'
<^-23)

f«here (xj,xj,x]), (x2,y2.Z2) ^^^ ^^^ coordinates of the extremities of the rod in frame

• and (x,,y,,Zj), (X2,y2»z2) ^^^ ^^^ extremities of the track which the light signal has

left in frame K.

Proceeding from formulas (3.20), we build the differences x^-xj. yo'Vl* ^2''^i*
^^"^"

ring these differences, adding their left and right sides, respectively, taking the square

root from the equation obtained, substituting in its right side (22), and using the re-

lation (see fig. 3.2)

(X2 - Xj)/r = cose, (6.24)

obtain the following relation

r>> - ^ 1 - Vcose/c _ ^ 1 - r.t/rc ,. ^n.
^ = ^ 5—TTT? ^ 9

—

7 1/? ' (6.25)

ihere r/r is the unit vector along the track which the light signal has left in absolute

space (in frame K). This formula coincides with the first formula (17), if we put V = v.

In the same way, proceeding from formulas (3.21), we build the differences X2-Xj,

Yo'^l* ^?~^y Squaring these differences, adding their left and right sides, respecti-

vely, taking the square root from the equation obtained, substituting in its right side

(23), and using the relation (see fig. 3.2)

(x^ - xj)/r' = cose', (6.26)

obtain the following relation

, 1 H- Vcose'/c _ „, 1 + r'.V/r'c .r- ^j.

(1 - v2/c2)l/2
' '

(1 . v2/c2)l/2'
^''^'^

Mhere ?"'/r'is the unit vector along the rod. This formula coincides with the second for-

la (17), if we put V = v.

xxxxx

Finally, let us show that the relations (17) follow immediately from the formulas
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(4.19) for the relative light velocity.

Indeed, if an observer in frame K will measure the time in which light will cover the

length of the moving rod r* sending a light pulse from the initial point P' to the final

point Q' which will be "caught" at the space point Q (the sending is at the moment when

P' crosses point P), he will register the universal time interval

t = r/c. (6.28)

An observer attached to the moving rod, with respect to which the velocity of light mea-

sured in universal time is given by formulas (4.19), will measure the universal time in-

terval

r' _ r' (1 - v^/c^)^^^ r' 1 + vcosO'/c
" c* ~ c

1 - vcose/c
" c

(1 - vV)^/^- ^^'^^^

From the last two formulas we obtain the relations (17).

If the observer attached to the moving rod registers the time on a proper clock, he

has to use the expressions (4.28) for the velocity of light and will measure the proper

time interval « o

*n
= ^ = 7- ^^ ' "

^n/ = ?^(1 +vcose7c), (6.30)
Cq c 1 _ vcose/c c

which, according to the second formula (3.32) is equal to the universal time interval

if divided by (1 - v^/c^)^/^. Thus again from (28) and (30) we can obtain the relations

(17).

§*_^^y§D9§di_r§5§r^§^2_§Q^_9bseryation_distances

In this subsection we shall introduce certain generalizations of the notions introduce

in §6A which are very useful when one analyses the propagation of electromagnetic waves.

Let us consider again a point q proceeding with an arbitrary velocity v in the rest

frame of reference K (see fig. 6.2 and compare it with fig. 6.1). When q crosses the spac

point Q', a light signal (a "photon-runner") is sent towards point P, which we shall call

the REFERENCE POINT. This light signal, covering distance r', reaches point P at the mo-

ment t, called the OBSERVATION MOMENT, when q crosses point Q. At this very moment a light

signal is sent from P which, covering distance r", catches q when it crosses point Q".

The moment

V = t - r'/c, (6.31)

at which a light signal is sent from q when it crosses point Q', is called the ADVANCED

MOMENT.

The moment

t" = t + r"/c, (6.32)

at which a light signal sent from P reaches q when it crosses point Q", is called the RE-

TARDED MOMENT.



Fig. 6.2

Slightly different values for the advances and retarded moments should be obtained if

in formulas (31) and (32) we write r instead of r' and r".

We call r', r", and r, respectively, the ADVANCED, RETARDED, and OBSERVATION DISTANCES.

When comparing fig. 6.2 with fig. 6.1, we must take into account that the triangle

>'Q'Q in fig. 6.1 corresponds either to the triangle PQ'Q or to the triangle PQQ" in fig.

5.2. Take also into account that in fig. 6.1 the radius vectors r' and r (i.e., the unit

sectors r^'/r' and r/r) point from the rest point P' to the moving point q, while in fig.

5.2 the unit vectors n', n, and n" point from the moving point q to the rest point P. We

iee immediately that if the emission moment is the advanced moment, then the reception

noment is the observation moment, while if the emission moment is the observation moment,

then the reception moment is the retarded moment.

Thus, on the grounds of formulas (25) and (27), we can write

(6.33), = p'
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frame K'. Let the coordinates of the rod's extremities registered in the frame K at the

same moment

t^ = t2 (6.35)

be {Xj,yj,Zj) and (x2,y2,Z2).

The length of the rod (registered in frame K") is

r' = {(x^ - x;)2 + (y. . yp2 ^ ^^. _ z.)2jl/2
^g 3^^

This length registered in frame K is

r = {(X2 - x^)2 + (72 - y^)^ + {z^ - z^)h^^^. (6.37)

According to our absolute conceptions these two lengths are equal , i.e.,

r = r', (6.38)

however, because of the Marinov character of light propagation , we shall obtain another

relation between r and r', if we should use the Lorentz or Marinov transformation. Indeed,

using in (36) the Lorentz transformation (3.20) or the Marinov transformation (3.34) un-

der the condition (35), we obtain

o-L
(l-v2/c2)l/2

J
•

"'''

where we have replaced the symbol r' by the symbol r to emphasize that the length of the

rod which is at rest in K' is expressed not by the coordinates in K' but by its coordi-

nates in K .

Using the relation (24), but emphasizing that now r is not the track of a light signal

left in K which has covered the length of a moving rod but the momentary snap-shot of the

moving rod in frame K, so that now 9 = e', we can write (39) in the form

r„ - r(i-i%!|^)l/2. (6.40)
° 1 - v^/c^

For e = tt/2 this formula leads to the relation

(6.41)

which coincides with the relation (38), if putting r' = r . However, for e = 0, we obtain

(6.42)
1 - v2/c2)l/2'

When a certain distance (a length of a "rod") in the moving frame K' is expressed by

the coordinates of its extremities registered in the rest frame K, we shall call this

PROPER DISTANCE ( or PROPER LENGTH) and denote it by r^. Because of the Marinov character

of light propagation the proper distance r is not equal to the distance r registered in

frame K and the relation is given by formula (40). To this mathematical peculiarity con-

temporary physics gives the name LORENTZ CONTRACTION, considering it as a physical con-
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traction of the moving bodies. We repeat, according to our conception, this is not true.

The peculiarity presented by formula (40) when comparing it with formula (38) is only ma-

thematical and results from the Marinov character of light propagation.

For mathematical convenience, we introduce a SECOND PROPER DISTANCE according to the

relation

^00 =
''o^^

- vV)^''^ = [(X2-Xj)^ + (l-vV){(y2-yi)^ ^ (z2-^l)^>]^^^

(6.43)

§7. TIME INTERVALS. KINEMATIC (LORENTZ) TIME DILATION

Let us find the relation between the readings of a universal and a proper clock, pro-

ceeding from the Lorentz transformation. Since the proper clock is at rest in frame K',

its radius vector there will be a constant quantity and for any two moments t|, tA we

shall have

rj = r^. (7.1)

The radius vectors of the clock in the frame K for the corresponding universal moments

tj, t2 will be related by the formula

r^ - Tj =^(t2 - t^). (7.2)

Making use of any of the formulas (3.11), (3.18), (3.16), or (3.19), under the condi-

tions (1) and (2), we obtain

*2 - M = (*2 - h)(l - vV)^/^. (7.3)

Denoting ^p "
^i

~
^*o' ^2 - t, = At, V = v, we obtain

At^ = At(l - vV)^''^ (7.4)

which is formula (3.26). We call (4) the KINEMATIC (or LORENTZ) TIME DILATION. It was

considered first by Larmor (1900) and then by Einstein (1905), but since it is a result

of the Lorentz transformation, we attribute to it the name of Lorentz. While the Lorentz

length contraction (see p. 32) is a mathematical fiction the Lorentz time dilation is a

real physical phenomenon .

One cannot make the symmetric opposite assumption (as one does in the theory of relati

vity) that the clock at rest in frame K is moving with respect to frame K' ( in such a

case, according to the Lorentz transformation, one would obtain that the rate of the uni-

versal clock will be delated with respect to the rate of the proper clock). Indeed, the

absolute frame K is defined as the one in which the center of mass of the whole world is

at rest. Evidently, the proper clock moves with respect to this center; the proper clock

cannot be such a one with respect to which the whole world moves.

In the Marinov transformation the time dilation is introduced explicitly.

xxxxx
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t=;ril

Fig. 7.1

Now we shall give certain simple examples which manifest clearly the absolute charac-

ter of the time dilation.

Let us have (see fig. 7.1) two light clocks, one of which (clock A) is at rest in the

reference frame attached to absolute space, and the other (clock B) performs a rotational

motion in such a manner that its "arm" always remains perpendicular to the linear veloci-

ty of rotation. If clocks A and B have the same "arms", they will go exactly at the same

rate when being at rest. However, if clock B performs the above-mentioned rotational mo-

tion, its light pulse will always arrive, with a specific time delay, later than the cor-

responding light pulse in clock A. As we have already established (the same results are

obtained whether proceeding from relativistic or from non-relativistic conceptions), if

the periods of both clocks are measured in the same time (universal or proper), the rela-

tion between the period T^ of the proper clock and the period T of the universal clock

will be given by formula (3.25). Thus, after having covered a closed path, the proper

clock will be found to be late, the difference in the readings being (use formula (4) cal

culating within an accuracy of second order in v/c)

6t = At - At, (7.5)

In fig. 7.1 the motion of clock B is non-inertial during the whole time of separation

from clock A. We shall now show that the same effect of time dilation will be obtained

when the motion of clock B is inertial during the predominant of the separation time.

Indeed, let us have (see fig. 7.2) a light clock A which is at rest in absolute space,

and an identical light clock B which passes near A (at point b) with velocity v. Up to

point b' clock B moves inertially with velocity v. From point b' to point b" its velocity

diminishes to zero, and from point b" to point b' its velocity increases again to v, but
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)sitely directed. Clock B then begins to move inertia! ly and, with the same velocity v,

passes near clock A. Assuming that the time of non-inertial motion is insignificantly

short with respect to the time of inertial motion, we obtain again relations (4) and (5).

In both cases presented in fig. 7.1 and fig. 7.2 we supposed that the "arm" of the mo-

ving light clock B is perpendicular to its velocity, so that the calculations could be

performed proceeding from high-velocity as well as from low-velocity conceptions. Because

of the Marinov character of light propagation, any light clock will have the same rate

independently of the orientation of its "arm".

Fig. 7.2
O

§8. THE TWIN PARADOX

In the theory of relativity the rest frame K and the moving frame K' have exactly the

same rights. According to the principle of relativity, one can consider frame K at rest

and frame K' moving, as well as K' at rest and K moving. In this approach the time dila-

tion must be not an absolute but a relative phenomenon, i.e. , for an observer in frame K

the clocks attached to frame K' go with a lower rate, while for an observer in frame K'

the clocks attached to frame K go with a lower rate. From this Einsteinian paradigm the

so-called twin paradox has arisen.

The TWIN (or CLOCK) PARADOX can be formulated as follows: If one of two twins remained

fixed in an inertial frame, while the other undertakes a journey at great speed, then the

twin-traveller would be found to have aged less upon returning than his stay-at-home bro-

ther (assume the twins were clocks).

We must emphasize that the twin paradox arises not from the fact that there is a phy-

sical time dilation in material systems moving with respect to each other (and thus with

respect to absolute space ), but from the relativistic dogma that this time dilation is

absolutely symmetric and mutually opposite for both systems. Thus the insurmountable lo-

gical difficulty for the theory of special relativity consists in the following: to obtain

an asymmetric result from two absolutely symmetric effects. Thousands and thousands of

pages written by very clever men are dedicated to the logical explanation of this unresol-

vable paradox .

In this section we shall show that the twin paradox cannot be resolved within the

framework of special relativity, and thus the efforts of the Einstein disciples to explain
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it with mathematical and logical speculations of different quality and quantity were a

terrible waste of time for authors and readers.

xxxxx

Let us consider the traditional twins who carry with themselves identical clocks, say,

their hearts or fine and precise atomic clocks. This signifies that when the twins are

at rest in an inertial frame of reference, the hands of their clocks always show the same

readings on their clock-faces.

In any textbook on relativity, with the help of different motivations, as a rule, the

following conclusion is drawn: the twin who has suffered acceleration during the time of

separation will be found to have aged less than the one who has not suffered acceleration.

Here the following question always arises: What has become of the twin (and of the clock

carried by him) during the time of accelerated motion? To avoid this question, we shall

consider two twins who suffer exactly the same acceleration during the time of separation.

Such a case can be realized as follows:

At the initial zero moment both twins are at rest with respect to the used inertial

frame of reference, and they switch on the thrust of two rockets in which both of them

have taken a seat. When the velocities of their rockets become equal to v, both twins

switch off the thrust and the rocket of the second twin flies further under its own mo-

mentum, while the first twin immediately switches on a backward thrust, reducing the ve-

locity from V to -V. Arriving at the velocity -v, the backward thrust is switched off and

again a forward thrust is switched on until the velocity of the rocket becomes equal to

zero and the first twin lands at the start. There he awaits the home-coming of his bro-

ther.

According to special relativity, the twin paradox appears as a result of the free

flight. Hence during the time when the twins have suffered acceleration (which time, ob-

viously, is equal for both twins ) they can stop if not their hearts, then at least their

clocks, and compare only the readings for the free flight time of the twin-traveller and

the rest time of his stay-at-home brother. If moreover we assume that the "free-of-acce-

leration" time intervals are much longer than the time intervals when the twins have suf-

fered acceleration, the latter can be neglected with respect to the former.

Assume that the readings of the clocks of both twins at the initial moment are equal

to zero. If after their meeting again the readings of the clocks are, respectively, t,

and t^, then, according to special relativity, one has

t2 = tj(l - v^/c^)^/^. (8.1)

This formula can be written on the grounds of the Lorentz transformation only by the

first twin, if proceeding from the principle of relativity. The second twin has to write

exactly the opposite relation. If both twins establish, after comparing the readings of

their clocks, that relation (1) is the really existing one, then we have to conclude that
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this relation is written by an absolute hand, by someone who uses not only the Lorentz

transformation formulas - an observer who knows that twin 1 has taken once a full portion

of anti-acceleration pills, while twin 2 has taken three times anti -acceleration pills:

the first and the third time l/4th part of the full portion any time and the second time

l/2th portion. Correspondingly the clock of twin 1 has been stopped once, while the clock

of twin 2 has been stopped thrice. Without these additional conditions no conclusions can

be made.

Let us suppose that the second twin noted down in his log-book the reading t" of his

clock at the moment when he switched on the backward thrust, taking the decision to end

his forward journey and to return home. We pose the following question to special relati-

vity: which is the relation between the reading t" and the reading t' = t^/2? According

to the relativistically treated Lorentz transformation formulas, from the point of view

of twin 1 (i.e., working in his inertial frame of reference with respect to which the se-

cond twin iplies with velocity v), the relation must be

t" = t'(l - vW)^^^ (8.2)

while from the point of view of twin 2 (i.e., working in his inertial frame of reference

with respect to which the first twin flies with velocity v) the relation must be

V = t"(l - v^/c^)^/^. (8.3)

The readings t' and t" of both clocks cannot be directly compared because between both

twins the largest distance of their separation extends. With the aim of establishing

which of relations (2) and (3) is the true one, let twin 1 send at the moment t' a third

twin who will fly with velocity 2v (in the frame of twin 1) along the direction in which

the second twin has flown, and let twin 2 return home with a daughter rocket, leaving a

fourth twin to fly on with velocity v (in the frame of twin 1) with the mother rocket.

Twin 3 will "catch" twin 4 when the readings of their clocks will be, respectively,

t- and t-, and, according to special relativity, one has

t3 = t4(l - vV)^/^ (8.4)

because twin 3 flies (with respect to the inertial frame where twin 4 is at rest) with a

velocity -v during the first half of his journey and with a velocity v during the second

half of the journey.

Putting into formula (1) t^ = 2t' and t2 = 2t", and into formula (4) t^ = 2t' and

t^ = 2t", we obtain formulas (2) and (3), respectively, which are mathematically contra-

dicting one another.

Here the unique objection can be made: whether one can be sure that the relations

t2 = 2t" and t^ = 2t' are true. However, the theory of special relativity cannot pose

this objection, because for this theory absolute space does not exist and only the mutual

velocity of the twins is of importance. Hence, for special relativity, if twin 2 has spent
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time t" for the "there" journey in the inertial frame of twin 1, then he must spend exact-

ly the same time for the "back" journey. The same is to be said for the third twin who

spends time t' for the "there" journey and exactly the same time for the "back" journey

in the inertial frame of twin 4.

Thus the existence of time dilation within the framework of special relativity is a

logically inconsistent assertion, and it is to be regretted that the father of this theo-

ry defended such an inwardly contradictory conclusion.

xxxxx

Proceeding from the Lorentz transformation formulas, we can come to the following two

logically consistent alternatives: either to reject the time dilation dogma, treating it

as a seeming fictitious effect but not as a physical one (as it is done by certain rela-

tivists), or to accept this dogma together with the assumption of absolute space (as it

is done in our absolute space-time theory).

According to our theory, the courses of two clocks do not depend on their mutual velo-

city but on their velocities with respect to absolute space. Hence in our theory we ar-

rive at the following conclusions: If the first twin is at rest in absolute space, the

relation between the readings t' and t" will be given by (2); if the fourth twin is at

rest in absolute space, the relation will be given by (3). As it can easily be verified,

in both cases the relation between t^ and tg will be given by (1), and the relation be-

tween t^ and t- will be given by (4).

Indeed, let us show this for the case where twin 1 rests in absolute space. Then re-

lation (2) will be valid and relation (1) can immediately be obtained. Furthermore we

shall have

t^ = 2t" = 2t'(l - v^/c^)^/^ = 2t'(l - v^/2c^) (8.5)

and

t3 = f + t'(l - 4v^/c^)^/^ = 2t'(l - v^/c^), (8.6)

so that from (5) and (6) we obtawn relation (4).

If twin 1 flies with a velocity v' with respect to absolute space and twin 4 (thus al-

so twin 2 in the first half of his journey) flies with a velocity v" with respect to ab-

solute space, the relation between t' and t" will be (see formula (3.38))

(1 - v'2/c2)l/2
=

(1 . v"2/c2)l/2"
"''

as it can immediately be established, taking into account a fifth twin who is at rest with

respect to absolute space.

Thus in our theory we come to the following assertion: Absolute space does exist, and

the course of time in material systems moving with respect to absolute space is different.

These assertions do not lead to any paradoxical results.

According to us, the twin-traveller will age less than his stay-at-home brother, but
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from a mathematical point of view there is nothing paradoxical in this conclusion. A lay-

man may consider as a strange and amazing result only the natural fact that time has dif-

ferent course in material systems moving at different velocities in absolute space. This

phenomenon, however, is demonstrated quite simply by the help of a light clock, taking

into account the Marinov character of light propagation. Thus the absolute time dilation

contains no more paradoxical elements than, say, the conclusion to which Archimedus came,

establishing that all bodies lose on their weight proportionally to their volumes when be-

ing put in a liquid.

§9. SLOW TRANSFER OF CLOCKS

Consider two spatially separated clocks in the moving frame K'. We say (see IIA, p. 20)

that there is a NEWTONIAN TIME SYNCHRONIZATION between these two clocks if at any moment

they show the same readings. As we said in part IIA, and we showed by our "coupled mir-

rors" experiment (see §51 and §52), a Newtonian time synchronization can be realized by

the help of a rotating rigid shaft. An EINSTEINIAN TIME SYNCHRONIZATION between spatially

separated clocks is realized by the help of light signals, assuming that the velocity of

light is isotropic and equal to c in any inertial frame. Then the reading of the synchro-

nized clock is set equal to the reading of the clock placed at the frame's origin (a "mo-

ther" clock) at the moment when the light signal has been sent plus r/c, where r is the

distance between the clocks. Let us note that a Newtonian time synchronization can be

made by the help of light signals, too, as we show in §56.

It is quite obvious that under an Einsteinian time synchronization only the clocks

placed along a line perpendicular to the velocity of frame K' will display a Newtonian

time synchronization, too. The clocks in the hemisphere with a pole taken at the apex of

the frame's velocity will be slow, proportionally to the distance from the frame's origin

and the cosine of the angle concluded between this distance and the absolute velocity,

while the clocks placed in the hemisphere with a pole taken at the an ti -apex of the frame's

velocity will, in a similar manner, be fast.

Certain authors assert that by a slow transfer of clocks one can realize a Newtonian

time synchronization. This is not true. We shall show that by a slow transfer of clocks

one realizes an Einsteinian time synchronization.

Indeed, let us transfer a clock with the low relative velocity v' from the frame's ori-

gin 0' to a point in space P' having a relative radius vector r'. If the transfer of the

clock begins at the universal moment t = 0, corresponding to the proper moment t^ = 0,

and ends at the universal moment t, the reading of the transferred clock at the moment of

arrival will be
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ti'-
. m - ii±|:]!,i/2 . , . j!i t - ^tcose' - ^t, (9.1)

where ^ is the absolute velocity of frame K' and 9' is the angle between v' (thus r') and

^. Since it is v't = r', we obtain from (1), for v' -> 0,

ttr = t - 4t - ^ cose- -rLyL.t-^t- n^cose-. (9.2)
° 2c^ c^ 2c'^ 2c'^ c'^

In equation (1) we work within an accuracy of second order in "velocity/light velocity*

If we should like to work with a higher accuracy, instead of the Galilean formula for ve-

locity addition (4.1), we have to use the Marinov formula (4.27).

Let us now find the reading of a clock, placed at the point P', which is synchronized

by the "mother" clock, placed at the frame's origin, according to the Einstein synchroni-

zation convention. If we assume that the synchronizing signal arrives at the moment when

the transferred clock arrives at point P', we conclude that it had to be sent from 0' at

the proper moment «

t^^ = t(l - vV)^/^ - rVc^ = t --^t - (ll + i:!^cose'), (9.3)

where c^ is the proper relative light velocity of the signal propagating from 0' to P',

and we have used formula (4.28).

According to the Einsteinian time synchronization convention, the clock placed at P'

will, at the universal moment t, show the following proper time

C = C + ^'/^ = ^ - -^* - ^ CO50'. (9.4)
° ° 2c2 c^

Comparing formulas (2) and (4), we conclude that the reading of the transferred clock

will be equal to the reading of the clock placed at point P'. Thus a slow transfer of

clocks leads not to a Newtonian but to an Einsteinian time synchronization.
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ChaptQ.fL II

KlUl^MlCS IN THE 4 - S ? A C E

§10. 4-SPACE

Minkowski has shown that it is more convenient from a mathematical point of view if

one considered the time axis as a fourth coordinate axis along which the time coordinate

is taken in the form

T = i ct, (10,1)

i.e., as an imaginary position coordinate (i is the imaginary unit), the absolute value

of which is equal to the time coordinate, t, multiplied by the velocity of light, c. Now

all coordinates, space and time, are measured in length units, and thus one can consider

the "space-time" position of any material point in a hypothetical 4-DIMENSIONAL SPACE, in

which all four coordinate axes are mutually perpendicular. Of course, the time axis pre-

serves a special mathematically different character, since the time position coordinates

are imaginary numbers, while the space position coordinates are real numbers. Any point

in the 4-space is called a WORLD POINT. Any world point corresponds to a physical EVENT,

i.e., to the occurence of something at a given space point at a given moment. Obviously,

the notions "world point" and "event" are to be considered as synonyms.

We attach a 4-DIMENSIONAL FRAME OF REFERENCE to the 4-dimensional space. Thus the 4-di-

mensional fraime is composed by an ordinary 3-dimensional space frame and by a time axis

along which the coordinates are taken in the form (1). The coordinates of the origin of

the 4-dimensional frame are x=0,y=0, z=0,t=0 (i.e., t=0). The coordinates of

an arbitrary world point P are x, y, z, x (i.e., t). The radius vector pointing from the

origin of the 4-frame to the world point P is called the 4-RADIUS VECTOR and is denoted

by r, i.e., putting above its letter symbol the sign ^. The 4-radius vector consists of

the ordinary 3-radius vector r and the time "radius vector" t = ir; the magnitude of the

imaginary (time) component of the 4-radius vector is denoted by the same letter r but

above it the sign "-" is put. Thus the components of the 4-radius vector can be written

in the following different forms

i^ = {r^.r^.r^r^) = {r^,r^,r^,r^) =
(>^x'''y'''z''''"t^

" (x.y,z,T) = (x,y,z,ict) = (r,ir).

(10.2)

The unit vectors along the four coordinate axes of the 4-frame K are designated by

X, y, z, T. Thus the 4-radius vector can be presented in the form

r = XX + yy + zz + ictr. (10.3)

The absolute value of the 4-radius vector of the world point P represents the "length"

of the line segment in the 4-dimensional space between the frame's origin and this world

point, thus (cf. I, p. 192)



|r| = {(x - 0)^ + (y - 0)^ + z - 0)^ + (ict - 0)^}^/^ = (x^ + y^ + z^ - cV)^/^. (10.4)

This 4-dimensional distance is called 4-INTERVAL.

If there are two world points P, and P^, the 4-interval between them will be the magni

tude of the difference of their 4- radius vectors

1^2 - rj = {(X2 - x^)^ + (y2 - y^)^ + (Zg - z^^ - c2(t2 - t^)h^^^. (10.5;

§11. TRANSFORMATION OF COORDINATES IN THE 4-SPACE

Let us now consider another 4-franie K' in our 4-space. As we know (see IIA, p. 7), any

two frames in the 3-space are of the first, second, or third class (i.e., translated, ro-

tated, or reflected). Any two 4-frames in the 4-space may be also of the first, second, oi

third class. We shall consider 4-frames only of the first and second class.

The 4-radius vector of the world point P in the 4-frame K' will be (cf. (10.3))

1" = x'x' + y'y' + z'z' + ict'f', (11.1

and the 4-interval between the world points P, and Pp in the 4-frame K' will be (cf.

(10.5))

|r^ - ^\ = {(x^ - x'/ + (y- - yp2 + (z- . 2j)2 _ ^2^^. . t.)2jl/2^ ^^^ 2;

The distance between two points considered in two frames of the first and second class,

is the same quantity, and thus we can write

(x2-x^)^ + (72 -yi)^
+ (^2'^1^^ c^(t2-tj)^ =

(x- -xp^ + (y^-yi)^ + (^2-^i)^ c^(t2-ti)^ (11.3)

xxxxx

Let us find the kind of relation between the space and time coordinates of a world i

point consicR-ed in the 4-frames K and K', i.e., under a transformation from the 4-frame I?

to the 4-frame K'. A transformation of the first class, representing a shift of the refe-

rence frame parallel to itself (the unit vectors remain respectively parallel), is of no

interest, since it only leads to a sfift of the origin of the space part and to a change

of the time reference point (i.e., a shift of the origin of the time part). Thus we have

to analyse a transformation of the second class representing a rotation of the 4-frame.

Every rotation in the 4-space can be dissolved into six simple rotations in the planes

(xy), (xz), (yz), (xt), (yx), and (zx), as every rotation in the 3-space can be dissolved

into three rotations in the first three planes. The first three of these six simple rota-

tions transform only the space coordinates; they correspond to the usual space rotations,

and, thus, there is no motion of the space part of K' with respect to the space part of
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Let us consider the rotation in the xx-plane. Under this rotation the y- and z-coordi-

nates do not change, and thus this must be a special transformation (see p. 8). Let us

designate the angle of rotation by (j). If we use the transformation formulas (IIB,3.13),

writing x intead of y, we shall have

X = x'cos(|) - T'sin({),

T = x'sincj) + t'cos(J). (11.4)

We shall now determine the angle
(J)
which can only depend on the relative velocity V

with which the space part of K' moves with respect to the space part of K. Let us consi-

der the motion in frame K of the origin of the space part of K'. Then x' = 0, and formu-

las (4) take the form

x = - x'sincj), X = x'coscj). (11.5)

Dividing the first of them by the second, we obtain

x/x = - tancj). (11.6)

Taking into account that at the zero initial moment the origins of the space parts of

frames K and K' coincide, we shall have

X = Vt, (11.7)

and making use of (10.1), we obtain from (6)

tan(t. = iV/c. (11.8)

We wrote equation (7), supposing that the velocity V is constant, i.e., that the space

parts of the frames K and K* are inertial. If the velocity V is not constant, then a

unique 4-dimensional frame cannot correspond to the non-inertial frame of reference K'.

Now substituting (8) into the mathematical relations (see (1,9.5))

sind. = tani^_^^
^^^^ ^ 1

^^^^^
(1 + tan^tt))^/^ (1 + tan2({))l/2

(1 - VVc^)^/^ (1 - v2/c2)l/2

obtain

The substitution of (10) into (4) gives

x' - iV^'/c ^ _ ^, _ _ _, ^ _ X' -f iVx'/c Ml in5

—

TT77* y-y» Z-Z. X =

—

TTTJ' (H-H)
(1 - r/c^y^^ (1 - v2/c2)l/2

He write here also the transformation formulas for the y- and z-coordi nates, which undergo

an identical transformation, as we consider only a rotation In the xx-plane, i.e., when

the motion of the space part of K' is along the x-axis of frame K.

If we use once again (10.1), formulas (11) yield the inverse special Lorentz transfor-

tion formulas (3.21).

xxxxx
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Our first and second axioms affirm that the 3-dimensional space is homogeneous and

isotropic and time homogeneous. If one considers the 4-space mathematically in the same

manner as the 3-space, one must accept that the 4-space is also homogeneous and isotropic.

Only under this assumption, for a transformation of the space-time coordinates in the

4-space under a rotation, we can use the same type of transformation formulas which have

been used in the 3-space. As our analysis in this section has shown, the transformation

formulas in the 4-space, under the assumption of its isotropy, are the Lorentz transfor-

mation formulas.

Under the aspect of the Newton model of light propagation, there are two kinds of ef-

fects which lead to an anisotropy of the inertial frames (note that a moving frame is not

a 3-dimensional frame; any 3-dimensional frame, in which space is isotropic according to

our first axiom, is considered at a given nroment , as if being at rest in absolute space):

a) the second-order in V/c effects which make the "there-and-back" light velocity di-

rection dependent,

b) the first order in V/c effects which make the "there" and "back" light velocity di-

rection dependent.

As the 4-space must be isotropic, these two anisotropy effects are to be annihilated

in the transformation formulas of the space-time coordinates. The annihilation of the se-

cond order in V/c anisotropy is performed by introducing the Marinov character of light

propagation into the Lorentz transformation, thus by the appearance of the factor

(1 - V^/c^)^/^, while the annihilation of the first order in V/c anisotropy is performed

by making the time coordinates relative, thus depending on the space coordinates. As the

reader has seen, these two "annihilations" of the anisotropy effects are introduced auto -

matically following the logic of the mathematical speculations. This mysterious power of

mathematics legitimately impresses human mind, if one takes into account that the second-

order in V/c anisotropy is annihilated by Nature physically , while the first-order in V/c

anisotropy exists physically in Nature, and in the Lorentz transformation the annihilatioij

is only formal. The Lorentz transformation and the mathematical structure of 4-space whict^

is a mathematical image of our physical space and time have been analysed and discussed b\

mankind for a whole century and will further be investigated, showing that human mind is

still too far from understanding its proper wonderful and enigmatic creation called "ma-

thematics".

In the 4-space we always work with the Lorentz transformation. The Marinov transforma-

tion cannot be used in the 4-space because, according to the Marinov transformation, the

inertial frames are not isotropic. However, using the "isotropic" Lorentz transformation,

we have to treat it from an absolute point of view , always attaching the rest frame K to

absolute space, where the velocity of light is, indeed, isotropic.

xxxxx
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In the same manner as in §3D, one can show that the Lorentz transformations form a

group. However, we repeat (see p. 18), the transitive property can only be verified if

one takes into account the Lorentz transformation formulas for velocities (4.20) and

(4.21). Analogically, the transitive property of the Galilean transformations, which are

also in conformity with the principle of relativity , can only be verified if one takes

into account the Galilean transformation formulas for velocities (4.1).

There is, however, an important difference between the Galilean and Lorentz transfor-

mations. The first have the general property of commutativity, i.e., the combined result

of two successive transformations (with different velocities ^, and tp) ^o^s not depend

on the order in which the transformations are performed. Meanwhile, the result of two

successive Lorentz transformations generally does depend on their order. This is already

apparent - purely mathematically - from the formal description of these transformations

as rotations of the 4-dimensional frame: the result of two rotations (about different

axes) depends on the order in which they are carried out. The sole exception is the case

of transformations with parallel vectors ^, and ^^Cwhich are equivalent of two rotations

of the 4-dimensional frame about the same axis).

§12. TRANSFORMATION OF VELOCITIES IN THE 4-SPACE

For simplicity's sake, we have only considered a special transformation of the coordi-

nates in the 4-space. We shall also consider a special transformation of the velocities.

Let us have two successive rotations of the 4-dimensional frame in the plane (xt), the

first to an angle (p^, i.e., corresponding to a velocity V^ = - ictan(|)j, and the second to

an angle (j)2, i.e., corresponding to a velocity Vp = - i ctan4>2 (see (11.8)). The resultant

angle
(J)

=
(f),

+
(l)^ will correspond to a velocity V, for which we obtain (see (1,9.6))

tan<{)i + tan(j), Vi + Vo
V = - ictand, = - ic

1 I
=

1 ^, (12.1)
1 - tan({)jtan(j)2

^ + \j^\i^/c^

which represents formula (4.17).

§13. 4-VECTORS

The Euclidean transformations in the 3-space have been considered in I, §56 and can be

called 3-DIMENSIONAL EUCLIDEAN TRANSFORMATIONS. The transformations in the 4-space consi-

dered in §11 can be called 4-DIMENSIONAL EUCLIDEAN TRANSFORMATIONS.

Two types of 4-dimensional Euclidean transformations can be considered:

1. Pseudo-Euclidean transformations.

2. Proper Euclidean transformations.

Under a PSEUDO-EUCLIDEAN TRANSFORMATION the fourth (time) axis is an imaginary one.
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i.e., the coordinates along the time axis are taken in the form (10.1).

Under a PROPER EUCLIDEAN TRANSFORMATION the fourth (time) axis is a real one, i.e.,

the coordinates along the time axis are taken in the form

T = ct. (13.1)

According to our Newtonian conceptions about the absoluteness of space and time, we

can only use the pseudo-Euclidean transformation because we assume time to be a quantity

which is qualitatively absolutely different from space , and it is an extremely happy oc-

casion that in mathematics there are two types of entirely different numbers which can by

no means be mixed.

xxxxx

Using the designations (10.2), we can write formulas (11.11) in the form

^l =
(l.v2/c2)l/2'

'2 = ^2' ^3 = ^3' U -

^^^^JJ^'
^^3.2)

Now we introduce the notion "4-vector" as follows (cf. I, p. 235):

4-DIMENSIONAL VECTOR (or 4-VECTOR) a is any set of four quantities a^ ^^, a^, a^

which must be transformed under a special Lorentz transformation according to formulas

(2), i.e., according to the formulas

^1 ' ^ c ^4 ^4 "''
^ c"^!

^1 =
(1 . vV)^/^' '^ ^ '^' ^^ ^ '^' '"* "

(i.vV)^/^-
^^^-^^

By analogy with the 4-radius vector, we call the first three components of every 4-vec-

tor SPACE COMPONENTS and the fourth component - TIME COMPONENT. The space components a^,

a^, a^ are real quantities and the time component a^ is an imaginary quantity.

The components of the 4-vector a can be written in the following different forms

(a ), a = 1,2,3,4,
I - (ai,a2,a3,a^) = (a^,a a^,a^) = (a^,a a^,ia^) =

,

"
. ^ . . (^3.4)

'a* 4'' ~ *»^»>^'

Remark. We assume the following convention which will be preserved throughout this

book:

When the index of a 4-vector is written with a Greek letter, it signifies that this

letter takes the values 1,2,3,4, i.e., with a Greek index we denote all components of the

4-vector.

When the index of a 4-vector is written with a Latin letter, it signifies that this

letter takes the values 1,2,3, i.e., with a Latin index we denote only the space compo-

nents of the 4-vector.

The sunmation convention (see I, p. 235) will be used for Latin indices, as well as for

Greek indices.
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Formula (3) written with the real part of the time component has the form

'^ "
(1 - vV)l/2' V y

(13.5)

We have shown (see p. 43) that every transformation from one 4-dimensional frame to

another represents a rotation in the 4-space. Hence the transformation formulas (3) can

in general be written in a form analogous to (1,67.4)

P=l

or, using the summation convention, in the form

a„ = a„ea'. (13.7)

Comparing this with (3), we obtain the following values for the coefficients in the

case of a special transformation (see (3.22))

*a3'

"11 "12 "13 "14
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The square of the 4-vector a

a^ = a^ = a^ + a^ = a^ - a^ (13.13)a

can be positive, negative, or zero. Thus the magnitude of a will be real, imaginary, or

zero, respectively. In these three cases we call the 4-vector SPACELIKE, TIMELIKE, or

NULL, respectively (see §16).

A 4-dimensional analogue to the vector product of two 3-vectors cannot be built. As we

have seen, the vector product of two 3-vectors represents, as a matter of fact, an anti-

symmetric tensor (see I, p. 240), and it is better to call such a product a "tensor pro-

duct of two vectors". This 3-dimensional tensor product of two 3-vectors has its 4-dimen-

sional analogue (see §14).

xxxxx

With respect to the space rotations of the 4-dimensional frame (i.e., rotations in the

planes (xy), (xz), and (yz)), the three space components of the 4-vector a represent a

space vector. With respect to those rotations the fourth (time) component represents a

scalar (we can say a "3-dimensional scalar"). Thus the 4-vector a can also be written in

the form (cf. (10.2))

a = (a, a^) = (a, ia^) = (a, ia). (13.14)

Analogically to the scalar and 3-vector functions of scalar and vector arguments (see

I, §57 and §59), we can introduce scalar and 4-vector functions of scalar and 4-vector

arguments.

We can then consider differentiation of 4-vectors with respect to a scalar argument

and of scalars and 4-vectors with respect to a 4-vector argument (cf. I, §58 and §60).

Of course, under a scalar we must now understand a "4-dimensional scalar", i.e., a

quantity which preserves its value under any Lorentz transformation. Such a quantity, i.e.

a 4-dimensional scalar, is called a LORENTZ INVARIANT QUANTITY, too.

The 4-dimensional analogues to the Hamilton operator v and to the Laplace operator A

(see I, §61) are:

1. The ERMA OPERATOR (the symbol was proposed by the Bulgarian physicist Erma Gerova)

^ = (— , — , — , - ^—), (13.15)
^9x dy 9z c at" ^ '

which represents a symbolical 4-vector .

2. The d'ALEMBERT OPERATOR

£3=^.x:7=9+9+9l3, (13.16)
ax^ dy"^ -dz^ c- -bv-

which represents a symbolical 4-dimensional scalar. We write the d'Alembert operator not
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as a square LJ
, as it is commonly done, but as a trapezium ^. So one comes to a perfect

parallelism between the Hamilton and Laplace operators, on the one hand, and the Erma and

d'Alembert operators, on the other hand.

xxxxx

Taking into account formulas (3.16), (3.19), and (10.2), we can write the transforma-

tion formulas for the space and time parts of any 4-vector a under a general Lorentz trans-

formation in the form

a = a' + [( V-9-T7? " ^^^ ^ ^'
, ,,, 1^*

(1 - v2/c2)l/2 v2 c(l - v2/c2)l/2

^ = ?^
? i/?

(^' - ^)- (13.17)

(1 - vW)^/^ ^

§14. 4-TENSORS

In the 4-dimensional space we can consider 4-tensors by analogy with the 3-tensors in

the 3-space. Their definition is analogical to that of the 3-tensors (see I, §67).

4-TENSOR A is any set of 16 quantities A which must be transformed under a special

Lorentz transformation according to the following formulas

A o = a a^rA' , (14.1)
a$ ay 35 Y<5

where the coefficients a „ are given by the matrix (13.8). We designate the 4-tensor by

the 4-tensor A can beputting above its letter symbol the
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and
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a^ -ay- -ip^

-h a -IP

ay -a, -ip^

ip, iPy ip,

(14.14;

an
and with respect to the transformation in the 3-space it consists of antisymmetric 3-ten-

sor which represents an axial vector

a = (a^, a^, a^) (14.15;

and of a polar vector

(14.16;P = (P,, Py. P,).

Remark. We have to note that the antisymmetric 4-tensor A given with table (14) can

be presented in a form where all its components are multiplied by -1 (cf. formulas

(1,67.27) and (1,67.32))

A =

u -a, ay ip^

a, -a^ ipy

ay a^ ip^

iPx -iPy -iPz

(14.16')

Following our restriction (see I, p. 239), we shall always write the antisymmetric 4-ten-

sor in the form (14).

If we use (1) and (13.8), we can easily find the transformation formulas for an anti-

symmetric 4-tensor, which, as we know (see I, p. 238), remains antisymmetric in any frame

of reference.

A = A' = n
^11 "U ^' 22 ~ 22 ~ ' ^33 ^ ^33 " °' ^44 - ^44 " °'

A' +1 —A'
^^13 ^ V^34

'12

A' + 1 —A'
^12 V ^24 _

;i . v2/c2)l/2' "13 =
^^ . v2/c2)l/2' "14 ' "14

V

A = A'M23 ^23
^24 + i

c ^21 . _ ^34 ^ ^"c'^31

24 "
(1 - v2/c2)l/2* '34 -

(^ . v2/c2)l/2-
(14.17;

By analogy with the different products in which 3-tensors take a part (see I, §68), we

can introduce the corresponding products in which 4-tensors take a part:

1. The product of a scalar p and a 4-tensor A is a 4-tensor

T= pT (14.18)

with components

«ae= P*aB-
(14.19;
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2- Ib§_^^3dic_groduct_of_two_4;yectgrs_aj_^ is a 4-tensor

T = a b (14.20)

v/ith components

^6 = «at>6- n4.2l)

3- Il}§_tensor_groduct_of_two_4;yectors_a^_5 is an antisymmetric 4-tensor

T = axS (14.22)

with components

^- Ib§_y§95or_9roduct_of_a_4;:tensor__T_and_a_4-yec is a 4-vector

K = a.T (14.24)

with components

and frgm_the_right is a 4-vector

c = Xa (14.26)

with components

5. Ib§_scalar_product_of_two_4;tensgrs__A_^_B is a scalar

p =T:T (14.28)

whose value is

P = Vta- (K-29)

^' Ib§_5§D§9C-BC9^y9L9f_5wo_4;tensors_A_,__B is a 4-tensor

C = A. B (14.30)

with components

For the products of 4-tensors the same rules are valid as for the products of 3-tensors

§15. FUNDAMENTAL 4-VECTOR EQUATIONS

Everey material system is built of material points (particles). We call (see IIA, p.

11) those space points material , the energy of which is different from zero, and non-ma -

terial those ones, the energy of which is equal to zero. The material points can move

with respect to the totality of non-material points which build "the space" of the used

reference frame.

All physical quantities can be divided in two great classes: particles and fields. If

the physical quantity is attached to a certain material point, we call it a PARTICLE PHY-
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SICAL QUANTITY, and if the physical quantity is attached to a non-material point, we call

it a FIELD PHYSICAL QUANTITY. As a rule, the particle quantities are designated by small

letters and the field quantities by capital letters.

We can compose (see V, §9 and §10) physical quantities which have particle and field

parts and we call such a coupled quantity FULL PHYSICAL QUANTITY, designating it by the

same letter as the corresponding particle quantity but putting above it the sign "^".

The 4-vectors have two essentially different parts: a space part and a time part. The

FUNDAMENTAL 4-VECTOR EQUATIONS give the connections which exist between the space and

time derivatives of these two parts. We write these equations on axiomatical grounds, i.e.,

we do not deduce them logically from our axioms . But we shall always show that any speci-

fic equation which can be written when applying the fundamental 4-vector equations to dif-

ferent particle and field 4-vectors can be deduced from our axioms .

We suppose that the 4-tensors which have space-space, space-time, time-space, and

time-time parts must satisfy some similar fundamental 4-tensor equations.

xxxxx

Now we shall postulate the two fundamental 4-vector equations which every particle and

field 4-vector must satisfy:

1- §_l§_§_P§r5l£l§_5:J/ectgr

a = (a, a^) = (a, ii). (15.1)

The fundamental equation for a particle 4-vector runs

or

da _ 1 da ,,c o\

where dx = icdt is the independent time differential, dr is the dependent space differen-

tial and we have
dr = vdt, (15.4)

where v is the velocity of the particle to which the 4-vector aT is attached. Thus we can

also write equation (3) in the form

which is the mathematically correct form of equation (3). We give the fundamental equation

for the particle 4-vectors in the form (2) because the equation in this form presents more

clearly the connection between the space and time derivatives of the time and space parts

of the particle 4-vectors.

A = (A, AJ = {t, iA). (15.6)
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The fundamental equation for a field 4- vector runs

.
^=- T

(15.7
9r 8t

or

divJ = -iM. (15.»i

where 8t = ic8t is the independent time differential and 9r is the independent space dif-

ferential .

Those are the fundamental 4-vector equations, with the help of which we can obtain the

fundamental physical laws.

In §22 we shall demonstrate the validity of equation (5), applying it to the particle

4-vectors introduced in ch. II.

Demonstrations of the validity of equation (8) can be found in part V where field

4-vectors will be introduced.

§16. 4-INTERVAL

In §10 we introduced the notion 4-interval which represents the 4-dimensional distance

between two world points.

The 4-interval represents a conglomerate of space and time intervals , and only in spe-

cial cases, as we shall see further on, it can be reduced either to a space interval or

to a time interval

.

In a given 4-dimensional frame of reference the 4-interval may have real, imaginary,

or zero value. In these three cases we call the 4-interval SPACELIKE, TIMELIKE, and NULL,

respectively (see p. 48).

According to (11.3), the 4-interval s between two world points registered in two diffe-

rent 4-frames have the same magnitude, i.e., they have the same "4-dimensional length".

Thus, the 4-interval is a Lorentz invariant quantity (see p. 48), and we conclude that

the property of the 4-interval to be spacelike, timeleike, or null is a Lorentz invariant

property.

If two events occur with the same particle (moving with a constant velocity with res-

pect to an inertial frame of reference), the 4-interval between the corresponding world

points must be imaginary perforce. Indeed, it is imaginary in the 4-frame where the par-

ticle is at rest.

If two events occur with two different material points (moving with constant veloci-

ties with respect to an inertial frame of reference), the 4-interval between the corres-

ponding world points may be real, imaginary, or zero .

The real (spacelike) 4-intrrval cannot be reduced to a time interval in whatever

4-frame; in a certain 4-frami 't can be reduced to a space interval.
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The imaginary (timelike) 4-interval cannot be reduced to a space interval in whatever

4-frame; in a certain 4-frame it can be reduced to a time interval, which will be the pro-

per time interval. Thus the proper time interval is a Lorentz invariant quantity.

The zero (null) 4-interval can be reduced neither to a space interval nor to a time in-

terval; in a certain frame it can be reduced to a 4-interval between two identical world

points, i.e., to a zero space and to a zero time interval.

§17. THE LIGHT CONE

If the 4-interval between two world points is timelike, it is possible for one and the

same particle to be a "witness" of the corresponding two events; if the 4-interval is re-

al , this is not possible. Therefore two events, between which the distance is imaginary,

can be arranged on the "age-scale" of a given particle in chronological order. This is

not possible for two events between which the 4-interval is real. Let us consider these

statements in detail:

For that purpose let us take an event as origin of the 4-frame and let us consider,

for better visualization, only one space dimension and time, plotting them on two axes

(see fig. 17.1).

If a particle rests at the origin of the corresponding space-frame, its world points

(i.e., the consequent events which occur with it, say, the ticks of a clock put at the

origin) will be presented in the 4-frame by the points of the vertical straight line Oct.

If the particle moves with a uniform velocity v and crosses the origin at t = 0, the

events close to one another, of which this particle is a witness, will be presented by

the points of the straight line m'm (called WORLD LINE). This line passes through and

is inclined to the ct-axis under an angle <j) whose tangent is equal to v/c. Indeed,

OT = ct, OM' = TM = vt, (17.1)

and we obtain (see also (11.8))

tan* = ^ = |. (17.2)

Since the maximum possible velocity is c, there is a maximum angle <^^^ = tt/4 which

the world line m'm can make with the ct-axis. In fig. 17.1 the lines a'a and b'b are shown

which represent the propagation of two signals with the velocity of light in opposite di-

rections and passing through the world point 0. The world lines, representing the motion

of particles which cross the origin at t = 0, can only lie in the regions aOb and a'Ob';

if the velocities of these particles are not constant, the corresponding world lines will

be curved. On the lines aa' and bb'

x = ict. (17.3)

First consider events whose world points lie within the region aOb. It is obvious that
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Newtonian fuiure

Fig. 17.1

for all the points in this region

Newtonian past

I

x" - (ct)" < 0. (17.4)

In other words, the 4-interval between any event in this region and the event is

timelike. In this region t > 0, i.e., all the events here occur after the event 0. But if

(4) is valid in one 4-frame, in any other frame K'

x'^ - (cf)^ < 0. (17.5)

Thus all events in the region aOb are future events relative to in all reference

frames. We repeat that this must be understood in the sense that if some particle was the

witness of the event 0, it can be (in the future) a witness of any event in the region

aOc. We call this region EINSTEINIAN FUTURE.

Exactly in the same way, all events in the region a 'Ob' are in the EINSTEINIAN PAST in

respect of the event 0, i.e., events in this region occur before the event in all frames

of reference; we repeat, this is to be understood in the same sense as above.

Next consider regions a'Ob and aOb'. The 4-interval between any event in these regions

and the event is spacelike. Thus there is no particle which can be a witness of the

event and of whatever event in these regions. We call these two regions EINSTEINIAN RE-

MOTE in respect of the event 0.

Let us consider a particle which moves with a universal velocity (see (4.4))

V = dr/dt. (17.6)
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The space interval dr is covered in absolute space during the time dt, read on a clock

which rests in absolute space. Dividing dr by the proper time interval (see (7.4))

dt^ = dt(l - vW)^/^ (17.7)

which is read on a clock attached to the particle in question, we obtain the proper velo-

city (see (4.22))

^ =dL = i . (17.8)
° dt, (i.,2/,2)l/2 ^ ^

If we assume that the said particle moves with the uniform proper velocity v along

the X-axis and crosses the origin at t = 0, then the events close to one another occur-

ring with this particle will be presented by the straight line n'n (called the PROPER

WORLD LINE). This line passes through and is inclined to the ct-axis under an angle 4)

whose tangent is equal to v /c. Indeed,

and we obtain

OT = ct, ON' = TN = v,t, (17.9)

° "^ ^ c(l - vVc^)^/^

Since for v = c, we have v = «>, then <I>qj^^ = tt/2, and the proper world lines of the

light signals crossing the world point coincide with the x-axis.

Obviously, if we operate with the proper quantities, then all events lying on the

x-axis proceed at the same moment with the event 0. This corresponds to the purely Newto-

nian space-time conceptions. Thus we call the region above the x-axis NEWTONIAN FUTURE,

while the region beneath the x-axis is called NEWTONIAN PAST.

This analysis shows that if we work in high-velocity physics with the proper quanti-

ties, then we have to think in a Newtonian manner. We have to bear in mind this conclu-

sion throughout the whole of high-velocity physics, and then many of its aspects which

seemed strange and peculiar to the physicists during the dark "relativity age" will be-

come clear and comprehensible.

xxxxx

The diagram shown in fig. 17.1 is called a SPACE-TIME DIAGRAM.

If we consider all three space dimensions, then instead of the intersecting lines a 'a

and b'b in fig. 17.1, given by equation (3), we should have a "cone" (obviously the equa-
2 2 2

tion of a circular cone in the 3-space is x + y - z =0)

x^ + y^ + z^ - cV = (17.11)

in the 4-space. The axis of the 4-dimensional cone will coincide with the ct-axis and its

apex will lie at the origin of the 4-frame. This cone is called the LIGHT CONE.

The light cone and the corresponding space- time diagrams are very useful when working

in high-velocity physics. However, the light cone is treated by the theory of special re-
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lativity not only as a convenient mathematical tool but as a real "physical" result of

the "space-time relativity", and many scholastical constructions and conclusions have

been erected over the light cone. To save the reader's time, we will not criticize them.

§18. 4-RADIUS VECTOR

The most important 4-vector is the 4-radius vector r (see (10.2)). It consists of the

radius vector r of a space point P and of the time coordinate t of an event which occurs

at the point P, multiplied by ic.

The radius vector r (the space part of r) is registered in a space frame K which is

attached to absolute space. The moment t (the time part of r divided by ic) is register-

ed on a clock which is at rest in absolute space. If we want to work in another inertial

frame of reference K' which moves with velocity V along the positive direction of the

X-axis of frame K, and at the initial zero moment both frames coincide, then the same

event will be registered with a new radius vector r' with respect to the new space-frame

K' and with a new moment t* registered on a clock which is at rest in K'. We must empha-

size once more that if the transformation between the 4-radius vectors is Lorentzian (i.e.,

in the form (3.21)), then the synchronization between the K-and K'-clock is Einsteinian.

The transformations in the 4-space are always Lorentzian.

§19. 4-VELOCITY

Let us consider the difference dr between two 4-radius vectors of two close events

which occur with the same particle.

If we divide dr by the corresponding proper time interval dt (i.e., the time interval

registered on a clock which is at rest in this frame of reference in which both events

occur at the same space point), then, since dt is a Lorentz invariant quantity (see p.

55), we obtain a new 4-vector

\^ - dir _ ^
^ ic ^ (19.1)

which we call the 4-VELOCITY.
' ^*o d " v2/c2)l/2' (i - v2/c2)l/2

'

Obviously, the first three (space) components of the 4-velocity are the components of

the proper velocity (see (17.8)) and the fourth (time) component is

"•^
(19.2)

(1 - v2/c2)l/2*

the real part of which is the proper light velocity (see (4.29))

V = % -„ =

^^^-^J^^.
(l«-3)
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The square of the 4-velocity is a constant

v^ = - c^ (19.4)

The 4-ve1ocity is a 4-vector since the nominator in (1) is a 4-vector and the denomi-

itor is a 4-diniensional scalar.

tfe can verify that the 4-velocity is a 4-vector if we show that its components must be

msformed under a special Lorentz transformation according to formulas (13.5), namely,

"ii-'hU , ,
"04

*
' hoi ,,,,,,

Using here the identity (4.15) and having in mind that in the case of a special trans-

lation v'.^ = v'V, we obtain formulas (4.20) from the first three formulas (5) and the

itity

c = c (19.6)

from the last formula (5).

Remark. In the 4-space we work only with the Lorentz relative velocity v^ (see (4.6))

and we do not use the relative velocity v' (see (4.5)). Thus when working in the 4-space

we shall omit the index "L" of the Lorentz relative velocity, but we have to never forget

this.

We can introduce a 4-vector

V = (V, iv) = (V, ic) (19.7)

which has only the form of a 4-vector and which we shall call the UNIVERSAL 4-VELOCITY.

The direct and inverse transformation formulas for its components are given by formulas

(4.21), (4.22) and (6). Now the 4-velocity (1) can be called the PROPER 4-VELOCITY.

§20. 4-ACCELERATION

We introduce the following three different accelerations of a particle:

The UNIVERSAL ACCELERATION

Hj^dv^_ddr
(20.1)

dt dt dt ^ '

The FIRST PROPER ACCELERATION

- ^ _d dr_
"o dto dt dto*

The SECOND PROPER ACCELERATION

00 dt^ dt^dt^

(20.2)

(20.3)

Let us consider the difference dv between two 4-velocities of a particle with which

two close events occur.
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If we divide dv by the corresponding proper time interval dt , we obtain a new 4-vec-

tor

%o =
^^/^*o (20.4)

which we call the 4-ACCELERATION.

The space and time parts of the 4-acceleration can be written in the form

-*- ^ - ->-

:t U . V V.U

The 4-acce1eration can also be written in the following 4-dimensional form

We can introduce the 4-vector

% = ^V^^ (20.8)

with space and time parts
- ->->•-»

fr _ u , V V.U

« (1 - v2/c2)l/2 ,2 (1 . v2/c2)3/2'
(20.9)

% =
? 7 V2 ' (20.10)

° c(l - v2/c2)3/2

which has only the form of a 4-vector and which we shall call the FIRST PROPER 4-ACCELE-

RATION. The quantity u^^ can be called the SECOND PROPER 4-ACCELERATION and only this

quantity is a legitimate 4-vector.

We introduce also the UNIVERSAL 4-ACCELERATION u; its fourth (time) components is iden-

tically equal to zero, i.e.,

u = dv/dt = dc/dt = 0. (20.11)

Taking into account (11), we can write formulas (5) and (6 ) in the following form

°°
1 - v2/c2 c2 (1 - v2/c2)2

%o = "
? 2 ^ -T

^'"2
2 r (20-13)

°°
1 - v2/c2 c2 (1 - v2/c2)2

After the differentiation of (19.4) with respect to time, we obtain

v^.u^ = 0. (20.14)

This equality can be proved as correct by substituting here (17.8), (19.3), (9), and

(10).
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§21. 4-SUPER-ACCELERATION

We introduce the following four different super-accelerations of a particle:

The UNIVERSAL SUPER-ACCELERATION
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where w is the FIRST PROPER 4-SUPER-ACCELERATION. Thus we can write the space and time

parts of the 4-super-acceleration in the form

w - "o t " """o (219
°°°

1 - v2/c2 c2 (1 - vZ/c2)2" * "

w = _io + i. '^"o ,21.10
<"">

1 - v2/c2 c2 (1 - v2/c2)2
'

These formulas give the expressions for the components of the third proper 4-super-

acceleration by the components of the first proper 4-super-acceleration. They have the

same character as formulas (20.12) and (20.13).

We can consider the SECOND PROPER 4-SUPER-ACCELERATION whose connection with w^^^ is
000

W^^ = w^ (1 - vW)^^^ (21.11"
00 000^ ' ^ '

Finally, we can introduce the UNIVERSAL 4-SUPER-ACCELERATION w; its fourth (time) com-

ponent is identically equal to zero (see (1) and (20.11))

w = du/dt = d^c/dt^ = 0. (21.12)

§22. APPLICATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL 4-VECTOR

EQUATION FOR PARTICLE 4-VECTORS

Now we shall apply the fundamental 4-vector equation (15.5) to the particle 4-vectors

introduced in this chapter.

1- ^:r§^ly§_y§9^9r- ^^^ 4-radius vector can be either a particle or a field 4-vector.

Thus none of the fundamental 4-vector equations can be applied to it.

2- Izy§l99l5y- The space and time parts of the 4-velocity are given by formulas (17.8)

and (19.3).

Equation (15.5) applied to the 4-velocity runs as follows

dvo^v^ (22.1)

dt c'dt *

The validity of this equation can immediately be proved right if one substituted here

(17.8) and (19.3).

3- 5l§99§l§r§5i9D- ^^^ space and time parts of the 4-acceleration are given by formu-

las (20.5) and (20.6).

Equation (15.5) applied to the 4-acceleration runs as follows

^_v^ /22 2)
dt c'dt '
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The validity of this equation can be. proved right if we substitute here (20.5) and

(20.6), but at this differentiation we have to consider velocity v as a constant. We must

consider here v as a constant because (2) gives the connection between the space and time

derivatives of the 4-acceleration, and the velocity figures in the 4-acceleration only as

a result of the specific frame in which we consider the 4-acceleration. At the differen-

tiation in equation (1) we did not consider the velocity as a constant because this equa-

tion gives the connection between the space and time derivatives of the velocity itself.

^' 5l§yP§ri§99§l§r§$l9D- ^^® space and time parts of the 4-super-acceleration are given

by formulas (21.9) and (21.10).

Equation (15.5) applied to the 4-super-acceleration runs as follows

dWooo _ V dWooo

dt c dt

The validity of this equation can be proved right if we substitute here (21.9) and

(21.10), considering at the differentiation v as a constant (see above).

22.3)
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Ckaptzx 111

E(lUAT10h!S Of MOTION ^

i
§23. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FORM OF TIME ENERGY

The establishment of the form of time energy at low velocities of the particles is gi-

ven in I IB, §6. According to the assertion of our sixth axiom, the differential of the

time energy of a particle is proportional to the scalar product of its velocity and the

differential of the velocity, the mass of the particle being the coupling constant. In

low-velocity mechanics this assertion was written in the form (see (IIA.3.8))

de^ = mv.dv. (23.1)

Now we shall establish the form of time energy in high-velocity mechanics and we shall

proceed from the axiomatical assertion (1), where we have to replace the universal velo-

city V by the proper velocity "^
, because such is the postulate of our third axiom.

There are three possibilities, and we shall respectively obtain three forms of time

energy in high-velocity mechanics

de° = mv^.d^, (23.2)

de^ = mv.dv^, (23.3)

de„« = mv„-dv„- (23.4)
00 ^ '

After the integration of these three equations, we obtain

e° = - mc2(l - vW)^/^ + C°, (23.5)

%o = fnfe^C„„. ,23.7,

where C*^, C , and C are the corresponding constants of integration.

If we assume C*^ = C = C = 0, we can write these formulas in the form
00

e° = - mc^(l - //c^)^^^, (23.8)

2
mc*^

(1
-

1
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All three forms of time energy are used in our theory; however, the Hamilton energy is

the most convenient, as the proper time momentum (see (IIA,2.5) and (19.3)) is proportio-

nal to it

K
'

'f = V -
'-0 -

J^^-JJJ^-
(23.11)

Further on, when talking about particle's energy, we shall always mean the Hamilton

energy e^. But, as the reader will see, very often the use of the Lagrange energy will

permit to give a more compact form to many formulas, and the Marinov energy can help to

understand certain subtleties of the theory.

When V « c, we obtain for these energies, within an accuracy of second order in v/c,

the following expressions

e° = - mc^ + mv^/2, (23.12)

.2 . _..2

of
= e^ = mc + mvV2, (23.13]

%of " ^^^ ^ mM'-/2, (23.14)

which we call, respectively, LAGRANGE, HAMILTON, and MARINOV FACTUAL ENERGIES. As the for-

mulas show, the REST LAGRANGE, HAMILTON, and MARINOV ENERGIES (those ones for v = 0) are

different quantities. When talking about rest energy we shall always mean the Hamilton
2

rest energy, i.e., the universal energy, e = mc .

The kinetic energy of a particle is the difference between its time and rest energies

(cf. IIB, p. 54). In. high- velocity mechanics there are three different kinetic energies,

which we call, respectively, LAGRANGE, HAMILTON, and MARINOV KINETIC ENERGIES. Their ex-

pressions as infinite series are (see (1,44.2), (1,44.3), and (1,44.1))

e° = - ^h(l - .hch"' - 1) = .c^ I
%ll||i4 (23.15)

2, 1 ,, 2 V {2n-l)!! v^" ,„ ,,,

The first term in all three different kinetic energies is the same

e,^ = mv^/2, (23.18)

and we call this LOW-VELOCITY KINETIC ENERGY. The Hamilton kinetic energy e^,^ given by

formula (16) can be called HIGH-VELOCITY KINETIC ENERGY.

The energy of a system of n particles, according to our sixth axiom, is the sum of the

energies of every single particle, i.e..
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xxxxx

From equality (11) we obtain the relation between proper and universal masses

- - ^
(23.20)^ (1 - v2/c2)^/2-

Remark. We must emphasize that the notion "proper mass" is introduced for mathematical

convenience only , as is the case with notion "mass" itself. In IIA, p. 12 we noted that

it is better to construct physics without introducing the notion "mass" at all, and that

we introduce this notion in our theory only for historical reasons. On the other hand,

the factor (1 - m /c ) ' in formula (11) is attached to the velocity of light c and not

to the mass m . Thus the notion "proper mass" is an artificial one . We must never forget

this when operating with proper mass, and keep in mind that the mass of the particle m

is a quantity independent of velocity which can always be substituted by the quantity

e/c2.

§24. THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION

As the high-velocity forms of space and space-time energies in gravimagretism and elec-

tromagnetism are different, the Lagrange equations in those two physical domains will be

slightly different. We shall deduce the more complicated equations in gravimagretism,

from which the equations in electromagnetism can be obtained immediately.

^i.Ib§.fyQ^amental_eguations_in_grayimagretism

In high-velocity gravimagretism the space energy U depends also on the velocities of

the particles and equation (IIB,7.1) is to be replaced by the following one (see formu-

las (IIA, 3. 2) and (23.20))

i=l 8r. ^ 9v. ^ i=l 8r. c2(l - m^/c^)^'^ i=l 8r. ' c^ ^ °^

(24.1)

where U^ is the part of the space energy in which the i-th particle takes part. Note that
2 2 -1/2

in (1) the energy U^ must be written without the factor (1 - v^/c )
'

; the reason for

this becomes clear in §24C.

In high-velocity physics equation (IIB,7.2) is to be replaced by the following one, as

now the time energy is given by formula (23.19),

0E„= I ^.dv. =
I 4^.d^ = I ^^).d?, = I mil dr,. (24.2)
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where e . and e? are the Hamilton and Lagrange time energies of the i-th particle. Indeed,

we have, on the one hand.

—r-.dv = =—0-T77' (2^-^)
a>^ (1 - y^/c^y^^

and, on the other hand,

—(-^;^).dr = m{ o \n ^ "5—^

h~~o~Try '^ ^^
7 7 -M? ' (24.4)

dt av (1 - v2/c2)l/2 c2{l - vVc2)3/2 (i . vVc^)^/^

In high-velocity gravimagretism we have to take into account also the space-time ener-

gy W. As the space-time energy depends on the distances between the material points and

on their velocities, we shall have (see formulas (IIA,3.9) and (23.20))

dw =
I (^.dr. + ^.dv.) =

I (^.dr. + Ar-.dv. + -^-dv. =

I {|^.d^. + d( 1 ^.) - d( 1 ).v. +^v..dv .}, (24.5)

where a,W/a,v. signifies that the differentiation is to be carried out on the velocities

in the nominators of W, while '6^/'d^. signifies that the differentiation is to be carried

out on the velocities in the denominators of W. W^ is the part of the space-time energy

in which the i-th particle takes part. In (5) the energy W. must be written without the
2 2 -1/2

factor (1 - v./c )
'

; the reason for this becomes clear in §24C.

We have

3iW ^
I d(-^.v.) =

J:
dW. = d I Wi = 2dW. (24.6)

i = l a^v. ^ i=l ^ i = l

dW =
I {- ^.d^. + d(-L).v. - -i^..dv^.}. (24.7)

'i

This transition is extremely important . We beg the reader to become persuaded in the cor-

rectness of this formula by taking into account formula (IV, 2. 4).

Using (6) in (5), we obtain

" au -». ^iW -> W;

I {.
9W_

d^ ^ d(-V)-Vi - 1
i=i ar, ' ajv. ^ c^

Substituting equations (1), (2), and (7) into the energy conservation law (IIA,4.1)

and dividing by dt, we obtain, by the same reasoning as in IIB, p. 55 and p. 56, the FUN-

DAMENTAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN GRAVIMAGRETISM (cf. (IIB, 7. 7))

d^aiE^j , V^^ __ _ liU^^ . ^ 1^2, n, (24.8)
dt av^ c^ °^ ar^

which we also call the FULL LAGRANGE EQUATIONS IN GRAVIMAGRETISM. Here we have written

the normal partial derivative aw/av. instead of the derivative a^W/a^v^ acting only on

the velocities in the nominators of W, but the reader must never forget this.

The quantity (cf. (118,7.14))
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* , a(u-w)

9^
(24.9]

is called the FULL POTENTIAL FORCE.

The quantity (cf. (IIB,8.3))

is called the PROPER FULL KINETIC FORCE.

The quantity

m = m + (U. -W.)/c^ (24.11)

is called the FULL MASS, and the ordinary mass m can be called the ISOLATED MASS.

The FULL NEWTON EQUATIONS (i.e., the FULL NEWTON'S SECOND LAW) are (cf. (IIB,7.15))

f^. =F.. i = 1,2, n. (24.12)

The FULL NEWTON'S THIRD LAW is (cf. (IIB,8.1))

9(U,.-W..) _ 8(U,.-W..

9r,. 9rj

i.e., F. = - F.. (24.13)

§i_I!]§_fyDdamental_eguayons_in_electromagnetism

In electromagnetism space energy is not velocity dependent and space-time energy has no

"velocity dependent denominators". Thus, it is easy to see that the FULL LAGRANGE EQUA-

TIONS IN ELECTROMAGNETISM will have the form

-0
djliTiWi, __ . 3(U^-W)

^ , ._ j_2^ „_ (24,14)
dt 9v^ 9r^.

Correspondingly the PROPER FULL KINETIC FORCE will have the form

'oi -"'"oi^dt^-'oi^dt^' ^''-''^

and the notion full mass cannot be introduced, as the electric and magnetic energies have

no influence on the mass of the particle. Thus in gravimagretism the kinetic force f is

to be written with the full mass in (see formula (10)), while in electromagnetism the ki-

netic force f^ is to be written with the isolated mass m.

^i.Ib§_N§wtgn;Marinov_eguatign

Now we shall give another form of the full Lagrange (Newton) equations in gravimagre-

tism.

Let us have a system of n masses m. moving with velocities v., whose distances from a

given reference point are r . . The quantities
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i=l "^1 i=l ^"^i

are called GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL and MAGRETIC POTENTIAL at the reference point (see al-

so IV, §2).

If a particle with mass m, called a TEST MASS, crosses the reference point with a ve-

locity V, then the gravitational and magretic energies of the whole system of n + 1 masses

in which mass m takes part will be

U=m<I> (U = m^*). W = m^.A (w = m^ ^.A). (24.17)

In equation (8) we can write U . , W. instead of U, W, and e? instead of E°, and then

suppress the index "i". Substituting now into (8) the gravitational and magretic energies

from (17) taken in their first forms , we obtain

JL(c2 . * - |.A)S^ *Z^=- "-grade* - |.S). (24.18)

Whether we have to take U and W in their first or second forms (17) depends on the

form of the time energy term in (8). U and W are to be taken in their second forms (17)

if the time energy term in (8) is taken in its Marinov form (see (23.10))

00 = IC^ '
iL ^TT77?iwar(^)-^i

= J -„oi-v(--")

As in (2) we have taken the time energy in its Hamilton form, we had to take U. in (1)

and W. in (5) without the factor (1 - y^/c^f^^.

Equation (18) represents the full Newton (Lagrange) equation in gravimagretism written

with the help of the potentials, and we call it the NEWTON-MARINOV EQUATION.

When deducing the Newton-Marinov equation we suppose that our material system is iso-

lated. But it is impossible to construct a gravitational ly isolated system, as one cannot

suppress the gravitational action of all celestial bodies. Looking at formula (18), logic
2

demands to suppose that the term c in the nominator on its left side represents the gra-

vitational potential generated by all celestial bodies at the reference point taken with

a negative sign (let us assume v small, so that we can neglect the magretic potential of

the celestial bodies), i.e.,

? "mi
c = - l*^ = Y I —

.

(24.20)

where n is the number of the particles in the world, or the number of the celestial bo-

dies (in this case m. is the mass of the i-th celestial body). From this point of view

the mystery of time energy disappears, as time energy represents nothing else but the

negative gravitational energy of the particle with the mass of the whole world, i.e.,

m c^ = - m * . (24.21)cow ^ '
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So we reduce the energy forms to two kinds - space energy and space-time energy, and

it becomes clear that the "volume" and the "materiality" of the particles can never be

established, as such "particles", i.e., "drops of energy", do not exist . The time energy

of any particle is its gravitational energy dispersed in the whole world. Thus, accepting

the undefinable notions "space" and "time" es self-evident, the unique enigmatic notion

in physics remains the notion "space energy". (N.B. May be in this link of any particle

with the whole universe one has to look for the explanation of the paraphysical phenome-

na.)

If we should look at physics from this point of view, we can cancel the notion "time

energy" in our axiomatics and operate only with the notions "space energy" and "space-

time energy" (let us remind - see p. 66 - that in a similar manner we can cancel the no-

tion "mass" and operate only with the notion "energy").

The notion "time energy" can be excluded from our axiomatics if we replace the sixth

and the ninth axiom by the following two:

Axiomyi. The energy e of any particle is its gravitational energy with the mass

of the whole world, taking it with a negative sign. We call this energy WORLD ENER-

GY and denote it by U . The world energy of a unit mass which rests in absolute

space is equal to -c^ energy units. Thus the world energy of a mass m moving in ab-

solute space is

U„ = - m^c^. (24.22)

AxiomlX. The change in time of the space and space-time energies of an isolated

material system is equal to the change in time of its world energy, that is

dU + dW = dU^. (24.23)

So we see that the discussion of the problem about the equality of "inertial" and

"gravitating" masses is senseless , as "inertal mass" does not exist. The mass is only

gravitational. Thus all costly experiments with which one tries to establish whether

there is a difference between the "inertial" and "gravitating" masses have been and con-

tinue to be a waste of time, efforts, and money.

Pi_Ib§_!!l§V^9Dll:9r§D^?-§9y§5l9D

The full Newton equation in electromagnetism has the same form as the Newton-Marinov

equation, however the mass in the proper space and time momenta is not the full mass of

the particle but its isolated mass. We call it the NEWTON-LORENTZ EQUATION and we shall

write it in a form analogical to (18)

mUo + ^^= -qgrad(* - 5 X), (24.24)

where q is the electric charge of a test mass m moving with a velocity v, and
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1=1 'l 1=1 ^'i

are the ELECTRIC POTENTIAL and MAGNETIC POTENTIAL at the reference point (see also V, §2).

§i_Ib§_L:§9r§D9§_§9y§5l9D§

Now, assuming that the full masses of the particles are approximately equal to their

isolated masses (as it is always the case in reality), we shall write the fundamental

equations of motion in a general form valid for both, gravimagretism and electromagnetism,

making use of the Lagrange function.

The LAGRANGE ENERGY of the system is E°. The FULL LAGRANGE ENERGY is (cf. (IIB,7.10))

L = E° - U. (24.26)

The TOTAL LAGRANGE ENERGY is

L=E°-U+W=L+W. (24.27)

Thus the fundamental equations of motion (8) and (14) can be written in the form of

LAGRANGE EQUATIONS similar to that in low-velocity physics (see (IIB,7.12))

-^1^ = 1^, 1 = 1,2, n. (24.28)
dt av-j 9r-j

The HAMILTON ENERGY of the system is E^. The FULL HAMILTON ENERGY is

H = E^ + U. (24.29)

The TOTAL HAMILTON ENERGY is

H=E^+U+W=H+W. (24.30)

If we use the generalized coordinates (see IIB, p. 58), we can write the Lagrange equa-

tions (28) in a form analogical to (118,7.24)

4^ = ---. k = 1,2, s, (24.31)
cit

9q^ 3q^

where q. is the k-th generalized coordinate, q. is the k-th generalized velocity, s is

the numbers of degrees of freedom of the system, and L is the Lagrangian (27) of the con-

sidered material system, where the Cartesian coordinates and velocities are expressed

through the generalized ones (see (118,7.17)).

Remark. Further on in part III, except for §25 , we shall not define the specific form

of the space energy and we shall ignore the space-time energy, as we do in mechanics (see

IIA, p. 6).

xxxxx
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The PROPER MOMENTUM of one particle of the system is

p^ = 3L/av = 8e°/8v = mv^. (24.32]

The 4-MOMENTUM of the particle is

p^ = 3L/av = 9e°/8v = mv^ = (p^, ip^). (24.33)

The space part and the time part of the 4-momentum represent the space momentum and time

momentum introduced in our third axiom (see (IIA,2.5)).

The 4-dimensional generalization of the Lagrange equations (28) is

-^ = %-, i = 1,2, n. (24.34)
at 3^^

where in the fourth component of this equation the radius vectors in L are to be conside- i

red as explicit functions of time, while the velocities are not to be considered as ex- I

plicit functions of time. Thus the fourth component of this equation is to be written in

the form

-5^41^. (24.3S,

where the index "i" in the time differentiation denotes that we have to differentiate onlyl

the radius vector of the i-th particle in L. i

[i_!^lD§5l9_§D^_P0tential_ forces

As in high-velocity mechanics there are three different types of acceleration, there

are also three different types of kinetic forces

-»->- -> -» -»•-
f = mu, f^ = mu^, f^^ = mu^^, (24.36)

00 00 ^ '

which are called, respectively, UNIVERSAL KINETIC FORCE, FIRST PROPER KINETIC FORCE, and

SECOND PROPER KINETIC FORCE.

The UNIVERSAL, FIRST PROPER, and SECOND PROPER 4-KINETIC FORCES are

T = dp/dt = mu, f = dp /dt = mu , *f = dp /dt = mu . (24.37)"^
^0 00 "^0 00 ^ '

Obviously, only t is a legitimate 4-vector, which we shall briefly call 4-POTENTIAL

FORCE.

The POTENTIAL FORCE

F = - 3L/9r > (24.38)

is equal to the first proper kinetic force, as it follows from equations (12) and (28).

When presenting equation (12) in the form

we have to call F the PROPER POTENTIAL FORCE, and when calculating it according to for-

mula (9), we have to take U (and, of course, W, if space-time energy will be also consi-
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dered) in its second form (17), independent of whether we work in gravimagretism or elec-

tromagnetism. In the latter case we have to write in (17) q^ instead of m , considering
2 2 -1/2

the "proper charge" q only formally , as the factor (1-v /c ) must be attached to

the space and time velocities.

The 4-POTENTIAL FORCE is

f = 8L/ar. (24.40)

and the 4-dimensional generalization of Newton's equation (39) is

§25. THE LABORATORY FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION

In §24A and §24B we gave the fundamental equations of motion in gravimagretism and

electromagnetism considered in absolute space. In the following section we shall write

these equations in the laboratory which moves with a certain velocity V in absolute space.

^i.Grayimagretism

The Newton-Ma ri noV equation (24.18) for the motion of a mass m in a gravimagretic field

in absolute space can be written also in the form

^(c/ . c„* - v„.S)u„ . h|_ = .^g.ed(c„* - v„.A). (25.1)

where $, A are the gravitational and magretic potentials produced by a certain material

system at a reference point where a test mass m moving with a proper space velocity v^

and a proper time velocity c acquires during a proper time interval dt^ a first proper

acceleration u .

Let us suppose now that the same material system generating the gravimagretic field and

the reference point with the test mass move together with a velocity V in absolute space.

First we shall show that the difference between the gravitational and magretic energies

of a material system, within an accuracy of second order in "velocity/light velocity", is

independent of the velocity of the system as a whole in absolute space.

Indeed, let us consider two particles of the system with masses m^ and mj^ moving with

velocities v. and v. in absolute space. Calculating within an accuracy of second order in

v./c and v./c, we obtain for the difference of their gravitational and magretic energies

(see (IIA,3.2) and (IIA,3.9))
7 -•-+• 2

m.m.(l - v^.v./c ) m^mi, (v^-Vj.)
U-W = -Y- 1-^ ' ,", ./, °-Y-V^<l^ ' ," ' (25.2)

{(1 - v?/c2){l - v^/c2))l/2r "
2c'^

-y

If we observe this system from a laboratory which moves with a velocity V in absolute

space, we obtain for the difference of the gravitational and magretic energies, calcula-
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ting again within an accuracy of second order in v.'/c, vZ/c, and V/c,

m.m.{l - (v!+V).(v,; + V)/c^} m-m. (vl-v/)^

where v^ , v/ are the velocities in the laboratory. We have used the Galilean formula for

velocity addition (4.1), but the same result will be obtained, within the necessary accu-

racy, if the Marinov formula for velocity addition (4.25) should be used.

Thus, within the necessary accuracy, we can write the expression c "T* - v .A in the Now-

ton-Marinov equation, taking the quantities c , v , *, A, not with respect to absolute

space but with respect to the laboratory, i.e., measuring the proper elements of motion

of the particles of the system not in universal but in laboratory time. Consequently the

conclusion can be drawn that the gravimagretic interaction of a system of particles does

not depend on the velocity of the system as a whole.

Hence the Newton-Ma rinov equation (1), after cancelling the common factor

(1 - v'^/c^)"^'^, can be written in the form

(c +^ - A )-pp
,_-___+__== -mgrad(<I>' - —.A',

c^
c dt ^1 _ ^^. ^.v)2/^-2}l/2 c dt c

(25.4)

where v', 4'', and A' are measured in the laboratory.

We call (24.18) the ABSOLUTE NEWTON-MARINOV EQUATIONS and (4) the RELATIVE (or LABORA-

TORY) NEWTON-MARINOV EQUATION. The unique difference between equation (24.18) where all

quantities are taken with respect to absolute space and equation (4) where all quantities

are taken with respect to the laboratory is that the laboratory's absolute velocity V

appears in the proper laboratory acceleration of the test mass.

Oi_§I§9;tromagneti sm

Since the electromagnetic potentials are not "velocity dependent" as the gravimagretic

potentials (24.16), the difference between the electric and magnetic energies of a mate-

rial system will depend on the velocity of the system as a whole in absolute space.

Indeed, let us consider two particles of the system with electric charges q. and q.

moving with velocities v. and v. in absolute space. We have for the difference of their

electric and magnetic energies (see (IIA,3.5) and (IIA,3.10) for l/e = Mq = 1)

U - W = q.q^(l - v..v^/c^). (25.5)

If we observe this system from a laboratory which moves with a velocity V in absolute

space, we obtain for the difference of the electric and magnetic energies, making use of

the exact Marinov formula for velocity addition (4.25)
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U - W = q.qJl o- ^^ (1 - -p) - ~? 4-—
>

-

' "^
c*^ c'^ c*^ c^ c^

v:.v/ (vVv').V y2q,Vl--y--J-A--^), (25.6)

_^ ^ velocities
where v! and v/ are the in the laboratory. The last approximate result, accurate within an

accuracy of second order in vl/c, vZ/c, and V/C can be obtained by a direct application

of the Galilean formula for velocity addition.

If we denote by U' and W the space energy and space-time energy calculated in the la-

boratory, then comparing (2) and (3), we conclude that in gravimagretism

U - W = U' - W, (25.7)

while comparing (5) and (6), we conclude that in electromagnetism

U - W ?< U' - W. (25.8)

Consequently the conclusion can be drawn that the electromagnetic interaction of a sys-

tem of particles depends on the velocity of the system as a whole. Moreover, equation (6)

shows that this dependence is of first order in V/c.

To find the relative Newton-Lorentz equation, let us consider the motion of a mass m

with electric charge q and laboratory velocity v' in the electromagnetic field of a sys-

tem of charges q. having laboratory velocities v ! . Let the laboratory move with velocity

^ in absolute space, and assume V<r^: c, so that we shall pay attantion only to terms of

first order in V/c; the velocities v' and v! will be assumed arbitrarily large.

The difference of the electric and magnetic energies in which charge q takes part can

be written as follows

'i c'^r^ "^i c*^ c c^ c'^r^

qV(l-?^^)-9V^.A'. (25.9)

where 2 ^ q v'

^i c"^ ^ i

will be called the RELATIVE (or LABORATORY) ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC POTENTIALS, while <i> and

A (see forntulas (24.25)) will be called ABSOLUTE ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC POTENTIALS. As

formulas (9) show, the laboratory magnetic potential is the one which would be measured

if the laboratory were at rest in absolute space; the laboratory electric potential, how-

ever, is not the one which would be measured if the laboratory were at rest in absolute

space, but depends on the absolute velocity of the laboratory.

Substituting (9) into (24.14) and taking into account that
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dA/dt = dA'/dt, (25.11)

we can write the RELATIVE (or LABORATORY) NEWTON-LORENTZ EQUATION in the form

dt ^;&7? ^ I dF = - ^«-^'*'('
- ¥) - T-*''. (^^•>^)

{1 - (v' +V)Vc^)

meanwhile (24.24) will be called the ABSOLUTE NEWTON-LORENTZ EQUATION. It is obvious from

this equation that the potential force acting on the test charge does not only depend on

the relative electric and magnetic potentials but also on the product v'.V. Let us also

emphasize that while the relative magnetic potential has the form of the absolute magne-

tic potential, the relative electric potential has not the form of the absolute electric

potential

.

We consider the introduction of the relative Newton-Lorentz equation in the theory as

very important . We are surprised that this equation was not proposed by Lorentz or by

other scientists before the beginning of the dark "relativity age".

The theory of relativity denies the existence of absolute space and consequently it

does not even discuss the problem which must be the fundamental equations of motion in

the laboratory. The theory of relativity is able to analyse and solve only the following

problem: "Let the electromagnetic field in a certain inertial frame be given: which will

be then the electromagnetic field for an observer who moves with a velocity V in this

frame?" - Applying the Lorentz transformation formulas, relativity obtains definite re-

sults which are obtained also in our absolute space-time theory (see part V). Whether one

considers the case of the observer in motion and the system at rest or vice versa is the

same for relativity, as only the relative motion is of importance.

According to our absolute space-time theory, the cases "system at rest in absolute

space, observer in motion" and "observer at rest in absolute space, system in motion" are

not identical and we discuss the problem at the following pages (see §§38, 40, 59, 63, 64,

68). Furthermore our theory considers the problem "system and observer moving in absolute

space", a problem which relativity cannot even pose, as for relativity absolute space

does not exist.

The Lorentz transformation is a convenient mathematical tool for the theory of relati-

vity, as by application of a Lorentz transformation one can always exclude the constant

velocity of the center-of-mass of the observed material system and, forgetting that the

new time coordinates contain not only old time but also ol d space coordinates, one can

consider the moving material system as being at rest as a whole. Thus a relativist will

write instead of equation (12) the equation (24.24) independent of the motion of the labo-

ratory, i.e., he will write a wrong equation. This shows that the Lorentz transforniation

is to be used with caution because, if treated "relativistically", it leads to errors. We

point out an obvious error of the Lorentz transformation in §42. However, the nwst impres-
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sive "error" of the Lorentz transformation when treated relativistically is the result of

the "coupled mirrors" experiment (see §52).

Nevertheless the errors to which lead the L%ntz transformation formulas when treated

relativistically are scarce, as in the predominent number of cases the absolute effects

annihilate each other and the effects which can be observed are null . The fact that ani-

sotropy effects in i nertially moving frames have been observed for the first time in the

fourth-quarter of the 20th century shows clearly that for almost all phenomena observed

by the physicists the inertially moving laboratory can practically be considered as being

at rest in absolute space.

We shall frequently use the Lorentz transformation in our investigation, as the mathe-

matical conviniences which it offers are enormous. Especially this concerns the transi-

tion from a "low-velocity observer" to a "high-velocity observer", as the reader will see

in part V.

C. Mechanics

In §44 we reveal the differences between the absolute and relativistic approaches in

the most simple and clear way. Many subsections of §44 dedicated to mechanics are to be

presented now but we prefer to give the whole matter together when the reader will be-

come familiar with the kinematics of light exposed in ch. VII.

Here we shall only emphasize that, according to our absolute conceptions, the time

energy e of a particle (see (23.9)) is the same in any inertial frame in which one ob-

serves its motion, as e depends not on the particle's laboratory velocity (as assumed

by the theory of relativity), but on the particle's absolute velocity. Thus the time ener-

gy which is a 3-dimensional scalar is a frante independent quantity . Any 3-dimensional

scalar which preserves its value in any inertial frame will be called a MARINOV INVARIANT

QUANTITY. The space energy which depends on the distances between the particles is also a

Marinov invariant quantity. Thus the full Hamilton and full Lagrange energies are also

Marinov (frame) independent quantities.

One must make a substantial difference between a "Lorentz invariant quantity" (see p.

48) and a "Marinov invariant quantity". The Lorentz invariance concerns only 4-scalars

(as 4-interval, 4-momentum, the scalar product of two 4-vectors) and is a result of the

4-dimensional formalism. The Marinov invariance concerns 3-sca1ars (as 3-interval , time

energy); beside the distances which are registered at a single moment and thus are equal

in any frame, the Marinov invariant quantities are always connected with the "gravitatio-

nal charges" of the particles which are their proper masses written with the particles'

absolute velocities . Both the Lorentz and the Marinov invariance are extremely important

for the investigation of the high-velocity phenomena, as the reader will see when reading

this book. The Lorentz invariance is used when there is an observer at rest in absolute

space and a particle first considered at rest and then in motion, while the Marinov invari-

ance is used when there is a particle moving in absolute space and two different observers,
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ChaptzfL IV

LAWS OF CONSERVATION

§26. ENERGY AND MOMENTUM (4-MOMENTUM)

The ninth axiom asserts that the full energy of an isolated material system is constant

in time. In IIB, §10 we showed that this is true also for the low-velocity momentum.

Now, proceeding from the homogeneity of the 4-space, we shall show that the momentum

and the full energy (i.e., the 4-momentum) of an isolated material system are constant in

time also at high velocities of the particles.

Indeed, let us consider our isolated material system in two different 4-frames and let

us suppose that the second is shifted parallel to the first one. The space parts of both 4

frames are immobile to one another, and thus the full Lagrange energy of the system will

have the same value in both frames. Hence, if we designate the difference between the full

Lagrange energies registered in both frames by dL, we shall have

dL = 0. (26.1)

The velocities of the particles in both frames, whose space parts are at rest with res-

pect to one another, are equal, and we can write (cf. IIB, p. 68)

dL =
I ^.dr = 0, (26.2)

i = l 9r.

where dr^ is the difference between the 4-radius vectors of some event occured with the

particle m. and registered in both 4-frames.

At a parallel shift all changes of the 4-radius vectors of the particles will be equal

to the displacement of the origin of the second 4-frame with respect to the origin of the

first one, i.e.

,

dr. = dR, i = 1,2, n. (26.3)

Thus we can write (2) in the form

dR. [ i^ = 0. (26.4)
i = l 9r.

As the displacement dR is arbitrary, we conclude

I aL/ar. = 0. (26.5)

Using the Lagrange equations (24.34), we can write the space part of this equation in

the form

or
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% - J Poi = ^°"^*' (26.7)

i.e., the proper momentum of an isolated material system, which is the sum of the proper

momenta of all its particles is constant in time.

Using the time part of the Lagrange equations (24.34), we can write the time part of

equation (5), after its multiplication by -2ic, in the form

. 2I^= I^iL+ jliL dj
^ l^^^^i + U) = 0, (26.8)

«''

H = E^ + U =
j; e^. + U = Const, (26.9)
.^j 01

i.e., the full energy of an isolated material system is constant in time. N.B. We can,

of course, give for the energy conservation law a similar deduction to that presented in

IIB, p. 66.

Remark. When obtaining the time component of the 4-momentum according to formula

(24.33), we have to perform the calculation as follows

.Po im*c l{L/c)-^„/M „2, 2.1/2 _^ //c^ . /oc m^
^c~

^
? 9 u? " K. = ^'"^(^ - w /c

)
' + }, (26.10)

^ (1 - vVc2)l/2 1 ac
(1 _ v2/^.2jl/2

where m = m/c is the Marinov mass (see IIA, p. 18).

If the space energy of the considered material system is equal to zero, or if the sys-

tem consists of parts isolated one from another, the laws of momentum and energy conser-

vation (7) and (9) can be written in a 4-dimensional form as a LAW OF 4-MOMENTUM CONSER-

VATION

Po = .1 Poi
= Const. (26.11)

If we wish to return to low-velocity mechanics using formula (23.13), then equation

(9) must be written in the form

The first term on the left side of this equation gives the law of mass conservation in

low-velocity mechanics (see (IIB, 11. 2)) and the second term the law of energy conserva-

tion in low-velocity mechanics (see (IIB, 9. 4)). By using the notations introduced in p.

65, this law can be written

E,^ + U = Const. (26.13)

Let us have a system of n particles with time energy E and space energy U. We can con-

sider this system as a single particle placed at the center of inertia (see IIB, p. 71)

of the system. The full energy of this hypothetical particle, considered only as time
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energy, will be

u Mc^ . (26.14)
"

(1 - v2/c2)l/2

where M is the mass of the whole system considered as a particle and V is the velocity of

its center of inertia.

Taking into account (23.19), we conclude that

n

M ?< y m.. (26.15)
i = l

The difference

n

AM = M -
j; mi (26.16)
i=l

between the mass of the whole system considered as a single particle and the sum of the

masses of all elementary particles of the system is called the MASS DEFECT.

If the velocities v. do not differ too much from the velocity of the center of inertia

V, we obtain from (16), (14), (23.19), and (24.29)

-^^-y^=U. (26.17)
(1 - v2/c2)l/2

If we consider our material system in absolute space, we shall have

AMc^ = U. (26.18)

This quantity is called BINDING ENERGY of the system.

From this equation we can make the following conclusions:

1. If AM > 0, the system can disintegrate spontaneously into parts isolated from one

abother. Indeed, let us assume that the system has disintegrated into two parts. Then

2 2
2 mjC*^ m2C^

Mc = 5—5-r79 + 5—5-T72'
(26.19)

(1 - v^/c2)i^2 (TT^pTP

where m, and m^ are the masses of the two isolated systems obtained after the desintegra-

tion and considered as particles. Since v, j^ 0, V2 ^ 0, equality (19) is possible only

when

M > m, + mp. (26.2

2. If AM < 0, with the help of similar considerations, we conclude that the system can

not disintegrate spontaneously into parts isolated from one another. This disintegration

is only possible if the system is supplied from outside with an energy quantity at least

2
equal to its binding energy |aM|c .

At the spontaneous disintegration the binding energy, which in this case is positive,

transforms into kinetic energy of the material systems obtained after the desintegration.

xxxxx

i
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The space and time parts of the 4-momentum, i.e., the proper space momentum and the

proper time momentum, can be written in the form

mv _ ®o
Po =

? 7 1/9 =-f ^> (26.21

Pn = /% . w, = ^- (26.22)
(1 - v2/c2)l/2 c

•

If the particle moves with a velocity near to c, the magnitude of its proper momentum

ivi 1 1 be

Po
= e^/c, (26.23)

and we conclude that in this case the magnitude of the proper space momentum is equal to

the proper time momentum.

Using formulas (13.5), we can write the transformation formulas for the components of

the 4-momentum as follows (for the fourth component we take the proper energy)

p' + Ve7c2 e' + Vp'

Pn7 = Pn7' ^n = " O O.MO ' (26.24
°^ (1 - v2/c2)l/2' ^oy ^^oy' ''oz 'oz' ^o

^^ _ ^2/^,2) 1/2

Taking into account formula (19.4), we can write

Po ' Po - Po = "
'"^'^- (26-25)

Substituting here (22), we obtain thp Hamiltonian of a free particle

H = e^ = (Poc2 -f m2c^l/2^ ^2^ 26)

IS we call Hamiltonian the full energy of a system expressed through the momenta of its

articles (see II, p. 80).

If V « c,

p^ = p « mc, (26.27)

md we obtain from (26)

H = e^ = mc2 + p2/2m, (26.28)

lich is equation (23.13).

Taking into account (23.8), (23.9), and (21), we can arrive at the relation

% ^'^•Po " ^°' (26-29)

io that putting here e = H, e° = L, and taking into account (24.32), we obtain for a

Free particle

H = v.-t - L. (26.30)
9v

In the case of a system (with U ^ 0) we shall arrive at the same relation, as the Lag-

range energies of the free particles e? figure as additive quantities in the Lagrangian L
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of the whole system, i.e.,

"- 3LH=.I^v,.^-L. (26.31,

§27. ACTION

We introduce the notion action analogically as in low-velocity mechanics (see I IB, §lj

The ACTION of a material system is the quantity

t

S = /Ldt. (27.1

*o

where t and t are two successive moments.

From (1) we obtain

dS/dt = L. (27.2

Let us take partial derivatives with respect to r^ from both sides of equation (2)

_^dS ^ 8L_^
. ^ J 2, n. (27.3

9r.j dt 9r^

On the grounds of the Lagrange equations (24.28), we shall have

d dS _ d 9L

ari
dt " dt 3^.

Taking into account (24.32), we obtain

(27.4

dt^ = ^Poi» (2^-5)

^ = L,, i = 1,2, n, (27.6)

i.e., the partial derivative of the action S with respect to the radius vector r. is equal!

to the proper momentum p . , and, possibly, can differ with a quantity constant in time.

The action S is a function of r. and t only, so that we can write

§ = 4^ I 4-.V (27.7)
dt at i=i 9r. ^

Taking into consideration (2), (6), and (26.31), we obtain

|i = L-j^v,.S„. =-H. (27.8)

For a free material point we get from (8) and (26.22)

^=i5. (27.9)
9t
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Unifying formulas (6) and (9), we can write the relation between the 4-momentum and

:he 4-space derivative of the action

Po = |- ("-10)

If H does not depend on time (i.e., H = Const), then, as S depends only on the coordi-

lates and time, formula (8) yields

S = - Ht + S^, (27.11)

Axere the part of the action S depends only on the coordinates and is called CURTAILED

ACTION (see IIB, p. 87).

xxxxx

In high-velocity mechanics we can also consider the principle (or the theorem) of least

iction, as we did in low-velocity mechanics (see IIB, §18). The analogy is almost complete.

§28. 4-ANGULAR MOMENTUM

Let us consider a given material system in two space frames of reference which are ar-

)itrarily rotated upon a small angle d$ one with respect to the other. Let the difference

)etween the radius vectors r and r' of an arbitrary particle of the system registered in

rames K and K', respectively, be

dr=r-r', (28.1)

<here, for brevity, we do not write the index "i" showing the number of the particle.

Using formula (IIB, 2. 12), we can write

dr = djxlf:. (28.2)

From (1) and (2) we obtain

r- = r - djxr. (28.3)

If we resolve rotation d<j) into three rotations: a) d^)^^ ^" ^^® plane {r^r^)^ i.e,

(xy), b) d(j)23 in the plane {r^rj)^ i.e., (yz), c) 6<l,^^ in the plane (r^r^), i.e., (zx),

can write the vector formula (3) in the form of the following three scalar equations

r[ = r^ - (d4)3^r3 - d(\,^^r^),

r^ = r2 - (d<},^2^j " ^*23'^3^'

r^ = r3 -
{(^<\>2f2

'
^*^3l''l^-

^^^'^^

If we take into consideration that

0*ab = -
<'*ba'

<''-5>
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i.e., that the rotation in the plane {r r^) from axis (r^) to axis (r^^) is equal with o|:

posite sign to the rotation in the same plane from axis {r^) to axis (r^), we can write

formulas (4) as follows

'l^ + d(j>^2^2 ^ ^*13^3^

r^ = r2 + d4)2jXj + + d<},23X3,

d*32^2 ^

or (we use the summation convention - see the remark on p. 46]

^a ^ ^U"b-

The angles 6<^ . build a 3-dimensional tensor of second rank

|d(|)jj d(t)j2 d(()j3|

I

(d*ab) = ;^*21 ^^22 ^*23|

1^*31 ''*32 ^*33|

(28.(

(28.

(28.8]

which we call the TENSOR OF THE ELEMENTARY ROTATION. This tensor is antisymmetric (see

(5)), i.e., it has the form

I
d(()i

12
d*13l

(^*ab) =

I

^'^'12 d(j)23,- (28.9)

|-^*13 ^*23

xxxxx

If we work in the 4-dimensional space and we consider two 4-frames rotated with res-

pect to each other, we can introduce, by an analogy with the 3-dimensional case, the

4-TENSOR OF THE ELEMENTARY ROTATION

(d*
aB'

1 d*ll
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and the 4-tensor (10) will obtain the form
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The index "i" shows the number of the material point of the system (i = 1,2, n),

while the index "b" shows the number of the component (6 = 1,2,3,4) and is submitted to

the summation convention.

Using formulas (16) and (17), we can write (19) in the form

^*ae ? ^^ ''a
^ ^ ^a)

= 0. (28.20)

Substituting here (24.34) and (24.33), we get

JiC-Xb ' '•Xb' = »• (28-21)

or
^

df«'*a6j/>0B' ' " (28-22)

Recalling that every tensor A can be presented as a sum of both a symmetric and an

antisymmetric tensor according to the relation (see I, p. 239)

*aB = X6*V^f(*a6- V- (28-23)

we can write formula (22) in the form

^"^ ^"^
(28.24)

The first term on the left side is a scalar product of antisymmetric tensor (see (11))

and a symmetric tensor, and such a product is equal to zero (see I, p. 241). Therefore we

can write (24) in the form

I'^^Ttl^^C-'lC^-^- (28-25)

From here, having in mind that the elementary tensor of rotation d<t> is an arbitrary

quantity, we obtain

-A I (^^pIq - »'1pI ) = 0- (28.26)

Thus at the motion of an isolated material system the tensor quantity

T = y (r.p . - p .r.), (28.27)
^t^^ vol ^01 V* ^ '

representing the difference of the dyadic products of the 4-vectors r. and p . summed

over all particles of the system, remains constant, i.e.,

T^ = Co'Sst. (28.28)1
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The antisymmetric 4-tensor L is called the 4-ANGULAR MOMENTUM. The 4-angular momen-

tum L of a system is the sum of the 4-angular momenta

ti=^Po1-Poi^1- '-'-' "• '28-29)

of all its particles.

We can easily establish that the space components of the 4-angular momentum represent

the components of the PROPER ANGULAR MOMENTUM (see (I IB, 12. 8))

%%IjXi =i/l^?oi- (28.30)

where ^ . are the proper angular momenta of the single particles. ^^ represents an anti-

symmetric 3-tensor of second rank (see (14.14) and (14.15)) and thus can be considered as

an axial vector, as we did in JIB, §12.

The relations between the components of the space part of the 4-angular momentum and

the components of the 3-vector of the proper angular momentum are as follows (cf.

(1.67.31))

ox ^ oyz
"" " ozy' oy ^ ozx ^ ' oxz' oz " oxy " ~ oyx* \ - )

The time-space components of the 4-tensor L are

"-04, = 'l,^<. -
'I t)- (28-32)

Therefore, they are components of the 3-vector (see (14.8))

K - J/^tPoi - h ¥)- (28-33)

On the grounds of (28), this vector is constant in time. Since the energy H of the

whole system is also constant, we can write

c
t = ^ y 5 .t - i y e .r. = Const. (28.34)

H H >i oi H i^i
01 1

If we denote

and (see (26.11)

we obtain

R = i UJ, (28.35)

2 ". .2,
I (

1 = 1
H ,1^01 = r "o

= '°"''' (28.36)

R = Vt - Const, (28.37)

i.e., the fictitious point, called CENTER OF INERTIA, whose radius vector is R, moves

with a constant velocity V; thus V can be considered as the velocity of the whole system

(cf. IIB, §11).
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If the velocities of all particles of the system are low, we can write |j

and

H = Mc^, (23.39)

where M is the mass of the whole system considered as a particle.

From (35), (38), and (39) we obtain the low-velocity value of the radius vector of the

center of inertia (see (IIB,11.8))

-> n

R = I m.r./M, (28.40)

but we must not forget that if U ?« 0, inequality (26.15) will be found.

xxxxx

Using formulas (14.17), we can write the transformation formulas for the space compo-

nents of the 4-angular momentum under special Lorentz transformation as follows

L' + — L'
L' + — L'

L =-^^ c_oty_
L =-2^ c otz

L = f (28 41)oxy
(1 _ v2/c2)l/2' oxz

^j . v2/c2)l/2' yz V* i^«-^iJi!

If we assume that the system as a whole is at rest with respect to frame K', we shall

have

Pq = MV' = 0, (28.42)

and if we assume moreover

R'= 0, (28.43)

i.e., if we put the center of inertia at the origin of frame K', on the grounds of (33),

we obtain

k - C-itx-W "-itz)
= " (28-44)

In this case the transformation formulas (41) will be reduced to the following

Lixy = L^xyd ' ''''''^"''
^i,,

= L„„(l - V^/c^)!/^ L'^^ = L„^^. (28.45)
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Chapte.fl V

CANONICAL E(IUAT10NS

§29. HAMILTON'S EQUATIONS

Let us work with s generalized coordinates q connected with the Cartesian coordinates

according to formulas (IIB,7.17).

When in formulas (IIB,10.14) we write instead of the low-velocity Lagrangian (11,7.10)

the high-velocity Lagrangian (24.26), we obtain the PROPER GENERALIZED MOMENTA

p^^ = ^l/\, k = 1,2, s. (29.1)

The PROPER GENERALIZED KINETIC FORCES are

^ok
=

Pok' ^ = 1-2, s. (29.2)

The GENERALIZED POTENTIAL FORCES are the same as in low-velocity mechanics

F,^ = 9L/aq,^, k = 1,2, s. (29.3)

With the generalized forces Newton's second law (the Lagrange equations) can be writ-

ten in the form

p^,^
= aL/8q,^, k = 1,2, s. (29.4)

xxxxx

The Hamilton equations can be introduced in high-velocity mechanics exactly in the

same manner as in low-velocity mechanics. As an exercise we shall repeat the whole deduc-

tion.

Since the Lagrangian depends on the generalized coordinates and velocities, its total

differential will be

dL = I ^ dq. + I 4- dq. . (29.5)
k=i 9qk ^ k=i aq^ ^

Making use of Newton's equations (4) and of formulas (1), we can write (5) in the form

dL- IPokCq,,^ Ip^kdq,^. (29.6)

or

Considering H as a function of q and p , we obtain from here the HAMILTON (or CANONI-

CAL) EQUATIONS, as according to (26.31) the left side of (7) is the differential of H,

^k=f^' ^ok
= -^' ^=1'2. - (29.8)

^Pok ^"^k

The canonical transformations can be introduced in high-velocity mechanics in the same

manner as in low-velocity mechanics (see IIB, §19).

xxxxx
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The Poisson brackets can be defined in high-velocity mechanics in the same manner as

in low-velocity mechanics (see I IB, §20).

In high-velocity mechanics we can work in a phase space as in low-velocity mechanics

and the deduction of the Liouville theorem is almost the same (see IIB, §22).

§30. HAMILTON-JACOBI'S EQUATION
'

Let us write equation (27.8) in the form

supposing that the considered system is not isolated (i.e., its energy may depend on

time), and operating with generalized coordinates.

The HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATION is obtained if in (1) we substitute all proper generali-

zed momenta by the partial derivatives of action S with respect to the corresponding ge-

neralized coordinates according to formulas (cf. (27.6))

Pok
= ^S/9q,^, k = 1,2, s. (30.2)

So we obtain

H(qi. %.^. ^.t) + § = 0. (30.3)

If the Hamiltonian H does not depend on time, the action is given by formula (27.11),

and the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is to be written in the form

8S- 3S-
H(qn, q,.-^, -^) - H = 0, (30.4)

where S is the curtailed action.

xxxxx

The Hamilton-Jacobi equation for one non-isolated particle can be obtained by substi-

tuting (27.10) into (26.25)

(|S)2
,

(|S 2
^

|S 2 . 1 (|Sj2
^ ^2^2 __ ^^

Let us, for low velocity of the particle, make a transition from equation (5) to the

corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi equation in low-velocity mechanics (cf. (I IB, 23. 2))

For low velocities, the high-velocity Lagrangian L is related with the low-velocity

Lagrangian L' by the formula

L = - mc^ + L'. (30.7)

Hence, according to formula (27.1), the high-velocity action S is related with the low-
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velocity action S' by the formula

S = - mc^ + S". (30.8)

Substituting (8) into (5), we get

and by putting c -> «>, we come to equation (6).

§31. PARTICLES AND WAVES

^i_I[}§_^§-§r99ll§_r§l§5l9D§

In our third axiom (see IIA, p. 12) we introduced the quantities wave-vector, wave-

scalar, wavelength, and wave-period of a particle, which we call its WAVE CHARACTERISTICS.

The space and time momentum are called its PARTICLE CHARACTERISTICS. In this section we

shall consider the wave characteristics of the particles.

The relations between the proper and universal wave- vectors and wave-seal ars of a par-

ticle are (see (IIA, 2. 6), (17.8), and (19.3))

:J
^
n^

^ mv _ |
° " h - h(i . v2/c2)l/2 (1 - v2/c2)l/2'

° " h - h(i . v2/c2)l/2 (1 - v2/c2)l/2' ^
' '

The relations between the proper and universal wavelengths and wave-periods are

X =± = ^-A(i-v2/c2)l/2=Ml-vW)^/^
^0 mvo ""v

X = 4- = -il- = JVd - v2/c2)l/2 .- x(l - v2/c2)l/2. (31.2)

The magnitude Ic of the wave-vector is called the WAVE-NUMBER. If we denote by it the

unit vector along the direction of propagation of the particle, its wave-vector can be

expressed by its wave-number and wavelength as follows

i^=},J^ = ±^ (?=lcn=in). (31.3)

Thp reciprocal value of the wave-period is called the WAVE-FREQUENCY (in short, FRE-

QUENCY) of the particle

^0 =
^/''o

= ^\ ("^ = ^/"^ ^''^^' ^^^-^^

The relations between the space momentum and the wave-vector (wave-length) and between

the time momentum and the wave-scalar (wave- frequency) are the following
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c
I

p =,i =1^ = !^l =h£!.
(31.5;^0 c V X V

'

These are the famous DE BROGLIE RELATIONS.

The relation between the energy of the particle and its frequency is the following

% = ""p
9 1/9 = K' (31.

The relation between the frequency and the wavelength is the following

%^o " ^^'^^
^^-^ " ^^^^^' (3^-'

The name PHASE VELOCITY is often used for the quantity

V = c^/v. (31,

and when considering the wave character of the particles the name GROUP VELOCITY is oft

attached to the ordinary velocity v. The phase velocity is always larger than c and for i

particle at rest becomes equal to infinity. Only for photons (i.e., for particles moving:

with the velocity of light) the phase velocity becomes equal to the group velocity, and

thus equal to the velocity of propagation of the photons. In our theory the phase veloci-

ty has no physical meaning.

xxxxx

Taking into account that the space and time momentum form a 4-vector, we see that the

quantity

^o
= (V^V = (^5. i^) = (|-.i^) (31.9)

represents a 4-vector which we call the 4-WAVE-VECTOR.

The 4-wave-vector is a material 4-vector and thus it must satisfy the fundamental

4-vector equation (15.5)

I

S'^Jdf'V)- (3110)

Indeed, performing the differentiation, we get

(1 - vW) ^ = ^v.u, (31.11]
dt c^

and using here (6), we obtain the identity

mv.u

dt (1 - v2/c2)3/2*

xxxxx

31.12)
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According to our conceptions, the wave chat-acter of a particle cannot be explained

referring to waves in material media (say, water waves). First of all the particles pro-

pagate in vacuum. Thus there is no material substance in which the "wave process" can

take place. The artificial ad hoc introduction of such a hypothetical substance (to which,

when considering light phenomena, the name AETHER was given) has caused many confusions

in physics.

The mathematical parallels which Fresnel established between the light interference

and di fraction phenomena and the same phenomena for water and acoustic waves, have forced

the scientific community to accept the aether as a physical reality. For this reason the

interference and diffraction phenomena of massive particles discovered in the twenties of

this century have been accepted as a great puzzle, as the massive particles, obviously,

do not represent vibrations of the "aether".

Both, the photoeffect (i.e., the extrication of electrons when illuminating metals)

and the Compton effect (see §35) heavily attacked the aether conceptions. Another blow

against the aether was struck by Einstein's theory of relativity which asserts that there

is no possibility of establishing experimentally the existence of the aether. However,

our high-velocity experiments (see ch. VIII) showed that in a laboratory moving in abso-

lute space the velocity of light is direction dependent, and certain scientists consider

our experiments as a physical confirmation of the aether. We disagree with such opinions

and object firmly to the aether conceptions .

As we show in this book, the light velocity direction dependence in a moving laborato-

ry is due to the attachment of the photons to absolute space through their proper masses.

All massive particles are attached to absolute space in the same manner, and their motion

in moving laboratories is also direction dependent (see §44). The attachment of the par-

ticles to absolute space is due to the fact that the time energies of the particles rep-

resent their gravitational energy with the mass of the whole world (see p. 69). Thus our

experiments must in no way be considered as an experimental evidence leading to a resur-

rection of the aether conceptions.

How then can one explain the wave character of the particles? According to us, the

wave character of the massive and massless particles is to be explained by the phenomenon

INTERFERENCE to which any two particles are subjected when they are close enough to one

another in space and time. The phenomenon "interference" is to be considered in quantum

physics. On this topic our third axiom, which is classical, says only the following: Any

particle has a certain extention is space (for a given moment) determined by its proper

wavelength X and a certain duration in. time (for a given space point) determined by its

proper wave-period t . The particles are independent of one another if they are separated

in space and time over "distances" larger than X^ and t^. If they are within those space

and time intervals, the phenomenon "interference" appears which is postulated and inves-

tigated in quantum physics.
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The waves attached to massive particles are called DE BROGUE WAVES. (N.B. The expres-

sion "wave attached to a particle" is not good, as the particles simply display a certain

periodicity, but following the historical tradition we also use this expression.) The

term "de Broglie wave" was introduced because the waves attached to photons and electro-

magnetic quanta (i.e., to massless particles) were supposed to be substantially different

from the waves attached to electrons and neutrons (i.e., to massive particles). We do not

make a qualitative difference between massive and massless particles (see §31C) and thus

we do not make a qualitative difference between light waves and de Broglie waves.

From equation (2) we obtain the following relation

\ = v(t//v2). (31.13)

As V is the velocity of the particle, the time in which the particle covers a distance

equal to its wavelength X is (see (2))

v^ " mv^

For low velocities (v ^ 0) this formula results in t -^ «>. For high velocities (v > c)

.. *
It gives T -»- T„.

^

We see that the wavelength sets the limits of the "space extention" of the particle

along its direction of motion, while the wave-period sets the limits for its "time dura-

tion"; thus the 4-wave-vector sets the limits for the "space-time extention" of the par-

ticle. Obviously, the particles with short wavelengths and small wave-periods are more

concentrated in space-time, i.e., they have a more obvious "particle character", while

those ones with long wavelengths and large wave-periods are more extended in space-time,

i.e., their "wave character" is more apparent.

xxxxx

Now we shall show the validity of the following relation, known under the name of

REYLEIGH'S FORMULA

V = V .
- X^ --eh, (31.15)

ph dx

where the phase velocity v . is given by (8).

Indeed, substituting the first formula (5) and formula (6) into (26.25), we obtain

v„ = c(4 .
!!^)l/2.

(31.16)

Taking into account (7) and (8), we find

V = c(l + mVxW)^/^ V = % p , p , ., , (31.16)
P" °

(1 + m^c^A^/h^)^/^
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and substituting these expressions in (15), we arrive at an identity.

§i_Il3§_y§l§§D^§r9_yD9§rl§i!]5^_r§l§*l9'!)§

Now we shall search for the limits in which the dynamic characteristis of a particle

(momentum, energy) can be measured.

First we shall show with which precision the particle's energy can be established. The

energy of a particle can be found by measuring the wave-frequency v Consequently let us

see with which precision the frequency v can be measured. To do this, we present a "time

snap-shot" of identical particles which cross a certain space-point in fig. 37.1, where

the time axis is taken as the abscissa. The black circles formally represent the partic-

les and the diameters are equal to their proper wave-periods t . The particles must follow

one after another with time t , i.e., the black circles must follow tightly one after

another (in the figure, for clarity's sake, wide spaces are left between the circles).

Counting the number of the particles which have crossed the space point in a unit of time,

one finds their frequency v . Let us suppose that N particles have crossed the space point

for a time At. As it can be seen from the figure, during time At one will count N ± 1 par-

4i

- Ati

t
Fig. 31.1

tides. Indeed, as the time in which a particle crosses a space point is equal to its

wave-period, and one can always count a whole number of particles, we shall have (see the

figure)

At = Atj = At2 = At3 = At^, (31.17)

but in the time At, one counts N + 1 particles, in timesAt^ and At^ one counts N particles,

and in time At- one counts N- 1 particles. Thus if the number of particles which one

counts in the time At is N, the actual number, which we shall denote by N, will be such a

one that

N = N ± 1. (31.18)

Taking into account that

N = At/T^ = Atv^ N = At/Xjj = At v^ , (31,19)
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V are the measured ones, we obtain

i\ V )At = t 1.
o'

(31.20)

Multiplying this equation by the Planck constant, we obtain, having in mind formula (6*

(e^ - io)At = t h. (31.21)

Denoting Ae = e - e , we find eventually

Ae^At h. (31.22)!

This relation shows that when we want to measure the energy of a particle with a highe'

precision, we have to do this for a longer interval of time. The limits set by formula

(22) cannot be surpassed: they are set by nature herself, and when these limits are

achieved, any further refinement of the experimental techniques is senseless.

y

Fig. 31.2
AX X

Now we shall with which precision the particle's momentum can be established. The mo-

mentum of a particle can be found by measuring the wave-vector "k . Consequently let us

see with which precision the wave-vector Tc can be measured. To do this, in fig. 37.2,

where for the sake of simplicity a two-dimensional case is shown, we present a "space

snap-shot" of identical particles which proceed along a certain direction. The black

circles represent the particles, and the diameters are equal to their proper wavelengths

A^. The particles must follow one after another in a distance X , i.e., the black circlesi
'^

must be placed tightly one after another (in the figure, for clarity's sake, wides spaces

are left between the circles). Counting the number of particles over a unit of length,

one finds their wave number V. .

In the same way as above we can show that if one counts N particles along the distance

Ar, the actual number N will be such a one that relation (18) is valid. Taking into ac-

count that

N = Ar/A^ = Arl<y, N = Ar/X = Arl<, (31.23)

where X and "1^ are the actual wavelength and wave-number of the particle, while X and Ti

are the measured ones, we obtain
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(1(^ - ^^)Ar = + 1. (31.24)

Multiplying this equation by the Planck constant, we obtain, having in mind the first

formula (5)

(Pq - Po)Ar = ± h. (31.25)

Denoting Ap = Pq " Pq' *'® ^^"^ eventually

Ap^Ar = 1 h. (31.26)

This formula shows that when we want to measure the momentum of a particle with a high-

er precision, we have to do this over a longer space interval. The limits set by formula

(26) cannot be surpassed: they are set by nature herself, and when these limits are

achieved, any further refinement of the experimental techniques is senseless.

It is clear from fig. 31.2 that when we measure the components of the wave-vector (and

respectively the components of the momentum), then formula (26) is to be replaced by the

following three formulas

Ap^j^Ax = + h. Ap^yAy = + h, Ap^j^Az = ± h. (31.27)

Formulas (22) and (27) represent the famous HEISENBERG'S UNCERTAINTY RELATIONS.

^-_[?§§§ly§_§Q^.!D§ §§!§§§_ p§!ry9l§§

If the considered particle is a photon (v = c), then, as the proper wavelength and the

proper wave-period are finite quantities, we obtain from formulas (2) and from the second

formulas (3) and (4)

A = -, T = oo, !<: = 0, V = 0. (31.28)

Thus some of the photon's universal characteristics become equal to zero (i.e., they

are equal for all photons) and some become equal to infinity (i.e., they have no mathema-

tical sense). On the other hand, relations (2) show that the universal masses of the pho-

tons are equal to zero. So we can give exact definition of the notions massless and mas-

sive particles, already used on p. 93: Any particle (as the photon) with universal mass

equal to zero is called MASSLESS PARTICLE, while any particle (as the electron) with uni-

versal mass different from zero is called MASSIVE PARTICLE.

Remark. We shall only work with those photon characteristics which are different from

zero and have mathematical sense. Thus we shall not make use of the photon's universal

quantities A, t, Tc, v, and we shall write the proper quantities Aq. Tq.
^o'^o

^^^ photons

without the index "o".

Hence for a photon formulas (5) and (6) will be written in the form

P^=h?, eQ=hv, (31.29)

and the first formula (7) obtains the form

vA = c. (31.30)
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The 4-wave-vector for a photon will be written (see formula (9);

i = (l(\i^) = (^^, i^) = (ii^, ii). (31.31)

The fundamental 4-vector equation (15.5), applied to the photon 4-wave-vector, runs

c dt -dt*
<^^'^^)

which represents an identity. On the other hand, from (31) we obtain immediately

while for massive particles we have from (9)

k^ = 0, (31.33)

2

•^0 = - T^l - v^/^^)- (31-34)

Let us write the Hamilton equations of motion for a photon. For this purpose we write

equations (29.8) in Cartesian coordinates

r = 9H/3p^, j^ = - aH/ar. (31.35)

Putting here H = e^ and substituting the expressions for p and e from (29), we get

1^ = av/af , i = ' av/ar. (31.36)

xxxxx

Parallel to the frequency v, which is called LINEAR FREQUENCY, we consider also the

so-called ANGULAR FREQUENCY

(i) = 27rv, (31.37)

which is introduced for mathematical convenience.

The wave-vector ? will be called the LINEAR WAVE-VECTOR, while

k = 2Tr5 (31.38)

will be called the ANGULAR WAVE- VECTOR.

The Planck constant h will be called the LINEAR PLANCK CONSTANT, while

Ti = h/2Tr (31.39)

will be called the ANGULAR PLANCK CONSTANT.
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COLLISIONS

§32. DISINTEGRATION OF PARTICLES

Let us consider the SPONTANEOUS DISINTEGRATION (see IIB, p. 120) of a particle with

iss M into two particles m, and m^ from a high-velocity point of view.

The law of energy conservation used in the c-frame (center-of-mass reference frame)

gives

"^^ = (%l)c ^ (V)c' (32.1)

where (e^j^)^, i^Q2)Q ^^^ ^^^ energies of the first and second daughter particles. Further

on in this chapter (as in IIB, ch. V) we shall denote all quantities considered in the

c-frame by the index "c".

One must have

^^l^c ^ V^' (%2^c "^ V^' ^^^-^^

and therefore inequality (26.20) must be valid.

If

M < m^ + m2, (32.3)

the spontaneous disintegration (1) is not possible (see p. 80).

Beside the law (1), also the law of momentum conservation is valid

° - (Pol)c * (Po2)c' (32-«)

from where

(Pol)c = (Po2)c- (32.5)

Taking into consideration (26.26), we can write this equation in the form

^%l^c/^^ " V^ = (%2)c/^^ - V^- ^^2.6)

From (1) and (6) the energies of the daughter particles can be found

2 2 2 2 2 2
M + m, - m^ , M - m, + m^ 5

(«oi)c =—zh^'- Kzh =
—

ir-^'- (32-')

xxxxx

Now we shall analyse the process of spontaneous disintegration in an 1-frame (labora-

tory reference frame) in which the initial particle M moves with a velocity V.

Let us consider one of the particles obtained after the disintegration, denoting its

mass by m and its energy in the c-frame by e . The energy of this daughter particle in

the 1-frame will be denoted by e ; as we have settled in IIB, p. 122, we denote the quan-

tities considered in the 1-frame without any index.

Let us denote by e the angle between the velocity v of particle m in the 1-frame and
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the velocity - V of the 1-frame with respect to the c-frame (since the velocoty of par-

ticle M in the 1-frame is V, the velocity of the 1-frame with respect to the c-frame, i.c

to the particle M, is - V). Assuming that the transformation between the 1- and c-frames

is a special one, we can write, using the last formula (26.24)

(32.8)
_ ep - yppcose

oc- (i.vV)l/2-

From here we find the dependence of angle 9 on the energy e

V(e2/c2 - m^c^)^/^

If we want to establish the dependence of e on angle 9, we have to solve the followip

quadratic equation obtained from (9)

(1 .
V_

cos^e)^l - 2e^^(l - ^-^)^\ + el^{l - \) + m^cVcos^g = 0. (32.10)

This equation has one positive root if v > V, or two positive roots if v < V, where

V is the velocity of particle m in the c-frame.

These conclusions can be made on the grounds of the following considerations:

According to the first two of formulas (26.24), we have the following relations betwee

the components of the momentum of particle m considered in the 1-frame and its momentum

and energy considered in the c-frame (the velocity of the c-frame with respect to the

1-frame is V, and we assume that the disintegration proceeds in the xy-plane)

V

"ox = ^,.,^„2)l/^ ' "oy = ^oc'^"'c' (32-")

where 9 is the angle between the velocity v of particle m in the c-frame and the velo-
^ c c

city V of the c-frame with respect to the 1-frame.

Excluding frome these two equations 9 , we obtain

{p (1 - V^/c^)^/^ - ^ e }^ + p^ = P^ . (32.12)^Kqx^ ' ' ^2 oc^ ^oy »^oc
\-^'--^'-i\

This equation can also be written in the form

°^ mc2 (1 - v2/c2)l/2 v^^ v^^

1 - v2/c2

which represents the equation of an ellipse (see (1,15.7)) with respect to the variables

v and V . The semi -axes a and b of this ellipse are

a= ^-TTJo* ^-\c* (32.14)

(1 - v2/c2)l/2
oc
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md its center is shifted from point A, for which

)ver a distance

^ox = %y = 0'

AO =
e V
^oc"

nic2{l - v2/c2)l/2'

(32.15)

(32.16)

Fig. 32.1

We have (see fig. 32.1)

I^C \-^_^z„z^m- AO =

oc

(1 v2/c2)l/2 (1 . v2/c2)l/2

32.17'

(1 - v2/c2)l/2 (1 - V^cos\/c2)l/2'

where the last equality is written on the grounds of (14).

If the velocities are low with respect to light velocity, the ellipse in fig. 32.1 be-

comes a circle (see fig. IIB,28.1).

If V > V, point A lies^^^^the ellipse, and, for a given angle 9, velocity v^ (and

energy e can have two different values, because the radius of the ellipse

v /(I - V^cos^e /c^)^/^ can be drawn from the center of the ellipse to point C as well

as to point B (see fig. 32.1b). It is clear that in this case angle 6 cannot surpass a

certain angle e , when velocity v^ is tangent to the ellipse. The value of
6^^^^

can be

found if we equate to zero the discriminant of the quadratic equation (10), thus obtai-

ning

sine
max

^(^
vW)l/2

1 - v2/c2

(32.18)

xxxxx

Now we shall consider the spontaneous disintegration of a particle when one of the

daughter particles, say m^, is a photon (i.e., ^2 0). This phenomenon can be called

EMISSION OF A PHOTON FROM A PARTICLE. If we assume that the particle is an atom, this will

be emission of a photon from an atom.
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IThe law of A-momentum conservation (26.11) used in the c-frame gives (further on in

this section we do not write the index "c" denoting that the quantities are considered 1r

the c-frame)

'^o
= Pol *

|5o2'
(32-191

where P is the 4-momentum of the atom before the radiation, p , is the 4-momentum of the

atom after the radiation, and p ^ is the 4-momentum of the photon

From this equation we obtain

If Vie denote the mass of the atom after the radiation by m (i.e., m, = m), we shall

have on the grounds of (26.25) and (31.33)

^0 = - ^^^^'
Pol = - •"^^^^

Po2 = 0- ^32.21)

Substituting this into (20) and denoting the energy of the atom after the radiation by

Gq (i.e., e^j = e^), we get

from where

2Mep = mV + mV, (32.22)

_ _ M + m 2 ,~^ „,»

On the other hand the energy conservation law gives

Mc^ = e^ + hv, (32.24)

where v is the frequency of the photon (see (31.29'

From (23) and (24) we obtain

hv = ^i^c^ (32.25)

If we write equation (23) in the form

Vn72=^^^' ^^2.26)

and if we solve it with respect to m (keeping in raind that it must be m < M), we obtain

ni = M(l^-^)l/2^ (32.27)

Substituting that into (25), we find eventually

2

hv = M ^. (32.28)

From this relation we can determine the velocity v of the atom after the radiation, if

the frequency of the photon is known, or, conversely, the frequency of the photon, if the

velocity of the atom is known.
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§33. INELASTIC COLLISION OF PARTICLES

The process when two particles collide, and after this collision only one particle

emerges, is called INELASTIC COLLISION (or COALESCENCE) of particles.

Let m, and m^ be the masses of two colliding particles before the collision and M the

mass of the joint particle after the collision. Correspondingly let v , and v ^ be the

4-velocities of the colliding particles and V the 4-velocity of the joint particle con-

sidered in a 1 -frame.

The law of 4-momentum conservation gives

^^0 = Vol ^ Vo2» (33-1)

and having in mind (19.4), we obtain

M^ = m^ + m2 - 2m^m2 ^^^^ °^
- (^^-2)

Here we have the mass M of the joint particle in terms of known quantities. Then (1)

gives V , and the problem is solved.

xxxxx

Let us express K in (2) in terms of the universal 3-velocities v, and Vp

2mim9 _>._>.p
M = m^ + m^ + o-rrro w? (l - Vi-Vp/c'^). (33.3)

^ '^ (1 - v2/c2)l/2(i . v2/c2)l/2 1 ^

If v, « c, v, « c, this gives approximately
I c 2

2 2 2 vt + V9 - 2vi.Vo 2 ''^l
~ ^2'

>r = m, + m^ + 2m,m2 + m^m^ —
^

—- = (m^ + m2) + m^m2
^

» (33.4)

or o

M = m, + m. +i ^-^^, (33.5)

where

is the vector of the mutual velocity of both particles (see IIB, p. 124).

The mass defect of the joint particle is (see (26.16))

1 •^l'"2 v^
AM = M - (m, + mp) = ^ —^-^ ^

^ ^ ^ mj + m2 c*^

(33.6)

(33.7)

2
Let us compare the binding energy AMc corresponding to this mass defect with the ener-

gy dissipating into "heat" at the inelastic collision in low-velocity mechanics.

The law of momentum conservation (I IB, 10. 4) gives

m,v, + m2V2 = (m^ + m2)^, (33.8)

since in low-velocity mechanics
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m^ + mg = M. (33.9)

22 22 22 -^-
(mj+m2) V = mjVj + m^^^ + 2mjm2V^.V2. (33.10)

Thus the loss of kinetic energy (dissipating into "heat") is

1 2 1 2 1 7 ^ ^^^'? 9

where v is the vector of the mutual velocity given by (6), and we have used (10) in (11)

Comparing (11) with (7), we see that the binding energy of the joint particle obtained

after the inelastic collision under high-velocity consideration is equal to the loss of

kinetic energy at the inelastic collision under low-velocity consideration. In low-velo-

city mechanics one assumes (but until now nobody has confirmed this experimentally) that

this loss of kinetic energy is transformed into "heat", which is a notion from the domain

of statistical physics. According to us this treatment must be revised. The energy bal-

lance at elastic and inelastic collision of particles must be performed remaining in the

domain of classical physics and operating with the changes in the masses of the particles.

xxxxx

Now we shall consider the inelastic collision when one of the particles, say, m2, is a

photon (i.e., m2 = 0). This phenomenon can be called ABSORPTION OF A PHOTON BY A PARTICLE

(by an atom).

This process can be treated in a similar way as the process of emission of a photon

from a particle (see p. 101).

The law of 4-momentum conservation used in the 1-frame, in which the atom is at rest

before the collision, gives

Pol*Po2=V (33.12)

where p , is the 4-momentum of the atom before the collision, p 2 is the 4-momentum of

the photon, and P is the 4-momentum of the atom after the collision.

From here we obtain equation (32.20), and denoting the mass and the energy of the atom

before the absorption correspondingly by m and e (i.e., m, = m, e , = e ), we can write

(32.20) in the form

2mE^ = M^c^ + mV, (33.13)

from where

E =!L_±JL.c2. (33.14)
2m

On the other hand, the energy conservation law gives

where v is the frequency of the photon.

Eq = mc^ + hv, (33.15;
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From (14) and (15) we obtain

If we write equation (14) in the form

hv = '^——^ z*-. (33.16)
2m '

(1 - "^^Iz^yl^ 2 m

and if we solve it with respect to M (keeping in mind that it must be M > m), we obtain

Substituting this into (16), we find eventually

hv = m -5^. (33.19)
c - V

From this equation we can determine the velocity V of the atom after the absorption,

if the frequency of the photon is known, or, conversely, the frequency of the photon if

the velocity of the atom is known.

§34. ELASTIC COLLISION OF PARTICLES

The process when two particles collide, and after this collision their masses remain

the same, is called ELASTIC COLLISION of particles (cf. IIB, p. 123).

Let us consider the elastic collision of two particles with masses m,, x^^, momenta

^ol' ^o2
^"^ energies e^j, e^2 ^^^^ ^ high-velocity point of view. As in IIB, §29, we

shall denote the values of the momenta and energies after the collision by primes.

The law of 4-momentum conservation gives

Let us write this equation in the form

and let us square it; after taking into account (26.25), we obtain

-m^c^ + 5^j.5^2 - PorP;2 - Po2-P;i = ^- ^34.3)

Analogically squaring the equation

Pol-'Po2 - P;2 = P^l' ^34.4)

we obtain

-m c + p^j.'?^2 - PorPi2 " Po2-P(;2 = ^' ^^^'^^
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Let us work in the 1-frame in which before the collision one of the particles (say,

particle m^) is at rest. In this case we have

Po2 = 0' %2 = V^' (34.6)

and vie can write the three scalar products in (3) in the form

PorPo2 = - Vol' Po2-Pol = - Vol' Pol-Pil = PolPil^o^^l - -^' (34.7)

where 6^ is the angle between the velocities of the first particle before and after the

collision.

Substituting (7) into (3), we obtain

eli(e^i +'^9C )
- m,c e„, - ni,c

cose. =
°1' °' I l-°l ^—. (34.8)

^PolPil

The three scalar products in (5) can be written in the same 1-frame (i.e., at the con-

ditions (6)) in the form

Pol-PoZ = - Vol' hz'Kz - - Viz' PorPi2 = PolPi2^°^^2 " ^^' (34.9)

where Q^ is the angle between the velocity of the first particle before the collision and

the velocity of the second particle after the collision.

Substituting (9) into (5), we obtain

(e ,+m2C^)(e' - m2C^)
cose^ = -^ ^ ^ ^

. (34.10)

^'PolP(;2

Formulas (8) and (10) give the connection between the scattering angles of both par-

ticles in the used 1-frame and the values of their energies and momenta before and after

the collision. From these formulas the energies of the particles after the collision can

be expressed through the angles e, and e^.

Substituting

Pol = (^ol/^^ -
"-l^^)^^^' P;2 = (^02/^^ - ""2^^)^^^ (3^-1^)

into (10) and squaring the obtained equation, we find after some manipulations

». ™ .2 '^01 ^ V^)^ ' (^01 - ''\c'^)co^\
6^0 = "IqC . (34.12)

If we try to express e^^ through e^ from (8), we shall obtain a more cumbersome expres-

sion.

xxxxx

If m^ > m2, that is, if the impringing particle is heavier than the one at rest, the

scattering angle 9, cannot exeed a certain maximum value. To find this angle Qin^^' ^^

write formula (8) in the form
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2 2
m,v,V2Cose, nij

:2(1 - v2/c2)l/2(l - vj^/c^)!/^ (1 - ,\lch^'^(l - vjW)!/^

iTiim-p mi mo 9

? ? 1/? ? 2 1/2 - "^P
^3^-1^^

(1 - vJVc2)^/^ (1 - v^/c^)^/^ ^

ind preserving only the terms of second order in v,/c and vj/c, we can rewrite this formula

n the form

(mg/m^ - l)vj^ + 2VjVjcosej - v^ = 0. (34.14)

This is a quadratic equation with respect to vj and its solution is

v; = v,{- cose, ±{cos^ei + mjm. - 1)^/^}-!!^^
. (34.15)11 A I c I mo -mi

The maximum value Qi^^v^ 0^ the angle 9^ is determined from the condition that the root

>f equation (14) must be double, i.e., the square root on the right side of (15) must be

iqual to zero, from where we obtain (see also fig. 34.1b)

This angle coincides with the one obtained under low-velocity consideration (cf.

IIB,29.24)).

i_P§§9rlPtion_in_the_C3f rame

The elastic collision looks most simply in the c-frame in which one has

<Pol)c = - (Po2)c = Poc» ^Pil^c = - ^Pi2)c = Pic <3^-17)

id on the grounds of the energy conservation law the absolute values of the momenta must

jmain the same after the collision as before the collision, i.e.,

p = p' . (34.18)
^oc ^oc ^ '

Let us designate the angle between the lines along which the particles approach one ano-

ler and fly off (i.e., the angle of scattering in the c-frame) by x- The collision is en-

rely defined after giving this angle, which cannot be determined if we consider the par-

icles as points (see IIB, p. 125).

It is convenient to choose angle x as a unique parameter which cannot be determined by

ing the laws of momentum and energy conservation.

Let us express the energies of the particles after the collision by this parameter in

he 1 -frame in which mass m^ is at rest. For this purpose we must return to equation (3)

ut we shall write there the scalar product Pq^-Pqi with the quantities in the c-frame.
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Pqc^osx - (eoi)c/c^ = Pqc^cosx - 1) - m^c^. (34.19)

We write both other scalar products in (3) in the 1-frame, i.e., we take them from the

first two of formulas (7). Now substituting (19) and both first formulas (7) into (3), we

obtain
2

^M -
«ol

= ^(-^"^X - 1). (34.20)1

We have now to express p^^ by quantities registered in the 1-frame. This can easily be

done if we equate the invariant Pqi-Pqo written in the c- and 1 -frames, i.e.

or (see (17) and (26.26))

(Pol)c-(Po2)c - (%l)c(%2)c/^^ = - VoV (34.21)

{{Poc + n'lC^)(Poc -^ •"2^^)}^^^ = '"2^1 - Poc- (34.22)

2
Solving this equation with respect to p , we get

2 "12^^01 -
'"l^'^) ,^^ ,,,

Poc ~y^ 9~9 ' (34.23)1
m^c^ + m^c^ + 2moe„i

1 c 2 ol

and substituting this into (20), we obtain the energy of the first particle after the

collision
2 2 4

m^(e , - mtc
)

e^i = e^i - op 2 2
^^ " ^°'^)- (34.24)

°^ °^ mfc^ + m^c^ + 2m<,e ,
1 2 2 ol

The energy of the second particle after the collision can be obtained from the energy

conservation law „

Substituting here (24), we find
2 2 4

2 ""2(^01 ""l^ ^

<2 = V "-
g 2 p p (1 - cosx). (34.26)

°^ ^ m^c'^ + m^c^ + 2m2eQj

The second terms on the right side of equations (24) and (26) represent the energy

which the first particle loses and the second particle acquires.

The exchanged energy is greatest when

X = ^. (34.27)

and then we have « « .

m,c + m^c +^moe i
1 2 2 ol

Let us assume that m, « m2, that is, the mass of the imprinqing particle is small

compared to the mass of the particle at rest. In this case, according to low-velocity me-
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chanics, the light particle can transfer only a negligible part of its energy to the hea-

vy one (see formulas (IIB,29.18)). This is not the case in high-velocity mechanics. From

formula (28) we conclude that in this case the transferred energy is

2
2e 1 e«i ^or e^, » m,c ,

e - e'
ol - f

ol ol 2 (34 29)

i.e., for sufficiently large energies e , the impringing particle transfers almost all

Its kinetic energy to the particle at rest.

An analogical situation exists for m,» n\2» that is, when a heavy particle impringes

a light one. Here, too, according to low velocity mechanics, only a negligible energy

transfer would occur. From a high-velocity point of view, i.e., from formula (28), we de-

duce that in this case the transferred energy is

- _j!ol__ -
f
"ol ^"^ %!'' "V"^

ol olmin « . „2^2/„ « o o o
2 + mjc /m^^ol

fe^j for e^j = n.2c2/n.2, (34.30)

e., for sufficiently large energies e , the impringing particle transfers almost all

its kinetic energy to the particle at rest.

Ji.§r§P[}i9§l-Pr§§§Qt§tlon

We can interpret the obtained results graphically, as we did in low-velocity mechanics

(see IIB, §29). The way which we shall follow is almost the same as in §32.

Assuming that the collision proceeds in the xy-plane, we shall have, according to the

first two of formulas (26.24), the following relations between the components of the mo-

ntum of particle m, in the 1-frame and its momentum and energy in the c-frame, all con-

sidered after the collision (with primes we denote here the quantities after the collision)

^Pol^c^^'^c + ^Kl^c^""^
^Klh - °'

;, , ;2,,2)i;2 ' ^Kl)y - (P;i)c-"^c» (3^-31)

i4iere V is the velocity of the c-frame with respect to the 1-frame (V is equal with oppo-

site sign to the velocity of particle m^ with respect to the c-frame before the collision),

and is the angle between the velocity (v]) of particle m, after the collision and the

velocity V of the c-frame.

Taking into account (17) and (18), we conclude that V will be the absolute value of

the velocity of particle m2 after the collision registered in the c-frame. Therefore we

can write

If we consider (in the 1-frame) particles m, and m2 as a system with momentum
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PqI ^ Po2 ^ PqI ^^^ energy e^j + 6^2 = %i
*" ""2^ (since p^2 = 0)» we can write that the

velocity of the center of inertia of this system will be (see (28.36))

,2

V = Pol*

%1 ^ V
(34.33)i

and this velocity will be equal to the velocity of particle m2 after the collision, re-

gistered in the c-frame.

Excluding from both formulas (31) angle 9 and writing there (p'l) = p' (see the se-
c 01 c oc

cond formula (17)), we obtain the following equation

((Poi)x(l - vV)^/2 - ^(e-j)^)2 . (p;^)2 = p.2.

UpAi). -^
(eAi)ol'c

'^'^
c2 (1 - v2/c2)l/2^ p'2

}2 1 - V^/c^ ^ ^PqiV .
^

p'2
oc ^oc

(34.34)

(34.35).

This is the equation of an ellipse with respect to the variables (p'l) and (p',) .

The semi-axes of this ellipse are (see fig. 34.1)
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Poc V ^^ilK ^Pol^c ^ (%l^c^/^^
AB = OB + AO = ?St7? ^ -2 9 7 1/P

=
p ?i/o > (34.39)

and since the velocity (v^) of particle m, before the collision has the same direction

as the velocity V of the c-frame, we conclude on the grounds of the first formula (26.24)

that

Finally from the momentum conservation law

Pol = Pil ' Kz' f^"-")

we conclude

(1 - v'2/c2)l/2'
^^ = P;2 =

., :? o I/O - • (34.42)

'2

Substituting (32) and (33) into (36), we can write the semi-axes of the ellipse in the

form

_ ^Pol(%l ^ V^)
a —^-^ 2~^ • (J4.4J)

mjc + mgC + 2m2e ,

If m^ = m2 = m, we see that

a =
Pol/2. (34.44)

Thus if m, < m^, point A lies in the ellipse (see fig. 34.1a), and if m, > m^, point A

ies outside the ellipse (see fig. 34.1b).

§35. THE COMPTON EFFECT

If one of the particles performing elastic collision is a photon, we have what is cal-

led the COMPTON EFFECT.

Let us consider the elastic collision of a photon and a particle in a frame where the

particle is at rest before the collision. Denoting the mass of the particle by m, the

frequency of the photon by v, and its direction of propagation by the unit vector n, we

ne can write the 4-vector equation (34.1), dividing it into a space and a time part, i.e.,

in the form of momentum and energy conservation laws, as follows (see (31.29) and (31.31))

hv ^ _ mv' . hv'

(1 - v'2/c'
""%."...2,.2a/2

^"^'' <^^-''
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mc + hv
mc

(1 v.2/e2)l/2
+ hv' (35.2

Here the unknown quantities are the velocity v' of the particle, the frequency v' of

the photon, and the direction of its propagation n', all of them after the collision. Cor

sequently there are six unknowns (a unit vector is determined by two parameters) and onlj

four equations. Threfore two of the unknown quantities cannot be determined in the domair

of mechanics (see IIB, p. 125). Usually, as an additional condition which we have to im-

pose, we choose the direction of the photon's propagation after the collision n'

.

We take (see fig. 35.1) n to be directed along the x-axis of the used frame and we

choose n' to lie in the xy-plane (first condition), and the angle between n and n' to be

equal to 6 (second condition), i.e.,

n.n' = cose. (35.3)1

Fig. 35.1

If we transfer the second term in (1) from the right side to the left one, and then

square the equation, the following scalar equation will be obtained

hV + h^v'^ - 2h^vv'cose =

2 ,2 2
m V c

1 - v'2/c2'
(35.4)

Squaring now equation (2), after transferring the second term from the right side to

the left one, and subtracting from it the equation (4), we can eliminate the velocity v'

and obtain the following relation between v and v'

or

v.v'=?il^s1nW)

. ^ sin2(e/2)
mc'^

(35.5)

(35.6)
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Using here (31.30), we get

X' - \ = |^sin^(e/2), (35.7)

vhere \ and x' are the photon's wavelenoths respectively before and after the collision.

To find the speed of the recoiling particle, v/e substitute (6) into (2) and after some

nanipulations we get
2hv .„2,ewi ^ hv,«^ hv.. 2,9. ,1/2—- sin (^){1 + —^(2 + —=-)sin (^)}

V' = — 1 mc? ml ?
. (35.8)

1.24(1.4)sin2(f)
mc nc'^ ^

From formula (1) and fig. 35.1 we have

T -
"''2

21/2
'°''

' ^ ""'-

mV
s^n^ . hV ^.^3 (35 5,

(1 - v'2/c2)l/2

If we transfer here the second terms from the right sides to the left sides and divide

the second of the equations obtained by the first one, after using (6), we arrive to the

following relation

tan,t^
cot(e/2)

,35 10,

1 + hv/mc^

In view of the indeterminateness of the problem, it is interesting to examine the li-

mits of the quantities involved when the direction of the photon after the collision is

regarded as arbitrary.

The ptfton's frequency after the collision passes (see (6)) from a maximum

for e = 0, to a minimum

V

'"
1 + 2hv/mc2'

(35.12)

for e = 7T. In the last case the photon is thrown straight back, and equation (7) gives

The quantity

X' - X =^. (35.13)
mc

m mc

is called the COf-IPTON WAVELENGTH of the particle m (cf. (IIA,6.4)).

By (10) tan(|) is positive; thus the particle is always thrown forward. The speed of re-

coil v' (see (8)) ranges from zero for 6 = (in which case there is no collision) to a

maximum for 9 = it, given by
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2hv,, hv V

xxxxx

Let us now transfer the first term from the right side of (1) to the left one and ther

square the equation (see fig. 35.1). Furthermore let us exchange the places of the seconc

terms in equation (2) and then square the equation. If now we add the equations squared

in this way, the following relation can be obtained

v'
1 - —- COS(()

v'=v V^-T7?- (35.16)1
(1 - v'2/c2)l/2

Finally, if we square equations (1) and (2) and subtract the first from the second, tk

following relation can be obtained

v' =v ^^
y ^^ f

. (35.17)
1 -

f-
cos(<j) + e)

Equations (6), (16), and (17) give the frequency of the scattered photon in dependence

on the different angles involved.

xxxxx

Let us now consider the elastic collision of a photon and a particle in a frame where

the particle moves with a velocity v before the collision.

In this most general case the momentum and energy conservation laws lead to the follow

ing equations

mv 4. hv ; _ mv'
4.

h^'' ;?' /-jc iq\
9

—

7~T79
•-?-"= —TTn ^ ~T~ " ' (35.18)

(1 - ^^Iz^yl^ ^ (1 - v'2/c2)^/^ ^

(1 - v2/c2)l/2 (1 - v'Vc2)^/2

where v and v' are the velocities of the particle before and after the collision, v and v

are the frequencies, and n and n' are the directions of propagation of the photon respec-

tively before and after the collision.

Squaring both these equations and subtracting the first from the second, we obtain

V

. . . 1 - v'V .1/2 ^ -
c

^Q^^^'")
f.. ,..

V -v( 5;—=-) • (35.20)
1 - v'^/c'^ 1 - ^ cos(v',n')

This is the dependence between the characteristics of the photon and of the particle

before and after the collision in which only 3-dimensional invariants are involved.
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§36. THE MDSSBAUER EFFECT

Consider a spontaneous emission of a photon from a particle (see p. 101). Let us denote

the corresponding binding energy by (see p. 80 and (IIB,28.5))

e^ = AMc^, (36.1)

where AM is the mass deffect of the particle and the photon when considered first together

as one particle, and then as two particles isolated from one another. After the radiation

this binding energy transforms into kinetic energy of the daughter particles, i.e., into

kinetic energy of the radiating particle and the photon.

When a photon is radiated from an atom we say that the latter passes from an EXCITED

STATE to another less excited or GROUND STATE. In quantum mechanics it is shown that for

a specific atom the energetic transitions between states of different excitation are

strictly defined. Thus the energy can be radiated in the form of definite "portions" or

"quanta" only. Here the binding energy is also called EXCITATION ENERGY.

xxxxx

In case where a particle disintegrates spontaneously into two others, we can write (1)

in the form

^0 = (M - m^ - m2)c^ (36.2)

jwhere m, and m^ are the masses of the daughter particles and M is the mass of the initial

particle. This formula can also be obtained using formulas (32.7) in the expression of

the binding energy as kinetic energy of the daughter particles, i.e., in the expression

^0 = (^l^c ^ ^%2)c V^ - V^' ^^^-3)

where (e j) and (e o)^ ^^^ the proper energies of the daughter particles in the c-frame.

In case of a photon emission, we have, on the one hand,

G^ = (M - ni)c^ (36.4)

and, on the other hand,
2

G = e + hv - mc , (36.5)

where M is the mass of the particle before the emission, m is the mass of the particle

after the emission, e is the energy of the particle after the emission, and v is the fre-

quency of the emitted photon.

Substituting (32.23) into (5) and using (4), we get

hv = z^{l - Go/2Mc^), (36.6)

thus we expressed the photon energy (and frequency) through the excitation energy e and

the mass M of the atom before the radiation.

From this formula we see that the energy of the photon hv is less than the excitation
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energy e by an anrount j
T = e„ - e = e^/2Mc^, (36.7)

representing the high-velocity kinetic energy, e . , of the radiating particle (see (5) an

(23.16)). This energy determines the recoil of the particle after the radiation.

Let a photon collide with an atom in the ground state, and let the photon be of the

correct energy to excite the atom to the excited state of energy e above the ground

state. As the momentum must be conserved in the absorption process, the momentum of the

recoiling atom after the absorption will be equal to the momentum of the incident photon.i

The kinetic energy of recoil will now be given again by (7), so that, in order to have ai

high probability of being absorbed, the incident photon must have an energy

hv = e„ + T„ = eJl + e,/2Mc'-),
0^ '

(36.8^

Thus the energy of a photon emitted by a free excited atom is normally too low by an

amount 2T to re-excite a similar atom from the ground state to the excited state.

But if the emission and absorption can be realized without recoil of the atom, such a:

re-excitation will be possible. The phenomenon when an atom can be excited by the same

photons which it radiates, is called RESONANCE ABSORPTION (or RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE).

xxxxx

So far it has been assumed that the excited level e above the ground state has always

the same energy. However, the released energy is not always equal to e ; it is given ra-

ther with a whole spectrum about this value, and we know only the probabilities with which

a certain energetic transition may occur (see V, §58). If we plot the ratio of the proba-

bility P(e) for the energetic transition e and the probability P{z ) for the most probabl

energetic transition e as function of the energy e (see fig. 36.1), we shall obtain a

curve with the form of a resonance curve (see fig. IIB,45.1 and fig. V,58.1). This curve

is called the NATURAL EMISSION LINE for the energetic transition from the level e^ to th€

ground state.

Fig. 36.1
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The energetic interval

r = Ae (36.9)

from both sides of the most probable transition e on whose ends the probability for ener-

getic transition (i.e., for transition with energy e + r/2 or e - r/2) is twice smaller

than the probability for transition with energy e , is called the NATURAL LINE WIDTH.

The energetic transition of an atom from an excited state to another less excited or

ground state can be of different magnitude. These transitions which lead, in general, to

emission of photons of visible light, correspond to different energetic states of the

atomic electrons, while those transitions which lead to emission of y-rays photons corres-

pond to different energetic states of the atomic nucleus. The photons of visible light

are of low energy, while the y-rays photons are of high energy. On the other hand, the

'natural widths of the visible emission lines are large in comparison with the natural

//idths of the y-rays emission lines.

xxxxx

In case of emission of a photon from a nucleus, the kinetic energy T of the nucleus

(see (7)) is much larger than the natural line width of the corresponding y-ray emission

line. If we plot the probabilities for emission or absorption of a photon by a nucleus

^ith or without recoil of the latter, we shall obtain a picture as shown in fig. 36.2

(compare it with fig. 36.1). The first line from the left corresponds to emission of pho-

tons with recoil; these photons carry off energy hv given by (6). The first line from the

right corresponds to absorption of photons with recoil; these photons must have energy hv

given by (8). The middle line (which is shown only in fig. 36.1a) corresponds to either

emission or absorption of photons without recoil; in this case the emitted photons carry

off, respectively the absorbed photons must have, energy

S.-T„ ^o^r„

a)

Fig. 36.2
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hv = e^. (36. IC

Thus (see fig. 36.2a) the natural line widths are not sufficient to make up the defi-

cit of 2T , so that at first sight it seems that, in general, it would be impossible to

observe nuclear resonance absorption with free atoms unless it were possible, by some me

thod or other, to make up for the deficit of 2T in the energy of the y-photons.

But if the nucleus which emits y-photons is moving relative to the laboratory when it

decays, then the energy of the photon relative to the laboratory is changed, being incre

sed if the photon is emitted in the same direction as the direction in which the decayin

nucleus is moving, or decreased if the photon is emitted in the opposite direction. (Thi

is the so-called Doppler effect which will be investigated in §38.) Such a motion leads

to a spread in the energy of the emitted y-photons (the so-called Doppler broadening) as

illustrated in fig. 36.2b. We assume that the nuclei have all possible velocities in som

range, so that the Doppler broadening is symmetric from both sides of the emission line,

obtained when such a Doppler broadening is not assumed (see the left curve in fig. 36.2b

In the same way, if the absorbing nucleus is moving, then the absorption line is also

Doppler broadened (see the right curve in fig. 36.2b), so that the emission and absorpti

line profiles may sometimes overlap, as illustrated in the graph. If the radioactive

source (i.e., the nucleus emitting y-photons) is warmed up sufficiently, the thermal Dop;

pier broadening may be sufficient for nuclear resonance fluorescence to be observed in

some cases.

xxxxx

If an excited nucleus forms part of the crystal lattice of a solid when it decays,

then, under certain conditions, the y-photons may sometimes be emitted with no momentum

and kinetic energy transfer to the nucleus after decay. In the case of recoil less emis-

sion, the whole of the crystal effectively takes up the recoil momentum, so that practi

cally all the excitation energy goes into the emitted y-photons. In these cases not all

the decays are recoilless but under certain conditions for certain radioactive crystal-

line metals the number of recoilles decays amounts to a few per cent or more.

If the y-photons pass through an absorber, which contains the same type of nuclei in

the ground state as those which emit y-photons without recoil (see fig. 36.3), then it i:

possible to have recoilless absorption of the y-photons. The recoilles absorption line is

also very sharp. Its width is approximately equal to the natural line width. This is mud

sharper than the thermal Doppler widths necessary for absorption by free atoms. If the n

coil less absorption and emission lines overlap significantly, then there is a strong pro-

bability that those y-photons which are emitted without recoil will be absorbed without

recoil when they pass through the absorber in the experimental arrangement shown in fig.

36.3. The nuclear resonance absorption, under conditions when the emission and absorptioi

are both recoilles, is called the MDSSBAUER EFFECT.

xxxxx
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Source

I
Absorber Detector

Fig. 36.3

If the source (or the absorber) in fig. 36.3 is moved, then the energy of the recoil

-

less emission line (or recoilless absorption line) is shifted due to the Doppler effect,

ind if the velocity of the source (or absorber) is high enough, the recoilless emission

and absorption lines will no longer overlap significantly, and the absorption of the

.-photons decreases since the Mbssbauer effect is no longer present, so that the detector

in fig. 36.3 of the yphotons passed through the absorber records a higher counting rate.

Since the emission and absorption lines are very sharp, small shifts in the energy (or

frequency) of either the recoilles emission or absorption lines change the probability

"or the Mbssbauer effect substantially and produce measurable effects. The Mbssbauer ef-

fect represents an acurate method of measuring differences or changes in frequency (or

energy); with this method changes in frequency (or energy) of the order of 1 part in 10

;an be detected. Such a precision cannot be reached with other methods.

12

Although the recoilless emission of the y-photons proceeds without any transfer of mo-

nentum to the crystal, the availability of thermal motion leads to a small (of second or-

ier in v/c) change in the emitted frequency.

One can calculate this change in the frequency in the following way:

If the frequency of the y-photon at recoilless emission is v , then (see (4) and (10))

hv^ = (M-m)cS

ind the mass defect of the nucleus is

AM = hv^/c .

(36.11)

(36.12)

Supposing that there is a thermal motion, let the high-velocity kinetic energy of the

lucleus before the emission be

^0 " ^^0^^ ^ M^c^)^^^ - Mc^ = P^/2M. (36.13)

iincG the thermal velocity is very snail with respect to c.

After the emission the nuclear mass diminishes with AM at a constant value of the mo-

nentum. This is possible if the velocity V of the nucleus changes so that

P = MV = mV, (36.14)
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where V is the recoil velocity of the nucleus after the emission.

This change in the mass and velocity of the nucleus will lead to a new kinetic energy

T; = (P^c^ + mV)^''^ - nc^ = P^/2m. (36.15

The change in the kinetic energy before and after the emission will be

fiT = r - T^. (36.16;

Substituting here (13), (15), and then (12), we obtain in the assumed approximation

p2 p2
^ p2^^ ^

p2 hVjj

Since the nuclei have different thermal velocities, we have to take in (17) the square

of the average momentum

P^ = M^V^, (36.18J

where V is the average thermal velocity of the nuclei. Thus for the change in the kinetic

energy we obtain _-

AT = hv^ -^. (36.19)
° 2c'^

The increment of the kinetic energy of the emitting nucleus during this recoil less

emission leads to the result that the y-photon carries off energy

hv = hv^ - AT = hvQ(l - V^/2c^). (36.20)

This energy is less than the energy of the y-photon emitted by a nucleus at rest with

the value (19). Thus the thermal motion of the emitting nucleus leads to a shift of the

emitted frequency from v to v, and the relation between them is

V = Vq(1 - V^/2c^). (36.21)

Similar analysis must be performed also in the case of recoilless absorption at the

presence of thermal motion.

§37. THE VELOCITY MASS INCREASE IS A NEWTONIAN PHENOMENON

We said (see p. 4) that the differences between the Newton and Marinov mechanics are

not drastic and are caused by small differences existing between the Newton and Marinov

models of light propagation, postulated in our axioms and summarized on p. 4. Physicists,

unfamiliar with the specificity of the space-time problems, often claim that there is an

undisputable proof for the "non-Newtonian character" of our world furnished by the acce-

lerators of elementary particles and by the whole equipment of high-velocity physics whici

"works according to Einstein's theory", so that the latter is to be considered not only

as a "physical theory" but rather as an "engineering science". We shall show that these

claims are inconsistent.
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The primordial cause impelling the engineers to project the accelerators and the high-

energy equipment not with the traditional low-velocity mathematical apparatus is the dis-

covery of Kaufmann (1901) that the mass of a particle increases with its velocity accor-

ding to formula (23.20). And it is generally accepted that this formula is a result of

the Lorentz transformation and of the theory of relativity. Now we shall demonstrate that

formula (23.20) is a result of Newtonian mechanics , i.e., it can be obtained without the

introduction of our tenth axiom and consequently of the Lorentz and Marinov transforma-

tions.

We shall obtain formula (23.20) for the dependence of the proper mass on the velocity

of the particle considering the absorption and emission of a photon by a moving particle,

i.e., from the Compton effect, taking into account only the first-order in v/c Doppler-

effect formulas (see §38) which appartain to Newtonian mechanics .

xxxxx

Let us have an atom (a compound particle) which can absorb or emit a photon with a

frequency v. If the atom moves with a velocity v, the photon which can be absorbed or

emitted must have a frequency determined by the Doppler-effect formulas (38.5) or (38.12)

v' = v-M^

—

"USlA^— =va +>(1 + vcose/c), (37.1)

where e is the angle between the velocity of the atom and the direction of propagation of

(the photon. The result on the right side of (1) is written within an accuracy of first

order in v/c, where Newton and Marinov mechanics are identical , as can be seen comparing

the Galilean and Marinov transformations.

If this atom absorbs a photon proceeding parallel to the velocity of the atom (0' =0)
and then emits this photon in a backward directions (6" = tt), the energy and momentum

acquired by the atom during the absorption are (see (31.29))

e^ = hv' = hv(l + v/c), p^ = hvVc = hv(l + v/c)/c, (37.2)

A/hile the energy lost and the momentum acquired during the emission are

ej; = hv" = hv(l - v/c),
p;;

= hv'Vc = hv(l - v/c)/c. (37.3)

These equations are written proceeding from the laws of energy and momentum conserva-

tion, and we attach the subscript "o" to the energy and momentum aiming to have a confor-

jiiity with the designation of the proper quantities in Marinov mechanics; as now we are

Working in the frame of Newton's mechanics, these subscripts, of course, may be omitted.

As a result of this cycle of "absorption - emission", the energy and momentum of the

atom will increase by

"^^ = ®i ^0 = 2^^^/^' ^Po = Pi ^ Po = 2^^/^- ^^^•'^)

Thus

de^/dp^ = V. (37.5)
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The momentum of the particle can be written (see the remark in IIA, p. 12)

and for its differential we obtain

dPo = (e^dv +vde^)/c^. (37.7)

Substituting (7) into (5), we obtain the differential equation

^ ^ 1 d(vW)
®o

'
2 1 . v2/c2'

whose solution is (see (1,25.29))

(37.8)

° (1 - v2/c2)l/2

where e is the energy of the atom when v = 0. Substituting here the definition equations

for mass (IIA, 2. 3) and (IIA, 2. 4), we obtain formula (23.20).
|

xxxxx

We said (see IIA, p. 20) that the Newton and Marinov mechanics are identical only for

effects of first order in v/c (this becomes evident comparing the Marinov transformation

(3.32) with the Galilean transformation (3.5)). Meanwhile the difference between the tra-

ditional Newtonian mass m and the proper mass m is of second order in v/c . It is logical

to pose the question, how have we obtained formula (23.20) working in the domain of New-
2 2

tonian mechanics and why the "Newton mass increase" mv /2c figures in Newton's mechanics

when, according to the mentioned restriction, it must be neglected with respect to the

universal mass m. The answer is as follows:
2

The gravitational world potential (see p. 69), - c , is much bigger than the gravita-

tional potentials of local systems (say, that of the Earth). A change in the velocity of

the particle leads to a considerable change in its world gravitational energy, while such

a change does not affect its local gravitational energy. For this reason in all physical
;

formulas the Newtonian apparatus retains only terms of first order in v/c, however, for

the world gravitational energy, i.e., for time energy, it retains also terms of second

order in v/c. Thus the velocity increase of the mass according to formula

m^ = m + mv^/2c^, (37.10)

where m^ is to be called the FACTUAL MASS, is a legitimate Newtonain phenomenon . Here, of

course, we have to resend the reader to the remark on p. 66 and remind that the mass does

not change but the time momentum does, because the proper time velocity of the particle,

c , changes with the change of the absolute velocity v.

Let us compare formula (23.13) for the factual energy with formula (10) for the factual

mass. Conventional physics has led to an extremely confusing situation . It asserts, on the

one hand, that in e^ the term mc is non-Newtonian and the term mv /2 is Newtonian, while,
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2 2
)n the other hand, in m,. the term m is Newtonian and the term mv /2c is non-Newtonian.

2
leanwhile e^ can be obtained by multiplying m^ by the constant c , i.e., we have not two

2
iifferent quantities but one and the same. Thus if mv /2 is a Newtonian quantity, then

nv^/2c^ must be a Newtonian quantity, too, and if m is a Newtonian quantity, then mc must

)e a Newtonian quantity, too.
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Chaptzfi l/II

fCIWEMATICS OF LIGHT

§38. KINEMATIC FREQUENCY AND WAVELENGTH SHIFTS (THE DOPPLER EFFECT)

The LIGHT DOPPLER EFFECT is the difference between the frequency and wavelength with

which a photon is emitted from a source and those measured by an observer, due to the mo-

tion of source or/and observer with respect to absolute space; we call this effect also

the KINEMATIC FREQUENCY AND WAVELENGTH SHIFTS OF LIGHT. This effect was analysed first for

the propagation of sound by Doppler (1842).

^::-§9yr9§_§![}^_9^seryer_both_at_rest

Let us suppose that there is a source (emitter) of photons which is at rest in absolute

space. The frequency v registered by an observer (receiver) who is also at rest in abso-

lute space and the wavelength X, which he measures, are called EMITTED FREQUENCY and EMIT-|

TED WAVELENGTH. The relation between them is given by formula (31.30).

§i-§9yrc§_n)9yingj_obseryer_at_rest

Let us now suppose (see fig. 38.1) that the observer is at rest in absolute space at

the point 0' and the light source moves with velocity v from the position S' where a pho-
]

ton is emitted to the position S where the source is at the moment when the photon is re-

ceived by the observer. We shall suppose that the wavelength of the photon is much less

than the distance between source and observer and, thus, the EMISSION and RECEPTION POSI-

TIONS of the source can be considered as points.

The source is at the MIDDLE POSITION S„ at the MIDDLE MOMENT between the EMISSION and
m

RECEPTION MOMENTS, where the EMISSION ANGLE is e', the RECEPTION ANGLE is e, and the

MIDDLE Angle is e . As in §6A, we define: The emission, reception, and middle angles are !

m ^ ' r > J
i

subtended by the velocity of the moving object and the line connecting the object at rest i

with the moving object at the emission, reception, and middle moments, respectively. We

attach the subscript "o" to the received (observed) frequency and wavelength, while the

emitted will be written without any subscript. The prime will be attached to the emission

distance, position, and angle, while the reception distance, position, and angle will be

written without any superscript.

When the source is moving, the observer at rest will not register the frequency v and

will not measure the wavelength \ which are to be registered and measured if the source

were at rest and which we have called the emitted frequency and wavelength, but some other

in general, different quantities v , A^, which we call the OBSERVED (or RECEIVED) FREQUEN-

CY and WAVELENGTH.

If in fig. 38.1 the emitted wavelength is represented by the segment S'Q, the observed
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Fig. 38.1

is represented
avelength by the segment S'Q (as a matter of fact, by that segment equal and parallel

S'Q whose final point is Q). We repeat that we consider the case where the distance

etween source and observer is much greater than the wavelength of the photon, and we

raw the wavelength so large only for the sake of clarity.

Since the photon moves in absolute space with velocity c, we have

v^X^ = c. (38.i;

From (31.30) and (1) we obtain

(38.2;v^/v = X/X^.

The triangles S'Q Q and CSS' are similar and thus

x/x. r'/r. (38.3)

On the other hand, if we should suppose that the source is at rest and the observer

>ving from the emission position 0' to the reception position 0, we obtain from the simi-

ar triangles S'Q Q and S'OO'

r'/r = c'/c. (38.4;

Ince the segments S'Q and S'Q are, respectively, proportional to the absolute light ve-

ocity c (i.e., to the velocity of light with respect to absolute space) and to the rela-

ive light velocity c' (i.e., to the velocity of light with respect to the moving observer),

oth measured on an universal clock.

From the last three relations, using formulas (4.19) in which we write V = v, we obtain

_.. 1 - vcose/c -^ (1 - v^/c^)^/^
^

1 + vcose'/c(1 - v2/c2)l/2

(1-v^/c^)^/^

1 - VC0S9/C

= X.
1 + vcose'/c

(1
,2/,2.1/2

(38.5)

(38.6)
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Formulas (6) can be obtained directly from (3) (and then formulas (5) from (2) and
(6J

if we should use formulas (6.17) which give the relation between the EMISSION and RECEPJ

TION DISTANCES.

Multiplying, on one hand, both formulas (5) and, on the other hand, both formulas
(6J

squaring them and writing cose = cosG^ + a, cos0' = cose - a, where a is an algebraj

quantity, we obtain within the necessary accuracy

1 - vcos0„/c 1/2

''h + vcose^/c^ •
^^'

l^vcose^/c 1/2

^0 ^4 - vcose^/c^ •
^^•

For = 0' = e^ = (or tt), we call the Doppler effect LONGITUDINAL.

For e = 7r/2, 0' = tt/2 + v/c, 0^^
= tt/2 + v/2c, we call the Doppler effect ANTE-TRAVERSE.

For 0' = -rT/2, = 7t/2 - v/c, 0^^
= 7r/2 - v/2c, we call the Doppler effect POST-TRAVRESE.

For
0j^

= 7T/2, 0' = tt/2 + v/2c, = tt/2 - v/2c, we call the Doppler effect TRAVERSE.

The ante-traverse, post-traverse, and traverse Doppler effects are designated collecti-

vely by the common term TRANSVERSE Doppler effect.

^i_ §9 yr9§_§]^_rest^_obseryer_ moving

Let us now suppose (see again fig. 38.1) that the source is at rest in absolute space

at the point S' and the observer moves with velocity v from the emission position 0' to t^

reception position 0.

Since the photon proceeds with respect to the moving observer with the relative veloci-

ty c', the relation between the observed frequency and wavelength will be

VoX„=c'. (38.9)

According to our model for the photons (and for any particle), their wavelength can

change only when the source moves with respect to absolute space. The motion of the obser-

ver with respect to absolute space leads only to a change in the velocity and frequency

of the observed photons but not to a change in their wavelengths. We have to emphasize

that the wavelength is to be measured always with respect to absolute space, even in the

case of a moving observer . The photon is a reality that exists independently of the obser-

ver, and the motion of the latter can exert no influence on the photon's wavelength, which

is an immanent photon's property defined outside of time . We have further to emphasize

that a direct measurement of the wavelength cannot be performed. One can measure only the

wavelength of standing waves, i.e., of "to and fro" propagating photons, which interfere

(see §66). All measurements of the wavelength of uni-directionally propagating photons

are indirect (see §67). If one would accept that the motion of the observer leads to a

change in the wavelength, then one is impelled to accept Einstein's dogma about the con

stancy of light velocity in any inertial frame, which, as we have experimentally shown.
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does not correspond to physical reality.

Thus for the case of source at rest and moving observer we have

X^-X.

From (31.30), (9), and (10) we obtain

Vq/v = c'/c.

Making use of formulas (4.19) in which we write V = v, we obtain

1 - vcose/c
,
(l-vV)'^^

--

^j . v2/c2)l/2 1 + vcose'/c

(38.10)

(38.11)

(38.12)

Here again a formula analogical to formula (7) can be introduced, as well as the defi

litions for longitudinal and transverse Doppler effects.

Fig. 38.2

Finally, suppose (see fig. 38.2) that the source moves with velocity v with respect to

ibsolute space and the observer with velocity v , so that S', 0' are the emission posi-

:ions of source and observer and S, are their reception position.

We introduce two pairs of emission and reception angles: 9' and 9 are the emission

ind reception angles if the source is at rest at its emission position, while 9' and 9

ire the emission and reception angles if the observer is at rest at its reception posi-

:ion. For certain problems it is convenient to use the angles 9', 9 , for others the

mf]les 9^, 9.

To find the relation between the emitted and received frequencies and wavelengths, we

proceed as follows: Suppose that the real source emits a photon and an imaginary observer

is at rest at point (the reception position of the real observer). The frequency and

wavelength registered by this observer, called intermediary, will be (use formulas (5)

ind (6))

_ 1 - VC0S9/C (1 - .'/ch'"

(1 - v2/c2)l/2 1 + VC0S9 7C
(38.13)
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^"^ 1-vcose/c (1 - v^/c^)^/^

If now an imaginary source is at rest at point S' (the emission position of the real

source) and emits a photon with frequency v^^. and wavelength ^- ^, then the frequency

and wavelength registered by the real observer when he crosses point will be (use for-

mulas (12) and (10)) , , 991/9

X° - Nnf (38-16)

Putting (13) and (14) Into (15) and (16), we obtain

. 1 - vpcoseo/c 1 - vV 1/2 . 1 - vcose/c 1 - Vp/c^ 1/2 ,,. ,,,
" "l+vcos97c 'l - v2/c2 ' " "l + vcose^/c 'j . ,2/^2' "

'^^•"^'

XO . x (;- W^' = X ^--rr(% - (38.18)
1 - vcose/c (1 _ M^iz^yl^

For the special case where source and observer move along together with the same velcH

(38.19)

city, Vq = V, we have e = tt - e', 0^ = n - e, and formulas (17) give

while formulas (18) remain the same, and

v^X°=c', (38.20)

c' being the relative light velocity with respect to source and observer. Now e is the

angle between the direction opposite to that of light propagation and the velocity of

source and observer registered with respect to both of them, while 6' is the same angle

registered with respect to absolute space.

In formula (19), v is the frequency of the photons emitted by the source moving at ve-^

locity V and, thus, A in the corresponding formulas (18) is the emitted wavelength of

such photons. However, if the same source should be at rest in absolute space (remember

that only when the source is at rest in absolute space can an observer, also at rest, me?

sure the emitted frequency and wavelength), the period of the emitted photons will becorw

shorter (and the frequency higher) because of the absolute time dilation; thus the emit-

ted wavelength A of such photons will

that instead of (18) we have to write

2 2 1/2
ted wavelength A of such photons will become shorter (by the factor (1 -v /c )

'
) , so

and now

1 - vcoso/c
J _ ^2/^.2

^

v„A^ = c' (38.22;
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' being the proper relative light velocity with respect to source and observer, and A

he wavelength of the photons if the source would be at rest in absolute space.

Equation (19) shows that if an observer moves with the same velocity as the light

ource, then the measurement of the received frequency can never give information about

heir absolute velocity. However, equation (21) shows that the measurement of the wave-

ength can give such information. These conclusions are of extreme importance. Let us

ote that according to contemporary physics, which proceeds from the principle of rela-

ivity, a Doppler effect appears only when source and observer move with respect to one

nother. By contrast, we have shown that a Doppler effect appears also when source and

bserver move with the same velocity, to wit, the received wavelength is different from

hat which would be measured if source and observer were at rest in absolute space. In

66 and §67 we analyse which are the real possibilities for the measurement of the wave-

ength in a moving frame.

i_^:dll?ensional_ treatment

All Doppler effect formulas in this section can be obtained by the help of the 4-dimen-

ional mathematical apparatus. We shall deduce the general formula for source and observ-

er both moving.

The scalar product ^pm-(vQ)pg_» where )c is the 4-wave-vector of the emitted photon

nd (v ) is the 4-velocity of the receiver is a 4-dimensional invariant and thus we

an write

<^en,-(^)rec = ^r«c-(%)en'
(38-23)

/here "k is the 4-wave-vector of the received photon and (Vq)p„ is the 4-velocity of

:he emitter.

Using (19.1) and (31.31) in (23), we obtain

^VoCOs(n,v ) - V ~?-vcos(rt,v) - Vq
S-Z 2 = ^ ^, (38.24)

(1 - v2/c2)l/2 (1 . vW)^/^

/here we have used the same type of notations as in the previous subsections (thus the

subscript "o" signifies "observer" and not "proper").

Taking into account that (see fig. 38.2)

cos(n,v ) = €05(6^), cos(n,v) = cos(Tr-e') = - cose', (38.25)

because n is the direction of propagation of the photon in absolute space (i.e., along

:he line S'O in fig. 38.2), v is the velocity of the emitter (source), and ^^ is the ve-

ocity of the receiver (observer), from (24) and (25) we obtain the first formula (17).

The 4-dimensional invariants in (23) have the same value in any inertial frame and

:hus we conclude that the relation (24) is independent of the absolute velocity of the

inertially moving laboratory. This, however, is not true if instead of the frequencies we
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should write in (24) the wavelengths (see §33D), as v has no influence on \.—

fi_Ib§.§9yly§l§0?§_9f_Q9!!?P59D_§D^_P9PPl§r_§ff§5^§

Now we shall show that the Compton and Doppler effects represent tv;o faces of the s

coin, i.e., that they are equivalent.

The elastic collision of a photon and a particle can be considered as "absorption" of

the photon by the particle followed by an iirwnediate "re-enission", i.e., as a reflection

of the photon by the particle. The "absorbed" frequency of the photon will be denoted by

^int ^^ intermediary) and the "re-emitted" frequency, which can be received by an obser-

ver at rest with respect to the primordial emitter of the photon, by v'.

According to the Doppler effect formula (12), for the case of a source at rest (the

primordial emitter) and a moving observer (the reflecting particle), which involves the

reception angle 9, letting v = v. we have

1 - ^ cos(n,v) J^

since 9 = (n,v) is the angle between the wave-vector of the received light and the velo-

city of the observer.

On the other hand, according to the Doppler effect formula (5), for the case of a mo-

ving source (the reflecting particle) and receiver at rest (the observer), which involves

the emission angle 9', letting v = v', v = v. ., v = v', we have

V = v,„, (1 - rW)'^'
^ (38.27;

1 - y_cos(n',v')

since 9' = (- n',v') is the angle between the opposite wave-vector of the emitted light

and the velocity of the source.

From formulas(26) and (27) we obtain the Compton formula (35.20).

We must emphasize that when the particle is elementary (for example, an electron), its;

mass cannot change and the "re-emission" must follow immediately after the "absorption",

i.e., the photon will only be reflected by the particle. If the particle is compound (fo»

example, an atom), its mass can change and the re-emission can follow a certain time af-

ter the absorption.

The Doppler effect formulas give the relation between the frequencies of the emitted

and received light when source and observer move with respect to one another. In the

Compton effect source and observer are at rest. However, between them there is a moving

"mirror" (the particle) which, moreover, changes its velocity under the hit of the photor

Hence it is obvious that the Doppler-effect formulas (where we are interested only in th(

mirror's velocity before and after the reflection of the photon) must yield the same re-

lations as obtained from the momentum and energy conservation laws.
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Formulas (35.18) and (35.19) represent four relations for six unknown quantities: v',

j', n'. Thus two of these quantities must be taken arbitrarily and they are determined by

the unit vector n which is perpendicular to the "reflecting plane" of the moving "mir-

ror" (Doppler treatment), or by the unit vector n' along the direction of propagation of

the "re-emitted" photon (Compton treatment). Using the law of light reflection (the inci-

dent and reflected rays lie in the same plane with the perpendicular to the reflecting

olane and make equal angles with it (see §41A), we can find n when n and n' are given, or

i' when n and n are given.

Thus the Compton scattering represents a Doppler effect where one observes reflection

3f light from a "mirror" which changes its velocity under the action of any single photon.

The experiments of Lebedev (1901) on light pressure represent a Compton effect for a

inacroscopic body where the mirror changes its velocity under the action of many incident

Photons.

§39. ABERRATION (THE BRADLEY EFFECT)

The ABERRATION OF LIGHT is the difference in the angles between the directions of pro-

Dagation of emitted and received light due to the motion of source or/and observer with

-espect to absolute space. This effect was observed first by Bradley (1727).

It is clear that the aberration of light and the light Doppler effect are closely con-

nected and always when there is a Doppler effect one has also aberration of light. At a

ilongitudinal Doppler effect, when the difference between emitted and received frequencies

is maximum, the aberration is equal to zero, and a traverse Doppler effect, v/hen this dif-

ference is equal to zero, the aberration is maximum.

The angle of aberration S'O'S or OS'O' (see fig. 38.1) is designated by a and we have

a = e' - e. (39.1)

If t is the time between emission and reception, we have

S'S = vt, 0'S„ = ct. (39.2)
m ^ '

Let us raise a perpendicular from the point S to the line SO'. As a is a small angle,^ '^ m m
ve can write

S'Ssine„ = 0'S„a. (39.3)mm ^

Substituting here (2), we obtain the so-called ABERRATION FORMULA

a = ^sine^. (39.4)

This formula can be obtained also from the relations (6.16) between the emission and

reception angles.
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Indeed, writing in terms of first order in v/c

e' = e = e^. (39.5

we obtain from formulas (6.16)

cose + ^ cos e^ = cose* + ^. (39.6

Taking into account the third formula (1,9.9), we can write (6) in the form

2sine sin
^' "^

= J sin^e„, (39.7m 2 c m' ^

from where we obtain the aberration formula (4).

The aberration of light in astronomy is briefly discussed in IV, §22B. The relation

K = v/c (39.8

is called the ABERRATION CONSTANT if we take for v the Earth's velocity on its trajector,

around the Sun. Since v = 29.77 km/sec, we obtain

K = 20"47. (39.9

During a year any star describes an ellipse on the celestial sphere whose major semi-

axis is equal to K and is parallel to the ecliptic. The minor semi-axis is equal to Ksin

where 6 is the celestial latitude of the star (see §46).

§40. PROPAGATION OF LIGHT IN A MEDIUM

MEDIUM is a space domain filled with particles the distances between which remain con-

stant. When the medium is set in motion, all particles move with the same velocity.

A photon propagating through a medium can be absorbed, reflected, or absorbed and re-

emitted by particles of the medium. In the first case we call the medium OPAQUE, in the

second DISPERSIVE, and in the third TRANSPARENT. As a rule, the re-emission of a photon

by a particle occurs a certain time after its absorption and proceeds along th direction

of incidence. This is our "model" for the propagation of light in a medium. We have to

add, however, that the mechanism of propagation of light in a transparent medium is not

clear, because one cannot say whether there is an absorption and re-emission of the pho-

tons by the particles, or the velocity of the photons diminishes because of a certain

other cause. As we show in §44H, the convection of light by a medium is a purely kinema-

tical phenomenon and can be analysed without taking into account the mechanism of propa-

gation of light in a medium by which the light velocity in a transparent medium becomes

lower than c. One can suppose that this effect may be due to the diminution of light vel

city in a stronger gravitational field (see IV, §65), namely, in the gravitational field

of the medium's particles. Although the particles' masses are very small and their gravi

tational action very feeble, nevertheless, when the distances between the photons and

I
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the particles become very small (when the photon "crosses" the particle) the particle's

gravitational potential can become very strong. Future experimental and theoretical inve-

tigations may show whether this is the cause for the diminution of light velocity in a

ium.

We shall consider the problem of how to determine the velocity of light in a transpa-

medium when the medium, or the observer, or both move with respect to absolute space.

If the photon travels a distance c/n through a medium in a unit of time, then it may

be concluded that the photon propagates (l/n)th of the time as a "free" photon and

(1 - l/n)th of the time it rests "absorbed" (or "hitched") by the particles. Thus, with

spect to the observer, who is also at rest in absolute space, it moves with the mean

irelocity

^m = ^Z"-

The factor n is called the REFRACTIVE INDEX of the medium.

y

Fig. 40.1

ii_??§^ly!?-0?9YlD9i_9^§§ry§r_?5>r§§5_I5t!§_El??§y §ff§95}

Let us now calculate the velocity of light in a medium moving with velocity v in abso-

lute space with respect to an observer at rest.

Suppose first (see fig. 40.1) that the medium moves with velocity v along the x-axis

of the rest frame K only during this time when the photon is absorbed by some particle

(molecule) of the medium and suppose that during the time between the re-emission and

next absorption the medium is at rest. If we consider the path of the photon between two

successive absorptions, this path can be represented by the broken line ABC in fig. 40.1.

Letting the time between two successive absorptions be unity, i.e..
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AB/v + BC/c = 1, (40.2

we obtain

AB = v(l - 1/n), BC = c/n. (40.3

If now we suppose that the medium moves with velocity v during the whole time, then

the next molecule will be met not at point C but at point D, where the distance CD is co

vered by this molecule in the time in which the photon covers distance BD, i.e.,

CD = v/n. (40.4

Thus now the distance covered by the photon between two successive re-emission and ab

sorption will be not BC but

2 2

BD = BE + ED = (^ - ^ sin^e')^''^ + ^ cose', (40.5

where

e' = e^ - Y (40.6

is the angle between the "free path" of the photon and the velocity of the medium with

respect to the observer (i.e., to frame K) while 9 is the same angle with respect to tht

medium (i.e., to the moving frame K' which is attached to the medium). The angle

-^^- ^/" sine- =^sine„ (40.7y = arcsin^^ = ^ sinu = -

represents the difference between these two angles which is small, being of the order of

v/c.

Within the same accuracy of first order in v/c we can write, having in mind (6) and

cose' = cose^ + ^ sin^e^. (40.8

The distance covered by the photon between two successive absorptions with respect to

the observer will be

AD^ = (AB + CD)^ + BC^ + 2(AB + CD) BCcose^. (40.9

Substituting (3) and (4) into (9), and working with an accuracy of second order in v/

we obtain
2 2

AD = (£^+ 2 ^ cose^ + y^)^^^ = ^+ vcose^ + i^nsin^B^. (40.10

To obtain the mean velocity of the photon with respect to the observer, we have to di

vide the distance AD by the time the photon travels the broken line ABD. This time, to

within an accuracy of second order in v/c, is

t = M +
BD

^ 1 ^ X cose' - I 4- sin^e' = 1 + -^ cose„ + i -^ sinV . (40.11
m V c en 2 c^ en o 2 ^.2^ o

where (3), (5), and (8) have been used.
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Thus, the mean velocity of the photon in the moving medium measured by the observer at

}St, to within an accuracy of second order in v/c, becomes

The angle e between the velocity of the medium and the mean velocity of the photon,

lat is measured by the observer at rest, is given by

e = e^ - a, (40.13)

small, being of the order of v/c.

To within the accuracy of first order in v/c we can write, using (13) and (14),

cose^ = cose - ^ sin^e. (40.15)

Substituting this into (12) yields

2 2

= ^ + v(l - ^)cose - ^( 1 -
V)^°^^^ -jh^^-h"- \)sin^e. (40.16)

n^ ^" n^ *- n^ n"^

This "model" for the propagation of photons in a moving medium is called by us the

HTCH-HIKER" MODEL. Let us mention that in our youth, when crossing countries by "hitch-

king", we never waited for the next car at the same point where have been dropped by

le previous one, but always tried to "gain" more distance by walking. Of course, our pe-

jstrian velocity could never be higher than that of the cars.

The change of light velocity in a moving medium is called by us the DRAG OF LIGHT or

le FIZEAU EFFECT, as Fizeau (1851) has observed it for the first time. The factor

I - 1/n^) is called the FRESNEL DRAG COEFFICIENT, as Fresnel predicted the effect procee-

ing from a model, according to which in media with different index of refraction the

lether" has a different density.

:_y§^ly!]?_§^_r§§5j_9^§§ry§r-!!)9ylD9_(5he_Dufour_effect]

Let us now assume that a medium with refractive index n is at rest in absolute space,

ght is assumed to propagate along a direction that makes an angle e with respect to the

•axis of a frame K attached to absolute space, as shown in fig. 40.2. An observer attach-

1 to a frame K' is assumed to move at velocity v along the positive x-direction of frame

, the axes of both frames being colinear.

We choose again the time between two successive absorptions of a photon by the mole-

iles of the medium as unity. Thus the fraction of the time a photon is "hitched" to a

lecule at point A is 1 - 1/n. The fraction of the time it moves along the line AF until

Bcomes "hitched" again to another molecule at point F is 1/n.

In the moving frame K' we have the following picture: During the time in which the pho-
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Fig. 40

ton is "hitched" it will cover distance AB with velocity v and during the time in whi<

the photon propagates with velocity c in absolute space it will cover distance BC in K

(with an angle e' to the x-axis) with the proper relative velocity (see (4.28))

c '
= ^

, (40.
" 1 + vcose'/c

since during the time in which the photon has covered the broken line ABC in frame K'

the molecule that rests at point F in absolute space has covered distance FC in K' wi

velocity v. The mean proper relative light velocity in frame K' (i.e., the average ligl

velocity measured in K' by the help of a clock which rests there) will make an angle 9

with the x'-axis and have magnitude

c ' = AC = (AB'
m ^

1/2
BC" - 2 ABBC cose •)"'", (40.

since the time between two successive absorptions of the photon is taken equal to unit^

We do not attach the index "o" for "proper" to this velocity with the aim to make a dis-

tinction between it and the mean velocity of light from §40D.

Putting into (18)

AB = v(l - i). BC = c 1

1 + vcose'/c n

and working within an accuracy of second order in v/c, we obtain

C = ^ - vcose' + — cos'
m n en

.ll_n(l-i)2sin2e
2 c ^ n'

(40.19

(40.20:

The angle which the observer in frame K' will measure between the direction of light

Thus, substituting into (20)

e* = e - Y, (40.21

propagation and his own velocity is e . Thus, substituting into (20)

where y is a small angle and taking
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siny = -^^-^^ = ^n - l)sine' = ^(n - l)sine^, (40.22)

2 2

The angle between the direction of propagation of light and the velocity of the obser-

which should be measured in frame K is 9. Thus, putting into (23)

e^ = e + a, (40.24)

vhere a is a small angle and taking

j

s1na = -5^s|nsine. (40.25)

fe obtain „ ?

c™ = I - vcose + ^ cos^e + i ^n (1 + l_)sin2e. (40.26)m n cn 2 c ^2 '

The change of the light velocity for an observer moving with respect to the medium is

;alled by us the DUFOUR EFFECT, as Dufour and Prunier (1942) observed it for the first

;iine on the rotating disk (see §59B).

'i.??§^ly!P_§G^_9bseryer_bgth_moying_(the_Marinoy_effect^

Let us now find the velocity of light in a medium moving at velocity v with respect to

ibsolute space, as measured by an observer attached to the medium.

Since in such a case for (1- l/n)th part of the time the photon is "hitched" and does

lot move with respect to the frame K" which is attached to the moving medium, the "effec-

:1ve" velocity of the frame with respect to the free photon will be v/n. Thus, according

formula (4.28), the proper velocity of the free photon with respect to K' will be

letting V = v/n in (4.28))

1 - ^ cose
c; = 7 =c ^7-^7. (40.27)
° 1 + ^ cose' 1 - v^/c'^n^

The photon moves with this velocity only (l/n)th part of the time, so that the mean

>roper velocity of light with respect to K' is

_ 1 - ^ cose
(40.28)

»here e' and e are the angles between the direction of light propagation and the velocity

>f the medium measured in the moving and rest frames, respectively.

The change of the light velocity when medium and observer are both moving is called

>y us the MARINOV EFFECT, as Marinov (1974) observed it for a first time, taking as a me-

lium air, practically vacuum (see §51 and §52). On the rota lcing disk this effect was ob-

served for the first time by Harress (1912), whose medium was glass, and by Sagnac (1913),
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whose medium was air, practically vacuum. The Marinov effect for closed paths of the phc

tons is called by us the SAGNAC EFFECT. The difference between the Marinov and Sagnac ef

feet is the following: The Marinov effect is proportional to the straight paths covered

by the photons in the moving medium and to the absolute linear velocity of the medium,

while the Sagnac effect is proportional to the area encircled by the closed paths of the

photons and the absolute angular velocity of the medium (abundant information on these

two extremely important effects can be found in many sections of ch. VIII).

ii.^PPll?§5l9D.2f .the _Lgrentz_ trans format ion

For the case B (medium moving, observer at rest), the use of the Lorentz transforma-

tion leads to the same results. Indeed, putting into the first two formulas (4.20), ac-

cording to fig. 40.1,

v^ = (c/n)coseQ, v' = (c/n)sineQ, V = v, (40.29

and working within an accuracy of second order in v/c, we obtain for (v + v )
'

formul
X y

(12).

For the components of the velocity the identity is only within terms of first order i

v/c. Indeed, if we use in the equations

Cjj^cose = Vj^, cosine = Vy (40.30

formulas (12) and (15) on the left sides, and formulas (4.20) and (29) on the right side

we see that only the terms of zeroth and first order in v/c are identical on both sides

of these equations.

For the case C (medium at rest, observer moving), the use of the Lorentz transformati

in the context of the relativity theory must give the same result as for the case B, be-

cause these two cases are identical for the theory of relativity. As we have seen, how-

ever, and as it was experimentally established, the velocities of light for these two ca

ses are substantially different . The case D, according to the theory of relativity, must

be identical to the case A, meanwhile we have seen and it is experimentally established

that these two cases, again, are substantially different .

§41. PHENOMENA ON THE BOUNDARY OF TWO MEDIA

A. Reflection

If photons meet a boundary surface, between two media on which they are reflected, the

corpuscular ?nodel of light leads immediately to the following LAW OF REFLECTION (see fig

41.1):

The INCIDENT ANGLE <!> (i.e., the angle between the line of propagation of the incident

photons and the perpendicular raised to the boundary) is equal to the REFLECTION ANGLE <^
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Fig. 41.1

:i.e., the angle between the line of propagation of the reflected photons and the same
perpendicular)^ and the three mentioned lines lie in the same plane.

This law can be deduced from the formulas obtained in §35. Indeed, if we assume
IV « mc

, i.e., if the energy of the incident photons is very small with respect to the
jniversal energy of the reflecting medium, then from formula (35.5) we obtain v = v',
•e., the energies of the incident and reflected photons are equal. Then from formula
35.1) we obtain

"•)» (41.1)
hv,

V' = ^(n
mc

•e., the velocity v' of the reflecting medium is infinitely small and its direction,
hich defines the direction of the perpendicular raised to the boundary at the point of
ncidence, divides the angle between -n and n* into two equal parts, so that we obtain
he law of reflection

* = *'.
(41.2)

The same law can be obtained also from formula (35.10) under the same condition
V « mc

here

if we take into account that (cf. fig. 35.1 with fig. 41.1)

*' = tt/2 - e/2,

is the angle between n and n'.

(41.3)

i_Refraction

Let us now consider the case where the photons are not reflected by the boundary sur-
3ce but enter the second medium propagating through it. Our "hitch-hiker" model of light
-opagation leads immediately to the following LAW OF REFRACTION (called also SHELL'S LAW)
>eG fig. 41.2):

The relation between the INCIDENT ANGLE ^ (i.e., the angle between the line of propa-
Uion of the photons in the firts medium, with index of refraction n^, and the perpendi-
Jlar raised to the boundary) and the REFRACTION ANGLE ^ (i.e. the angle between the line
' propagation of the photons in the second medium, with index of refraction ng, and the
ime perpendicular) is the following
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(41.4)
$inij; ^ ^
sin(j) Hg*

and the three mentioned lines lie in the same plane.

Before demonstrating the validity of this formula, we shall give a simple analogy.

Let us consider a squadron of marching soldiers (see fig. 41.2). If the soldiers march

with a given speed in a field A and with a lower speed in a field B, and if the squadron

meets the boundary between both fields not perpendicularly, then the soldiers on the one

flank of a given row which reaches the boundary between fields A and B should begin to

march with a lower speed, while the soldiers on the other flank will continue to march a

certain time with the initial speed, until they also reach the boundary. The squadron musl

change its direction after crossing the boundary; as we shall show billow, the "refrac-

tion" must be exactly the same to that prescribed by Snell's law, if c/n^ is the marching

speed of the soldiers in the field A and c/n^ in the field B.

Fig. 41.2

Let us now replace the squadron of soldiers by a bundle of photons (a narrow light

beam) which is incident under an angle (\> on the boundary between the media A and B with

indices of refraction n^ and n^ (ng>n^).

Consider two photons which lie on the extremities of the bundle and on a line which is

perpendicular to the bundle. Let the distance between the points at which these two flank

photons cross the boundary be d. After the instant at which the first flank-photon cros-

ses the boundary, the second flank-photon has to move a certain time t with the velocity

c/n. in the medium A and cover a distance dsin<|), until it also reaches the boundary. Thus

we can write
dsin(t>

c/n^
•

(41.5)

During this time t, the first photon will move with velocity c/ng in the medium B and

will cover the distance dsin^p, where \\) is the refraction angle (note that when the secondi

flank-photon has reached the boundary the first and second flank-photons must lie on a

line which is perpendicular to the bundle). Thus we can write
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d sin

c/n
(41.6)

From the last two formulas we obtain Snell's law (4).

It is important to note that one can speak about a reflection of a single photon,

while one can only speak about a refraction of a bundle of photons.

§42. DRAG ABERRATION (THE JONES EFFECT)

The DRAG ABERRATION OF LIGHT is the lateral displacement of a light ray due to the mo-

tion of the medium crossed by light. It is clear that the drag aberration and the Fizeau

effect are closely connected and always when there is a Fizeau effect one has also a drag

aberration of light. The drag aberration was observed for the first time by Jones (1975),

and for this reason we call it the JONES EFFECT (see §58).

^V^
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where d is the thickness of the medium, we obtain for the resultant distance QR along

which the photons will be drgged

Thus the drag angle will be

, =^^ -. tin . l)cos*. (42.3)

The theory of relativity solves the problem about the drag of light applying automati-

cally the Lorentz transformation without referring to the physical model of light propa-

gation in a medium (see §40E). Now we shall show that such an automatic application of

the Lorentz transformation leads to a physically incorrect result. Let us note that Ro-

gers (1975) and Players (1975) made a theoretical analysis of the drag aberration, using

the Lorentz transformation for velocities, for the case (p = only , where the results co-

incide with those of our theory. An analysis of the drag aberration by the help of the

Lorentz transformation for <^ ^ (which will be given below) has been made by nobody.

Let us attach (see fig. 42.1) a moving frame K' to the medium and a rest frame K to th(

laboratory, so that their x-axes should be parallel to the velocity V of the medium and

their y-axes should point downwards.

The components of light velocity in vacuum (i.e., before the entrance in the medium),

measured in frame K, are

c = csincj), c = ccos(^. (42.4)
X y

The components of light velocity in vacuum measured in frame K', on the grounds of the

direct Lorentz transformation (4.20), are (we omit the subscript "L" to the Lorentz velo-

cities - see the remark on p. 59)

^. ^ csin({, - V
^ ^. ^ ccoS(i)(l - y^/c^)^^^

^42.5)
^ 1 - Vsin<|)/c' ^

1 - Vsin(|)/c

Thus the angle of incidence of the photons in frame K' will be

^ 1 - Vsin(t)/c ^

and the angle of refraction in frame K', according to Snell's law (see formula (41.4)

putting there n. = 1, n^ = n) will be

sin^' = iMl = l(sin4.- ^ cos^cj)) = sini|; + ^( nsin^^ - i). (42.7)

The components of the velocity of the photons in the medium with respect to frame K'

will be

c ^ sin<p'. c' = ^ cosij^', (42.8)
mx n " ' my
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nd the components of this velocity with respect to frame K, according to the inverse Lo-

entz transformation (4.21), will be

Thus, when the medium is moving, the refraction angle with respect to frame K will be

sin(4/ + 6) = ^ = sin^ + ^{n - \). (42.10)
m

nd for the drag angle we obtain

6 = sin6 =^(n -h -1-. (42.11)
^ " COSl()

This result is unsound, because for ip -> tt/2 it gives 6 -»- <», while, obviously, the drag

ngle must go to zero, 6 ->^ 0, as this can be obtained from our formula (3). Thus, it is

lear that the application of the Lorentz transformation to the drag aberration leads to

R unsound result . This unsound result has been obtained because we used in the same prob-

m both the direct and inverse Lorentz transformations for velocities, but, as v/e know

11, the Lorentz velocities are not the right velocities of the particles.

§43. RELATION BETWEEN REFRACTIVE INDEX AND DENSITY

The relation between the index of refraction n of a transparent medium and its density

Is usually assumed to be given by the well-known formula of Lorentz-Lorenz

2
" ^ ^ = K, , (43.1)
n2 + 2 Vi

L'

tere K^ is a constant which we call the LORENTZ-LORENZ CONSTANT.

However, our model for light propagation in a transparent medium leads to the relation

^=Sr •
(^3.2)

here K,^ is a constant which we call the M.ARINOV CONSTANT.

We derive formula (2) in the following extremely simple way:

As stated in §40, at a density y of the transparent medium, 1/n is the fraction of

line in which, on the average, a photon travels with velocity c in vacuum and 1 - 1/n is

he fraction of the time during v/hich, on the average, the photon remains "hitched" to the

olecules of the medium. Now suppose that the density of the medium changes from y to p'.

he refractive index will change respectively from n to n'. For that distance for which

he photon was "hitched" 1 - 1/n seconds and has traveled 1/n seconds it will now be

hitched" (p'/y)(l - 1/n) seconds and, as before, will travel 1/n, since the sum of the

free flight" distances remains the same and only the numbers of the "hitch-points" has

hanged. Thus we can write
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(43

t
1 1_- (y7y)(l - 1/n)

n' ()i7g)(l - l/n) + 1/n'

From here formula (2) can immediately be obtained.

Our formula (2) finds a better fit with the experimental results than the Lorentz-Lo-

renz formula (1). In fig. 43.1 the index of refraction n is shown as a function of the

density y according to (1) and (2). The experimental points are taken from Michels et al

(PHYSICA, 13, 343 (1947)). Michels et al . have measured the dependence n = f(u) for ethy

lene. The density g is given in Amagat units. Let us recall that a substance has density
3

one Amagat unit if one mole of it takes up a volume of 22415 cm . Thus any gas at stan-

dard conditions has density 1 Am, and 1 Am = ttottt mole/cm . We have taken for K., the

average experimental value which, according to our estimation, is IC. = 7.60x10* Am'
,

and K. as for low densities, when n = 1, formula (1) turns into

(43.4.

Fig. 43.1

Quite apart from these experimental results, formula (1) appears unsound from the poir

of view of simple logic. Indeed, writing formula (1) in the form

1+2Klu 1/2

^1 - K^u
^ (43.5

it nay be seen that the refractive index becomes infinite at a certain critical density

v = 1/K. . The Lorentz theory cannot offer a sound explanation of this peculiarity. Ac-

cording to our formula (2), no such peculiarity arises, and n becomes equal to infinity

only for g going to infinity.
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§44. THE ABSOLUTE CHARACTER OF MOTION

^i«Ib§_(J§ClD9y_§D^_ilD§t§in_forms_of_the_proper_guantities

In this section we shall present the fundamental difference in the treatment of motion

between the theory of relativity and our absolute space-time theory. We consider this

section as one of the most important in part III.

The proper energy (the proper time momentum multiplied by c) of a mass m depends on

its velocity according to formula (23.9). According to the relativity theory v is the ve-

locity of the particle with respect to this inertia! frame of reference in which one ob-

serves the motion. Thus, according to relativity the time energy of a particle is a frame

dependent quantity , and it must be the lowest in this inertial frame in which the particle

is at rest; in any other frame in which the particle moves with a relative velocity v',

its energy is larger, equal to

2

^0
= "*%

o y,r (^4.1)
° (1 - v'Vc2)^/^

According to our absolute theory, v in formula (23.9) is the absolute velocity of the

,

particle, i.e., its velocity with respect to absolute space. Thus the energy is a frame

' independent quantity , and in any frame it has the same value, as the absolute velocity

of the particle does not depend on the frame in which one observes the motion. The energ>'

is the lowest when the particle is at rest in absolute space. As according to our theory

the energy of the particle is its gravitational energy with the mass of the whole world,

and as the gravitational energy of mass m depends on the velocity of the latter, it is

fully justified to consider v in formula (23.9) as the absolute velocity of the particle.

We called (see p. 77) the frame independent quantities Marinov invariant quantities, and

the proper time energy is such a Marinov invariant quantity.

With the aim to make a clear difference between the treatment of the time energy by

the theory of relativity and by our absolute space-time theory, we call (1) EINSTEIN PRO-

PER ENERGY (in general, EINSTEIN FORM OF THE PROPER QUANTITIES) and (23.9) MARINOV PROPER

ENERGY (in general, MARINOV FORM OF THE PROPER QUANTITIES).

Let us consider now the space momentum ). The proper momentum of mass m which covers

distance dr in a frame K attached to absolute space during the proper time dt (i.e., the

time measured on a clock attached to the particle), according to formula (26.21), is

* „ dr mdr mv „^ „ Tt inn 9\

° dto dt(l-v2/c2)l/2 (l-vVc2)l/2 ° °

where dt is the corresponding universal time (i.e., the time measured on a clock attached

to absolute space). Let us observe the motion of this mass in a frame K' moving with a

velocity V in absolute space. If in this frame the mass covers a distance dr' during a

proper time dt , its proper momentum with respect to K' will be the following
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k-^^- ^I^TT72 = —4^TT72= ^^i^ V'' ^''-'^

as we have always to reduce the proper time interval to universal time.

In the theory of relativity the proper momentum of the particle with respect to frame

K' will be written

-^, ^ df^ ^ mdr' mv^| ... ..

^0' dt^-dt'd-v'Wjl/^' (l-v2/c2)l/2'
'

where the relative velocity v' is measured in the laboratory time (i.e., on a clock atta-

ched to the laboratory). Formula (3) gives the MARINOV PROPER MOMENTUM, while formula (4)

gives the EINSTEIN PROPER MOMENTUM.

According to our theory, absolute space is the scene of all physical phenomena, and

when performing precise calculations we have to always use the Marinov form of the pro-

per quantities. According to the theory of relativity an absolute space does not exist,

and any inertial frame is good enough, so that the Einstein forms of the proper quanti-

ties must be sufficient. The experimental evidence shows that our approach is this one

which is adequate to physical reality.

The dependence of the proper energies and momenta of the particles on their absolute

velocities shows that any particle is "related" to absolute space. Thus the motion of

any particle has an absolute character . According to Einstein the motion of any particle

is relative, even the propagation of light. The supporters of the aether conception affir

that the motion of the massive particles is relative, but light moves in a hypothetical

aether, as sound in the air, and, consequently, the propagation of light is absolute. Ac-«

cording to our theory, the motion of any particle (massive or massles, microscopic or

macroscopic) is absolute . As representatives of the massless particles one can taken ph<h'

tons, as representatives of the massive particles neutrons and electrons, but also bul-

lets, birds, and tanks. According to our theory, even the motion of PHONONS (hypothetical

particles attached to sound waves) is absolute, since the propagation of sound is propa-

gation of energy and, thus, represents a transfer of mass. The phonons must show the sam(

effects of attachment to absolute space as photons and neutrons. In §54 we consider an e;

periment which permits to show that the motion of sound is absolute.

§i_Ib§_flr§5:9!r^§r_lD_yZc_§ffects

Let us consider two particles with masses M and m (M» m) which move, respectively,

with the velocities V and

V = V + V (44.5
a

in absolute space. Thus v is the relative velocity of m with respect to M (in other sub-

sections the absolute velocity will be denoted by v and the relative velocity by v'). In

§44B we are interested into effects of first order in V/c, and for this reason we shall
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use the Galilean formula for velocity addition (5).

If the particles m and M will collide perfectly elastically, the momentum and energy

conservation laws give (see (34.1))

V^ + m/ = m^c^ + M^c^ (44.7)

here m^, M^, v^, V are the proper masses and the velocities before the collision, and

""o' ^0' ^a'
^' ^^^ *^® ^^"^ quantities after the collision. We can perform all calcula-

tions in this subsection by replacing the proper masses in (6) and (7) by their low-velo-
jcity expressions, i.e., by the factual masses (see (37.10)) but, for methodological pur-

boses, we shall use the high-velocity expressions, i.e., the proper masses(23.20).

Remark. The elastic collision of two particles was considered in §34 by using the 4-di-

Inensional formalism. In §34 we used the law of 4-momentum conservation operating with

^dimensional scalars and for this reason the theory was Lorentz invariant. In §44 we
ronsider the laws of momentum and energy conservation separately, and because of the Ma-
nnov invariance of the proper mass, absolute effect will come to light.

Multiplying equation (7) by V/c^and subtracting it from equation (4), we obtain, ta-

king into account (5),

(1 - v2/c2)l/2 (1 . v;2/c2)l/2 (i - ^2/^^)1/2'

For M» m, this equation gives V = V'. Thus the heavy particle receives the whole re-

ative momentum of the light particle but, as there is no registrable motion of the heavy
|»article and the collision is perfectly elastic, the impringing particle must receive
^ack the same quantity of momentum. Of course, the direction of the momentum returned back

.0 m^can make an arbitrary angle < e' =^ tt with V, independent of the angle 6 between v

nd V. Thus the magnitudes of the relative proper momenta of m before and after the colli-
ion must be equal (cf. (34.18))

2 2 2 ,2m V _ m v' ,,, „,
o—o

o—«, 44.9)
1 - vVc^ 1 - v'W '

a a

nd M changes its momentum with a quantity equal to their geometrical difference. Using

5) in equation (9) and solving it with respect to v', we obtain

V = V
iv^V^cos^e' 4 (c^-V^)(c^-V^-2vVcos9)}^/^ - vVcose'

,^^ ^^.

c^ - v2-2vVcose
~~*

Putting V = c/n, where n ^ 1, we can write the last formula within the relevant accu-

acy of first order in V/c as follows

v' =-+ ^( cose - cose'). (44.11)
n jyC
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Of course, equation (8) can also be solved with respect to v' for the case where M is

comparable with m, taking into account that the angles between v' and v as well as be-

tween V and V can be expressed by 6 and 6'.

It is to wonder that the relation (11) between v' and v {= c/n) which is of first or-

der in V/c and follows directly from the laws of momentum and energy conservation has bee

noticed by nobody. The cause for this overseeing is the following: In the traditional

Newtonian theory one works with the low-velocity relation (23.18) but neglects the loW'

velocity relation (37.10) (see §37). Thus in the frame of the traditional Newtonian tl

ry one obtains from the momentum and energy conservation laws (6) and (7) the followin

relation between v' and v

v2 . v'2 = !n(^- ^•)2, (44.12J
M

where the absolute velocity V does not take part. Nevertheless, note that, for M» m, one

obtains in the traditional Newtonian theory that the momentum and energy received by the

heavy particle are

P =5 -5' =m(v-v'), E, = e^o - e- = mV(v-v').(44.13:.
ao *^ao ^ao ^ ao ao ao

According to the theory of relativity, a low-energy light particle can transfer to a

very heavy particle only momentum, as the heavy particle can always be considered at rest

According to formula (13), however, the lioht particle transfers to the heavy particle

also energy which is proportional to the absolute velocity of the latter. And we should

like to emphasize once more that formulas (13) are Newtonian in the most traditional

sense .

Ci.Ihe_second3order_in_y/c_effects

If we wish to calculate also the effects of second order in V/c in the elastic colli-

sion of particles, we have to use in (9) the Marinov formula for velocity addition (4.27

putting there v = v , v' = v. Now instead of the relation (10) we obtain the following r

lation, after solving (9) with respect to v',

, 2 ,2 A/2 {c^ - V^(c^-v^cos^9) - 2cvVcos9(c^ - V^)^^^} - vVcose' ,44 14^=''^'''^
c^-v2(c2.v2(cos2e-cos2e-)}-2cvVcose(c^-V^)^/^

Easily can be shown that using the vector formula of the Marinov velocity transforma-

tion (4.25), in order to express the absolute velocities v^ and v' in (6) through "^ and

the relative velocities v and v', one will come again to formula (9), if working within

an accuracy of second order in V/c. When working within an accuracy of second order in V/

it is of importance to note that the angles 8 and G' are measured by an^observer who is

at rest with respect to M, as 9 in formula (4.27) is the angle between v and V.

Putting V = c/n, where n > 1. we can write the last formula within the relevant accu-

racy of second order in V/c as follows
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2

v' = ^ + ^(cose - cose') + ^(cose - cose')^. (44.15)

The theory of relativity, for which an absolute space does not exist and which does

lot consider the proper energies of the particles as their gravitational energies with

he mass of the whole world, considers the heavy particle at rest. Thus relativity will

irite V = V =0, and instead of (9) will come to the following relation between the re-

ative velocities of m before and after the collision

-^^ = —^, (44.16)
1 - v^/c^ 1 - v'^/c^

hich leads to the result v = v'.

If working in an inertial frame in which M moves with a velocity V, and writing for-

ulas (6) and (7), relativity will use neither the Galilean nor the Marinov but the Lo-

entz formula for velocity addition (4.17) - let us consider for simplicity's sake a one-

imensional case, supposing that v and ^ are parallel. Putting into (4.17) v = v ,
a

ll^

= V, although knowing well that v/ is the Lorentz relative velocity but not the real

elative velocity, and thus v/ i v, we obtain

V3 = -^^^. (44.17)

Now one will come to the following relation between the velocities of m before and af-

er the collision (the equation is written within an accuracy of second order in V/c)

hich, again, leads to the result v = v'.

The experiment supports the anisotropic formulas (11) and (15), as we shall show in the

ollowing subsection and then in ch. VIII. Thus the relativistic treatment of the elastic

Dllision of particles (and of whole high-velocity physics) is not adequate to physical

5a1ity.

: -![]§_!! r95§51ng_disk"_ex9eriment

Let us have a disk (representing the heavy particle M) rotating with respect to abso-

jte space with an angular velocity fi. Light particles with masses m, propagating along

ie radius of the disk, are split by a "semi-transparent mirror" attached to the disk into

'/o beams: the first ones, which will be called "direct", propagate along the direction

f rotation, and the second ones, which will be called "opposite", propagate against.
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Thus, if the velocity of the particles along the radius of the disk is equal to c/n, af-

ter the splitting, according to formula (11), the velocity of the "direct" particles will

become c/n - V/n^ and of the "opposite" particles c/n + V/n^. During a couple of reflec-

tions on mirrors attached to the disk, for which 6=6', the magnitudes of the relative

velocities will not change. Covering the same closed path d, the "direct" and "opposite"

particles reach again the "semi-transparent mirror" where they are unified in a single

beam.

The time delay with which the "direct" particles cover the path d respectively to the

"opposite" particles is

At = -i- -^ = -A-— - -J—- = 2^ = ^. (44.19)

^dir ^opp c/n-y/n^ c/n + V/n^ c^ c^

T4ie last transition in this formula can be obtained in an elementary way if one suppo-

ses that the closed path represents a polygone with area S circumscribed around a circle

with readius R and if one makes the substitutions d = 2S/R, V = f2R.

The time difference At is extremely small. It can be registered by taking elementary

particles (photons or neutrons) and by observing the interference of their de Broglie

waves, thus making use of the relations (see (31.2) and (31.4))

h/X^ = mv^, h(v^/c) = mc^, (44. 20;

where X is the proper wavelength of the particles and v^ is their proper frequency.

When the "opposite" particle returns at the starting point, after having covered the

closed path, the "direct" particle which was its neighbour in the initial beam has still

to cover a distance

Al = v^At = (h/XQm)At = hAt/Xm. (44.21

We write the expression on the right side for low- velocity particles, so that we can put

^0 " ^•

The phase shift, or the difference in the eikonals (see V, §44, §59) of the de Brogli*

waves of the "opposite" and "direct" particles is

A4; = i|;'
-

i|^
= ^k'.d?' - w^t + a' - {^k^.dr - ^^(t + At) + a) = w^At = ZTrv^At, (44.22

where \\), ip' are the eikonals (the phases), k^, k^ are the circular wave-vectors (k^ = k^

0) ,
0)' are the circular frequencies (oJq = '^^ = 2ttVq), and a, a' are the initial phases

(a = a') of the "direct" and "opposite" particles, respectively; t is the time in which

the "opposite" particle returns to the "semi-transparent mirror" and the integrations ar

performed over the closed paths of the "opposite" and "direct" particles which are equal

Squaring equations (20) and subtracting the first from the second, we obtain

^ ' '(=¥ ^
-t)''' = T^

^ -V-
"'•"
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since, for low-velocity particles, 1/X^ = mv/h « mc/h. Thus, using (19) and (23) in (22),

we obtain

At = Mns + ^nS. (44.24)

The second term on the right side is small with respect to the first one (in the re-

lation V /c ) and for low-velocity particles can be neglected.

If the particles are mass! ess (m = 0), the de Broglie relations must be written in

the form (see (31.29))

h/X = m^c, h(v/c) = m^c, (44.25)

and the phase shift consists of one term only

A\|^ = 2TrvAt = 27rcAt/X. (44.26)

The first experiment in the history which has confirmed formula (19) was the "rota-

ting disk" experiment of Harress, performed independently of him also by Sagnac, where

the particles were photons, and the formula used was (26) (see §59). The "rotating disk"

Bxperiment performed with massive particles (neutrons) was carried out by Werner et al
.

,

jnd the formula used was (24) (see §60).

i-Ib§_"r9t§tiDg_§?l§"_§59§rlo}§Dl§

The time difference with which light particles (massless or massive) cover the same

distance d in a direction coinciding with the absolute velocity of the laboratory V and

in the opposite direction is (see formula (19)) At = 2dV/c^. We called this the Marinov

effect (see p. 137), meanwhile the effect At = 4TrfiS/c^ was called the Sagnac effect (see

). 138). As a matter of fact, the physical essence of these two effects is the same. The

difference, as already stated, is the following: the Marinov effect appears when light

)articles cover the same straight path in mutually opposite directions parallel to the

solute velocity V of the laboratory, while the Sagnac effect appears when light particles

:over the same closed path in a plane perpendicular to the absolute anglular velocity

)f the laboratory. There is a certain subtlety which must be well understood: The resul-

;ant absolute angular velocity fi of the laboratory may be zero, while the resultant abso-

ute linear rotational velocity V may be different from zero. So if the Moon would per-

orm during a month one revolution about its axis in a direction opposite to its rotation

I round the Earth, the Sagnac effect for an apparatus on the Moon's surface will be zero

and the Foucault pendulum (see IV, §21) will swing all the time in its initial plane),

'Ut the Marinov effect will be different from zero. Indeed, in this case the Moon's "day"

md "year" will have the same duration, equal to one month, but as the radius of the

yearly" rotation is much bigger than the radius of the "dayly" rotation, the geometrical

urn of the products "angular velocity by radius" will be not zero. The absolute velocity

f a laboratory is the resultant geometrical sum of all such products for the different
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rotations of the laboratory around the corresponding centers in the universe (daily ro-

tation, yearly rotation, galactic rotation, super-galactic rotation).

The Marinov effect was registered for the first time by the help of our "coupled mir-

rors" experiments (see §52) which represent a variation of the large class of "rotating

axle" experiments (see §50).

If a "rotating axle" experiment would be performed with massive particles (neutrons), e

phantastical accuracy in the measurement of the laboratory's absolute velocity can be

achieved (see §52D).

§i_I!}§_t?l9b§I§9D_§?P§rl!P§D5

The essence of the historicla Michel son experiment (considered in detail in §49) is as

follows:

A beam of particles is split by a semi-transparent mirror into two mutually perpendi-

cular beams which cover equal distances, d, to two mirrors "to and fro"; after their uni-

fication at the semi-transparent mirror, one observes the produced interference picture.

If there is a difference in the times in which the beams propagate parallel and perpendi-

cular with respect to the absolute velocity of the laboratory, then, after rotating the

apparatus in a plane parallel to the absolute velocity, one should observe a change in

the interference picture.

Let us suppose that before being separated the particles move with a velocity c/n with

respect to the laboratory in a direction perpendicular to the absolute velocity of the lai

ter. Let one half of the particles go through the semi-transparent mirror and continue to

move with the same velocity c/n perpendicular to the absolute velocity V of the laborato-

ry, and let the other half collide with the semi-transparent mirror changing their direc-

tion parallel to V. The velocity of the "perpendicular" particles "to" is thus v^ = c/n,

and "fro" will remain the same, as can be seen putting into (15) 9 = 71/2, 0' = tt/2. The

velocity of the "parallel" particles "to" can be obtained putting in (15) 9 = Tr/2, 9' =

2 2 3
and "fro" putting 9 = 7r/2, 9' = it, thus obtaining v^= c/n - V/n + V /en ,

2 2 3
V = c/n + V/n + V /en . The velocity v can also be obtained from v^ , by writing in

(15) instead of the factor 1/n the factor 1/n - V/cn + V /en and taking 9 = 0, 9' = tt,

i.e., the velocity of the "anti-parallel" particles can be calculated from the collision

of the "parallel" particles with the reflecting mirror. It can be immediately seen that

the time in which the "perpendicular" particles cover the distance d to their reflecting

mirror "to and fro" At^ = 2d/v^ = 2dn/c will be exactly equal to the time spent by the

"parallel" particles At,, = d/v^+ d/v^^= 2dn/c.

If instead of the Marinov formula (15) one would use the Newton formula (11) which is

2 3
true only within effects of first order in V/c, one will obtain At,, - At^ = dV /nc . This

result (for n = 1) was expected by Michelson to be observed in his experiment.

The Michelson experiment performed with photons is called the Michel son-Morley experi-
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ment. If the Michelson experiment would be performed with neutrons, we call it the Michel-

son-Marinov experiment (see §49B). As we showed, the hichelson-Marinov experiment will give

the same null result as the Michel son-Mori ey experiment, and there is no sense for spen-

ding time, efforts, and money in its performance.

i^i-I!]§_990y§9tign_gf_l ight_as_a_kinematic_phenomenon

Putting into formula (15) e = 7t/2, we obtain the following result

2

V' = ^ - ^ cose' + ^ cos^e'. (44.27)
n^ en"'

Comparing formula (27) with the first formula (40.28), we see that they are identical

within effects of second order in V/c. Formula (40.28) was obtained proceeding from our

"hitch-hiker" model for light propagation in a medium, while formula (22) was obtained

from the law of conservation of the proper momentum of a particle in a r.oving laboratory.

Let us write this common formula within an accuracy of first order in V/c, in order to

neglect the difference between universal time and proper time,

V = ^- \cose', (44.28)

where c/n is the velocity of a particle (massive or massless) in a frame (medium) when

propagating in a direction perpendicular to the absolute velocity V of the frame, or the

"to and fro" velocity along any other direction.

If v' in (23) is the velocity of light in the moving medium measured by an observer

attached to the medium, then the velocity of light measured by an observer attached to

absolute space will be obtained by adding to v' the projection of the medium's velocity

along the direction of light propagation

V = v' + Vcose' = ^ + V(l - ^)cose'. (44.29)
n

This is the Fresnel formula (40.16) for the convection of light by a moving medium.

Proceeding from our "hitch-hiker" model of light propagation, we obtained that the ve-

locity of light in a medium at rest, measured by an observer moving with velocity V is

(see formula (40.20))

v° = £ - Vcose'. (44.30)

This formula can be obtained directly subtracting from the velocity of light in a me-

dium at rest, c/n, the projection of the observer's velocity along the direction of light

propagation.

Let us make a recapitulation. If there is a light pulse (a moving particle) and a me-

dium (a reference frame), one can realize the following four combinations:

1. Medium and observer both at rest. The velocity is c/n.

2. Medium at rest, observer moving. The velocity v° is given by (30).

3. Observer at rest, medium moving. The velocity v' is given by (29).
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4. Medium and observer both moving. The velocity v' is given by (28).

The first cin be considered as a definition combination. If the medium (the frame) is

not at rest, c/n can be considered as a velocity of the particles in a direction perpend"

cular to V, or the "to and fro" velocity along any other direction.

The second and third combinations are clear: first we have medium and observer both

at rest, and then we move either the observer (case 2) or the medium (case 3). The ve-

locity V which appears in the velocity of the particles measured by the observer is the

relative velocity between medium and observer. The formulas are not symmetric, as it musi

be when proceeding from the principle of relativity, because in case 2 we move the obser

ver with respect to distant matter, while in case 3 we move the medium. These two formu-

las are valid also in the case when the initial medium and observer, which are at rest

with respect to one another, are moving together with a certain velocity in absolute

space, but the velocities v° and v are measured not by an absolute method but by a rela

tive method with respect to the case 1 (or to the case 4) in which one measures the "to

and fro" velocity of the particles. Such were the experiments of Fizeau and Dufour.

The fourth case is the most important. The velocity v' is the one-way velocity of the

particles propagating in the medium which is at rest with respect to the observer. The

velocity V which appears in velocity v', causing its an i sotropy , is the absolute velocit.

of source and observer .

As the reader sees, formula (28) is not the result of a certain "drag" exerted by the

moving medium on the particles propagating through it, but is due to the attachment of

the particles to absolute space, as their proper energies and momenta are functions of

their absolute velocities. Thus the "drag" of light is a purely kinematic phenomenon and

has the same character for massive and massless particles. Thus the same purely kinemati

character has the "drag" described by the Fresnel formula (29). Concerning the Dufour fo

mula (30) there is no room at all to speak about "drag".

xxxxx

With the help of the Lorentz transformation one can write only formula (29). The adep

of the theory of relativity assert that formula (29) is obtained from the Lorentz trans-

formation formulas for velocities (use the simple formulas (4.17) for the case 6
' = 0)

and consider the Fizeau effect as an experimental confirmation of the "strange" Lorentz

velocity transformation. As a matter of fact, formula (29) results from the Lorentz tran

formation formula for the 4-wave-vector of a particle. Indeed, using the special Lorentz

transformation (13.5) for the 4-wave-vector (31.9) of a particle, we obtain (assume the

motion of the particle parallel to the x-axes of the frames K and K')

v'v' + Vv' v' + Vv'vVc^

° (1 - VVc2)l/2 ^j _ v2/c2)l/2

where v (v') is the proper frquency of the particle in the rest (moving) frame, v (v')

I
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is the velocity (Lorentz velocity) of the particle in the rest (moving) frame, and V is

the velocity of the moving frame. Putting in this formula v' = c/n and dividing the first

j
formula by the second one, we obtain, if working within an accuracy of first order in V/c,

I formula (29) for the case e' = 0.

This deduction as well as our deduction of formula (27) show that in the phenomenon

I

"drag of light by a medium" there is no "drag" at all, as the same "drag" is exerted al-

so for massive particles by "vacuum". Thus the factor n in all our formulas is not a mys-

terious optical "index of refraction" of a medium, but is simply a number showing how ma-

ny times the velocity of the particle (of the photon) is less than the velocity of light

in vacuum.

Ii-I[)§.lD*§r§?^i2D_9f_P§r]^i9l?§_y?15t!_f2§l^§_99D§l^§r§^_§§_§l§§!^l9_99lll§l2Q

If a particle changes the direction of its velocity because being deviated by a cer-

tain field originated by a wery heavy system, it must change the velocity's magnitude

exactly in the same manner as when the deviation is caused by an elastic collision with

a yery heavy particle. As a matter of fact, when the particle collides, it interferes with

a certain short range field. Thus in both cases there is an interaction of a particle with

a field, short range or long range, and the physical essence of the problem is the same.

We shall clear the problem considering a simple example which we shall present in the

form of the following THEOREM ON THE ROTATING DISK:

Let us have a disk rotating with an angular velocity Q with respect to absolute space.

Let a particle moving with a velocity v^ = c/n along the radius be reflected at a distance

R from the center at a right angle in a direction against the rotation . According to Wer-

ijner's experiment, i.e., according to formula (11), its velocity with respect to the disk

Hwill become v = c/n + V/n , where V = fiR is the linear rotational velocity of the disk,

and we work with an accuracy of first order in V/c. Let then the particle, which has an

electric charge, enter a magnetic field where it describes half a circle with a radius

r «R and, leaving the field, let it proceed in a direction along the rotation with a ve-

locity v^^. If v^ would be the same as v^ , we can reflect the particle at a right angle

land letting it cover a distance 2r along the radius , where its velocity, according to Wer-

ner's experiment, will become vj = v^+ V/n^ = c/n + 2V/n^, we can reflect it once more

at a right angle again against the rotation , where its velocity, according the Werner's

experiment will become v ' = v| + V/n = c/n + 3V/n . Thus we should increase the velocity

of the particle after having performed a closed cycle where no energy was lost, creating

thus a perpetuum mobile . As this is impossible, the velocity of the particle when it

leaves the magnetic field must be v. .
= c/n - V/n .

An important application of this theorem on the rotating disk see in V, §36C.
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Chaptzfi l/III

THE EXPERIMEWTAL EUIPEWCE FOR THE SPACE-TIME ABSOLUTENESS

In this chapter an account is given on the most important experiments which we consi

der as decisive for the refutation of the principle of relativity, for the rejection of

the relativistic space-time conceptions, and for the restoration of the old Newtonian ab-

solute conceptions clothed in our absolute space-time theory.

Certain of the experiments reveal the absolute motion of the laboratory, others fail to

as all of the absolute effects cancel out each other. Certain experiments can give or

have given reliable results within present day experimental capabilities, others cannot.

The experiments are described in terms of their essentials, without discussing the de-

tails, which the reader can find in the original papers. Although we tried to present the

experiments in the possibly most simple way, the use of certain notions which are outside

the domain of classical physics was inevitable. Nevertheless, the information taken from

other parts of physics (predominently experimental) is so limited, that a reader with a

modest general physical background can smoothly read the descriptions of the experiments

and understand their essence.

The "rotating axle" experiments (see §50, §51, §52) and the "rotating disk" experiment;

(see §59, §60, §61, §62, §63) are decisive for the rejection of the principle of relati-

vity and of Einstein's space-time conceptions. The analysis of the other experiments can

strengthen our conceptions about the space-time absoluteness.

§45. THE QUASI-RDMER EXPERIMENT

By observing the time of the eclipses of a Jovian satellite during the course of a

year, for the first time in history, Rbmer (1676) measured the velocity of light. If the

ROMER EXPERIMENT should be performed with the aim of measuring the Earth's absolute ve-

locity, we call it the QUASI-RDMER EXPERIMENT. The quasi -Rbmer experiment was suggested

first by Maxwell (1878).

Now we shall show that according to our absolute space-time theory the Earth's abso-

lute motion cannot be revealed by the help of the quasi-Rbmer experiment.

Suppose (see fig. 45.1) that at the initial year of observation, when the Earth and

Jupiter are in opposition, the absolute velocity of the Solar system v^ makes an angle 9

with the opposition line.

Let the zeroth eclipse of the satellite be at the moment t°, read on a terrestrial

clock, when the Earth and Jupiter are at positions E , J , i.e., half a year before the

moment when they will be in opposition.

The first eclipse will then occur at the moment
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Fig. 45.1

(45. i;

where T is the period of revolution of the satellite, E,, J, are the positions of the

Earth and Jupiter at the moment t , and c' is the proper relative velocity of light co-

ming from Jupiter with respect to the Solar system.

According to formula (4.28), with V = v^, we have

^. _ c

1 + Vgcose'/c

1 - V^COS0/C

;45.2)

where 9' is the angle between v^ and the line of light propagation registered with respect

to the moving Sun's frame and is the same angle registered with respect to absolute

space.

Since Jupiter covers (l/12)th part of its orbit during an Earth year, it may be assumed

that the positions J , J are very near to one another. Thus in (2) we can consider angle

0' (= e within the necessary accuracy) to be equal to angle e in fig. 45.1, i.e., equal

to the angle between the opposition line and the Sun's absolute velocity.

Let the n-th eclipse be observed at the moment t" when the Earth and Jupiter are in

opposition. We shall have
J-E^ - J^E„ OD Vc

(45.3)tj = t" - t° nT
\h

= nT - —(1 + — cose).

where R is the radius of the Earth's orbit.
2n

Finally, supposing the 2n-th eclipse is observed at the moment t after another half
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year when the Earth and Jupiter are at the positions £« , 02^, we have

J9«Eo„ - J^E,
At^" = t^" - t° = 2nT - '2n'-2n

;
-^o'^o

._ ^^^ ^^5^)
^0

From here we can determine the period T of revolution of the satellite. Using (4) in

(3), we find . 2n
n ^C 2R 2Rv. -77 2Rvr

where At is this time interval after whose elapsing one has to observe the n-th eclipse

if the absolute velocity of the Sun is equal to zero, or if the velocity of light is not

direction dependent. When Rbmer made his observations, he compared the calculated time

interval At^"/2 with the really measured time interval At" and, knowing R, he established

A traditional absolutist would conclude that making use of formula (5) one would be

able to establish the component v^ of the Sun's absolute velocity in the plane of the ec-

liptic when performing observations of the eclipses of a Jovian satellite during 12 years

in which the angle 6 between v^ and the opposition line takes different values in the

range of 360°, so that the difference 6t = At" - At" will vary in the range

- (2Rv3/c^) < 6t < (2Rv3/c^).

However, if we take into account the absolute kinematic time dilation (see §7), we

shall come to the conclusion that, since time is measured on a moving terrestrial clock,

no positive effect can be registered.

Indeed, let us assume that the Earth covers the path EqEh during the absolute time in-

terval (read on a clock which rests in absolute space) At'^. The time At" read on the pro-

per terrestrial clock will be (see (7.4))

„ At" (Vp-v^-)2 1/2 1 v^ + v2 ^ At" fiRv^

At" = / (1 - % M dt = (1 - ^ -H-^)At" - / -/ cos(J - e + nt)dt =

C^ ^ C^ c^ ^

1 V? + V? „ 2Rv^;

(1 - \ -^-^)At" + -^ cose, (45.6)

where v^ is the Earth's velocity with respect to the Sun, fi is its angular velocity, and

thus Mr = fiR.

Comparing formulas (5) and (6), we conclude that no positive effect can be registered

in the quasi-Romer experiment because the time interval between the zeroth and n-th ec-

lipses actually registered on a terrestrial clock will vary exactly in such a manner that

the effect 6t, which a traditional absolutist expects to be registered, will be compensa-

ted for by a change in the rate of the terrestrial clock.

For the case shown in fig. 45.1, the time rate of the terrestrial clock is higher on a

larger part along the path between the zeroth and the n-th eclipses and lower on a larger

part along the path between the n-th and 2n-th eclipses.
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To explain better the annihilation of the absolute effect, suppose that in the first

year of observation one has 9 = tt/2. Assume that the tine between the zeroth and the n-th

ecplipses is At = 100 sec, registered on an Earth's clock, which corresponds, say, to

At" = 110 sec registered on an universal clock, i.e., a clock at rest in absolute space.

After three years one will have 0=0. The universal time interval between the zeroth and

the n-th eclipses will be, say. At" = 109 sec, because of the appearance of the additional

term in formula (5). However, now to 109 universal seconds will correspond not 99 sec of

the proper clock but 100 sec, because of the appearance of the additional term in formula

(6). Thus the time interval At^ registered on the Earth's clock will be the same for arr^

angle 9.

§46. THE QUASI-BRADLEY EXPERIMENT

By observing the change in the angular positions of stars during the course of a year,

for the second time in history, Bradley (1727) measured the velocity of light. If the

BRADLEY EXPERIMENT should be performed with the aim of measuring the Earth's absolute ve-

locity, we call it the QUASI-BRADLEY EXPERIMENT. The quasi -Bradley experiment was sugges-

ted first by Poincar& (1904).

Now we shall show that according to our absolute space-time theory the Earth's abso-

lute motion can be revealed by the quasi-Bradley experiment.

If a star on the celestial sphere is observed from the Earth moving with an absolute

velocity v, then the relation between the emission angle 9', which represents the angle

between the velocity v and the source-observer line at the moment of emission, and the

reception angle 9, which represents the same angle at the moment of reception, will be

(see formula (38.5))
2

(1 + ^ cos9')(l - J C0S9) = I - ~. (46.1)
c c ^^

Now supposing the Earth moves with velocity Vr with respect to the Sun which moves

with velocity v^ with respect to absolute space, we shall have

V = v^ + v^. (46.2)

Let us suppose that at the moment of emission of light from a star at S an Earth obser-

ver and an imaginary observer at rest with respect to the Sun (called the Sun observer)

are at the point 0^ (see fig. 46.1). The light emitted at this moment will be received

by the Sun observer when he arrives at point Op and by the Earth observer when he arrives

at point 0. The following situation pertains:

3) Q^seryayon_by_the_Sun_obseryer_in_absolute_s9ace. For this case 9^ is the emission

angle and 9^ the reception angle, distance SOr is proportional to the absolute light velo-

city c and distance SO^ to the relative light velocity with respect to the Sun c^.
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b) ObseryaUon_bY_the_Earth_obseryer_in_absolute_s For this case 9' is the emis-

sion angle and 9 the reception angle, distance SO is proportional to the absolute light

velocity c and distance SO^ to the relative light velocity with respect to the Earth c'.

c) QbseryaUon_bY_the_Earth_gbseryer_in_a_frame_attach^^ For this case e'

is the emission angle and 9^ the reception angle, distance SO is proportional to the re-

lative light velocity with respect to the Sun c^ (since this is the velocity of light

which travels along the given direction with respect to a frame attached to the Sun) and

distance SO^ to the relative light velocity with respect to the Earth c'.

We must emphasize that all velocities (absolute and relative) are assumed to be measu-

red in universal time.

y

Fig. 46.2

Consider now an imaginary emission which occurs at the moment when the Earth observer

is at the point 0^ and a reception which occurs at the moment when this observer arrives

at the point 0, the velocity of light being equal to zl. By analogy with (1) we have

(1 +^cose^)(l 'E
v^

^ COSBr) = 1 - -~,
C„ ^ r*cS -5

where (see formula (38.11) and the text after formula (38.12

vs

€' = c (-

.!s

cos9s^^l/2

(46.3)?

(46.4)

^ ^ r" ^°^^Sm

is the relative velocity of light in a frame attached to the Sun and 9^ is the middle

angle between 6^ and 9^, i.e.,

^Sm = (^S ^ ^S^/^-
^"^^-^^

Putting (4) into (3) and working within an accuracy of third order in "velocity/light

velocity" (i.e., putting 9r- = 9r = 9r in terms of second and third order), we obtain
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cose^ = cose^ + ^ sin 0^^(1 + ^ ^0565^). (46.6)

Designating by a = eA - 6^ the aberration angle, we find within the necessary accuracy

V V
+ -^ siner_cose^_ = Or + Aa, (^6.7)« = r '^"'Em ^ -y- 5^"«Em^°^^Sm = «E ^ ^

'

where ar is the aberration angle caused by the motion of the Earth if the Sun were at

rest in absolute space and Aa is the variation caused by the absolute velocity of the Sun,

in dependence on the angle 9- subtended by the light beam coming from the star and the

velocity of the Sun.

Fig. 46.2

In fig. 46.2 we show four different positions of the Earth (E^ E^, E-, E,) on its or-

bit around the Sun (S) at four different moments with intervals of three months when

four different stars (S., Sg, Sp, C^) are in range with the Earth in the plane of the ec-

liptic, if being observed from the Sun. The real poistions of the stars S. and Sp and

their positions observed from the Sun coincide, since the angle 9^ between the Sun's ve-

locity v^ and the propagation direction of the light coming from these stars is equal to

TT or to 0. The positions of the stars S„ and Sp observed from the Sun are tilted to an

angle a^ = v^/c with respect to their real positions, since for these two stars the angle

"'^^ is equal to tt/2, i.e., they will be seen along the directions to Sg and SA.

The star S. will be observed from the Earth's position E, tilted to an angle a^ = v^/c,

i.e., along the direction to Si,, if the Sun be at rest in absolute space and the velocity
'Al

of light coming from S. be equal to c.
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However, when the Sun moves and the velocity of light

coming from S^^ is c + v^, this star will be seen from E, tilted to an angle

Vr VrVr

i.e., along the direction to S^^. The same star when observed from the position E^ after

six months will be tilted oppositely to the same angle a , i.e., along the direction to
ap

S^2- '•'hus in a year the stars which lie near the apex of the Sun should describe over the

celestial sphere a small arc equal to 2a = 2ar - 2VcV^/c . Analogically we conclude that

the stars which lie near the Sun's anti-apex will describe a small arc equal to
2

^"anti-ao
""

^"E ^
^^E^S'^^ ' ^^^ ^^^ difference between these two arcs we obtain

* =
^°ant1-ap-2°ap

= ''*«=tV5/c2. (46.9)

It can be seen immediately that the star Sp will be observed from the position E^ til-

ted additionally to an angle a^ = v^/c, i.e., along the direction to Sg2 and the same

star will be observed after six months from the position E. tilted oppositely to the same

angle ot, i.e., along the direction to Sg^, both at rest and at motion of the Sun.

Taking v^ = 30 km/sec, v^ = 300 km/sec (see §52B), we obtain A = 4x10" rad = o'.'08.

Thus at the present state of technique, the quasi-Bradley experiment can be considered to

be only a challenge to the experimenter.

§47. THE QUASI-DOPPLER EXPERIMENT
I

By observing the differences in the frequencies of light emitted by a given star during

a year, one can measure the light velocity and we call this the DOPPLER EXPERIMENT. The

Doppler experiment was performed for the first time by Hoff (Sky and Telescope, 42, 9

(1972)). Let us note that if Bradley had had a refraction prism with a resolution better
-4

than Av/v =10 , he could have discovered the yearly aberration in frequency which is
-4

Av/v = 2v/c =2x10 , where v = 30 km/sec is the velocity of the Earth around the Sun.

The Doppler experiment is easier than the Bradley experiment because only two photographs

of the spectrum coming from a certain star (Hoff has taken the Sun) are to be taken with

a time difference of six months. Of course, Bradley did not have a camera, and even if a

suitable prism had been at his disposal, he would have been unable to measure the shift in

the frequencies. Note that we can call the Doppler experiment the ABERRATION IN FREQUENCY,

in contrast to the ABERRATION IN DIRECTION discovered by Bradley. We have already mention-

ed (see p. 131) that the aberration of light and the light Doppler effect are closely con-

nected.

If the Doppler experiment should be performed with the aim of measuring the Earth's ab-

solute velocity, we call it the QUASI-DOPPLER EXPERIMENT.

Now we shall show that the Earth's absolute motion cannot be revealed by the quasi -Dop-
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Fiq. 47.1

pier experiment.

Let us consider (see fig. 47.1) a distant light source (a star) S and two observers

Op who rotate with relative velocities v ,, v p (v ^ about some center C

which moves with an absolute velocity v. The absolute velocities of 0, and Op, which lie

on the same line with the center of rotation, are

2 2 2
Vi = V + v^ + 2vv cos(t),
1 r r

2 2 2
V2 = V -^ v^ 2vv^cos(|», (47. i;

where <^ is the angle between the velocity v and the velocity of the first observer v ..

Denote by 6 the angle between the source-observer line and the velocity v at the moment

of reception. Obviously 6 is a constant angle, while (\> changes by 2tt during the period of

rotation of 0, and Op. All angles are taken positive clockwise and negative counter-clock-

»ise.

Supposing that the source moves with velocity v and emits light with frequency v, an

observer moving with velocity v will register a frequency v given by the first formula

(38.17) in which we have to write v = v^. The angles 9' and 6^ are shown in fig. 38.2.

Writing in this formula first v = v. \ - 'v
L and then v„ = v,

,

1 2 "0 = ^2 «0
=
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(see fig. 47.1) and dividing the formulas obtained, we get

2 2
V, 1 - v,cos0i/c 1 - v,/c 1/2— = ^- — ( i-r) . (^7.2)"
^2 1 + V2COse2/c 1 - vj/c^

Thus the relation between the frequency v, received by the first observer and the fre-

quency Vp received by the second observer does not depend on the velocity of the source.

From fig. 47.1 we have

V,COS0j = VC0S6 + V^C0S(6 + (})),

V2COse2 = VC0S6 - v^cos(6 + <J)). (47.3)

Substituting (1) and (3) into (2), we find within an accuracy of second order in "velo-

city/light velocity"

v, V vv V p— = 1 - 2 — cos(6 +
(J))

+ 2 -^{cos4) - cos6cos(6 + (j))} + 2 -^ cos (6 + <{)). (47.4)
'^2 ^ c'^ c"^

This final expression is convenient for discussion. Let us measure v^ and V2 received

from a given light (radio) source for which 6 + (|)
= tt/2. If 6 = 0, we will have v^ = V2

for 4) = 7t/2; however, if 6 = 7t/2, we will have v^ = V2(l + 2vv^/c ) for <^ = 0. This result

leads to the conclusion that we can measure the Earth's absolute velocity in the following

manner: Two receivers may be placed at the same latitude with 180 difference in longitude.

Let a radio source be observed when it is seen along the line 0^02 and let the frequencies

received be sent to some middle point to be compared. Imagine for simplicity that this

middle point is at the pole and that the Earth represents a flat disk. As we show in §65D

when considering the so-called "rotor-rotor" experiment, if light is sent from the rim of

a rotating disk to its center, then the change in frequency depends only on the rotatio-

nal velocity, not on the velocity of the disk as a whole. Hence v, and V2 when received

at the pole will suffer equal changes, due to the daily rotation of the Earth. If now we

compare v, and Vp for any radio source which crosses the line 0,02, ^^^^ ^°^ 6=0 the

frequencies v, and V2 will be equal precisely at the moment when the radio source is on

the line 0,02, i.e., for 6 + 4) = tt/2, however, for 6 = tt/2 the frequencies v^ and V2 will

be equal when (see (4) and take into account that for the case considered cos(6 + (l))
2 0)

cos(6 + (j)) = v/c. (47.5)

Taking v = 300 km/sec, we obtain

cos(6 + (|)) = sina = a = lO"^ = 3.'4, (47.6)

where a is the angle between the line O2O, and the source-observer line. Such an angle

is large enough to be reliably registered. However, the angle a is exactly equal to the

aberration angle due to the motion of the Earth with velocity v. This signifies that when

line OpO, makes an angle a with the source-observer line, the source will be seen along
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the direction OjOp. Thus, because of the occurence of the aberration, the quasi -Doppler

experiments leads practically to a null result.

§48. THE EXPERIMENTS FOR MEASUREMENT OF THE TWO-WAY LIGHT VELOCITY

The first men who measured the velocity of light on the Earth were Fizeau and Foucault.

The methods of Fizeau and Foucault are at the basis of all laboratory experiments for the

measurement of light velocity as a quotient of distance covered by light for a definite

time . In all experiments of this type one measures the two-way light velocity , and in such

experiments the effects caused by the absolute motion of the laboratory are always annihi-

lated. As we showed in §45 and §46, Rbmer and Bradley measured the one-way light velocity .

^i.I[!§_El?§§y-!!r9^ating_ cog-wheel "experiment

The scheme of the FIZEAU "ROTATING COG-WHEEL" EXPERIMENT, performed in 1849, is shown

in fig. 48.1.
A

s

^
N

Fig. 48.1

Light emitted by the source S passes through the semi-transparent mirror N and goes

through the notches of the rotating cog-wheel C to the mirror M. After a reflection by M,

a second passage through the notches of C and a reflection by N, the light is observed

by the observer 0.

Let us suppose that for the time t in which the light going "to and fro" has covered

the distances d two times, the cog-wheel has rotated over one cog, so that no light is

seen by (in the case where the cog-wheel rotates over one cog and one notch, a maximum

light will be seen by 0). If the cog-wheel rotates with N revolutions per second, and

it has p cogs, we have

t = l/2pN, (48.1)

so that putting here t = 2d/c, we obtain the following expression for the two-way light

velocity

c = 4dpN. (48.2)

At given values of d and p Fizeau has measured this value of N when the first minimum
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of light was seen by 0. A further increase of N leads to a second, third, and so on mini

ma of light.

§i_Ib§_[9y9§yI^_"r9^§ting_mirror"_exgeriment

In 1850 Foucault realized a second laboratory method for the measurement of light ve-

locity which was proposed by Arago in 1838. The scheme of the FOUCAULT "ROTATING MIRROR*

EXPERIMENT is shown in fig. 48.2

Fig. 48.2

Light emitted by the source S passes through the semi-transparent mirror N and ref-

lects by the rotating mirror RM. After reflection by mirror M, another reflection by RM,

and a reflection by N, the light illuminates the screen R.

When the mirror RT^ is at rest in such a position that the light reflected by it passes

through the slit T, suppose that the light illuminates point P over the screen R. When

the mirror RM rotates, then, for the time t during which light goes through slit T "there

and back" and covers distance d two times, the mirror RM rotates over an angle a, and the

light beam will illuminate point P'.

Assuming that the distance between RM and N is D and the distance between N and R is

small in comparison with D, we have for the distance between points P and P'

s = 2aD. (48.3)

If the rotating mirror makes N revolutions per second, then for the time t = 2d/c it

will rotate over an angle

a = Nt = 2dN/c. (48.4)

Substituting (4) into (3), we shall have for the two-way light velocity

c = 4dDN/s. (48.5)

Foucault used for M a concave mirror whose center coincided with the center C of the
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rotating mirror, so that the whole light which reaches M always returns again to RM.

The advantage of the Foucault method with respect to that of Fizeau consists in the

possibility to take distance d very short. So Foucault used a minimum basis d = 4 m and

still obtained a reliable result, while Fizeau worked with a basis d = 8.6 km.

§49. THE MICHELSON EXPERIMENT

^i_I!]§_yi9b§l§2Dl??9rl§^_§?B§rl!!l§D5

The historical MICHELSON-MORLEY EXPERIMENT (1887) was proposed by Maxwell (18/8) and

designed by Michel son (1881) with the aim to measure the Earth's velocity with respect to

absolute space. Indeed, if one treats the Michel son-Mori ey experiment from the view-point

of the traditional Newton-aether theory, it has to give a positive result, and one comes

to the conclusion that this experiment can help to reject the principle of relativity.

Thus when the experiment has given a null result, this was treated as a drastic con-

tradiction to the aether theory of light. Fitz-gerald and Lorentz tried to explain the

null result of the Michel son-Mori ey experiment introducing the famous length contraction

dogma (see p. 32). Einstein put the null result of this experiment in the grounds of his

special theory of relativity, shaking defiantly the stable columns of Newton's absolute

space-time conceptions.

Humanity sacrified almost 70 years in the battle to save Newton's absolute space-time

and to explain the Michel son-Mor ley experiment with a variety of models for the propaga-

tion of light but nobody succeeded to do this.

We think that only our absolute space-time theory,which explains the kinematics of mas-

sive and massless particles by the help of the Marinov forms of their proper momenta and

energies, and which gives the right formulas for the velocity of light, has given a satis-

factory explanation of this historical experiment.

The Michel son-Morley experiment is carried out with the so-called Michelson interfero-

leter which will be described here shortly, and for a detailed account on which the rea-

der is referred to a textbook on optics.

The Michelson interferometer (see fig. 49.1) consists of a source of light S, a semi-

transparent mirror SM, two mirrors m and M lying at the distances r and R from SM, and a

screen (or observer's tube) P. Monochromatic parallel light emitted by the source S is

partially transmitted and partially reflected by the semi-transparent mirror bM whose

plane divides the right angle between r and R into two equal parts. These two beams, which

we call the "r-beam" and the "R-beam", after being reflected by mirrors m and M, return

back to SM. After a respective reflection and transmission, they proceed together in the

direction to screen P. If the photons emitted by S are coherent (coherent are photons
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As formulas (2.3) and (2.5) show, the light path difference between the "r-beam", which

ve take parallel to the absolute velocity v of the interferometer, and the "R-beatn", which

;e take perpendicular to v, is

A = cT„ - cT, = ^% 2
- ^^

9 ? U? = 2(r-R) + ^r - R)^,(49.1)
1 - v^/c^ (1 - vW)^/^ c2

/here T„ is the time for which the "parallel" covers the "r-arm" to and fro, and T^ is

;he time for which the "perpendicular" beam covers the "R-arm" to and fro; the result on

;he right side is taken with an accuracy of second order in v/c.

If we rotate the Michel son interferometer over 90°, so that the "parallel" beam will

)ecome "peprendicular" and vice versa, the light path difference between the "r-beam" and

R-beam" will change with
? ?

6A = A' + A" = 2(r-R) + (2r-R)^+ 2(R-r) + (2R - r)^ = (r + R)^.
c^ c^ c^

(49.2)

If X is the wavelength of the used light, the shift in the interference pattern will

z = f = 4l^ («.3,

avelengths.

If the interfereometer has equal "arms", i.e. , r = R = d, we obtain

z = 2dv^/Xc^, (49.4)

result already obtained on p. 152.

Michel son and Morley (1887) performed the experiment with equal "arms" of the interfe-

ometer, Kennedy and Thorndike (1932) with different "arms". These experiments, as the

xperiments of many other investigators have given a null result. The sensitivity of the

ifferent experiments was different, but all of them could give a reliably observable ef-

ect if the absolute velocity of the Earth were only its velocity around the Sun.

We already showed (see p. 152) that according to our theory the result in the Michel-

on-Morley experiment must be null .

This can also be seen if using formulas (4.28) for the velocity of light registered

n the moving laboratory on a clock attached to the laboratory. Indeed, taking into ac-

ount that for the "perpendicular" light beam we have 9 = tt/2 - v/c, 6' = tt/2, for the

parallel" beam 6 = 9' =0, and for the "anti -parallel" beam 9 = 6' = tt, we obtain

A
ci ci c c c' " c;^ c;^ ^ c^ c^ c' c

Thus the light path difference between the "r-beam" and the "R-beam" does not depend

.n the orientation of the interferometer, as

A = cT„ - cT^ = 2(r - R). (49.6)
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§i_I!}§_yi?[i§l§9!]zt'§rlD9y_?^p§rl[!)§!]5

If the Michelson experiment would be perofmred with massive particles, we call it the

MICHELSON-MARINOV EXPERIMENT. We have already shown on p. 152 that the Michel son-Marinov

experiment must give a null result, too.

The construction of a Michelson neutron interferometer is a difficult problem, as in

neutron interferometry the points of separation and meeting of the the coherent neutrons

must be different. Thus the interferometer must have an intermediary form between a Mi-

chel son- type interferometer and a square interferometer of the kind of that used for the

measurement of the Sagnac effect with neutrons (see §60). Then the hypothetical Newton-

aether effect will represent a AS/S part of the effect (4), where AS is the difference bt

tween the area S encircled by the square interferometer and the area encircled by the ac-

tual interferometer, in which the "arms" for flying "there" are the same as in the Michel

son or Sagnac interferometers, but the "arms" for flying "back" are shorter, and only for

a Michel son-type interferometer become equal to the "arms" for flying "there".

As our theory predicts with surety a null effect in this experiment, we think, one

must not spend time, efforts, and money for its performance. Thus being deeply convinced

that this difficult experiment will be never practically realized, we labeled it the Mi-

chel son-Marinov experiment.

§50. THE QUASI-FIZEAU "COUPLED SHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT

^i-Ib§-"99ypl?^-§t]y5*§r§"_§^p§rl!!)§D5

In the Fizeau "rotating cog-wheel" experiment (see §48A) one measures the two-way velc-

city of light. If one should use a rotating axle on whose extremities there are two cog-

wheels, one obtains the QUASI-FIZEAU "COUPLED SHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT (or "DOUBLE COG-WHEEL'

EXPERIMENT), with the help of which the one-way velocity of light can be measured. Indeec

a rotating axle allows the realization of a Newtonian time synchronization and thus, sine

the laboratory's absolute velocity figures in the one-way light velocity, by the "coupler^

shutters" experiment one can measure this absolute velocity.

All experiments for measurement of the laboratory's absolute velocity which we have

carried out or proposed (excluding the quasi-Bradley experiment (see §46) and the "syn-

chronous light clocks" experiment (see §56)) have as a common element a rotating axle, ar

all of them appertain to the big class of "ROTATING AXLE" EXPERIMENTS.

xxxxx

Now we shall give the essentials of the "coupled shutters" experiment.

Let us have (see fig. 50.1) two cog-wheels C, and Cp fixed on a common shaft of lengt^

d which is rotated by an electromotor EM. Intense light is emitted from the sources S^

and S«. Light from S,, after passing through the notches of the cog-wheels C, and C2 is
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is observed by the observer 0,. Similarly, light from S^, after passing through the no-

tches of Cp and C,, is observed by O2. The direction from S, to 0, will be called "direct'

and from Sp to 0^ "opposite".

First we consider the case in which the velocity of light in the "direct" and "oppo-

site" directions is the same and equal to c. If both wheels have the same number of cogs

jnd are placed symmetrically opposite each other (i.e., "cogs against cogs"), then, if

;et in rotation, the observers will register maximum photon fluxes in the case where the

distance d between the wheels is covered by light in the same time that the wheels are

'otated an integer number of notches. If a wheel has p notches and makes N revolutions

Der second, f = pN notches will pass by a point in a second. We call this number, f, chop-

)ing frequency. Obviously, the condition for observing a maximum photon flux can be writ-

f. (50. 1:

/here n is an integer.

^
^^^
y ^

opposite

/
EM \////////////////////////////)\

/
V 4-

% 3
direct

^1 Fig. 50.1

With the help of the verniers V^ and V2 the optical path lengths d, and d^ of the two

ight beams can be changed. If the velocity of light in "direct" and "opposite" direc-

ions is the same, then, obviously, 0, and O2 will observe maximum (or minimum) photon

luxes when d, = d^.

If the velocity of light is c/(l + v/c) in the "direct" and c/(l - v/c) in the "oppo-

ite" direction (see formula (4.28)), the conditions for passing the chopped "direct" and

opposite" beams will be
Oi u Ho

(50.2;"1 - ^(' ^ ', n3=if,l-X,

ssuming that, for v -*- 0, d, and d^ should become equal to d, we chall have n, = n^ = n,

nd, thus, within an accuracy of first order in v/c, we can write
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di = d(l v/c) d^ = d{l + v/c) (50.3

from where

Ad = d2 - dj = 2^ V. (50.4;

As the formula shows, for a given v, the effect. Ad, is proportional to the length of

the axis, d. Thus the question may be posed about the feasibility of using two independer

cog-wheels not fixed on a common shaft but rotating with the same angular velocity.

§i_Ib§_"yD99yPl§d_shutters"_exgeriment

For the sake of generality, we shall now speak not of two independently rotating cog-

wheels but of two independently operating pairs of shutters (for instance, Kerr cells).

Any pair of these shutters (see fig. 50.2) is driven by a common chopping mechanism, say,

two resonators R^ and Rg. Such an experiment will be called the "UNCOUPLED SHUTTERS" EX-

PERIMENT,

opposite

direct
Fig. 50.2

Now the following two problems arise:

a) How to maintain equal chopping frequencies for both pairs of shutters.

b) How to maintain a "phase difference" between them equal to zero, i.e., how to ensu-

re that both pairs of shutters will close and open together .

The first difficulty can be overcome if we use the same resonator for both pairs of

shutters, which can be put near the shutter S., near the shutter Sg, or in the middle.

However, if we transmit the signals for opening and closing the shutters by an electric

line, then a "phase difference" will appear between the pairs. It can easily be shown the

the "phase difference", appearing at the motion of the apparatus in absolute space, will

exactly cancel the effect that we intend to observe.

Hence the resonators producing the chopping frequency must be independent. As resona-

tors two atomic clocks can be taken which have a very exact rate. The chopping frequency

fg of the resonator Rg can be maintained equal to the chopping frequency f. of the resoni

tor R. if we tune fg in such a manner that the "beating" of the light spot observed by Oj

will always be reduced to zero.
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When we use independent shutters, we cannot know the "phase difference" between them

(i.e., we cannot know when the first pair od shutters is open, how far from opening is

the second pair of shutters). Hence again we are unable to measure the absolute velocity v.

However, as Dart (1971) has suggested, one can rotate the apparatus with respect to ab-

solute space. When the axis of the apparatus is perpendicular to v one can arrange the

"phase difference" between both shutters so that both observers 0, and 0^ see no light.

If now the apparatus is put parallel to v, so that the "direct" direction will coincide

with the direction of v, then some light will be seen by the observers; and only if we

change the distances dj and d^ with the help of the verniers V, and Vp to give a diffe-

rence Ad according to formula (4), will no light be left to pass through both pairs of the

coupled shutters.

However, taking into account the absolute time dilation, we can easily see that this

prediction of Dart will not hold. Indeed, during the rotation both resonators will move

at different velocities with respect to absolute space. Thus their time rates will be

different and exactly such that the new "phase difference" that will appear after the ro-

tation will exactly cancel the effect to be observed if the "phase difference" after the

rotation had remained the same as before the rotation.

To prove this, let us suppose that the axis of the apparatus is first perpendicular

to its absolute velocity. Let us then rotate the apparatus with angular velocity w, say,

about the middle point, until the "direct" direction of its axis becomes parallel to v.

-et the readings of two clocks (suppose, for simplicity, light clocks) attached to R. and

\ be t^, tg before the rotation and
tJJ,

tg after the rotation. Let the proper times

''A
^

^A
"

*A' *B
^

*B
"

*B
correspond to the same absolute time interval t. Because of

the absolute time dilation, we have (see formula (7.4))

tA = /(I - v2/c2)l/2^t. tg = /(I - v2/c2)l/2jt. (50.5)

vhere ° o

v^ = v^ + (du)/2)^ - vda)cos(a)t),

Vg = v^ + (da)/2)^ + vda)cos(wt) (50.6)

ire the velocities of the resonators during the rotation of the apparatus.

If we work within an accuracy of second order in v/c, we obtain, after performing the

ntegration, putting wt = tt/2, and subtracting the second of formulas (5) from the first.

At = t^ - tg = dv/c^. (50.7)

This formula shows that if before rotation the "phase difference" between both pairs

if shutters is equal to zero, then after the rotation the shutter sl will open with a de-
1 7

ay At relative to the shutter S^, while the shutter S^ will open with the same anticipa-

ion relative to the shutter Sg. Thus for the same light paths, dj = d2, minimum photon
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fluxes will pass through both shutters.

Let us explain more clearly the difference between the independent shutters and the

cog-wheels connected by a rigid shaft. The relations between the absolute time and proper

times elapsed on two clocks moving with velocities v^ and Vg are given by formulas (5) on

ly if the clocks are independent . If we consider both rotating cog-wheels as clocks, we

do not have the right to use formulas (5) because the wheels are rigidly connected by a

common shaft and there is a unique clock - the motor driving the shaft, which, if placed

at the middle, does not change its velocity during the rotation. Thus, after the rotation

a change in the "phase difference" between both cog-wheels cannot occur. If such a change

appeared, then after the rotation the shaft would be found to be twisted , which, obvious!

is nonsensical

.

Let us note that scientists as Ives and Prokhovnik who, on the one hand, accept that

the velocity of light is isotropic only with respect to absolute space and, on the other ;

hand, accept that the principle of relativity has an absolute validity, advocate the exis

tence of a such twist. By analogy with the fictitious Lorentz contraction (see p. 32), Ma

rinov (1978) gave to this similar fictitious phenomenon the name LORENTZ TWIST.

One can make many other different proposals (additionally to Dart's proposal) which

will seem to lead to a positive effect in the "uncoupled shutters" experiment. It can be

shown that by no one of such tricks can one succeed to measure the laboratory's absolute

velocity, as the absolute effect due to the "aether wind" will always be annihilated by

the appearance of a corresponding "phase difference" between both shutters.

Table 50.1

n = d/X
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ters is open when the other is close; if ij; = 7t/2 (or 3tt/2) one of the shutters is half-

open when the other is half-close. It is important to note that if the phase shift of the

detecting shutter near 0, is i^ with respect to its chopping shutter near S,, then the

phase shift of the detecting shutter near 0^ is equal to -\i) with respect to its chopping

shuter near S^. In the third row is given the light intensity registered by the first ob-

server, and in the fourth row - by the second observer.

Let us suppose, for example, n = m, \^ = tt/Z. In this case both observers see average

light intensity. Let, under these conditions, an aether wind apeear: (i) by setting the

apparatus in motion with a velocity v, if at the initial moment it has been at rest in ab-

solute space or (ii) by rotating the axis of the apparatus over 90*^ if at the initial

moment the axis has been perpendicular to the absolute velocity v. If the motion is in

the "direct" direction and An = 1/4, we shall have for the number of light "waves" between

both shutters in the "direct" and "opposite" directions

n^ = m + 1/4, n2 = m - 1/4 = (m- 1) + 3/4. (50.8)

Thus, if the phase difference remains the same, ip = tt/2, both observers 0, and 0^ will

see maximum light. This change in the illumination can be achieved if, when there is no

"aether wind", one changes the phase difference from ip = Tr/2 to <|^ = 0. With the help of

this table one can show that a lways an "aether wind" effect can be annulled by a corres-

ponding change in the phase difference. As in the "uncoupled shutters" experiment one can-

not know which is the actual phase difference, one can never make conclusions about the

presence and the value of the "aether wind".

xxxxx

One can propose to count, at a given moment , the number of light "waves" (the number

of light pulses) between both shutters in the "direct" and "opposite" directions. Unfor-

tunately, this is not posssible as one can only count the number of standing waves where,

again, the absolute effect is annulled (see §66 and §67).

xxxxx

Then one can propose to count the number of light pulses during a displacement of one

of the shutters with respect to the other. We shall show that this method will again lead

to a null result.

Let us suppose (see fig. 50.2) that the light pulses are very narrow with respect to

the time between the pulses. This signifies that the notches in the "chopping" shutter

(this one which is near the light source) are very narrow. Let us then suppose that the

cogs in the "detecting" shutter (this one which is near the observer) are very narrow,

too. Consequently, all pulses go through the "detecting" shutter except for the case

when the very narrow pulse meets the very narrow cog.

Let the velocity of the laboratory be v = c/2 from left to right. According to formu-
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las (4.28), the velocity of light in "direct" and "opposite" directions measured in the

laboratory on a laboratory clock will be

Cj = c/(l + v/c) = |c , C2 = c/{l - v/c) = 2c. (50.9)

Suppose first that the shutters S^ and Sg are very close to one another, and any of

them produces 4000 pulses in a second. If now we should move the shutter Sn v/ith a velo-

city v^^ = c/1000 from left to right, then, during one second of motion, 0, will count

3994 pulses, as over a distance 2c/3 cm, covered by light in a second, one must have 4000

pulses, and thus over a distance c/1000 cm 6 pulses will remain which the observer 0,

will not count. Analogically O2 will count 3998 pulses, as over a distance 2c cm, covered

by light in a second, one must have 4000 pulses, and thus over a distance c/1000 cm 2 pul-

ses will remain which the observer 0^ will not count. If one would not take into account

that the shutter Sg has a larger time dilation with respect to the shutter S. during the

motion of the former, one should be able to calculate the laboratory's absolute velocity, ^

V, from the equation

^1^1 =V2' '•^" h^^ - ^) =h^^ ^-l)*
(50.10)

where Ic^ is the wave-number of the "direct" light "wave" (in our case Ic, ~ 6), and Icp is

the wave-number of the "opposite" light "wave" (in our case Tc^ ~ 2).

However, because of the time dilation, during this one second of motion of Sg, both

observers will count the same number of pulses, namely 3996, which will be counted in the

case when the absolute velocity is perpendicular to the axis of the apparatus or the appa-

ratus is at rest in absolute space.

Indeed, if for the time t« of transfer of Sg (equal to one second, as supposed)

t = t^(l - vW)"^/^ (50.11)

absolute second have elapsed (t^ is the time read on a clock attached to the shutter S.

whose absolute velocity is v), the time read on a clock attached to shutter Sg, which moves

with an absolute velocity v + v^^, will be (d is the distance of removal of the shutters)

tg = td - (v + v^^)V}-^/^ = t^(l - ^) = t^ - ^. (50.12)

For our case (v = c/2) we shall have

tg = t^ - d/2c. (50.13)

Substituting here

^A
" ^^V " lOOOd/c, (50.14)

we obtain

tg = lOOOd/c - d/2c =^ I
= 0.9995 t^. (50.15)

Thus, during the time t^ (= 1 sec) the shutter S^ produces 4000 pulses, while the shut-^

ter Sg produces 3998 pulses, and Oj will count with two pulses more, i.e., 3994 + 2 = 39961

pulses, while O2 will count with two pulses less, i.e., 3998 - 2 = 3996 pulses, exactly as
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in the case where the absolute velocity is perpendicular to the axis of the apparatus.

Thus there is no possibility to measure the laboratory's absolute velocity by the help

of the "uncoupled shutters" experiment.

9i_It!§_§^§9ly^§--99yPl§d-§bytters"_exgeriment .

In §50C and §50D we shall present two variants of the "coupled shutters" experiment per-

formed by Marinov (1980). By the help of the absolute variation described in §50C for the

first time in history Marinov measured the one-way light velocity in a laboratory. The diffe-

rential variation described in §50D can be used with a high reliability for measurement

of the Earth's absolute velocity (Marinov's accuracy was not sufficient for measurement

of the absolute velocity). According to our opinion, at the present time the differential

'coupled shutters" experiment represents the most simple and easily realisable apparatus

for measurement of the Earth's absolute velocity. Moreover, its theoretical explanation

is the most simple.

xxxxx

The scheme of the ABSOLUTE "COUPLED SHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT is the following (see fig.

50.1, cancelling the verniers V^ and V2):

The rotating axle has two disks with holes on its extremities. The distance from the

centers of the holes to the center of the axle is R = 9 cm. The distance between the ex-

tremities of the disks is d = 140 cm. The axle is driven by an electromotor EM which can

rotate with a rate up to N = 200 rev/sec (measured by a digital cyclometer). A He-Ne la-

ser is put on one side of the axle and a photodiode in front of it on the opposite side.

With a galvanometer one measures either the total current generated by the photodiode or

the change in the current when changing the rate of rotation of the axle.

One arranges the position of the laser beam with respect to the disk's holes so that

when the axle is at rest the light of the laser which passes through the near hole illu-

minates only a part (say, the half) of the far hole. The axle is set in rotation and its

rotational speed is increased gradually. Since the light pulses cut by the near holes have

a transit time in order to reach the far holes, with the increase of the rate of rotation

less and less light will pass through the far holes (when the distant holes "escape" from

the light beam positions) and conversely more and more light will pass through the far

holes (when the distant holes "enter" into the light beam positions).

The illumination at the different points of the light spot is not homogeneous - at the

edges the illumination is lower and at the center the most intense. For the sake of sim-

plicity, we assume that the illumination is homogeneous. The electric current I produced

by the photodiode is proportional to the light flux which falls on it. Thus, under the

simplified assumption about the illumination, one can assume that the current I is pro-

portional to the breadth b of the light spot: I ~ b. This is so if the holes, as well as

the light beams produced by the lasers, are rectangular; taking into account that they
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are circular, for the "breadth" b one will obtain a certain "effective" breadth. Since

the breadth of the light spot cannot be measured accurately, we shall not enter deeper

into the problem about the "geometrical" estimation of the "effective" breadth, moreover

taking into account that the illumination is not homogeneous.

When the rotational rate of the axle changes with AN, a Ab part of the light spot will

not pass through the far holes and the illumination over the photodiode will diminish

with Al which is proportional to Ab: AI ~ Ab. Thus one can write

Ab/Al = b/I. (50.16)

The best results are obtained if one rotates the axle first with AN/2 counter-clockwise!

and then with aN/2 clockwise, that corresponds to a change AN in the rate of rotation.

Since

Ab = (d/c)2TrANR, (50.17)

for the one-way velocity of light we obtain

c = 2llANRd±. (50.18)
b AI

The measurement of AI can be made by compensating the voltage produced by the photo-

diode by the help of a fixed voltage and then measuring the appearing current when chan-

ging the rate of rotation. We used the differential method described in §50D. We measured

Al = 1.08 yA for AN = 100 rev/sec. The breadth of the light spot was measured.at. I = 12.1mA

b =3.2 ± 0.3 mm (when the axle is in rotation). Thus, according to equation (18)
o

c = (3.0 ± 0.3)xlO m/sec. Let us emphasize that even if the light spot were rectangular

and the intensity homogeneous, the measurement of the breadth will always include an er-

ror of about 10% (the edges of the light spot can never be sharp enough). Since the er-

rors in the measurement of AN, R, d, I, and Al are less than 10%, the error in b is the

decisive one . Thus, with this method, the absolute measurement of the one-way light velo-

city will always include an error of not less than 10%. If the accuracy of this experiment

is high enough (higher than 0.1%), one will establish that the one-way velocity of light

is direction dependent and one will be able to measure the absolute velocity of the labo-

ratory. We doubt that the absolute velocity can be registered with the absolute method ,

but only with the differential method (see below).
J

i

Pi_It!§_^lf f§r§D51§l--9Qypl§^_§by$5§r§!!_§^9§rl!!}§Q*

In the DIFFERENTIAL "COUPLED SHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT instead of one laser and one photo-

diode two pairs are used, placed as the light sources and the observers in fig. 50.1. $

However, since the fluctuation of the lasers intensities may be considerable, it is bet-

ter to use a single laser, dividing its beam by a semi-transparent mirror. In this case

the intensities in both light beams fluctuate synchronously and since Al (as well as 61, j

see below) are measured as a difference in the currents produced by both light beams, the |
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fluctuations in their intensities are automatically excluded.

According to equation (18), the velocity of light in the "direct" direction (i.e.,

along the component v of the laboratory's absolute velocity on the axis of the apparatus)

and in the "opposite" direction (i.e., against v) will be

c- v = 2.ANRd _j c.v = 2lLANRd__L_,
(50.19)

b AI - 61
• b AI - 61

where Al + 61 and Al - 61 are the changes in the currents generated by the corresponding

photodiodes when the rate of rotation is changed by AN. Dividing the second of these equa-

tions by the first, we obtain

v = -^c. (50.20)

Thus the measuring method consists in the following: One changes the rotational rate

with AN and one measures the change in the current of any of the photodiodes which is

Al = Al ± 61; then one measures the difference of these two changes which is

Al + 61 - (Al - 61) = 2 61. (50.21)

Both these measurements can be made by a differential method with the same galvanome-

ter, applying to it the difference of the outputs of both photodiodes. To measure 2 Al one

makes one light spot to "escape" from the far holes and the other to "enter". To measure

2 61 one makes both light spot to "escape" (or "enter") from the far holes. At the first

case (measurement of Al) the phase difference between the one pair of shutters is t|j = Tr/2,

and between the other pair is also i|^ = tt/2 (as a matter of fact,
\i)

= - Tr/2 - see the top

of p. 175). As in our experiment the number of light "waves" between the shutters was

n = 0, table 50.1 shows immediately that in this case the change of n ( due to a change in

the chopping frequency ) leads to opposite changes in the observed illuminations, and the

measured effect is proportional to c. At the second case (measurement of 61) the phase

difference between the one pair of shutters is ip = tt/2, and between the other pair is

^ = 3tt/2 (as a matter of fact, \p = - 3Tr/2). Table 50.1 shows that in this case the change

of n leads to the same changes in the observed illuminations, and the measured effect is

proportional only to v.

In our experiment the fluctuations of the galvanometer were about 1% of AI. We esti-

mated the fluctuations changing the rotational rate from AN/2 to -AN/2 and then returning

again to AN/2. Thus we could not register the Earth's absolute velocity (which is about

).l% of c - see §52B). Thus we can only affirm that the results obtained showed that the

component of the Earth's absolute velocity along the axis of the apparatus during the dif-

ferent hours of the day was not bigger than 3000 km/sec.

When the axle rotates with a constant speed the fluctuations in the difference current

were with about an order lower (during a time of 1 - 2 minutes). Thus if we could rotate

the whole apparatus putting it on a platfrom, we could register the Earth's absolute mo-

tion. In such a case one has to rotate the platform through 360° when the axle rotates

with a certain rate N and register 26 1 (at both cases of "entrance" or "escaping" of the
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far holes from the light beam positions). To register 2AI one changes the rate of rotatior

of the axle from N clockwise to N counter-clockwise proceeding as described above. However

we had not the possibility to rotate the apparatus. Let us inform the reader that it took

a week to build the experimental set-up in a second-class workshop and the whole financial

expenditure (excluding the cost of the laser and of the galvanometer) was about % 500.

To obtain more accurate results, one has to increase R, d, and N, and diminish to the

lower possible level the fluctuations in the difference current. An increase in the inten-

sity of light (sending light, say, through aV[ holes) will also enhance the accuracy. Ac-

cording to our estimation, with this method the Earth's absolute velocity can be measured

with an accuracy as high as 1 km/sec.

§51. THE QUASI-FOUCAULT "COUPLED MIRRORS" EXPERIMENT

^i_Ib§_^§yl§^ly§-"99ypl§^-0?lrr9!r§"_§5P§rl[D§D5

In the Foucault "rotating mirror" experiment (see §48B) one measures the two-way velo-

city of light. If one should use a rotating axle on whose extremities there are two mir-

rors, one obtains the QUASI-FOUCAULT "COUPLED MIRRORS" EXPERIMENT (or "DOUBLE MIRROR" EX-

PERIMENT), with the help of which the one-way velocity of light can be measured.

With the DEVIATIVE "COUPLED MIRRORS" EXPERIMENT, in the summer of 1973, Marinov (1974)
i

for the first time in history , succeeded to register the Earth's absolute motion, perfor-

ming measurements in a closed laboratory. Here is the description of this historical ex-

periment (see fig. 51.1).

Let us have two disks rotated with a fixed phase difference (imagine the wheels of a

bicycle). On each disk two antipodal facets are cut and one is made a mirror, while the

other and the rest of the disk's rim are not light reflecting. The distance between both

disks, called the rotating mirrors RM^ and RM2, is d. Intense light from the source Sj

(or Sp) is reflected by the semi-transparent mirror M^ (M^) and, after passing through

the semi-transparent mirror N, (N^), is incident on the mirror facet of RM^ (RM2). The

light beam reflected then by the semi-transparent mirrors N^ and N^ (N2 and N^) whose dis-

tance from the rotating mirror is p, is incident on the mirror facet of RM2 (RM^). If the

rotating mirrors are at rest, the light beam reflected by the cylindrical mirror CM2 (CMj

will illuminate screen S from the right (from the left) at a certain point. The light

path from the rotating mirrors to the cylindrical mirrors is D and from the cylindrical

mirrors to the screen is d/2.

If the rotating mirrors are set in motion, then, because of the slit T, only the light

which is reflected by RM, (RM^) when the latter is perpendicular to the incident beam

will reach RMp (RM,). However, for the time spent by light to cover the distance d + 2p,
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Fig. 51.1

the facet of RMp (RMi) which is parallel (an exact parallelism is not necessary!) to the

corresponding facet of RM, (RM^) will rotate by a certain angle

d -t- 2p n. (51. i;

where n is the angular velocity of the rotating mirrors.

Suppose now that light velocity along the direction from RM, to RM^ (which we call "di-

rect") is (see formula (4.28), taking it within an accuracy of first order in v/c) c - v,

and along the direction from RM2 to RM, (which we call "opposite") is c + v. In such a

case during the time in which the light pulse reflected by RM, will reach RM^, the latter

will rotate to an angle 6+a, while during the time in which the light pulse reflected by

RM^ will reach RM, , the latter will rotate to an angle 6 -a, and we shall have

6 ± a = (-4- + —)". (51.2)
c ± v c

' ^ '

from where (assuming v « c) we get

a = ridv/c^. (51.3)

Our apparatus takes part in the diurnal rotation of the Earth and in 24 hours it makes

all possible angles with the component of the Earth's absolute velocity in the plane de-

termined by the different positions of the apparatus during the day; this component we

shall refer to as the Earth's absolute velocity and designate by v.

Suppose first that the unit vector along the "direct" direction n is perpendicular to v,

and that the cylindrical mirrors are adjusted so that the chopped light beams will illumi-

nate the same point on the screen S. Now, if n becomes parallel to v, both light beams

will illuminate point P, and for the distance between and P we shall have (suppose <!> = ?-)

(51.4)

where y = 2(a + 6) and p = 2a(D/R)sec<j); angles 6, y» and 4) are shown in fig. 51.1, and R

y^ + 2aD,
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I

is the radius of the cylindrical mirrors. Thus we have l

s = i^d^vd + 2D(i + ^)}. (51. 5J

The establishment of velocity v is to be performed as follows: In regular intervals at

time during a whole day we maintain such a rotational velocity fi that the chopped light

beam from the left will always illuminate point 0. Then the light beam from the right

will illuminate point when n is perpendicular to v; it will be displaced over a distanc

2s upwards when n is parallel to v and over the same distance downwards when n is anti-

parallel to v.

In our actual set-up, both rotating disks were fixed on a common shaft because the mo

important requirement of the "coupled mirrors" experiment is the maintaining of an equal

phase difference between both rotating mirrors during the Earth's rotation. Two He-Ne Ij

sers were used as light sources. We used three cylindrical mirrors for each beam and sue

a combination of cylindrical mirrors which increase enormously the "arm" of a light bean

is called by us the "cylindrical mirrors indicator". The light spots were observed over

two different screens because in our actual experiment both rotating mirrors lay in two

different parallel planes. According to the actual arrangement s = 0.62 mm for v = 100

km/sec. This displacement was large enough to be reliably registered. However, the incor

stancy of the cylindrical mirrors radii and the trembling of the images were considerable

and our experiment did not lead to an accurate quantitative measurement of v. The obser-

ved displacement was maximum 3 ± 2 hours after midnight and after noon and corresponded

to a velocity v = 130 ± 100 km/sec, the "direct" direction being the one after midnight.

The distance between both rotating mirrors was d = 7.2 m, the radius of the cylindrical

mirrors was R = 8 cm, and the velocity of rotation of the shaft, taken from an old torpe-

do-boat, was n/2v = 80 rev/sec. The azimuth of the apparatus was 84° and the observations;

were performed in July-August in Sofia.

The error t 100 km/sec was established in the following manner: An observer maintainec!

for 2-3 minutes one of the light spots in a certain position, adjusting by hand a corres-:

ponding tension of a dc electromotor which drives the shaft. Another observer registered

the diapason of trembling of the other light spot which was normally 2-3 mm. If the dia-

pason is As = 2.48 mm, then the fluctuation error is t 100 km/sec. '

§i_Ib§_9§9lIl9§52Pi5--59yBl§^-'!!)lrr9C§-_§^9§rlO?§!]5

The OSCILLOSCOPIC "COUPLED MIRRORS" EXPERIMENT was proposed by Marinov (1979). Its ex-

perimental arrangement is the following (see fig. 51.2):

EM is a motor rotating a shaft of length d. The shaft has two mirrors on its ends, RM.j

and RMp, called the rotating mirrors. Intense light emitted by the laser L is split by

the semi-transparent mirror SM into two beams. In the following description the alterna-

tive route is shown in parentheses. The "transmitted" ("V-eflected") beam passes through
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Fig. 51.2

the semi-transparent mirror SM, (is reflected by mirror M and passes through the semi-

transparent mirror SM^) and is reflected by the rotating mirror RM, (RMp); then it is re-

flected by the semi-transparent mirror SM, (SMp) and, reflecting on the right-angled mir-

ror M, strikes the photomultiplier PM, (PMp) where the light pulse is transformed into an

electric pulse. The outputs of the photomulti pliers ( opposed to one another) are applied

to the horizontal plates of the oscilloscope Osc. One is interested only in the leading

edge of the light (and electric) pulses, so that the duration of the pulses is of no im-

portance. Only the steepness of the edges is important.

The display mechanism of the oscilloscope is triggered by one of the electric pulses.

We shall assume that the pulses are trapezoidal, which can be achieved by limiting the

electric outputs to a certain level. If the display time is longer than the duration of

the pulses, then, in the general case when M is not exactly at the mid point, or RM, and

RMp are not exactly parallel, we shall see two oppositely oriented pulses on the screen.

If the display time is shorter than the duration of the pulses, only one pulse will be

seen on the screen. Moving the system M -PM,-PM2 to the left or right, i.e., changing the

distance f, we can make the leading edges of both pulses on the screen coincide in time.

This signifies that the light pulses reflected from RM,.and RM^ reach M at exactly the

same moment.

The direction from SM, to SM^ is called "direct" and from SM^ to SM, "opposite". Let

us suppose that the absolute velocity v of the laboratory is pointing in the "direct" di-

rection. In this case the velocity of the "direct" pulse will be c + v and of the "opposite"

light pulse, c + v. Thus, if we begin to rotate the whole apparatus (which is mounted on a

horizontal rotating platform), two opposite pulses will appear on the screen; after a ro-

tation through 180° (when the velocity of the "direct" pulse will be c + v and of the "op-

posite" pulse c - v) the pulses will be a maximum, and after a rotation through 360° they
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will again disappear. If the constant of scanning is k sec/cm, then the maximum distance

Ax (see fig. 51.2) will correspond to a time difference At = kAx, which can be expressed

through the parameters of the apparatus as follows

f d-f / f d-f. ~ 2dv

\

At = -i- - ^i-^ - (-^ - ^^-^) = ^, (51.6)
c'c-v c+v c+v c-v r2'

where the result on the right side is written with an accuracy of first order in v/c.

The shaft should then be rotated in the opposite direction and At re-established.

Assuming v = 300 km/sec and taking d = 1.5 m, we obtain At = 10 ps. Thus if one uses

an oscilloscope with horizontal time base 10 ps/cm, then, assuming that the inaccuracy

of reading is (l/10)th part of the scale, one will be able to measure the absolute velo-

city with an accuracy of 10%.

Higher accuracy will be achieved if one uses a dual beam oscilloscope.

9i_I!!}§.9§9lll9§99Pl9_"99yBl§^_§by$t§r§"_§^p§rl!r§Dt

Instead of pulses reflected by the rotating mirrors, with the help of the holes H,,

Hp and the mirrors M, , M^ one can ^^et pulses cut by the rotating shaft (see fig. 51.2)

So one obtains the OSCILLOSCOPIC "COUPLED SHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT, flaking the distance be-

tween the axle and the mirrors M, , M^ changeable, one can reduce at pleasure the duratio

of the light pulses. Thus having photomulti pliers with a good amplification, one can makd

the fronts of the pulses enough steep.

Marinov (1980) carried out the oscilloscopic "coupled shutters" experiment in a slight

ly different variation (because of the lack of funds). In the realized variation, the

light of two lasers is cut by two holes on the extremities of a rotating axle (distance

between the holes d = 140 cm). The light pulses illuminated two photodiodes and the pro

duced electric pulses went along cables to a double beam oscilloscope. Thus not the velo-

city of light in air was measured but the velocity of propagation of electric pulses in

a cable. Because of the low linear velocity of the "shutters" and the inevitable degrada-

tion of the pulses in the oscilloscope, the leading edge of the pulses on the screen be

came quasi parallel when the necessary short time of scanning was switched on. Displace

ment of 10 ns of the leading edge of the pulses on the screen could reliably be registerec

while the absolute velocity effect corresponded to about 10 ps (see §51B). Thus we remain

ed with three orders of magnitude from the absolute effect which was to be registered.
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§52. THE MARINOV "COUPLED MIRRORS" EXPERIMENT

The result obtained with our deviative "coupled mirrors" experiment was \/ery inaccurate,

and the scientific community remained sceptical as to whether we had really registered the

Earth's absolute motion. For this reason in the summer of 1975 we carried out the inter-

ferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment, obtaining a reliable value for the Earth's abso-

lute velocity (Marinov, 1977).

The MARINOV (or INTERFEROMETRIC) "COUPLED MIRRORS" EXPERIMENT represents a combination

of the Michelson experiment and a "rotating axle" experiment. For this reason we shall

again reconsider the Michelson experiment (see §49). However, now we shall be interested

not in eventual second-order in v/c effects (as we showed, they are null ) but in the first-

order in v/c effect. Thus we can work with the traditional Newton-aether conceptions.

To explain better the essence of the interferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment, we

shall present the following simple and amusing example:

^1 >

% 4

Fiq. 52.1

Let us have (see fig. 52.1) a formation of three ships - SM (Santa Maria), M, (Maria-T

and M^ (Maria-2) - which sail in a lake with velocity v, supposing that the distances be-

tv/een Santa Maria and the other two ships are equal to d and mutually perpendicular. Let

two good swimmers, who can swim uninteruptedly with a velocity c (c > v), jump at the

same moment from Santa Maria in the water. The first one swims to Maria-1 to and fro, co-

vering a distance dj + d'J, and the other one swims to Maria-2 to and fro, covering a dis-

tance d2 + d2. If we imagine that SM is a semi-transparent mirror, M,, Mp two mirrors

and the swimmers two photons, we obtain the Michel son-Mori ey experiment (see fig. 52.2).
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Fig. 52.2

According to Newtonian (and our) light kinematics, swimmer-2 will reach Maria-2 with

the following time delay

At = dv/c^ (52.1)

after the arrival of swimmer-1 at Maria-1 (see formula (4.28)).

In fig. 52.1 we mark by spots the positions of the ships when swimmer-1 reaches Ma-

ria-1. Obviously these positions are exactly in the middle between the initial (black)

and final (blank) positions. With dotted lines we mark the position of Maria-2 when swim-

mer-2 reaches it. When v « c, the dotted position of Maria-2 is near to the middle spot

position; however, when v -> c the dotted position is near to the blank position. By the

help of the interferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment one measures the first-order in

v/c effect (1).

§i_I!]§_lD5§rf§r90)§5rl?_"99ypI§^_o?lrr9r§"-§?p§t!lo)§D5

To design the interferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment proceeding from the Michel-

son experiment (see fig. 52.2), we rotated mirror M^ over 45°, calling it M,, and put thej

mirror RM2 (see the dotted mirror); then we gave to mirror M, the name RM, (see now the

down part of fig. 52.3) and fixed RM, and RM^ on the rim of two disks set on a shaft with

length d. Further on we describe together the down and upper part of the experiment.

Monochromatic parallel light emitted by the source S, (or Sp) was partially reflected

and partially refracted by the semi-transparent mirror SM, (SM^). The "transmitted" beam

was then reflected successively by the mirror M, (M^), by the rotating mirror RM^ (RM,),

again by M-, SM, (Mp, SM^), and the observer 0, (0^) registered the interference which the

"transmitted" beam makes with the "reflected" beam, the latter being reflected by the ro

tating mirror RM, (RM^) and transmitted by SM, (SM«). We call the direction from RM, to

RM2 "direct" and from RM2 to RM, "opposite.

The shaft was set into rotation with an angular velocity 9. by an electromotor put at
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the middle of the axle. The shutters Sh, and Sh^ allowed light to pass through only when

the rotating mirrors RMj and Rfl2 were perpendicular to the incident beams. This was accom-

plished by making the opening of the shutters {= 10" sec) depend upon the rotating shaft

itself. Later we realized that the shutters are even not necessary and v;e used simple

slits placed along the light paths to the rotating mirrors. If, at very low rotational

velocity, the "transmitted" light pulse reaches the second rotating mirror in the position

Wl^ (RMj) when the first rotating mirror is in the position RM, (RMo), then, when the

shaft is rotating with the nominal velocity, the "transmitted" pulse will reach the second

rotating mirror when it is in the position RM^ (Rf-lj) if the velocity of light is equal to

c, and in the position RMJ (RM'J) if the velocity of light is equal to c - v (correspon-

dingly, c + v). Denoting by 6 the angle between the radii of RMp and RMA (Rfl, and RM^) and

by a the anale between the radii of m' and RMJ (RM] and R.mV)» we shall have

d
6 + a = n. (52.2)

civ
which for v « c, yields the result (51.3).

Let us note that, according to our theory (see formula (4.28)), the velocity of light

measured on a laboratory clock in the "direct" and "opposite" directions is equal to

c - v and c + v only within an accuracy of first order in v/c. Within an accuracy of second

order in v/c the velocity of light in "direct" and "opposite" directions is c/(l + v/c)

and c/(l-v/c), respectively. Thus the result (51.3) is not approximate but exact. We beg

the reader yery much to pay a due attention to this remark.

Fiq. 52.3
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The difference in the optical paths of the "transmitted" and "reflected" light pulses

for the case when v = (no "aether wind") and v ?^ (presence of an "aether wind") is

^- 2aR = 2^v = 2d^, (52.3)

c^ c^
i

where v is the linear velocity of the rotating mirrors.
^

In our actual experiment (see fig. 52.3) the light paths of the "transmitted" and "re-

flected" photons are not equal. Thus the "transmitted" photons do not interfere with the

"reflected" photons with which they get separated on SMj (SM2) but with photons which

come with a time 2d/c later to SK^ {SV,^) . As on this length the photons in a laser beam

are coherent, the interference is perfect. In fig. 52.7 is presented a situation where

the paths of the "transmitted" and "reflected" photons are equal.

If the wavelength of the light is A and we maintain an angular velocity f^ = 2ttN (N is

the number of revolutions per second), then, during the rotation of the apparatus through

360° about an axis perpendicular to the absolute velocity v, the observers 0^ and O2

should register changes in their interference pictures within

z=4=47r^v (52.4)

wavelengths.

In our actual set-up, the "direct" beams were tangent to the upper parts of the rota-

ting disks, while the "opposite" light beams were tangent to their lower parts. Thus the

reflection of the beams emitted by S^ and S^ proceeded on the same planes of the mirrors.

The "observers" in our actual set-up were two photoresistors which were put in the "arms'

of a Wheatstone bridge. The changes in the interference pictures were exactly opposite .

Thus in our apparatus the mirrors RM^ and RM2 were exactly parallel and the photoresistor

were illuminated not by a pattern of interference fringes but uniformly .

A very important difference between the deviative and interferometric "coupled mir-

rors" experiments is that the effect registered in the latter is independent of small va-

riations in the rotational velocity. In the interferometric variant one need not keep the

illumination over one of the photoresistors constant by changing the velocity of rotatior

when rotating the axis of the apparatus in the horizontal plane, as this was the case in

the deviative method; one need merely register the di fference in the illumination over th

photoresistors during the rotation. This together with the high resolution of the inter-

ferometric method are the most important advantage of the interferometric "coupled-mir-

rors" method.

xxxxx

Since the illumination over the photoresistors changes with the change in the diffe-

rence in the optical paths of the "refracted" and "transmitted" beams according to the

sine law, the apparatus has the highest sensitivity v^hen the illumination over the photo-

resistors is the average one (for maximum and minimum illuminations the sensitivity fall
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to zero). Hence a change in the velocity of rotation leads only to a change in the sensi-

tivity. Let us consider this problem in detail.

We suppose that the electric intensities of the "reflected" and "transmitted" beams

when they meet at the semi-transparent mirror SM, (or sru) are, respectively, (see V,§44)

where E^^^ is the maximum electric intensity, which is equal for both beams, w is the an-

gular frequency of the radiation, and (j) is the difference between the phases of the in-

tensities in the "reflected" and "transmitted" beams.

The resultant electric intensity after the interference is

E = h ^ ^2 = 2E^,sin(cot> f)cos| - E^„p,sin(a.t . i). (52.6)

where E^^^ , = 2 E^^^ cos((j)/2) is the maximum electric intensity (the amplitude) of the re-

sultant beam.

The energy flux density which falls on the photoresistors is

' =
ar ^™pl = ^ 4x"''(*/') =

'max^°^^(*/2)
= -^{1 * COS*). (52.7)

where I ^„ is the maximum energy flux density when (\> = 0.

The sensitivity is

di I

25^ sin*, (52.8)
d(|) c

which is a maximum for 4) = tt/2, 37t/2, i.e., when the difference in the optical paths of

the "reflected" and "transmitted" beams is (2n + l)(X/4), n being an integer. The sensiti-

vity falls to zero for <(> = 0, it, i.e., when this difference is n(X/2).

If the resistance of the photoresistors W changes linearly with the change in the illu-

mination (as was the case in our set-up), then to a small change dl in the energy flux

density a change

dW = kdl = - k -^ sin<()d<|) (52.9)

in the resistance of the photoresistors will correspond, k being a constant. For a change

A(> = TT the resistance will change with W = - k I„^„, as follows after the integration of
max

(9).

Since it is A(j> = 2tiA/X, then for <^ = tt/2 , where the sensitivity is the highest, we

shall have

AW/W = ttA/X. (52.10)

Substituting this into equation (4), we obtain

4TT2dRN W

xxxxx

The measuring procedure was as follws: We set such a rotational rate N, that the illu-
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mination over the photoresistors is minimum. Let us denote the resistance of the photo-

resistors under such a condition by W, and W2 (it must be W, = W2). We put the same con-

stant resistances in the other two arms of the Wheatstone bridge, so that the same curren

I (called initial current) will flow through the arms of the photoresistors, as well as

through the arms of the constant resistors, and no current will flow through the galvano-

meter in the bridge's diagonal. Then we set such a rotational rate Np that the illumina-

tion over the photoresistors is maximum and we connect in series with them two variable

resistors, W, so that again the initial current I has to flow through all arms of the

bridge. After that we make the illumination average, setting a rotational rate

N = (N, +Nj,)/2, and we diminish correspondingly the variable resistor, W, so that again

the initial current has to flow through all arms of the bridge and no current in the dia-

gonal galvanometer. Now if we rotate the axis of the apparatus from a position perpendi-

cular to its absolute velocity v to a position parallel to v, and if we transfer resis-

tance AW from the arm where the illumination over the photoresistor has decreased to the'

arm where it has increased, so that again the same initial current flows through all a

and no current through the diagonal galvanometer, the absolute velocity v can be calcula^

ted from equation (11).

If over both photoresistors there is no the same illumination (i.e., the bridge is no

in equilibrium) when the axis is perpendicular to the absolute velocity, we set the same

illumination by changing the inclination of two glass correctors (see the correctors C
and C" in fig. 52.9). Thus disturbances (twist in the axle, temperature changes, air dis-

turbances) can lead to disequilibration of the bridge only during the cotRe of seconds

when rotating the axis of the apparatus from a position perpendicular to the absolute ve-

locity to a position parallel to the absolute velocity.

We established that the disks do not get twisted differentially at different velocitie

of the shaft when setting the average illumination. We established that the illumination

0/er the photoresistors changes from minimum to maximum (that corresponds to a change in

the difference in the optical paths of the "transmitted" and "reflected" photons equal tc

X/2) when the rotational rate of the shaft changed with AN = 13 rev/sec. This change AN

can be calculated from formula (2), putting there a = 0, v = 0, multiplying it by R and

setting 6R = A/4, i.e., from the equation

.N = ^-Mlc. (52.12)

If a non-symnetric twist of the axle had led to a differential twist of the disks when

changing the rotational velocity, the change of the illumination over the photoresistors

from minimum to maximum had to appear for another change AN.

When the illumination over the photoresistors were average a change 6W = 8x10" W in

any of the arms of the photoresistors (positive in the one and negative in the other)

could be discerned from the fluctuation of the bridge's galvanometer, and thus the resolu!

M
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tion was found to be

2

6v = \^ ^ = + 17 km/sec. (52.13)

The errors that can be introduced from the imprecise values of d = 140 cm, R = 40.0 cm,

N = 120 rev/sec, and X = 632.8 nm (a He-Ne laser) are substantially smaller than the re-

solution and can be ignored. To guarantee sufficient certainty, we take 6v = t 20 km/sec.

The experiment was not performed in vacuum.

The room was not temperature-controlled, but it is easy to calculate that reasonable

thermal and density disturbances of the air along the different paths of the interfering

light beams cannot introduce errors larger than the accepted one.

We shall calculate only the eventual thermal disturbances. The dependence of the index

of refraction of air on the temperature is dn/dT = 10" degree"^. From formula (3) one

can calculate that a fluctuation 6v = 20 km/sec in the absolute velocity corresponds to a

fluctuation 6A = 2 8 (1 8 = 10"^ cm) in the difference in the optical paths of the "trans-

mitted" and "reflected" photons. A fluctuation 6A = 2 8 can be caused by a fluctuation

in the temperature of the air 6T which can be calculated from the equation

6A = 2d ^6T, (52.14),

i.e., by a temperature fluctuation 6T = 7.1x10"^ degree over the whole path of the trans-

Tiitted photons. In formula (14) we take the distance covered by the "transmitted" photons

equal to 2d as they go there and back, and we disregard the distances from SM, and M, (SM^

and M2) to the rotating mirrors RM, (RM2) and RM^ (RMJ, respectively. It is hard to be-

lieve that during the rotation of the axis of the apparatus through 90° the temperature

:an change with a larger amount.

Let us note that in the variation presented in fig. 52.7 a temperature variation during

the rotation cannot lead to a disequilibration of the bridge, as the illumination over

30th photoresistors will change by the same amount.

The whole apparatus was mounted on a platform which could be rotated in the horizontal

Diane. It required only a few seconds to perform a measurement.

The magnitude and apex of the Earth's absolute velocity were established as follows:

During a whole day. we searched for the moment when the Wheatstone bridge is in equilib-

"ium if the axis of the apparatus points east-west. At this moment the Earth's absolute

/elocity lies in the plane of the laboratory' meridian, and the change of the current in

the diagonal galvanometer for a rotation of the platform through an angle unit is the lar -

lest . Thus turning the axis of the apparatus north-south, where the change of the curren t

n the diagonal galvanometer for a rotation of the platform through an angle unit is the

smallest, we measured the component of the absolute Earth's velocity in the horizontal

)lane of the laboratory. The same measurement was done 12 hours later. As can be seen from
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Fig. 52.4

fig. 52.4, the components of the Earth's absolute velocity in the horizontal plane of

the laboratory for these two moments are

V, = vsin{6
a

4)), Vj^ = vsin(6 + (()), (52.15)

where (^ is the latitude of the laboratory and 6 is the declination (see IV, §22B) of the

.2. ..^2,^ 1/2

apex. From these we obtain

V =
Vg + Vjj - 2VgVjj(cos <\>

- sin (^)

tan6 =- b a

2 sin(t)COS(j)

tan<J). (52.16

The components v and v. were taken as positive when they pointed to the north and as

negative when they pointed to the south. Obviously, the apex of the absolute velocity

points to the meridian of the component whose algebraic value is smaller. It was assumed

v < V. and then the right ascension a (see IV, §22B) of the apex equaled the local side-

ral time of registration of v^. We could establish this moment within a precision of abou
a

30 minutes. Thus it was enough to calculate (with an accuracy not larger than t 5 min) th'

sideral time t . for the meridian where the local time is the same as the standard time

t . of registration, taking into account that the sideral time at a middle midnight is as

follows:

I

22 September

22 October

22 November

22 December

21 January

21 February

- 6'

10'

23 March

23 April

23 May

22 June

23 July

22 August

- 12'

-14^

-16^

-18^

- 20^

- 22^
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Our first reliable measurement of the Earth's absolute velocity with the help of the

interferometric "coupled-mirrors" experiment was performed on 12 July 1975 in Sofia

(<) = 42°4r, A = 23°21'). We registered

V, = - 260 + 20 km/sec, (t^^), = IS^S?"" ± 15^,
a S L a

Vjj = + 80 i 20 km/sec, (tg^)^ = 6^3r + IB"". (52.17)

Thus

V = 279 + 20 km/sec,

6 = - 26° ± 4°, a = (t^.)^ = 14^23"^ ± 20^". (52.18)
si a

We repeated the measurement exactly six months later on the 11 January 1976 when the

Earth's rotational velocity around the Sun was oppositely directed. We registered

V, = - 293 + 20 km/sec, (t .), = 6^24"" ± 15*",
d St a

Vjj = + 121 ± 20 km/sec, (t^^)^^ = 18^23"^ + is"' . (52.19)

Thus

V = 327 ± 20 km/sec,

6 = - 21° ± 4°, a = (t .), = 14^11"^ i 20*". (52.20)
s 1 a

For V and 6 we took the root-mean-square error, supposing for simplicity (\> = 45°. The

right ascension is calculated from the moment when v was registered, i.e., from (t .) ,
a St a

since for this case (|Vg| > |Vjj|) the sensitivity was better. If our experiment is accu-

rate enough, then t . , which is taken as the second, must differ with 11 58^" from t . ,

which is taken as the first, because of the difference between solar and sideral days.

The magnitude and the equatorial coordinates of the apex of the Sun's absolute veloci-

ty are given by the arithmetical means of the figures obtained for the Earth's absolute

velocity in July and January; thus

V = 303 t 20 km/sec,

6 = - 23° ± 4°, a = 14^17"^ ± 20'". (52.21)

xxxxx

In fig. 52.5 we show the different rotational velocities in which our Earth takes

part: v^ is the Earth's velocity about the Sun, which changes its direction with a period

of one year; v^ is the Sun's velocity about the galactic center, which changes its direc-

tion with a period of 200 millions years (Vr and v^ have been established by the help of

astronomical observations); v is the geometrical sum of these two and of the velocity of

our Galaxy about the center of the galactic cluster, which we measure with our apparatus.

If we subtract geometrically v^ (v^ = 250 km/sec, 6^ = 27°51', a^ = 19 28'") from v (see

the figures in (21)), we shall obtain the rotational velocity of our Galaxy.
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Fig. 52.5

Let us now compare the fi cures in (17) with those obtained in 1973 with the help of

the deviative "coupled-mirrors" experiment (see p. 182). In 1972 the axis of the appara-

tus v/as fixed in the horizontal plane with an azimuth A' = 84°. For the sake of simpli-

city (see fig. 52,5), we shall assume A = 90°. In a day the axis of the deviative "coup-

led mirrors" implement rotated in a plane parallel to the equatorial , and thus the velo-

city v' = 130 + 100 km/sec, which we measured, was the projection of the absolute velo-

city V in the equatorial plane. Proceeding from fig. 52.5, we obtain v = vcos6 = 251

km/sec, if we use the figures in (17). On 12 July the maximum effect in the deviative va-

riant must be registered 6 hours before the registration of v and v. , i.e., it must be

= 0^31"", t = 12^37"^. We established t' = 3^ ± 2^, t' = 15^ + 2^ in the period
opp dir opp ^^-dir

between 25 July and 23 August. Thus the reduction of t
dir

t to the first days of Augus
,

(the average of our 1973 measurements) should increase the differences between t .. , t

and t\. , t' . The reduction of A 90" to A' 84° will

opp
however, diminish these dif-

ferences and the difference between v and v' . Nevertheless, despite the perceptible
eq eq » r

differences between the figures obtained in 1973 and 1975, we are even surprised that our

very imperfect deviative "coupled mirrors" experiment led to such relatively good results

Prof. Paul Wesley (1981) proposed certain improvements in the interferometric "coupled

mirrors" experiment which can make the interference picture more stable, exclude the ther-

mal disturbances, and increase the effect to be measured. We give here these proposed im-

provements by the courtesy of Prof. Wesley.

In fig. 52.6 one sees a clear diagram of our interfereometric "coupled mirrors" expe-

riment.
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pXT Fig. 52.6

In fig. 52.7 is presented the first improvement which makes the paths of the interfe-

ring light beams exactly equal. This will lead to a more stable interference picture

and make the effect free of thermal and density air disturbances. A complete identity

will be achieved if the places of S' and P"*" will be interchanged.

Fig. 52.7

In fig. 52.8 is presented the second improvement. If the light beams make not one but

reflections on the rotating mirrors, the effect will be increased n times. If by this

trick and by amelioration of the implement's parameters one can succeed to make A equal

to A, then no calibration of the bridge will be needed (see §57B and §59F), and the abso-

lute velocity of the laboratory will be measured with a much higher accuracy. In this case

Dne should search for the rotational velocity N at which the bridge galvanometer will show

^ times the zero current when rotating the implement through 360°. The absolute velocity

then is to be calculated from the formula (see (4))

V = n
Ac

4TidRN
(52.22)
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~.o~ Fig. 52.8

Let us note that when A < X the bridge galvanometer shows 2 times the zero current

when rotating the implement through 360°. On the other hand, when A > X the bridge galva-

nometer shows 6 times the zero current when rotating the implement through 360 .

1

Qi_l!PPr9y§^_yersion_gf_the_interferometric_"cougled_m
^

When being in Washington in 1978 Marinov presented to the National Science Foundation

the following IMPROVED VERSION OF THE INTERFEROMETRIC "COUPLED MIRRORS" EXPERIMENT (see

fig. 52.9), to which after six months of examination a grant was not awarded:

Light from a single light source (He-Ne laser) is split by the semi-transparent mir-

ror SM into two beams. The one beam reflects on mirrors M', MJ and is then split by semi-

transparent mirror SM' into two secondary beams; the other beam reflects on mirror M!J and

is then split by semi-transparent mirror SM" also into two secondary beams. The beam

"reflected" on SM' (or SM") reflects on mirrors M2, Mi (MJ, M^), on the rotating mirror

RM' (RM"), on mirror Ml (MV) and, reflecting on semi-transparent mirror SM" (SM'), illu-

minates the photoresistor P" (P'). The beam "transmitted" by SM' (SM") reflects on mir-

ror Wl (M!), on rotating mirror RM" (RM'), on mirrors M^, M^ (M' M^) and, passing through

semi-transparent mirror SM" (SM'), illuminates the photoresistor P" (P'), where it inter-

feres with the "reflected" beam. The light spots over the photo res is tors are small and

the illumination over them uniform .

The rotating axle has two disks on its extremities and the rotating mirrors are fixed

on their rims. C and C" are two thin glass plates; changing their inclination, one chan-

ges the optical paths of the "reflected" and "transmitted" beams, and so a maximum sensi-

tivity can be adjusted (see §52B). Rotating the micrometer m, one moves SM'-M2 and

SM"-M2 (together with the photoresistors) into mutually opposite directions , so that the

optical paths of the "reflected" and "transmitted" beams do not change. All elements be-

neath the axle lie in a plane perpendicular to the figure. Thus the distances M^-RM' and

M^-RM", as well as the distances M^-RM' and MJ-RM", are equal. The mirrors M^, M^,.M^, MJ

are small, so that only when the light beams are nearly perpendicular to the rotating
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Fig. 52.9

mirrors the photoresistors are illuminated. Ke shall consider only the case when light

goes through H^, the beam to MJ being blocked, supposing that the axle is rotating clock-
wise (in the figure noted "cw").

Let us denote the light path SM'-M^-M^-RM' by d' and the light path S^!•-^!J-RM" by d".

Suppose first that the axis of the apparatus is perpendicular to the absolute velocity of
the laboratory. If d' = d", then at anv rotational velocity of the axle the interference
will not change, i.e., the illumination over the photoresistors will remain the same. In-

deed, two photons separated by SM' at the same moment will reach the first and second ro-

tating mirrors also at the same moment (when they are, say, in the positions RM' and RFV)
and thus will return to Sfl" also at the same moment. However, if d' > d" (denote

= d' - d"), then two photons separated by SM' at the same moment will reach the rota-
i ng mirrors at different moments. Consequently, if at a low rotational velocity, v = 0,
the "reflected" photon reaches the first rotating mirror in the position RM' and the "tran-

smitted" photon reaches the second rotating mirror in the position Rf^", then, at a higher

rotational velocity, v^, the "reflected" photon will reach the first rotating mirror in

the position RMJ, while the "transmitted" photon will reach the second rotating mirror in

the position RMJ. If we denote by A^ the distances RM'-RMJ and R.M"-RMJ, the path covered

by the "reflected" photon will become shorter by 2a and the path covered by the "trans-

mitted" photon will become longer by 2a^. The time difference with which the "transmitted"
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photon will arrive later than the "reflected" photon at SM" will be
|

AV = 2^ = i^v^ =2^Ad. (52.22)1

Suppose now that the axis of the apparatus is parallel to the absolute velocity of the

laboratory which points from Pfl' to RM" (into the "direct" direction). Now the "reflected"

photon will proceed along the path Mp"^^ with a velocity c + v, while the "transmitted"

photon will proceed along the path SM'-MJ with a velocity c-v. Thus, if d' = d", the

"reflected" photon will reach the first rotating mirror earlier (when it is, say, in the

position RMp), while the "transmitted" photon will reach the second rotating mirror later

(when it is, say, in the position RM^). If we denote by A the distances RM'-RM^ and

RM"-RM2, the path covered by the "reflected" photon will become longer by 2a and the path

covered by the "transmitted" photon will become shorter by 2a. The time difference with

which the "reflected" photon will arrive later than the "transmitted" photon at SM" will

At . 2 ^ . 4 (v/c)(d/2)
v^ , 2

!V
d. (52.23)

where d is the distance between the beams striking the mirrors. J

Thus, at an arbitrary position of the axis of the apparatus in space when the component

of the laboratory's absolute velocity along the axis is v, the interference can be maintai-i

ned stable at any rotational velocity of the axle if we put the micrometer in such a posi-

tion (such a Ad > 0), that one should have At = At. From (22) and (23) we then obtain

V = (Ad/d)c. (52.24)

Letting light pass from SM to M'J (and blocking the light to M'), the compensation is

to be made at Ad < 0, so that the difference in both positions of the micrometer will

exactly give 2Ad. To achieve a better accuracy, the measurement can be performed working

simultaneously with both beams proceeding from SM and with both photoresistors. Then we

search for such a position of the micrometer when for a certain change of the rotational

velocity the illuminations over both photoresistors (and, thus, the currents produced) change

v/ith the same amount. It is expedient to change the rate of rotation so that the illumina-

tion over the photoresistors changes from minimum to minimum, i.e., the interference chan-

ges with one wavelength. One can have equal changes in the currents produced by both photo-

resistors only v/hen the middle point of the micrometer is at a distance Ad/2 from the

middle point between the beams striking the rotating mirrors. Thus at this method the mi-

crometer with the mirrors SM' , M' \V^, SM" and the photoresistors must be removable to the

left and to the right, so that the "equilibrium" positions can be found. Obviously, in

both methods the oap of the micrometer, or the sjhift of the whole micrometer with respect

to its middle position, can be expressed in km/sec. If d = 1 m, then Ad = 1 mm will cor-

respond to V = 300 km/sec. The effect does not depend on the rotational velocity of the

mirrors; only the sensitivity depends on this velocity. If the rotational velocity is
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V = 3 km/sec, the interference will change with one wavelength X = At c = 633 nm for

Ad = 31.6 mm. If Ad is 100 mm, the interference will change with one wavelenqth for a

change in the rotational velocity Av = 949 m/sec. More about the sensitivity see in §52B.

xxxxx

The measuring method is the following:

The axle is mounted stationary pointing north/south. During a whole day one measures

the component of the absolute velocity along the axis of the apparatus. There will be two

extreme values v and v. registered with time difference of 12 hours; v and v. must be

taken as positive when pointing to the north and we choose always v < v. . The method for

calculation the magnitude of the absolute velocity and the declination of its apex is

described in §52B. The right ascension of the apex is equal to the local sideral time of

registration of v,

.

a

The advantages of the improved variation with respect to the Sofia variation (see §52B)

are the following: It is not necessary to put the apparatus on a rotating platform and

there is no calibration. The unique quantities which are to be measured are two distances:

d and Ad.

Pj:_I!]§_i0t§rf§r9Q)§trl9_"99y2l§^_!rl!rr9r§-_§^P§rl!P§D5_wlth_neutrons

The high sensibility of neutron interferometry allows a repetition of the interferomet-

ric "coupled mirrors" experiment using as interfering particles not photons but neutrons,

so that the Earth's absolute velocity can be measured with a phantastical accuracy.

In a neutron interferometer the points of separation and meeting of the coherent neut-

rons cannot be made coinciding, as this can be done with a light interferometer (see p.

170). Leaving aside the problem about the geometrical form of the neutron interferometer^^

we shall suppose that the point of separation is at the middle of the apparatus (as is

the case with the improved version - see §52C), and that the neutrons strike the rotating

mirrors perpendicularly. Thus we can make use of formula (4) and for the time difference

with which an "opposite" neutron will arrive at the point of interference after a "direct"

neutron (see the case shown in fig. 52.9) we obtain

At = 47TdRNv/c^. (52.25)

Substituting this and the first term on the right side of formula (44.23) into the

formula (44.26), we obtain for the phase shift

A4; = 87i^mdRNv/ch. (52.26)

-24
Taking into account that the mass of the neutron is m = 1.674x10 g and taking the

value of h from IIA, p. 30, we obtain that the phase shift in an experiment with the same

parameters as in ours (see p. 191) will be 27t for an absolute velocity of a couple of

cm/sec.
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The phase shift for photons calculated in the same manner is

Aij<' = 8TT^P)<JRMv/ch, (52.27)

and in our interferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment (see §52B) it was 2tt for an abso-;

lute velocity of tens of thousands of km/sec .

We think, however, that at the present state of technique the performance of the inter-

ferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment is only a dream. Thus, before thinking for neut- j

rons, one has to try to repeat the interferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment with x-ra|

interferometry where the sensitivity is between that of visible photons and neutrons, an<

where, we hope, one should be able to obtain a stable interference picture from moving

mirrors, as we succeeded to do this with visible photons.

§53. THE ACCELERATED "COUPLED MIRRORS" EXPERIMENT

With the help of the interferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment (see §52B) we estab-

lished that the absolute velocity of our laboratory was different during the different

days of the year. This was due to the fact that our Earth has a steady kinematic accele -

ration directed to the Sun which leads to a periodic change (with a period of one year)

in its absolute velocity. Thus the kinematic character of the laboratory's acceleration

can always be revealed, since it leads to a change in the absolute velocity of the labo-

ratory. However, during the whole time our laboratory had a yery big dynamic acceleration

directed to the Earth's center which did not lead to a change in its absolute velocity.

Thus we can draw the following conclusion: If one measures by accelerometer a certain

acceleration of a laboratory, one can immediately give the answer whether this accelera-

tion has a kinematic or dynamic (gravitational) character: in the first case the absolute

velocity of the laboratory should chance, in the second case it should not. Thus if one foi

mulates the principle of equivalence (see p. 5) in the sense that there is no possibility

to make an experimental difference between a kinematic and a dynamic (gravitational) ac-

celeration, then our "coupled mirrors" experiment can be considered as an experimentun

crucis rejecting this princ iple.

Let us note, however, that when the laboratory is in a conservative external field

(see IIB, p. 57), as is the case with our Earth in the gravitational field of the Sun, or

with an artificial satellite revolving around the Earth, the accelerometer shows null ef-

fect and the absolute speedometer shows changes in the laboratory's absolute velocity.

Only when the kinematic accleration is due to the action of internal forces (as is the

case with a space ship moving under the action of its ov/n thrust), both the accelerometer

and the speedometer show effects.
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§54. THE EXPERIMENTS WITH SOUND SYNCHRONIZATION

In the "coupled shutters" and "coupled mirrors" experintents a Newtonian time synchroni-

zation is realized by the help of a rotating axle and, as we said (see p. 170), those expe-

rimets appertain to the big class of "rotating axle" experiments.

Briscoe (1958) pointed out to another possibility for realization of a Newtonian time

synchronization between spatially separated points: the use of sound signals. Assuming

that the propagation of sound is isotropic in any inertailly moving medium, Briscoe pro-

posed to measure the laboratory's absolute velocity by comparing the arrival times of pa-

rallel propagating sound and light (electromagnetic) signals.

We already said (see p. 146) that the propagation of sound represents a propagation

of energy and thus also of mass. However, the proper energy and proper mass of

massive and massless particles are attached to absolute space. Is sound energy also atta-

ched to absolute space? Are the phonons (the hypothetical particles ascribed to sound

waves in a similar manner as massive and massless particles are ascribed to their de

Broglie waves, and until now introduced only for mathematical convinience) really existing

particles or not? The most definite answer can be given by measuring the Sagnac and Mari-

nov effects with phonons. If the effects will exist, the phonons are to be considered as

real particles; if will not, the essence of sound energy will pose terrible difficulties

to theoretical physics. Indeed, if the propagation of sound is an isotropic phenomenon,

i.e., if sound propagates with the same velocity along any direction in a homogeneous me-

dium, independently of the absolute velocity of the medium, then one can realize (if not

practically, at least theoretically) a transfer of energy with respect to absolute space

by a velocity higher than that of light. So for certain directions of propagation the pro:::^

per energy of sound will become equal to infinity, and for other it will become imaginary.

Thus the phonons will represent the mysterious "TACHYONS" (hypothetical particles propa-

gating with a velocity higher than c), to which so many scholastic papers have been dedi-

cated in the last years. However, it is difficult to consider energy as an imaginary quan-

tity. Thus, according to our conceptions, the Sagnac and Marinov effects for phonons must

be available, and the phonons are to be considered as particles similar to neutrons and

electrons.

At the present state of technique, a "rotating disk" experiment with sound cannot lead

to a reliable result. Indeed, if at the rim of a rotating disk one separates a sound wave

(or sound pulses), the half of which proceeds along the direction of rotation and the other

half oppositely, then, on the grounds of formulas (44.22) and (44,19), the "direct" pho-

nons will return to the separation point with the following phase difference after the op-

posite" phonons

AiJ; = 2TTvAt = 4TivdV/c^ = Sttv^S/c^. (54.1)
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Usinq ultrasonic waves with a frequency v = 1 MHz, supposing that the rotational angu-

lar velocity of the disk is fi = 900 rad/sec, and that the area encircled by the phonons
p _o

is S = 1 ni , we obtain Ai|» = Snxio rad. This is such a small phase shift which can never

be measured. Let us note that the "rotating disk" experiment with visible photons and neu-j

trons leads to reliable results because the frequency of photons and neutrons is much

higher than the frequency of phonons.

Thus one must try to measure the Marinov effect with sound because (i) velocity V for

the Marinov effect is much higher, and (ii) the path d of the phonons can be made much

longer. So, taking in formula (1) the same frequency of ultrasonic signals as above,

V = 300 km/sec, and d = 10 km, one obtains a phase difference At|> = 0.4^ rad.

For the measurement of the Marinov effect, however, one must be able to realize a New-

tonian time synchronization. As the use of a rotating axle for such a long distance is

not possible, one can perform a type of Briscoe's experiment in order to establish whe-

ther the velocity of sound is also anisotropic as the velocity of light, the anisotropy

of which is already firmly established. Thus if a type of Briscoe's experiment will give

a null result, i.e., if with this experiment the Earth's absolute velocity cannot be mea-

sured, then the velocity of sound is anisotropic, and both anisotropy effects - of sound

and of lirht - annihilate each other. If however, the result will be positive, this will

signify that the velocity of sound is isotropic in any medium moving in absolute space.

§1 _ Il}§_ y 1 ^r§ §90 l9_!!cou9led_ shutters "experiment

We consider Briscoe's original proposal as practically unrealizable, because of tech-

nical difficulties. A more reliable variation of Briscoe's experiment was proposed by Yil-

maz (1978). Here we shall present the variation proposed by Marinov (1977), which we con-

sider as more relaible and easier for realization, and which is called the ULTRASONIC

"COUPLEDSHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT (see fig. 54.1). We assume that sounds propagates isotropically

Two high-frequency operating shutters Sh., Shg are set a distance d apart. The shutters

lie between light source S-, S^ (lasers) and observers 0«, Og, as shown in the figure. A

generator G produces electric pulses with a period T (peak to peak time) which: (i) govern

the shutter Sh., (ii) are applied to the emitter of ultrasonic waves E., are applied to

the vertical plates of the oscilloscope Osc. The ultrasonic pulses emitted by E^, which

have the same period T, propagate through water at a velocity V (v^here their wavelength

is > = VT) and are received by the receiver Rg. After being transfomied into electric pul-

ses and amplified by the amplifier Ag they: (i) are applied to the emitter of ultrasonic

waves Eg, (ii) govern the shutter Shg. The ultrasonic pulses emitted by Eg propagate back-

wards in water with the same velocity V and are received by the receiver R«. After being

amplified by the amplifier A., they dre aplied to the same vertical plates of the oscillo-

scope.

We assume that water is homogeneous. Then we assume that the elements of the A-part
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Fig. 54.1

(as well as of the B-part) lie very close to each other, so that the time it takes the

electric pulses to cover the lines between shutters and ultrasonic emitter-receiver system

can be ignored. In such a case we can affirm that when on the screen of the oscilloscope

the emitted pulses (the high ones) coincide with the received pulses (the low ones) there

is a whole number of ultrasonic pulses along the track E.-Rg-Eg-R.. Moving the emitter-

receiver system E.-R. back and forth we can change the number of pulses on that track.

Suppose first that the absolute velocity of the laboratory is perpendicular to the axis

d. The wavelength of light in both directions will be A = cT, and there will be

n = d/A = d/cT (54.2)

light pulses between the shutters Sh. and Sh^. Moving the emitter-receiver system Ea-Ra*

we choose such a position that 0. and Og should see an average light intensity. In such

a case a half integer number of sound waves is placed along the track E.-R^-Eg-R., and

the low pulses will be exactly between the high pulses. In the real experiment, where the

time lost by the pulses along the electric tracts cannot be ignored, the low pulses will

have a certain position with respect to the high pulses.

Suppose now that the absolute velocity v becomes parallel to d, pointing from left to

right, which direction will be called "direct". The light wavelength in the "direct" di-

rection will become A,

there will be

_d

(c + v)T

X. - (c-v)T and in the "opposite" direction A„ = (c + v)T, so that

d
n. = — =

A
(^-v)T "b4 (54.3)

light pulses between the shutters Sh. and Shg in the "direct" and "opposite" directions,

respectively.

If An = n. - ng is less than (or equal to) 1/2, the observer Og will see the average
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light intensity plus a An-th part of the maximum light intensity, while the observer 0.

will see the average light intensity minus a An-th part of the maximum light intensity.

Thus for An = 1/2, Og will see a maximum light intensity and 0^ no light. If An < 1/2,

one can reduce the time during which the shutters remain open to An T (see the small seg-

ments shaded in black in the figure), so that 0. will see no light, v/hile Og will see a

(2An)-th part of the normal maximum light intensity. (N.B. Such will be the case if

d/X = m + 3/4, where m is an integer; if d/X = m + 1/4, all will be vice versa).

From (3) we obtain
c + v ~ ^ . o V

c"b7T7"'b*2^" = "b^'^"'
(S"-")

and making use of (2) we obtain for the absolute velocity

v=^^ = 4r'. (54.5)

Taking f = 1/T = 1 MHz, d = 15 km, we obtain, for v = 300 km/sec, An = 0.1.

In an actual experiment the water will not be homogeneous. Nevertheless, this is of no

importance because the "direct" and "opposite" sound waves cross exactly the same way, and

the number of sound waves in the "direct" and "opposite" directions will be the same.

However, as a result of different influences (temperature, density, currents, etc.) the

water can change its sound conductive properties. This signifies that during different

moments different numbers of sound waves will be placed along the tract Ea"'^r'^r"'^a» ^"^

the low pulses will "creep" with respect to the high pulses. Thus throughout the experi-

ment, a corresponding shift of the emitter- receiver system E.-R. is to be performed and

the low pulses are to be maintained at their initial positions. If the creep of the low

pulses is conspicuous, the experiment should be performed in winter when the water is co-

vered by ice and preserves its sound conductive properties for long enough. This experi-

ment will be successful if the low pulses can be maintained at their initial positions a

whole day with an accuracy much less than one An-th part of the period T. For convenience

and higher accuracy the compensation of the creep is to be made not in the ultrasonic but

in the electric tract.

If one can realize a stable multiplication of the frequency f and govern the shutters

Sh., Shg by this enhanced frequency, then the absolute velocity v can be measured by chan-

ging the multiplication factor and by using a method similar to that used (and explained

in detail) in §62, thus not waiting for the Earth's rotation.

The IMPROVED VERSION OF THE ULTRASONIC "COUPLED SHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT, where the highly

effective method of the differential "coupled shutters" experiment (see §50D) is used, is

to be performed in a laboratory with a basis, d, of a couple of meters, so that the appa-

ratus can be mounted on a rotating paltform. One can explain the improved version, making
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use of fig. 54.1. As observers transducers of light into electric current, say, photodio-

des will be used. The difference in the currents produced by the two photodiodes will be

detected by a sensitive galvanometer (see §50D). Both light beams will be produced by a

single laser sourse as to avoid differential intensity fluctuations. The material conduc-

ting the sound signals must be chosen to have a good thermal stability (if necessary a

thermal stabilization is to be made), so as to exclude the creep of the low pulses during

the short time of measurement when rotating the platform.

The paths of the "direct" and "opposite" light pulses must be made changeable, say,

as shown in fig. 50.1, or by moving separately to and fro the "chopping" and "detecting"

part of the shutters (it is sufficient to change the path only of the "direct" or only of

the "opposite" light pulses but with the double amount).

The measuring procedure is as follows: During a whole day one eliminates the appearing

difference current by changing the path of the "direct" or "opposite" light pulses. The

best sensitivity is obtained for n = d/X equal to m + 1/4 or to m + 3/4, where m is an

integer; for n equal to m or to m + 1/2 the sensitivity falls to zero. 'If the component

of the absolute velocity of the laboratory along the axis of the apparatus changes from

to V, one has to change the paths of the "direct" and "opposite" light pulses by Ad, so

that relation (52.24) will be valid. (The sensitivity is considered for n = d/X = m', m'+l/2.)

The sensitivity of the method can be estimated wery simply. If 6d is the minimum shift

which leads to an effect discernable from the fluctuations of the galvanometer, the accu-

racy with which the absolute velocity can be measured is

6v = (6d/d)c. (54.6)

In our differential "coupled shutters" experiment from §500 the rotating disk had 30

holes and when it rotated with a constant rate of N = 200 rev/sec, i.e., when the chopping

frequency was f = 6 KHz, the current fluctuation 61 (for the current fluctuation we use

here the same symbol as in §50D was used for the current change caused by the absolute ve-

locity) was about a 10~ part of the current Al which was about a 10" part of the current

I produced by the photodiodes. Thus the fluctuation represented about a 6I/I = 10~ part

of the total current.

Let us now consider formula (5) which says that if a (Sn part of the light pulses (in

more in the "direct" pulses and in less in the "opposite" pulses) can be discerned from

the fluctuations, than the absolute velocity can be measured with an accuracy

6v = c^6n/2fd. (54.7)

For the differential "coupled shutters" experiment (§500) the inaccuray according to

this- formula, where we put 6n = 61/ 1, is 6v = 500 km/sec.

For the ultrasonic "coupled shutters" experiment, putting in formula (7) 6n = 10"

and taking f = 1 MHz, we obtain, for the same basis d = 150 cm, 6v = 3 km/sec.
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The description of the ultrasonic "coupled shutters" experiments in §54B and §54C was

performed at the assumption that the propagation of sound is isotropic in any inertially

moving medium. However, as we state in §54A, this cannot be true: the velocity of sound

must be direction dependent exactly in the same manner as the velocity of massive and

massless particles is direction dependent. Thus the effect in the ultrasonic "coupled

shutters" experiment must be null.

§55. THE KINEMATIC TIME DILATION EXPERIMENTS

^i_Ib§_B9§§l:b§ll_"!?§son"_ex9eriment

The first observations which verified the kinematic time dilation were made by Rossi

and Hall (1941) in the so-called "MESON" EXPERIMENT. To explain its essence, we have to

introduce certain brief notions from radioactivity.

According to the law of radioactive decay (see a corresponding book on atomic physics),

if there is a large enough number N of radioactive atoms, then after a definite time a

certain strictly defined part of them (N atoms) will decay. If we take N = N /e (e = 2.71),

then the corresponding time is called the MEAN LIFETIME (or MEAN-LIFE). When the radioac-

tive atoms are at rest with respect to absolute space, their mean-life is called the uni-

versal mean-life and is denoted by T. If the atoms move with a velocity v in absolute

space, their mean-life (called proper mean-life), because of the time dilation, becomes

(see (3.25))

° (1 - v2/c2)l/2

where T and T are measured in the same time units.

Indeed, the mean-life (as the period of a light clock) can be considered as a unit of

time. For this reason the same relation which exists between the periods of two identical

light clocks moving with different velocities in absolute space exists also between the

mean-lives of two identical amounts of radioactive atoms moving with the same different

velocities in absolute space.

The same law is valid also for the decay of p-mesons (elementary particles with masses

between the electron and the proton). Since their universal mean-life (measured in an

Earth laboratory) is T = 2.2 10" sec, and y-mesons with velocities near to v can be ob-

served, then measuring the distance d covered by mesons until (l/e)th part of them will

decay, and knowing v, one can calculate the proper mean life for the velocity v from the

relation

Tq = d/v. (55.2)

The proper mean-life T measured in this manner is to be compared with the mean-life T

measured previously, and relation (1) is to be proved right.

I
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The "meson" experiment was carried out in the following way: The rate of y-mesons in

the cosmic rays (produced near the top of the atmosphere as a result of nuclear interac-

tions caused by the primary cosmic radiation) having velocities near to c was measured

on the top of a mountain and on the sea level. The change in the rate showed that formula

(1) is valid.

Thus the "meson clock" whose period is the mean-life of y-mesons was the first natural

clock which has shown that the time dilation is a real physical phenomenon .

A similar experiment with positive and negative mesons moving along a circular orbit

in a storage ring of a circular accelerator was recently performed by Bailey et al . (1977),

and relation (1) was verified very reliably.

§i_B§l§Mvlstic_and_absglute_treatment_of_the_"meson"_ex

The absolute character of the time dilation cannot be established with the help of

the "meson" experiment.

Now we shall propose a thought experiment representing a modification of the "meson"

experiment, where the different treatments of the time dilation in the framework of the

theory of relativity and of our absolute space-time theory can clearly by presented.

Let us have (see fig. 55.1) two identical space ships passing clear alongside of each

other with relative velocity v somewhere in the cosmos. Let us suppose that in any of

these ships mesons are produced at a given moment, and their mean-life is measured, using

as a clock the other space ship which is proceeding with a constant velocity along the

windows of the first one. For this purpose along the boards of both ships equidistant

strips are painted; counting the number of the passing strips, one can count the number

of equal intervals of time.

C
I I I I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I I

I M I I I I I I I I I

C

I I I I I

Fig. 55.1

Let us suppose that ship S is at rest with respect to absolute space and ship S' moving

with velocity v. We assume that the mesons in S' are produced when points B' and A (the

stern of ship S' and the prow of ship S) are in front of each other, and the mesons in S

are produced when points A' and B (the prow of ship S' and the stern of ship S) are in

front of each other. Further we assume for simplicity's sake that all mesons live the

same time, i.e., that the lifetime of all mesons are equal. If

/Jc/2, (55.3)
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and the lifetime of the mesons in S is T, say, the time in which point C (the midship of

S') will come in front of point B, then, according to formula (1), the lifetime of the

mesons in S' will be

T' = ^
p p ,,p . (55.4)

(1 - v2/c2)l/2
'

Thus, taking into account (3), we have to conclude that the same mesons will live in S*

two times longer, i.e., T' = 2T, and if the mesons in S' are produced when point A is in

front of point B', then they must decay when point B will be in front of point B'.

Hence, according to our absolute space-time theory, the pictures in both ships will be

different, and this ship, from which a smaller part of the other ship (a smaller number

of strips) would be seen to pass during the time in which the mesons should decay, will

be at rest with respect to absolute space (or will move at lower speed with respect to |

absolute space). If the crews can communicate by radio, they can easily establish which
j

ship is in motion and which at rest (or which ship moves with a lower velocity in abso- 1

lute space). For this purpose they have only to compare the numbers of equidistant strips

which any of the crews counts for the time of decay of the mesons carried in their own

ship.

Special relativity denies the existence of absolute space and asserts that the pic-

tures in both ships must be the same, i.e., both crews have to count exactly equal

numbers of equidistant strips for the time of decay of the mesons. Hence, according to

special relativity, if the mesons are produced when points A and B' (respectively. A' and

B) are in front of each other, they must decay when, say, points B and B' will be in front

of each other. Special relativity can explain this result (preserving the time dilation

dogma) only with the help of the famous Lorentz length contraction. Indeed, if ship S' is

considered in motion with respect to S, then its length L' = A'B', when measured in the

inertial frame K of ship S, according to the formula for the length contraction (6.42),

will be

L' = L(l - v^/c^)^/^, (55.5)

where L = AB is the length of ship S measured in frame K (i.e., L is the "proper length"

of both ships). Taking into account (4), we get L' = L/2.

Hence, ship S', when moving, must become shorter (see fig. 55.2), and now it is easily

seen that when the mesons are produced in S' (points A and B' in front of each other),

then the prow of ship S' (point A') will be in front of the midship of S (point C). With

the help of this speculation one can conclude that, indeed, the mesons is ship S' will

live two times longer than the mesons in ship S, since the moment when A and B' are in

front of each other will not coincide with the moment when points A' and B will be in

front of each other.

However both ships are entirely identical in their "inertial rights". Thus we can con-

sider ship S in motion and ship S' at rest; now all must be conversely, i.e., ship S will

i
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become two times shorter than ship S', and the mesons in S will live two times longer

than in S'. We shall not pose to specail relativity the provoking question, which of both

ships is really the contracted one. We shall only mention that if any of two men is firm-

ly persuaded that the other one is the more unintelligent, and that both these assertions

may be true together, we have to conclude that the intelligence of these men is on the

same (relatively low) level.

Qi_Ib§.y§f§l§z!S§§5lD9_"9l99!S§ir9yD^:^!]§:World"_ex9eriment

The first experiment where the Lorentz time dilation was verified using macroscopic

clocks was the "CLOCKS-ROUND-THE-WORLD" EXPERIMENT of Hafele and Keating (1972). It con-

sists of the following:

Two jet planes carrying atomic clocks left Washington in eastern and western direc-

tions, flew round the world and returned to the starting point. The readings At^, At^

of the clocks carried by the eastern and western planes were compared with the reading At

of a third atomic clock left in Washington.

To analyse this experiment it may be assumed that both planes flew exactly along the

parallel of Washington at the same height above sea level, at which height a stationar^__.

clock in Washington was also placed. The corrections which are to be made when the planes

fly at different heights can be performed by taking into account the gravitational time

dilation (see IV, §65). In the actual experiment the planes made many landings during the

trip, thus changing their gravitational potentials, and the Hafele-Keating experiment

proved both the kinematic and dynamic (gravitational) time dilations.

The motion of the Earth around the Sun and their combined motion relative to absolute

space may be ignored because the average influence of all these motions on the clocks was

the same . Only the rotational velocity of the Earth v need be considered, as it leads to

an asymmetry in the motion of the different clocks. We have

2tt\- Rcoscj), (55.6)

where R is the Earth's radius, (j) is the latitude of Washington's parallel, and T is the

length of the sideral day.

If V is the velocity of the planes with respect to the Earth, then the east-bound clock
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which moves with velocity v^ = v^ + v with respect to absolute space will be slow, while

the west-bound clock which moves with velocity Vw = v - v with respect to absolute space

will be fast. The time differences compared with the clock left in Washington

6t^ = At^ - At, 6t^ = Atyj- At, according to formula (8.7), to within an accuracy of se-

cond order in "velocity/light velocity", become

6tE__2vv^^ 6tw_2vv^V
At

~
c2

' At ~2 • ^^^'^^

If we choose ^ = 43° (cos43° = 0.730) - that is the latitude of Washington - and if we

take T = 86,200 sec, R = 6370 km, we obtain v = 340 m/sec. Of the same order is the com-

mercial speed of the jet planes, so that we can suppose v = v = 300 m/sec. Hence, under

such simplified conditions, it is

Hafele and Keating 's planes did not fly strictly along the parallel of Washington, nor

at the same height and they made many landings, the number of which was different for

each plane. After taking into account the actual routes of the planes and the influence

of the different gravitational potentials at different heights of the flights Hafele and

Keating calculated 6t^ = - 59 + 10 ns, 6ty = 273 ± 7 ns, where the theoretical incerti-

tudes come from the inprecise knowledge of the routes. The experimentally measured diffe-

recnes were 6t^ = - 40 ± 23 ns, 6ty = 275 ± 21 ns.

Recently Briatore and Leschiutta (1976) claimed to have experimentally verified the

kinematic and dynamic time dilations, by comparing for a couple of years the readings of

atomic clocks placed at different points on the Earth which have different absolute velo-

cities (because of the different latitudes) and different gravitational potentials (be-

cause of the different heights above sea level of the stations and not exactly spherical

form of the Earth).

Di_Ib§_"§Dl2P9^§l_clocks"_experiment

The "ANTIPODAL CLOCKS" EXPERIMENT, with whose help one can measure the absolute velo-

city of the laboratory, was proposed in 1972 by Karinov and considered in more detail in

1977. Its essence is the following (see fig. 55.3, where we have shown the Earth as seen

from the north celestial pole):

Two atomic clocks are placed at two antipodal points on the Earth's equator. Let the

Earth's absolute velocity be v and the linear velocity of daily rotation of the equator

v^. Suppose for the sake of simplicity that the Earth's axis is perpendicular to the plane

of the ecliptic and the day of the year is such that the absolute velocity of the Sun (or
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at least its component in the plane of the ecliptic) v^ is parallel to the velocity of the

Earth around the Sun v^. Taking the initial zero time when it is sunrise for the first

atomic clock (clock A) and sunset for the second atomic clock (clock B), the absolute ve-

locities of these two clocks will be, respectively.

2 2
2vv^si

2 2 2
Vg = V + v^ + 2 vv^si

2Trt

2TTt

T
' (55.9)

where v Vg + v^, and T is the length of the sideral day.

Sun Fig. 55.3

Let us write formula (8.7) with our present notations in the form

At, Ate

(1 - v2/c2)l/2 (1 - v2/c2)l/2
At, (55.10)

where At. and At„ are the readings of the A- and B-clock which correspond to the reading

At of a universal clock and all readings are taken in the same time units.

If we substitute formulas (9) into (10), we see that the rates of the clocks will be

different at different hours of the day. The greatest difference will be when it is noon

for one clock and midnight for the other. Only during sunset and sunrise hours will the

clock rates be equal. By comparing the readings of the clocks for equal universal time in-

tervals between sunset and sunrise, we should be able to establish the absolute character
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of the kinematic time dilation and we should be able to measure the Earth's absolute ve-

locity.

However, a realization of a Newtonian time synchronization between two antipodal points

on the Earth is problematic. On the other hand, a time synchronization by exchanging ele-

ctromagnetic signals, i.e., an Einsteinian time synchronization, leads to an annihilation

of the appearing absolute effects, as described below. To get around the synchronization

problem, the "antipodal clocks" experiment can be performed on a turnabaout, as shown in

fig. 55.4.

Fig. 55.4

A stationary ring ab encircles the turnabout. Suppose that the points a and b lie on a

diameter which is parallel to the absolute velocity v. Let the readings t^,
tJJ

be regis-

tered on clock A when it touches, respectively, points a, b, and let the readings tg, tg

be registered on clock B when it touches, respectively, points b, a.

1

The times At, tX - ti «"<< "b tg obviously correspond to the same absolute

time interval At. It is

v^/c^:
1/2

At = Atp(l

where Atn is the time read on a clock D which does not rotate.

Using formula (10), we can write

AtA

At = / (1 v^/c2)-l/2dt.

At

At

(55.11)

(55.12)
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Substituting here v., Vg from (9) and working within an accuracy of second order in

"velocity/c", we obtain

2 2 2 2

having taken into account that

At^ = Atg = At = T/2, (55.14)

where T is the period of rotation.

Denoting 5t = At^^ - Atg and taking into account (14) only in the terms of second order

in "velocity/c", we obtain from (13)

6t = i^At = 4^. (55.15)

Taking v = 300 km/sec and R = 3 en, we find 6t = 4x10"^^ sec. Supposing that the revolu-

tions per second of the turnabout are 5 (i.e.. At = 0.1 sec), we shall have 6t/At = 4^10"
,

while portable cesium beam clocks can show time to within a relative error ± 10"
.

Now we shall show that the realization of an Einsteinian time synchronization in the

"antipodal clocks" experiment leads to a null result because of the mutual annihilation

of the absolute effects, and thus the absolute velocity of the laboratory cannot be mea-

sured in this way. We shall consider the "antipodal clocks" experiment on the rotating

Earth (see fig. 55.3).

Let clock A send the initial electromagnetic signal being at point A* (i.e., when it is

sunrise for this clock) and let its reading at this moment by tl. Since the light signal

takes a certain time to travel, clock B will move with the Earth and will receive the

signal at point B'. Here we are concerned with the translational motion of the Earth ojilx-^

The rotation of the Earth is neglected because for the particular case considered the li-

near rotational velocity v is perpendicular to the translational velocity v, and, as it

can be shown, the effects, calculated if taking into account the velocity v , cancel out in

the final result.

For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that the electromagnetic signal propagates

along the Earth's diameter of length d. It can be shown that if the signal covers a trajec-

tory over the Earth's surface (a radio-relay tract), then the additional effects will can-

cel out in' the final result.

With respect to absolute space the initial signal covers the distance

d' = d(l - v/c), (55.16)

which we calculate to within an accuracy of first order in v/c because, as we shall see

further (formula (19)), a higher accuracy is not necessary.

Clock A sends a final signal at point A" (i.e., when it is sunset for this clock), and
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let its reading at this moment be VI. Clock B will move v/ith the Earth and will receive

the signal at point B". With respect to absolute space the final signal covers the dis-

tance
d" = d(l + v/c). (55.17)

Let tg be the reading of clock B when clock A has sent the initial signal and tg the

reading when clock A has sent the final signal. Making use of formulas (12), (13), and

(14) yields

^l- 'k- ^'b- 'S^^' ^y-j) - 'S- 'b' 'f (55.18)

If Tg and Tg are the readings of clock B when the initial and final signals, respecti-

vely, have been received, then, using (16) and (17) yields

Putting (19) into (18) yields

t; - ti = Tg - T', (55.20)

and, obviously, from this relation between the readings of clock A, when the initial and

final signals are sent, and the readings of clock B, when these signals are recei-

ved, we cannot establish the absolute velocity v.

xxxxx

Now we shall propose a variant of the "antipodal clocks" experiment with whose help

the equatorial components of the Earth's absolute velocity can be measured.

Consider two telescopes at a point on the Earth's equator whose fixed axes lie in a

vertical plane parallel to the east-west direction, the angle between them being 9. Suppos

that an equatorial star A, v/hich lies about 90° from the projection on the celestial equa-

tor of the apex of the Earth's absolute velocity, crosses the line of sight of the first

telescope at the moment tl, and the line of sight of the second telescope at the moment

tj!. Let us further suppose that a star B which is antipodal to A crosses the line of

sight of the first telescope at the moment tg and the line of sight of the second tele-

scope at the moment tg.

Since the Earth rotates uniformly, the times At^ =
tJJ

- t^ and Atg = t^ - t^» obvious-

ly, correspond to the same absolute time interval At, and we can use formulas (12), where

V. and Vg are given by formulas (9). Thus assuming for simplicity 6 = tt, introducing the

notation 6t = At. - Atg, and performing an analysis as above, we shall obtain the result

(15). Taking v = 300 km/sec, R = 6370 km gives 6t = 8.5x10"^ sec.

If a similar experiment be performed throughout a year, using as a "rotating disk" not

the diurnal rotation of the Earth about its axis but the yearly revolution around the Sun,

then we have to take for v in formula (15) the component of the Sun's absolute velocity

in the plane of the ecliptic and for R the radius of the Earth's orbit. Taking v = 300

km/sec and R = 150x10^ km gives 6t = 2 sec. It is very instructive to compare the analysis

J
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of this experiment with the analysis of the quasi-Romer experiment (see §45).

Ei_I!]§_time_dilationgf_a_spring_clgck

We shall show that the most simple spring clock also slows its rate when set in motion

with respect to absolute space according to the time dilation formula.

The equation of motion of a spring clock is given by (see (IIB,42.10))

md^dt^ + kx = 0. (55.21)

where x is the displacement of the oscillating part of the clock from its state of equi-

g librium, m is the mass of the oscillating part, and k is a constant whicf^on^he elasti-

city of the spring (k/2 is the energy which must be applied to make the displacement x

equal to one length unit - see formula (IIB,42.6)).

Time t is measured on a clock attached to the spring clock. Thus, if the spring clock

is at rest in absolute space, its universal period will be (see formulas (IIB,42.12) ahd

(118,42.23))

T = 27r(p/k)^/^. (55.22)

If the spring clock moves with velocity v in absolute space, the time in (21) is to

be measured on a proper clock, i.e., we have to write in (21) dt instead of dt. Expres-

sing the proper time in absolute time, we obtain

md^x/dt^(l - v^/c^) + kx =0. (55.23)

Thus the proper period of the spring clock, if expressed in absolute time, will be

T, = 2^(-JnZk jl/2
^ J

° 1 - v2/c2 (1 - v2/c2)l/2

§56. THE "SYNCHRONOUS LIGHT CLOCKS" EXPERIMENT

As we showed in §50A and §550, by the help of light signals one cannot realize a New-

tonian time synchronization, as such a synchronization, inevitably, becomes always Ein-

steinian. In §§50, 51, 52 we showed that a Newtonian time synchronization can be realized

only by a rotating axle. As a matter of fact, the cog-wheels (or the disks of the rota-

ting mirrors) attached to the extremities of a rotating axle represent two clocks. How-

ever, these clocks are not independent, as the whole rotating axle represents a single

clock . Thus in all "rotating axle" experiments there is a unique clock with a large spa -

tial extention (see p. 174).

Now we shall show that with the help of two light clocks, with a space extension equal

to the distance between them, one can realize a Newtonian time synchronization. This re-

presents the "SYNCHRONOUS LIGHT CLOCKS" EXPERIMENT.

Consider two light clocks such that the points at which one counts the period of ary^
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of the clocks serves as a point of reflection for the light pulses of the other clock.

Thus the "arms" of the light clocks are equal and their periods are equal too. If we ro-

tate these two clocks about an axis perpendicular to their mutual "arm", their periods

will remain equal, because the velocities of two clocks with the same spatial extension

are equal. Thus sending light signals from the first to the second clock, and vice versa,

and rotating the apparatus over 360°, we shall be able to measure the absolute velocity

of the laboratory. Let us note that if the "arms" of the light clocks were much shorter

than the distance between them, then during the rotation their time dilation would be dif-

ferent. As we showed (see p. 173), in such a case their periods will change so that the

absolute effect which would be registered in the case of synchronously going clocks will

be annihilated . However, when their "arms" are equal, i.e., when their spatial extension

is the same, their velocities remain equal for any motion of the clocks. If the clocks ro-

tate about a point at the middle, the absolute velocity of the clocks does not change du-

ring the rotation. If the clocks rotate about another point, their velocities are equal

to the velocity of the middle point, and the changes in their rates due to the absolute

time dilation will be equal. Thus the "phase difference" between the readings of both

clocks will not change and the clocks will remain synchronous . With the help of such syn-

chronous clocks the one-way light velocity can be measured.

The scheme of the "synchronous light clocks" experiment is as follows (see fig. 56.1):

At the opposite ends, A and B, of an "arm" of length d there are two high-frequency

shutters (say, Kerr cells). We shall consider the situation at point A. The situation at

point B is exactly the same. By applying a "starting" electric pulse of duration T < d/c,

one opens the shutter Sh^, and a light pulse, emitted by the laser L^, goes to the oppo-

site end B where there is a semi-transparent mirror SMg and a photo-receiver (a rapid pho-

todiode) Pg, behind it. The
"
reflected " light pulse returns back to point A where it illu-

minates another photo-receiver P.^i the produced electric pulse of the same duration T

is applied to an oscilloscope Osc. and to the shutter Sh. which shoots a new light pulse

that performs exactly the same trip and action. The
" transmitted " light pulse illuminates

the photo-receiver Pg, behind the semi-transparent mirror at B; the produced electric

pulse is applied to an oscilloscope OsCg at point B. As the situation at point B is exact-

ly the same as at point A, on the screen of the oscilloscope at A (as well as on that at

B) one will see two pulses: one produced by the "to-and-fro" going light pulse, origina-

ting from the A-laser and one produced by the "to" going light pulse originating from

the B-laser. By shifting the semi-transparent mirror one changes the period T = 2d/c of

the light clock. By changing for a whil e the path of the electric pulse from the photo-

receiver to the shutter one changes the time t. between the openings of the shutters whic^

we shall call "phase difference". Let us suppose that the periods of the clocks are exact-

ly equal and that t = T/2. If the axis of the apparatus is perpendicular to its absolute
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velocity, the two pulses on the screens of both oscilloscopes will coincide. When the axis

becomes parallel to the absolute velocity v, the "to" pulse on the A-oscilloscope will
2

become shifted to a "distance" Aty^ = dv/c in advance with respect to the "to-and-fro"

pulse, while the "to" pulse on the B-oscilloscope will become shifted to the same dis-
2

tance Atp = dv/c in retard with respect to the "to-and-fro" pulse. These shifts appear
'B

because of the Marinov effect (see formula (52.

T

to V everything will be vice versa.

When the axis AB becomes anti -parallel

Let us compare the "synchronous light clocks" experiment with our "rotating axle"_e)

periments.

Advantages. 1) There is no mechanical part. 2) The axis of the apparatus can be made
_5

long enough; so, at d = 1.5 km, one has T = 10 sec and for v = 300 km/sec the Marinov

effect is At = 10 ns. Such a shift can reliably be registered on an oscilloscope.

51§§^y§D5§9§§- Since both light clocks are independent , it is a difficult problem to

make their periods equal and maintain them equal during a whole day in which the measure-

ment is to be made. Let us note that a difference Ad in the "arm" of the light clock cau-

ses a change in its period AT = 2Ad/c and a "phase shift" in a second At, = AT/T = Ad/d.
w 2 2

Thus to have At <At, the "arms" of the light clocks must be equal to within Ad = vd /c
-•5 y

To have At. 1 At in a day , Ad must be with 5 orders(= 3x10 cm, for v = 300 km/sec;

lower. It is clear that the maintenance of equal or nearly equal periods is a very diffi-

cult technical problem. The period will also be influenced by thermal and other distur-

bances in the electrical tracts of the pulses. This is the most important disadvantage of

the "synchronous light clocks" experiment.
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§57. THE "DRAG-OF-LIGHT" EXPERIMENTS

The drag of light by a moving medium (see §40) was observed for the first time by Fi-

.zeau (1951) in the so-called "WATER TUBE" EXPERIMENT. In this experiment water is allowed

to flow with a velocity v down a tube of length L. A light beam is split so that one beam

travels through the tube in the direction of the water flow (the "direct" beam), while

the other beam travels counter the water flow (the "opposite" beam). The two beams are

then allowed to interfere and the inteference pattern is noted as a function of the velo-

city of water.

According to the theory presented in §40, a pulse of light traveling in the "direct"

beam will arrive before a pulse traveling in the "opposite" beam by a time interval

,t-^.\-?^(.'-l), (57.1)
c c^ c^
m m

where formula (40.16) has been used, for e = 0, tt, to within first order in v/c.

Here n is the refractive index of water for the frequency v of the monochromatic light

used. However, since the molecules of the liquid move with respect to the light source,

a Doppler effect occurs, and the water molecules receive photons with a frequency

v^ = v(l t v/c), (57.2)

where the sign "+" is for the "opposite" photons and the sign "-" is for the "direct"

photons

.

A Taylor expansion of the refractive index as a function of v yields

„(v^) = „(v)±^dv = ni|v^. (57.3)

The change of the refractive index because of a change in the frequency of light is

called DISPERSION. Thus putting (3) into (40.16), for e = 0, ir, we obtain for the velocity

of the photons in flowing water, taking into account the dispersion.

Including the dispersion, the time delay (1) becomes

At = 2l^(n2 - X^. 1). (57.5)

c

where X is the wavelength of the emitted light.

xxxxx

Lorentz (1909) and Einstein (1914) give for the time delay in the "water tube" experi-

ment the formula
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At = 2i^(n2-nA^- 1). (57.6)
c^ dA

These authors derived formula (6) by proceeding not from relation (2), but from the

relation

v„ = .(li-l-). (57.7)

They argued as follows: When the photons enter the water tube they first meet water

molecules at rest and the frequency received by these shield molecules will be equal to

the incident frequency v. Thus in the "water tube" experiment there is a Doppler effect

for light emitted" by water molecules at rest and then "received" by the moving water mo-

lecules. However, according to these authors, the Doppler effect in water then involves

the velocity of light in the medium c/n and not c.

According to our "hitch-hiker" model (see §40), the photons move only in vacuum and

always with velocity c. One measures velocity c/n in a medium only because for a certain

time the photons are hitched to the molecules and c/n is their average velocity.

Formula (5) was derived by Lorentz and Einstein for the case of moving solid block.

Thus they made a substantial distinction between the propagation of light in a liquid

flowing in tubes and in a moving block of matter. For our theory there only molecules, va-

cuum, and photons (free or hitched); and a Doppler effect always appear when the "emit-

ting" and "receiving" molecules move with different velocities.

§i_I!3§_!!?§rlD9y_-¥ater_tube"_ex9erin)ent

To establish which "drag-of-light" formula, (5) or (6), corresponds to physical reali-

ty, Marinov (1977) repeated the "water tube" experiment, using the sensitive bridge me-

thod for measurement of interference shifts (see §52B).

Our experiment was as follows (see 56.1): Light emitted by the source S was split by

the semi-transparent mirror SM into two beams. The beam reflected by SM was split addi-

tionally by the semi-transparent mirror SM^ into two daughter beams: the beam reflected

by SMj, after reflecting on mirror M, , proceeded through the tube T,, while the beam tran-

smitted by SM, proceeded through the tube J2 ^"^» a^ter reflecting on mirror M2, met again

the beam which had crossed T, at the semi-transparent mirror SM^. These two beams interfe-

red and illuminated uniformly the photoresistor Pp which was in one arm of a Wheats tone

bridge.

The situation was similar for the beam transmitted by SM. It was also split into two

daughter beams at SM^ which met at SM, to interfere and illuminated also uniformly the

photoresistor P, put in the other arm of the Wheatstone bridge.

The procedure of measurement was as follows:

When the water is at rest the illumination of P^ and P2 must be equal, since the phase

difference between the daughter beams in any pair are the same. If the water is set in
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motion, so that it flows in tube Tj from left to right and in tube T^ from right to left,

the illuminations of P, and V^ ^^^^ ^Q%^r\ to change oppositely. With the increase in the

water's velocity, the bridge comes into greater and greater disequilibrium, passing throu^

a maximum disequilibrium. As the path difference A = A^ + A2 (where A^ is the change in

the difference between the light paths of the daughter beams propagating from left to

right and Ao is the change in the difference between the light paths of the dughter beams

propagating from right to left) becomes equal to X, the bridge comes again into equilib-

rium. Thus we can verify formulas (1), (5), and (6), where we must put A = cAt = X.

The sensitivity of the method depends on the sum of the differences of the light paths

of the beams going through T^ and '[^ when the water is at rest. If this sum is exactly

equal to nx ( here n is an integer ), no disequilibration of the bridge occurs when the ve-

locity of the water is increased. If, however, this sum equals (2n + l)(X/2), the sensiti-

vity of the bridge is the greatest.

We could adjust the apparatus to attain a maximum sensitivity by changing the tempera-

ture of a "tuner" T, a small piece of glass introduced into the light path, as shown in

fig. 57.1. Its length was 1 = 1 cm, and the temperature coefficient of its refractive in-

dex was about dn/dT = 5x10"^ degree'^ By changing its temperature by 6°C, we could changei

the light paths of the beams proceeding through T and T^ by 300 nm. The temperature of T

could be thermostabilized to within 6T = ± 0?04 C, so that we could maintain the light

path through T and T^^ constant in the limits of 6A = ± 2 nm. The water was circulated

from a reservoir where it was thermostabilized at a temperature 20 ± 0.3 C.

Maximum sensitivity was established and maintained in the following way: By changing

the temperature of the tuner T we changed the level of illumination over P^ and Pg from

minimum (when the current in the arms of P^ and ?^ is J^.^) to maximum (when the current

in the arms of P, and P« is J J. If an additional resistance R, put in either of the
1 c. max

arms of P^ and ?^, reduced the current in the last case to J^.„, then we put a resistance

R/2 in those arms. By again changing the level of illumination of Pj and Pg, using the
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tuner T, we adjusted the current to be J„^>,. Under these conditions the sensitivity was

the greatest, and the temperature of T was maintained so that the current J . always

flowed through the arms of P^ and ?^. It was expedient to always maintain the current in

the diagonal galvanometer equal to zero, transferring resistance from the arm of P, into

the arm of P^ (or vice versa) when changing the velocity of water. The maximum sensitivi-

ty of the bridge was 6A = ± 2.5x10* X, since the fluctuations of the zero galvanometer

were about 40C0 times smaller than the current J - J . .

max mm
The lengths of the tubes T, and T^ were L = 260.0 * 0.5 cm, when measured as shown in

the figure. The manometer was calibrated with a precision 6v/v = t 4x10"
. The values for

n and dn/dA, corresponding to the different wavelengths, were taken from a graph which we

plotted on the basis of the data given in Landolt-Bbrnstein (1962). The inaccuracies esti-

mated by us were, respectively, 6n/n = ± 2xl0"^ and 6{dn/dX) / (dn/dX) = + 5x10'^.

The light source was a tuned dye laser with neodymium glass oscillator. The inaccuracy

in the chosen wavelength was 6X/X = + 10 .

Table 56.1

X

nm
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of second order in v/c is still not made, and at the present state of technique such an

experiment is to be considered as a challenge to the experimenters.

This experiment, proposed by Marinov (1974), will appear as follows:

A liquid with refractive index n in a tube with length L is to be put in one arm of a

Michelson interferometer (see §49A). One should observe a certain interference pattern.

Let then set the liquid in motion with velocity v. According to formula (40.16), when the

liquid is moving the light beam, proceeding to and fro along the arm with the tube, will

return to the semi-transparent mirror with a time delay

,t =
L ,L^.iL=2l^n(n2-l). (57.9)
cS S c/n c3

This effect is to be measured from the change in the interference pattern.

§58. THE "DRAG ABERRATION" EXPERIMENTS

The drag aberration formula (42.3) can easily be verified by silvering the parallel

planes of a transparent slab with a great refraction index n, making them light reflec-

ting, so that the beam, after having entered once into the medium, has to undergo a high

number of reflection before leaving it (cf. fig. 52.8). In this way the "effective" length

of the light beam will be considerably increased. The lateral displacement (QR in fig.

42.1) can then be reliably registered when rotating the slab with a high velocity.

Recently a similar "DRAG ABERRATION" EXPERIMENT was carried out by Jones (1975). How-

ever, the experiment was performed for the case 4) = only (see fig. 42.1), where our

formula (42.3) and the formula (42.11) obtained from the Lorentz transformation lead to

the same result. Jones' measurements have verified both formulas for this special case.

The task remains for performing the experiment under the condition (}) ?* 0, when, we are

convinced, our formula will be confirmed, as formula (42.11) is unsound.

In the XlXth century one has supposed that an effect of "drag aberration" can be re-
,

gistered when the observer moves together with the medium. So it was supposed that if the
]

aberration formula for an astronomical tube filled with vacuum is given by formula (39.4),

for a tube filled with a medium having refraction index n, the aberration formula must be

a = -^ sine^ = ^ sine„, (58.1)
c/n m c m

as the velocity of light in a medium is c/n and not c.

With the aim to establish which of the two formulas (39.4) and (58.1) is the true one,
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Airy (1871) repeated Bradley's observations by the help of an astronomical tube filled

with water. He established that also in this case the right formula is Bradley's formula

(39.4).

This result is obvious if one proceeds from our "hitch-hiker model of light propagation.

Indeed, during the time when the photons are hitched to the water molecules in the astro-

nomical tube, they proceed with the same velocity as the tube (and the Earth); only when

the photons move in the gaps between the molecules, their motion leads to an aberrational

effect. For a tube filled with water the free motion of the photons is the same as for a

tube filled with vacuum.

§59. THE "ROTATING DISK" EXPERIMENT

A. General remarks

The "ROTATING DISK" EXPERIMENT, performed by Harress (1912) and Sagnac (1913) in a labo-

ratory and repeated on the rotating Earth by Michel son. Gale, and Pearson (1925), was the

first, and until the performance of our light kinematic experiments, the urngue experi-

ment which has revealed the direction dependence of light velocity. Nevertheless, sixty

years after its first performance, hundreds of pens have tried to reconcile the decisive

positive "aether wind" effect in this experiment with the dogmatic one-way light velocity

constancy, aiming to convince the scientific community that black is white. The history

of this experiment and of its mistreatment by official physics is very instructive, having

shown that when the experiments speak the gods keep silence but the theoreticians do not.

We have briefly analysed this experiment in §44E. Now we shall consider it in detail.

Fig. 59.1
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The scheme of the "rotating disk" experiment is presented in fig. 59.1:

Monochromatic parallel light emitted by the source S is partially reflected and partial-

ly transmitted by the semi-transparent mirror M. The "reflected" beam reflects successive-

ly on mirrors Mj, M2, M-, M, and illuminates the screen P. The "transmitted" beam ref-

.lects successively on mirrors M-, M^, M, and, passing through the semi-transparent mirror

M,also illuminates screen P, over which an interference pattern can be observed.

The mirrors M, M,, Mp, and M^ are mounted on the disk D; the source S and the screen P

are mounted on the supplementary disk D . The disk D can rotate alone or together with

disk D about an axis at the center 0. It is of no importance for the result of the expe-

riment whether the disks D and D are rigidly connected or the disk D is at rest. Thus

only the rotation of the disk D produces the anisotropy effect.

The optical paths of both beams are not equal because the beam proceeding in a "di-

rect" (clockwise) direction, in which the disk rotates, is reflected two times by the

semi-transparent mirror M, while the beam proceeding in the "opposite" (counter-clockwise)

direction is two times transmitted by M. If the disk D is set in rotation, the interfe-

rence pattern will change, as the "direct" beam has to cover a longer distance with res-

pect to absolute space than the "opposite" beam, and thus the "direct" photons will re-

turn to M with a certain time delay At after the "opposite" photons.

Suppose that a medium with index of refraction n is put between the mirrors (marked

with the dotted line in the figure). Let all mirrors rotate with angular velocity fi toge-

ther with the medium or without it, or let the mirrors be at rest and let rotate only the

medium. So four combinations are possible which we name as follows:

1. The HARRESS-SAGNAC EXPERIMENT, performed first by Sagnac (1913), in which the mir-

rors rotate and as a medium a vacuum is taken.

2. The HARRESS-MARINOV EXPERIMENT, performed first by Harress (1912) and repeated very

carefully by Pogany (1928), in which the mirrors rotate together with the medium. We give

to this variation the Harress-Marinov experiment" from a methodological point of view

(see below), as here one measures the velocity of light when both observer and medium

move with respect to absolute space. This effect, for an inertial motion of source and

observer , was observed first by Marinov (see §51 and §52).

3. The HARRESS- DUFOUR EXPERIMENT, performed first by Dufour and Prunler (1942) and re-

peated by Marinov (1977) in a slightly different arrangement (see §59B), in which the

mirrors rotate and the medium is at rest.

4. The HARRESS-FIZEAU EXPERIMENT, performed by Fizeau (1851) in a substantially dif-

ferent arrangement (called the "water tube" experiment -see §57), in which the medium ro-

tates and the mirrors are at rest. Marinov's (1977) performance of the Harress-Fizeau ex-

periment can be considered as the first one, however, for the sake of methodological pur-

poses (see below), we give to this variation the name "Harress-Fizeau experiment".

Our nomenclature of the different variations of the "rotating disk" experiment is cho-

I
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sen from a historical and a methodological point of view and will be preserved also for

the denomination of the different variations of the "moving platform" experiment (see §64).

The first name "Harress" designates that this is a "rotating disk" experiment which was

performed for the first time by Harress. The second name designates the kind of the ef-

fect when observer arid medium move with respect to one another or together with respect

to absolute space, namely: When the observer is at rest and the medium moving, the effect

has the name of Fizeau (see §40B); when the medium is at rest and the observer moving, the

effect has the name of Dufour (see §40C); when observer and medium move together, the ef-

fect has the name of Marinov (see §40D); if in the last case one takes vacuum as a medium,

the effect has the name of Sagnac (see §40D).

M,

Mj M,

^1 Fig. 59.2

In fig. 59.2 are presented two possibilities for inserting the medium between the mir-

rors. The arrangement in fig. 59.2a was used by Marinov (1977), and one can call this the

"Marinov variation". The arrangement in fig. 59.2b was used by Dufour and Prunier (1942),

and one can call this the 'bufour variation". Obviously, the difference between these two

variations is not substantial (see §59B). The designation of the different elements is

the same as in fig. 59.1. The element Sh is a shutter governed by the rotating turnabout

which lets light pass only when the rotating part has a strictly defined position with

respect to the laboratory, i.e., when the light beam observed by comes from the same

point.

xxxxx

In fig. 59.3 is presented the actual scheme of our set-up for the performance of the

"rotating disk" experiment (reported in §59F):

A medium can rotate with the semi-transparent mirrors SM, SM^, SMg and the mirrors M^,
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Fig. 59.3

Mo. M-, M.,, M.p, M.^. Mrp Mgp. Md3> or without them, or only the mirrors can rotate

and the medium remain at rest. In the last case a medium with refractive index n = 1,

i.e., vacuum (air), can also be taken.

S is a light source emitting coherent light. Sh is a shutter which is governed by the

rotating disk. It allows short light pulses to pass only at a strictly defined position

of the disk when the diametrically opposite facets of the transparent medium are exactly

parallel to the mirrors M,, Mp, M-. The areas of the facets are small and the mirrors

are placed near to the medium. Thus we can assume that the photons travel between the

single mirrors along the corresponding chords of a circle with radius R. P. and Pg are

two photoresistors put in the arms of a Wheatstone bridge. When the shutter Sh allows

light to pass, the photoresistors are illuminated uniformly by interfered light. With the

^(5V explaining the character of the interference, let us consider four photons which are

emitted by S at the same moment and cover the following paths:

First photon: SM

Second photon: SM - SM^

Third photon: SM - SMg

Fourth photon: SM - SM.

5^ - ^1 ^2 " ^A3 " "a2
M
Al s^'a - Pa-

'Bl

M,

N2

SM

M, M,

B3 ^82 "b1

- SMb - Pb-

SM,
B-

"3 "2 "1

The first and third photons cover the same paths when the apparatus is at rest, as well^

as when it is in motion. Actually, differences of second order in v/c occur which are ana-
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lysed in §63. In §59 we shall consider only the effects of first order in v/c.

The second photon (which we shall call "direct") travels in the direction of rotation,

and the fourth photon (which we shall call "opposite") travels against the direction of

rotation. The differences in the optical paths of the first and second photons, on one

hand, and of the third and fourth photons, on the other hand, will change oppositely with

the rotational velocity. At rest the illumination over both photoresistors is the same,

and the bridge is in equilibrium. When increasing the rotational velocity, the bridge

comes into greater and greater disequilibrium, passes through a state of maximum disequi-

librium, and at a certain rotational velocity Q comes again into equilibrium. If the time

spent by the second (or fourth) photon for covering its path at the angular velocity fi

differs by At. (Atn) from the time spent at rest, and we introduce the notation

At = At- + Atn, then A = cAt equals the wavelength X of the light used.

The results obtained by the help of our "rotating disk" experiment are reported in §59F.

Fig. 59.4

§1 _!!]§> tl§rr§§§ I Pyf2yr_§?p§rl!P§D^

First we shall consider the Harress-Dufour experiment. Its schemes, in the Marinov and

Dufour variations, respectively, are given in fig. 59.2a and 59.2b.

Suppose that the mirrors rotate in a 'clirect" direction and the medium remains at rest

in absolute space. According to fig. 59.4 (see also fig. 59.2 and fig. 59.3), a "direct"

photon which separates from an "opposite" photon at the semi-transparent mirror M will re-

flect not at point M,, where it reflects when the mirrors are at rest, but at a point Mj,

and thus in the case of rotation its path will be longer by

,2

(59.1)Ad =fiR
d ^^3^^ fiR

^
c/n 4 c

where d = R/cos(tt/4) is its path when the mirrors are at rest and R is the distance of the

mirrors from the center of rotation. In the case of rotation the path of an "opposite"
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Iphoton between M and M^ will be with Ad less than in the case at rest.

Since mirror M (or mirrors SM. and SMg in fig. 59.3) moves, the Doppler effect causes

the frequencies of the "direct" photons received by the molecules of the medium to be

v^ = v{H-2^cosJ) = v(l + ^^), (59.2)

while the frequencies of the "opposite" photons received by the molecules of the medium

will remain the same.

If we take into account dispersion, the refractive index of the medium for the "direct"

photons becomes

n^= n(v^) = n-f^2^v^. (59.3)
I

Thus, if the mirrors rotate, a "direct" photon will return to mirror M after an "oppo-

site" photon with the following time delay:

a) for theMarinov variation

d + Ad „ d- Ad „ fiR^/_2 , dn,

I

•V.-«T3-<"=-«x<.'->iJI. »<)
c/n"*" c/n c

b) for the Dufour variation I

^^H D
= 4(-^ + ^) - 4(-A- - M) = 8 ^(n - X^). (59.5)

^'^ c/n* c c/n c c^ ^^

Let us note that in our realization of the Harress-Dufour experiment (see fig. 59.3),

we have to take into account the difference in the light paths which appears along the

contour SM - SM. - M - SMg - SM when the mirrors rotate. Denoting by b the distance be-

tween SM. and SMp, we obtain for the area encircled by this contour

S = ^ cot(I + a) = b^ i^-^^J , (59.6)

where a is the difference between the angles of incidence and refraction, and we have used

Snell's law (41.4), which for our case is

sin(l + a) =^n. (59.7)

Thus, when the mirrors rotate with an angular velocity n, the second photon will come

for a rendezvous with the first photon on mirror SM^ with the following additional time

advance

while the fourth photon will come for a rendezvous with the third photon on mirror SMg

with the same time delay.

i
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The Harress-Fizeau experiment can also be performed in the two different arrangements

shown in fig. 59.2a and 59.2b. We shall consider only the first one, as only this varia-

tion has been carried out by Marinov (1977).

Suppose that the medium rotates in "direct" (clockwise) direction and the mirrors re-

main at rest in absolute space. Now, as can be seen from fig. 59.4, the velocity of a mo-

lecule of the medium that makes an angle 9 with the direction of propagation of the "di-

rect" photons will have a magnitide

v = 4-^. (59.9)
2 cosn

Since the medium moves with respect to the mirrors, a Doppler effect occurs. The fre-

quencies of the "direct" and "opposite" photons received by the molecules of the medium

will be, respectively,

v^ = v(l + I cose) = v(l + ^^). (59.10)

Hence, if we take into account dispersion, the refractive indices for the "direct" and

"opposite" photons become, respectively,

n = n(v^) = n + -- ^. (59.11)

Thus, when the medium rotates, a "direct" photon returns to mirror M before an "oppo-

site" photon with the time advance given by (using formula (40.16) and comparing with

formula (57.5))
2

.. _ 4d 4d _ pfiR ,2 . dn ,. ,cq i9\

m m

xxxxx

For the Harress-Fizeau experiment performed with a medium representing a solid disk,

the Lorentz-Einstein conceptions (see p. 219) must lead also to formula (12). According

to the Lorentz-Einstein conceptions, the same formula (12) is to be written also if the

medium is a liquid (imagine it closed in a disk with compartments, as shown in fig, 59.5)

However, if the partitions are not connected with the rim (see fig. 59.5), and the parti-

tions can rotate dragging the liquid between them as paddles, but the rim of the disk

stays at rest, then we should realize analogue to the Fizeau's "water tube" experiment

(see §57). In such a case, since water molecules will stick on the rim, proceeding from

the Lorentz-Einstein conceptions, we have to write instead of formula (12) the following

one (cf. formulas (57.5) and (57.6))

At„_P = ^(n2 + nX^- 1). (59.13)

The experiment (see §59F) has shown that our formula (12) corresponds to physical re-

ality.
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Fig. 59.5

In the Harress-Marinov experiment the time delay with which a "direct" photon returns

to mirror M after an "opposite" photon is equal to the difference in the time delays in

the Harress-Dufour and Harress-Fizeau experiments. Thus from formulas (4) and (12) we ob-

tain
rsDC

(59.14)AtH.M = At^^.p At,.p = 8^.

We must emphasize once more (see p. 154) that in the Harress-Dufour and Harress-Fizeau

experiments there is the same relative motion between mirrors and medium. However, the ef-

fects in these two experiments are substantially different because in the Harress-Dufour

experiment the medium is at rest in absolute space, while in the Harress-Fizeau experiment

the mirrors are at rest in absolute space. The theory of relativity cannot explain the

appearance of this difference.

§i-I!]§_y?rr§§Si§agnac_exgeriment

The formula for the effect in the Harress-Sagnac experiment may be obtained from (4)

and (5) for n = 1, yielding

(59.15)

I

ments

One difference between our arrangement (see fig. 59.3) and the traditional arrangement

(see fig. 59.1) is that in our arrangement the "direct" and "opposite" light pulses in-

terfere with light pulses that always cover the same path. Thus the illuminations over

At - ft"'^
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the photoresistors P^^ and Pg change oppositely, and v/e can use the sensitive bridge me-

thod described in §57B. A second difference consists in the foil owing: While in the tradi-

tional method (see fig. 59.1) the mirrors M,, M^, M- are tangent to the circumference of

the medium, the semi-transparent mirror M is not tangent and cannot be placed close enough

to the medium. In our arrangement the separation of the photons that will later interfere

proceeds first from the semi-transparent mirror SM and then from the semi transparent mir-

rors SM^ and SMg, so that instead of mirror M (see fig. 59.2) there is an effective point

of separation M (see fig. 59.3) which can lie close enough to the circumference of the

medium. Proceeding from formulas (4) and (8), we obtain the following formula for the ef-

fect in the Harress-Dufour experiment when using our set-up (for the light path difference)

It can easily be seen that the formula for the effect in the Harress-Fizeau experiment

when using our set-up, as obtained directly from (12), is

A„.F= 855!(n2-x|-l). (59.17)

As a medium distilled water was used in a metallic vessel which had the form shown in

fig. 59.3. Glass windows were placed at points where light beams must cross the walls of

the vessel. Glass windows also were placed in the metallic interfaces which divide the

ring into compartments. Taking into account the thikness of the glass plates and their

refractive index, we have put the mirrors M^ M2, M^ in such positions that the actual

light path (distance multiplied by refractive index) along the contour M - M, - Mp - M- -

M was equal to the light path that would be covered if mirrors M, , M^, M^ had been intner-

sead in water.

The light source was a He-Ne laser. For light of wavelength A = 632.8 nm the refrac-
-5 -1

tive characteristics of water are n = 1.3317 and dn/dA = - 2.7x10 nm . We assumed that

the errors in n and dn/dA can be neglected, i.e., we accepted 6n = 0, 6(dn/dA) = 0. The

geometrical parameters were R = 30.6 ± 0.2 cm, b = 10.0 cm, assuming 6b = 0; we conside-

red a large error 6R = ± 0.2 cm, which also had to compensate for possible errors intro-

duced in the measurement of the thikness of the glass plates and errors that could appear

from the replacement of the actual light path by an idealized light path only in water.

We made the light paths of the first and second photons (as well of the third and

fourth photons) equal . However, since laser light with good coherence was used, this was

by no means necessary, and the light paths of the first and third photons could have been

substantial ly reduced.

The sensitivity of our bridge method is annalysed in §52B and §57B. Let us repeat that

a maximum sensitivity was obtained when the sum of the differences of the light paths of

the first and second photons and of the light paths of the third and fourth photons at

rest is (2n + l)A/2, where n is an integer, being 6A = * 2.5x10' x. When this sum is equal
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to nX, the sensitivity falls to zero. We did not search for the highest sensitivity using
_2

a "tuner", as described in §57B. We have taken an average sensitivity 6A = ± 10 X. The

"tuner" described in §57B could also have been used for calibration during the run, how-

ever, in our method, where we change the rotational velocity until A = cAt becomes equal

to X, no calibration needed to be made.

The number of revolutions per second of the disk, N = fi/2-rT, was measured using a light

stroboscopic cyclometer and maintained automatically with precision 6N = 1 0.02 rev/sec.

We rotated the disk first counter-clockwise with angular velocity J^, , and then clockwise

with angular velocity fip' taking n = (l/2)(fij + J^^)-

When the disk is at rest, the Wheatstone bridge can be set into equilibrium by a micro-

metrical movement of mirror M.^ or Mg^- If we do not care to do this and if at the begin-

ning the bridge is in disequilibrium witn a certain "positive" current, then at the angu-

lar velocity Q (counter-clockwise or clockwise) the bridge will be in disequilibrium with

the same "negative" current. However, here the shutter has to operate with the same chop-

ping frequency at rest and at the rotational velocity fi. In the case where the apparatus

is thermostabilized, a maximum sensitivity can be achieved by a micrometrical movement of

the mirrors M.^ and Mg^-

We obtained N = 22.68 ± 0.04 rev/sec for the Harress-Dufour experiment and

N = 50.60 t 0.04 rev/sec for the Harress-Fizeau experiment. Substituting the numerical

values into formulas (16) and (17), we obtain, supposing that the velocity of light is an

unknown quantity,

c^_P = (3.01 + 0.07)xlO^ m/sec,

c^_P = (2.97 ± 0.07)xlO^ m/sec, (59.18)

where 6c = t 7x10 m/sec was the maximum error.

§i_I[}§_lD§rti§l."r9t§ting_disk"_ex9eriment

The explanation of the "rotating disk" experiment given by the theory of relativity is

full of contradictions. Certain relativists assert that this experiment can be explained

only by the apparatus of general relativity because the motion is not inertial. However,

other relativists assert that this can be done also in the frame of special relativity,

making use of the Lorentz transformation.

The mirrors M, M,, M^, and M^ in fig. 59.1 move with a normal acceleration. Neverthe-

less this normal acceleration is not decisive for the result of the acceleration. Indeed,

we propose the following modificabion of the Harress-Sagnac experiment (called by us the

INERTIAL "ROTATING DISK" EXPERIMENT), which will give the same result and where any non-

inertial motion is excluded.

Let (see fig. 59.6) mirrors M,, NL, and M^ be at rest and let the semi-transparent mir-

ror S rotate with angular velocity Q about some center C. We assume that when the semi-
|

transparent mirror S is vertical, then, over some small angle a, a "finger" reduces the |
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rotational motion to a translational one with velocity v = R, where R is the radius of

the rotational motion of S.

Let a light pulse fall over S and split into "direct" and "opposite" portions. If the

semi transparent mirror S is at rest, a certain interference pattern will be observed pro-

duced by the "direct" and "opposite" photons after their unification. If now S is set in

motion, the interference pattern will change because of the time delay with which the "di-

rect" photons will return to S after the "opposite" photons, and this time delay will be

given by formula (15).

to

Indeed, the time t in which the "direct" and "opposite" photons cover path 4d is equal

(59.19)t = 4d/c = 4v^R/c.

In this time the semi-transparent mirror will cover a distance

AS = vt = 4.^fiR^/c (59.20)

between the positions S' and S".

If Al is the difference between the paths of the "direct" and "opposite" photons when

S is in motion and at rest, then the time with which the "direct" photons will return to

the semi-transparent mirror S after the "opposite" photons will be

At = 2A1/C =v^As/c = 8nR^/c^. (59.21)
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§60. THE "ROTATING DISK" EXPERIMENT WITH NEUTRONS

The "ROTATING DISK" EXPERIMENT WITH NEUTRONS was carried out for the first time by

Werner, Staudemann , and Collela (1979) and we considered it briefly in §44E. Werner's ex-

periment represents an analogue to the Michel son-Gale-Pearson (1925) experiment where for

the first time a Sagnac effect with photons was measured on the spinning Earth as a rota-

ting disk. We should like to emphasize (see p. 151) that with these two experiments one

measures the net angular velocity of the laboratory which represents the geometrical sum

of all angular velocities in which the laboratory takes part. Michelson et al . and Werner

et al. have registered only the diurnal angular velocity as that about the Sun is 365

times smaller and that around the galactic center further 200,000,000 times smaller and

thus both latter are to be disregarded with respect to the former.

Werner et al . used a perfect-silicon-crystal interferometer of the type first develo-

ped for X rays by Bonseand Hart (1965). The first demonstration that such a device can

be used for neutrons was achieved by Rauch et al . (1974).

The interferometer represents three parallel Si -crystal slabs. A monoenergetic neutron

beam of wavelength X = 1.262 % incident on the interferometer is coherently split in the

first Si slab by reflection from the lattice planes. The two resulting beams, which make j

an angle e (< tt/2) are coherently split again at the second Si slab. The two of the pro-

duced beams, which are parallel to the beams split at the first slab, meet under the same

angle e at the third Si slab where, after being split once more, overlap and interfere.
3

The outgoing interfering beams are detected by two He proportional detectors. Thus the

coherent neutrons which separate at the first slab and meet again at the third slab con-
2

fine a parallelogram with an area S = 8.864 cm .

The time difference with which the "direct" neutrons (those proceeding along the direc-

tion of rotation) will come at the rendezvous point after the "opposite" neutrons (those

proceeding against the direction of rotation) is given by the half of formula (44.19), as

the "direct" and "opposite" neutrons do not meet at the point of separation and cover only

the half perimeter of the interferometer parallelogram. Thus, taking also the half of

formula (44.24), we obtain that the phase difference between the "opposite" and "direct"

neutrons will be (see the text following formula (44.24))

Ai|;=^mnS, (60.1)

where m is the neutron mass and h is the Planck constant.

The interferometer's plane has been maintained vertically. Rotating the interferometer

about the vertical axis of the incident beam, one changes the angular rotational velocity

of the ineterferometer's area S from zero (when the plane of the interferometer is paral-

lel to the geographical meridian of the laboratory) to a maximum value J2 = J^r-sin(t), where
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n^ is the Earth's diurnal angular velocity and
<i> is the geographical latitude (when the

plane of the interferometer is perpendicular to the meridian). The appearing phase shift

between the "direct" and "opposite" photons verified formula (1) with a high precision.

§61. THE INTERRUPTED "ROTATING DISK" EXPERIMENT

The proper time delay in the "rotating disk" experiment performed with light can be

written in the form (see formula (44.19) and use formula (4.'28))

^^0 = / T^r- - I TPJ— ~- % /vcose'dr, (61.1)
^^o'dir ^^/opp c^ o

where d is the closed path covered by the "direct" and "opposite" photons on the rotating

disk with the velocity (c^)^^^ and (Cq)^ , respectively, and 0' is the angle between the

"direct" photons' velocity and the velocity v of the respective points of the disk.

When considering effects of first order in v/c (as we shall do in this section) a dif-

ference between universal and proper time is not to be made, and we can write At = At.

Easily can be seen that formula (1) can be presented in the form

7 d

At = ^ /v.dr, (61.2)
c^

where dr is the vector element of the light path of the "direct" photons and v is their

absolute velocity.

In the "rotating disk" experiment (see §59) the point of separation of the "direct"

and "opposite" photons is the same as the point of their meeting, so that the light paths

of the interfering photons are closed curves. If we should interrupt these closed paths

and make the .points of separation and meeting different, the light paths of the "direct"
pnoton§ ^^

and opposite" which are different at rest and motion of the disk can be made straight

lines . Such an INTERRUPTED "ROTATING DISK" EXPERIMENT was performed by Marinov (1977).

This experiment showed patently that the velocity of light is direction dependent along a

straight line on a rotating disk. Its scheme is the following (see fig. 61.1):

The light sourse S was a He-Ne laser. Sh was a shutter which was governed by the rota-

ting disk and let light pass only at a strictly defined position of the disk when both

photoresistors P^^, Pg were illuminated. Later we realized that since the areas of the pho-

toresistors are small, the shutter is even not necessary. If S, P., and Pg were also to

be mounted on the rotating disk, the shutter Sh would be entirely unnecessary. SM was a

semi-transparent mirror, M a mirror, and SM^. a corrective semi-transparent mirror which

reduced the number of photons along the path to SM. to the number of photons along the

path to SMg.

Let four photons be emitted by S at the same moment and suppose that they cover the

following paths:
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SM,

B

SM'

SM^ - Pb-

SMi h'

First photon: S - SM - SM^. - SM^ - SM^

Second photon: S - SM - SM^ - SM. - SM,

Third photon: S - SM - M -

Fourth photon: S - SM - M - SM - SMg - SM^ - Pg.

Using formula (2) and fig. 61.1, we find that in the case of rotation (with respect to

the case at rest) the time it takes for the third (fourth) photon to reach P^ (Pg) is

shorter than the time it takes for the first (second) photon to reach P^ (Pg) by the

amount

2|!tan| (At, =^ sine). (61.3)At, (Atg = ^sine). I

Fig. 61.1

The photores is tors P«, Pg were put in the arms of a Wheatstone bridge. They were illu-

minated uniformly by interfered light. When the disk was at rest, the bridge was put into

equilibrium, so that both photoresistors were illuminated by equal light intensities.

This was achieved by adjusting micrometrically SM^ and SMg and changing in such a way the

path difference between the first and third photons until the bridge comes into equilib-

rium. Then we set the disk in rotation. With increasing rotational velocity, the bridge

came into greater and greater disequilibrium, passing through a state of maximum disequi-

librium. At a certain angular velocity fi, when the sum of the differences in the optical

paths A = (At. + Atg)c became equal to the wavelength X of the light used, the bridge was
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again in equilibrium. In this case

2

X = A = — (2tan| + sine). (61.4)

We experimentally checked this formula, taking 6A = t 10' A (concerning the sensitivi-

ty of our bridge method see §57B and §59F), X = 632.8 nm, = 60?0 + 0?5, R = 40.0 + 0.2

cm. The number of revolutions per second N = n/2-n was measured by a light stroboscopic

cyclometer and maintained automatically with a precision 6N/N = ± 2xl0" . We registered

N = 92.90 t 0.02 rev/sec. Putting the figures into formula (4), we obtained, supposing

the velocity of light is unknown,

c = (2.98 + 0.07)xlO^ m/sec, (61.5)

where 6c = i 7x10 m/sec was the maximum error.

§62. THE "COUPLED SHUTTERS ON A ROTATING DISK" EXPERIMENT

The "COUPLED SHUTTERS ON A ROTATING DISK" EXPERIMENT, proposed by Marinov (1975), re-

presents a variant of the interrupted "rotating disk" experiment for the case where the

rotation of the disk cannot be changed at will, as it is if our Earth is taken as a rota-

ting disk. Its essence is as follows:

The mirrors M,, M. are placed along the rim of a disk as shown in fig. 62.1.

Light emitted by the source S. (or Sg) passes through the semi-transparent mirror M. (Mg)

and through the high-frequency operating shutter Sh. (Shp). The choped light, reflecting

from the mirrors Mj, Mj^, passes through the shutter Shp (Sh^). After being reflected

by the semi-transparent mirror Mg (M«), it is observed by the observer 0. (Og). The shut-

ters operate with the same chopping frequency f , being driven by the common resonator Res

put at the center of the disk. Thus the shutters operate synchronously both at rest-^nd

at motion of the disk. Indeed, since the distances between the common resonator and the

shutters which the electromagnetic signals have to cover are equal (with respect to the

disk but also with respect to absolute space), the shutters will open and close together.

Let us suppose that the disk is at rest and let us denote by d the light path between

both shutters. If n = (d/c)f is an integer (or an integer plus 1/2), both observers will

register maximum (minimum) photon flux. If the disk is set in rotation in a clockwise di-

rection, then the observer 0^ will register a maximum photon flux when n^ = (d/c)f(l + v/c)

is an integer, while the observer Og will register a maximum photon flux when

ng = (d/c)f(l - v/c) is an integer.

If d and v are given and f changes, then both observers consequently should register

"equal" or "opposite" pictures, e.g., "0. and Og together see maximum light", or "0. sees

maximum light when Og sees minimum light". Indeed, we have
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Fig. 62.1

2
Thus if An = 2dvf/c is an integer, the observers 0. and Og should register "equal"

pictures and if An is equal to an integer plus 1/2, the observers 0. and Og should regis-

ter "opposite" pictures.

If the angle 6 is almost equal to 2tt and the radius of the disk R is very large, then

we can consider the motion of the coupled shutters as essentially uniform liner motion,

i.e., as inertial. This can be practically realized if one takes as a rotating disk our

Earth and puts the common resonator at the pole. As shutters two Kerr cells can be used,

separated by a distance d (say, 100 km) along the equator (the shutters may be placed on

the peaks of two mountains). As light sources lasers can be used. The commanding signals

can be sent from the pole to the shutters by the help of several relay stations. For

v = 0.45 km/sec (the approximate linear rotational velocity of the Earth's equator) and
o

d = 100 km, one should have An = for f low. An = 1/2 for f = 5x10 Hz, An = 1 for
9

f = 10 Hz, and so on. Thus, changing the commanding frequency in this range, one should

change the pictures registered by both observers from "equal" to "opposite", again to

"equal", and so on. In this manner the linear rotational velocity of the Earth's equator

can be measured using the direction dependence of light velocity along a straight line.

It can be easily seen that if the resonator is put on a parallel with latitude 4> and

the coupled shutters along a parallel with latitude A, then

OR
An = 2 ii^df{cos(|) - coscf)),

c^
(62.2)

where Q is the Earth's angular velocity.

I
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Fig. 62.2

Let us now suppose that our coupled shutters represent two cog-wheels fixed on a com-

mon shaft which is driven by an electromotor EM and let this shaft be mounted on a rota-

ting disk (see fig. 62.2). Suppose that the distance between the wheels is much less than

the circumference of the disk. The direct light beam emitted by the source S. passes

rough the semi transparent mirror M« and, after its chopping by the cog-wheel C. and re-

flection by the mirrors M,

,

M. , arrives at the cog-wheel Cg. If n = (d/c)f, where n

is an integer, d the path of the light beam between the cog-wheels C^ and Cg, and f the

chopping frequency, then this chopped beam will pass through the cog-wheel Cg and, being

reflected by the semi-transparent mirror Mp, will be observed by the observer 0.. The same

happens with the opposite light beam.

Let the disk be at rest. If we change the frequency of chopping, the observers 0^ and

Op will register together maximum and minimum phton fluxes. However, if we set the disk in

rotation, the observer 0. will register a maximum photon flux for the integer values of

the quantity

= f(J + / v.d^/c' = f|(l.^). (62.3)

where R is the radius of the disk, fi is the angular velocity of rotation, v is the linear

velocity of rotation, dr is the differential element of the light path, and we have assumed

that the mirrors M,, M. are close to each other, so that we can write v.dr = vdr.

The observer Og will register a maximum photon flux for the integer values of the quan-

tity

-f^d-^) (62.4)

Suppose now that the distance d decreases gradually. Formulas (3) and (4), which des-
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Fig. 62.3

cribe the effect in this interrupted rotating disk experiment, will remain valid. Hence

with such a gradually greater and greater interruption we shall come to the situation

presented in fig. 62.3, where the paths of both light beams are much smaller than the cir-

comference of the disk. Now, for time intervals t «^ 2ttR/v = 27r/f^, the motion of the coup-

led shutters can be considered as inertial, and thus we come to the coupled shutters" ex-

periment analysed in §50. Since any component of the Earth's absolute motion - the daily

rotation about its axis, the yearly rotation around the Sun, the revolution around the

galactic center of mass, etc. - represents some rotational motion, it follows that the

"coupled shutters" experiment must establish the resultant velocity, which we have mea-

sured with our "coupled mirrors" experiment.

t

Fig. 62.4
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The transition from the "coupled shutters on a rotating disk" experiment to the "coup-

led shutters" experiment can be made easily also by the help of the scheme shown in fig.

62.4, where all mirrors are semi-transparent. First the light source S is considered at

the center of the disk and the anisotropy effect in the velocity of light measured by the

observers 0« and On, placed also at the disk's center, can be explained thoroughly as a

Sagnac effect. However, if we should use the light source S', the observers 0^ and Og will

measure exactly the same anisotropy effect but now it must be treated as a Marinov effect.

§63. THE SECOND-ORDER EFFECTS IN THE "ROTATING DISK" EXPERIMENT

The measurement of the second-order effects in the Harress-Dufour and Harress-Fizeau

experiments is a difficult problem because there is a relative motion between mirrors and

medium. Thus only the Harress-Marinov and Harress-Sagn&c are convenient for the measure-

ment of the second-order in v/c effects. Nevertheless, since these effects are very small,

such an experiment is difficult for execution. For this reason Marinov (1976) proposed the

"ROTATING DISK" EXPERIMENT FOR MEASUREMENT OF THE SECOND-ORDER EFFECTS, without entering

into practical details. When calculating the effects we shall not take into account the

dispersion of the medium, i.e., we shall suppose dn/dx = 0.

The arrangement for measuring second-order effects in the "rotating disk" experiment

is shown in fig. 63.1. All elements are rigidly connected with the rotating disk. The

light source S, the semi-transparent mirror SM, the mirror M, and the photoresistor P

are put in the hollow part of the medium which has the form of a ring with outer radius R.

The photoresistor illuminated by interfering light beams is put in one arm of a Wheatsone

bridge and in the other arm there is a variable resistor. We assume that the mi rroxs-Myr'^

M^, M. are placed near to the rim of the medium's ring and close to each other. Thus

we can assume that the photons travel essentially around the circumference of a circle

and cover a path d = 2ttR.

Light emitted by the source S is split by the semi-transparent mirror SM into reflected

and transmitted beam. The "reflected" beam reflects from mirror M and, after transmission

through SM, illuminates P. The "transmitted" beam reflects successively from M,, M.

clockwise, from M. , M, counter-clockwise and, after reflection from SM, illuminates P.

When the disk is set into rotation, the iVeflected" beam will not change the time it

takes to cover its path, because it moves only along the radius of the rotating disk. How-

ever, the "transmitted" beam (which has the same radial motion if the distances from SM to

M and M, are equal!) changes the time it takes to cover its path by the amount At. This

time for the four different variations of the "rotating disk" experiment is derived below.
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Using formula (40.23) for the case ^„ = and writing, according to formula (4.29),

(63.1)

we find the difference in the absolute times which the "transmitted" beam has to spend co-

vering its path in the cases of rest and rotation

' = c- (1 - vV)^/^
m Sm^^ V /c ;

At
2d

H-D
4n(2n2-l).
C"^

(63.2;

9i_I!}§_b§rr§§§:El?§§y_§?p§rlo)§Dt

Using formula (40.12) for the case 9 = 0, we find the difference in the absolute times

which the "transmitted" beam has to spend covering its path in the cases of rest and rota-

tion o

At
H-F
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For n = 1, i.e., for the second-order effect in the Harress-Sagnac experiment, we ob-

tain from formulas (2) or (4)
2

AtH.s = ^. (63.5)

Ei.Q9DD§?5l9D-Wlth_kinematic_time_dilation

As introduced in §2, a light clock may be constructed using a light source and a mirror

placed in front of it, between which a light pulse goes to and fro. Instead of one mirror

we can have an arbitrary number. It is of importance only that a light pulse which leaves

a given point returns to it and repeats this cycle uninterruptedly. Thus our mirrors

Mj, Mg, M|^ M^, Mj also represent a light clock.

Let the time which a light pulse spends covering path d to and fro be T when the mir-

rors are at rest. Thus

T = 2d/c (63.6)

is the period of our clock when at rest. When the disk is set in motion with a rotational

velocity of the rim v = fiR, where fi is the angular velocity, the period of the light

clock in motion measured in absolute time (i.e., by the help of a clock at rest in abso-

lute space) will be, using formula (4.19) for 6 = e' = 0,

^°"7^*7^" m- v2/c2)l/2
'

(1 - y2/c2)l/2- '"''

The same period measured in proper time (i.e., by the help of a clock which is attached

to the rim of the moving disk) will be, using formula (4.28) for e = 9' = 0,

Thus, the period of our light clock rotating with velocity v in absolute space, as

well as the period of any light clock proceeding as a whole with velocity v, becomes lon-

ger according to formula (7). We have called this effect the absolute kinematic time dila-

tion (see §7).

According to our tenth axiom, the time unit for any observer is determined by the pe-

riod of a light clock which has the same "arm" for all observers. When the "arm" is

d = 150,000 km, this time unit is called a second. If the observer is at rest in absolute

space, his second is called universal. If the observer moves with a certain velocity in

absolute space, his second is called proper. Any proper second is larger than the univer-

sal second and the relation is given by formula (7), where the durations of T and T^ are

given in the same time. Thus the change in the duration of the period of a light clock

when in motion can be established by comparing its period with a periodical process of a
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system which is at rest in absolute space (in general, one that does not change its velo-

city when the light clock under investigation changes its velocity). If we shoudl compare

the period of the light clock considered with the periodical process of a system which

constantly moves with the same velocity as the light clock, then no change can be regis-

tered, as follows from formula (8), where the period of the moving clock is given in pro-

per time and the period of the same clock at rest in universal time.

All these assertions of our absolute space-time theory can be verified experimentally

if one measures the second order effects in the Harress-Sagnac experiment.

The second-order effects in the Harress-Sagnac experiment have been treated by Burcev

(1974) who also proposed an experiment for their measurement. Burcev 's proposal consists

in the following: Let us have a number (> 3) of artificail satellites moving along the

same circular trajectory round the Earth with a certain velocity v. If a radar pulse is

emitted from one of the satellites, then, by means of reflections in the other satellites,

this radar pulse can be again received after having covered a closed path round the Earth

and the time of delay can be measured with a high precision. If we suppose that the satel-

lites are placed close enough to each other, the trajectory of the radar wave can be as-

sumed as circular and the gravitational potential at all points crossed by the wave as

equal. We can treat Burcev's proposal by considering our figure 63.1, assuming that clock

C (an atomic clock) is attached to mirrors M, and M. , so that the time in which a light

pulse covers the path from M, to M. and from M. to M, can be measured.

According to Einstein's theory of general relativity, this time, for the "direct" (+)

and "opposite" (-) pulses, respectively, is

^ (1 - v2/c2)l/2

where t = d/c = 2ttR/c is the time registered on the same clock if the disk is at rest.

According to the traditional Newtonian aether theory, this time is

tj=-^ . (63.10)
^ 1 + v/c

According to our absolute space-time theory, this time is (use formula (4.28))

^M = *o = ^/^i* = *^^ - ^/^)- ^^^-^^^

If the time will be measured on a clock which rests in absolute space, this time is (use

formula (4.18))

t* = d/c'* = t-^AvZc^. (63.12)

(1 - v2/c2)l/2

When we try to measure the universal time interval t by the help of a clock which

rests in absolute space, the problem arises about the time synchronization of spatially

separated clocks. This problem is solved by us (theoretically and experimentally) with

the help of a rotating shaft (see §50, §51, §52) and with the help of light signals (see

I
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§64. THE "MOVING PLATFORM" EXPERIMENT

^i_?§D?r§l_r§!P§r!s§

The "MOVING PLATFORM" EXPERIMENT is an analogue of the "rotating disk" experiment,

where the motion of the medium or/and the mirrors (the interferometer) is not rotational

but inertia!. Now, again, four combinations can be realized which we call:

1. The ZEEMAN-FIZEAU EXPERIMENT, in which the mirrors are at rest and the medium moves.

This experiment was performed first by Fizeau (1851) with water and by Michelson and Mor-

ley (1886) with a solid medium. It was wery carefully repeated by Zeeman (1914, 1915,

1920, 1922) with liquid and solid media.

2. The ZEEMAN-DUFOUR EXPERIMENT, in which the medium is at rest and the mirrors move.

This experiment was performed first by Marinov (1977).

3. The ZEEMAN-MARINOV EXPERIMENT, in which mirrors and medium move together. This ex-

periment was performed by Marinov (1977) and, as a matter of fact, it can be carried out

by anyone who would take the care to observe whether the interference picture in a Zeeman-

type implement, in which mirrors and medium are at rest , should change during a day when

the absolute velocity of the implement changes as a result of the Earth's rotation.

4. The ZEEMAN-SAGNAC EXPERIMENT, in which the mirrors move and a vacuum (air) is taken

as a medium. This experiment was performed by Marinov (1977).

The nomenclature for the different variations of the "moving platform" experiment is

similar to that of the "rotating disk" experiment (see p. 224). The first name "Zeeman"

designates that this is a "moving platform" experiment, as Zeeman has performed (after

Fizeau and Michel son-Mori ey) during a period of many years the most accurate measurements

of the convection of light by liquid and bulk materials. The second name designates the

kind of the effect when observer and medium move with respect to one another or together

with respect to absolute space.

xxxxx

Let us reduce the "moving platform" experiment, stripped of all fundamentally irrelevant

details, to the following ideal arrangement (see fig. 64.1): The box S contains a mono-

chromatic light source together with a device producing two parallel coherent beams - B

which propagates in vacuum and B which propagates in a medium with refractive index n.

After travelling a distance L, they enter a second box in which they are united and theii

interference observed. Both boxes are halfway immersed in the medium. First the boxes

(also called mirrors) and the medium are at rest and a specific interference picture is

observed. Then one realizes the four different combinations mentioned above, and from the

difference in the observed interference patterns conclusions can be drawn about the charac-

ter of light propagation. We suppose that the motion of the medium, or of the boxes, or

both, proceeds from left to right.
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where v is the frequency of light and e is the angle between v and the direction of light

propagation.

For n = 1, i.e., for vacuum, we obtain

c' = c - vcose. (64.6)

When the mirrors are set in motion, the time delay with which a B^^-photon arrives at

box after a B -photon becomes (in fig. 64.1 9 = 0)

Vn = ^ - ^- = ^{n - 1 + ^(n^ +v^ - l)cose}. (64.7)^^ c' c' c c dv

Hence, for the Zeeman-Dufour experiment, the effect to be observed in the interference

pattern will correspond to a time difference

^h-D = * " Vd = - ^("^ ^^^ - ^)^°'^- (^"^-^^

Although the mathematical expressions for the effects produced by the Zeeman-Fizeau

and Zeeman-Dufour experiments are exactly the same (cf. (4) and (8)), these two experi-

ments are not equivalent physically , and the formulas used to obtain these identical re-

sults are different . According to the principle of relativity, no distinction can be made

between the Zeeman-Fizeau and Zeeman-Dufour experiments, and special relativity considers

the latter only as trivial tautology of the former.

With the aim of demonstrating that these two experiments are physically different, we

performed them using the variation considered in §64F, where the identical results can be

explained only if the formulas used for their calculation are different.

The velocity of light in a medium moving with velocity v, if measured by an observer

who moves with the same velocity is (see formula (40.28))

c; = £-^cos9. (64.9)

where 9 is the angle between v and the direction of light propagation.

When the mirrors are set in motion together with the medium, the time delay with which

a B -photon arrives at box after a B^-photon is

M'7r-^4<''-»)- '«*-^°>

m m

Hence, for the Zeeman-Marinov experiment, the effect to be observed in the interference

pattern will correspond to a zero time difference

^Vm = * Vm = °' <^*-^^)

and thus no change can be registered.
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The effect for the Zeeman-Sagnac experiment can be obtained imnediately from formula

(8), putting n = 1, or from formula (11), i.e..

At^.s = 0. (64.12)

?i_Ib§_D9D:l!]§r51§l_"!P9yl03_Pl§5f9r!P"-§^P§rl!?§D5

The scheme of the "moving platform" experiment performed by Marinov (1977) is shown in

fig. 64.2. We call this variation of the Zeeman experiment the NON-INERTIAL "MOVING PLAT-

F0W1" EXPERIMENT, while the variation shown in fig. 64.1 can be called the inertial "mo-

ving platform" experiment. The differences will become clear after giving the description

of our set-up.

S was a light source. The shutter Sh, which is governed by the rotating turnabout, let

light pulses (of a duration = 10' sec) pass only when the mirrors M^ Mp, M^ were paral-

lel to the diametrically opposite small sides of the medium. For a medium we used distil-

led water put in a metallic vessel of the form shown in fig. 64.2 (the same as that used

in the "rotating disk" experiment - see §59). Glass windows were placed at points where

the light beams must cross the walls. Glass windows were placed also in the metallic inter-

faces which divide the ring in compartments. Taking into account the thickness of the
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glass plates and their refractive index, we put the mirrors M^, M^, M^ in such positions

that the real light paths (distance multiplied by refractive index) along the contour

M - M, - Mp - M- - M exactly equaled to the light path which would have been covered if

mirrors M,, M^, Mg had been immersed in water. The distance between mirrors M^ and M-, as

well as between mirror Mp and point M, was 2R.

The light beam emitted by source S was split into A-beam and B-beam at semi-transparent

mirror SM. These two beams covered similar paths, and for this reason we shall follow only

the A-beam. After reflection at mirrors M^ and M^,, the A-beam was reflected by the semi-

transparent mirror SM^^ and went upwards. Then it split into two daughter beams at the

semi-transparent mirror Sfl.p which was placed above SM., and their planes made a right

angle. The A '-daughter beam was reflected from SM.p and from the mirror M.p, passed through

the material medium, was reflected successively from the mirrors M-, Mp, M, and, leaving

the medium, was reflected from the mirror Mgp- Then it was reflected from the semi-trans-

parent mirror SMgo and, going downwards through the semi-transparent mirror SMgn, illumi-

nated the photoresistor Pg. The A"-daughter-beam passed through SM.p, went further upwards,

was reflected from M.- and M.. and, proceeding above the medium, was reflected successive-

ly from the mirrors M-, M^, M,, and Mg^. Then it was reflected from the mirror Mg- and,

going downwards through the semi-transparent mirror SMgp (where it interfered with

the A' -daughter-beam) and through the semi-transparent mirror SMp,, illuminated the pho-

toresistor Pg.

The angle a between the projections of the A'- and A"-daughter-beams in the plane of

the figure, before the entrance of the A '-beam into the medium and after its exit, can

be determined by the Snell law (41.4).

The photoresistors P. and Pg which were illuminated uniformly by the interfering B- and

A-daughter beams were put in the arms of a Wheatstone bridge, which is described in more

detail in §52B and §57B. We did not search for the highest sensitivity with the help of a
_2

"tuner", as described in §57B; we assumed an average sensitivity 6A = ± 10 X.

The index of refraction for water taken from Landolt-Bornstein (1962) was

n = 1.3317 1 0.0003 for X = 632.8 nm of the He-Ne laser used. The error 6n corresponded

to a change in the refractive index with the temperature which was maintained at

T = 20° t 3° C, since it is dn/dT = 10' degree" . From the same source we have taken

dn/dx = - 2.7x10' nm" , assuming 6(dn/dX) = 0. We had R = 30.6 i 0.2 cm. We measured

N^.p = 50.80 ± 0.04 rev/sec for the Zeeman-Fizeau experiment and N^,^ = 50.94 ± 0.04 for

the Zeeman-Dufour experiment, having N = ^/Zv. Putting these figures into formulas (4)

and (8), and taking into account that it is

L = 4v^R, V = 4-^, (64.13)
2 coso

we obtained, supposing that the velocity of light is unknown

c^.p = (3.01 ± 0.07)xl0^ m/sec, c^.^ = (3.02 + 0.07)xlO^ m/sec, (64.14)
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where 6c = ± 7xlo" m/sec was the maximum error.

In the Zeeman-Marinov and Zeeman-Sagnac experiments we registered no perceptible dise-

quilibration of the bridge when rotating the disk.

The measuring procedure in the "rotating disk" experiment (see §57F) is very similar

to that in the non-inertial "moving platform" experiment. We performed the "moving plat-

form" experiment in its non-inertial variation, intending to use the set-up for our "ro-

tating disk" experiment. On the other hand, we think that the results of the non-inertial

variation are more important than the same results which could be obtained with the iner-

tial variation. Indeed, since we already know that the velocity of light with respect to

a rotating disk is direction dependent, the identical effects in the Zeeman-Fizeau and

Zeeman-Dufour experiments can be explained only by our theory where these identical re-

sults are derived by proceeding from substantially different formulas .

§65. THE LIGHT DOPPLER-EFFECT EXPERIMENTS

^i_Ib§_ly§§i§!^lly?§ll_l9D9l5y^lD§l_"9§D§l_r§Y"_§^9§rl!i!§D5

The second-order in v/c term in formula (38.5) was first verified experimentally by

Ives and Stilwell (1938) who used light emitted by the moving ions in a canal ray tube;

we called this the LONGITUDINAL "CANAL RAY" EXPERIMENT.

The arrangement of their experiment in a simplified version is indicated in fig. 65.1.

E f

Positive ions were produced in a hydrogen arc between the heater H and the perforated

electrodes E and E'. Between E and E' the ions were acclerated by the electric field to

form the beam S that represented the moving source. These ions proceeded with a constant

velocity v which depended on the voltage applied between E and E'. The photons emitted by

the excited ions, passing through the large slit Q, illuminated the narrow slit which

represented the observer at rest. To analyse the energies (i.e., the frequencies) of the

photons, a spectroscope was used, of which we show the focusing lenses L^, L^, the refrac-

tive prism P and the screen D.
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The mirror M reflected the light emitted by the ions which moved away from it with ve-

locity V. Thus three groups of photons flowed bo the screen:

a) Photons with frequency v emitted by the ions at rest, before being acclereated by

the electrodes; they illuminated the zero point Z.

b) Photons with frequency v shifted to the "blue end" which were emitted by the moving

ions; they illuminated point B.

c) Photons with frequency v" shifted to the "red end" which were emitted by the moving

ions and then reflected by the mirror M; they illuminated point R.

According to formula (38.5), under the condition 9' = 9 = 0,

v(l ± V + iv_)
^ c 2 ,2^

(65.1)

Thus the middle of these two frequencies will be shifted from the frequency v over a

frequency interval ^ _ 2

(65.2)Av
2.^~J'

that was experimentally verified by Ives and Stilwell

The TRANSVERSE "CANAL RAY" EXPERIMENT has been proposed by Marinov (1970, 1977). Its

scheme is shown in fig. 65.2. The system for production and acceleration of the ions is

as in fig. 65.1. The photons emitted by the excited ions, passing through the large slit

Q, illuminate the narrow slit behind which there is a monochromator which detects the

frequency v equal to the frequency of light emitted by the molecules at rest, i.e., an in-

Fig. 65.2
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dicator that gives indication only when photons with frequency v are incident.

From fig. 65.2 and from the first formula (38.5) it may be seen that the moving ions

will emit photons in the direction to illuminate 0, the received frequency of which is

2 2 1/2 2

v„= v(l- v/c
)

^

= v{l + ^(ei^)-:^), (65.3)
" l+lcos(l+e*J) ^' 2'

2c2

where 6 is the angle between the perpendicular ON to the ions' beam and the line OC con-

necting slit with the center of slit Q; a is the angle under which slit Q is seen from

point 0. If we choose a« G, then frequency v will be observed only when

e = v/2c. (65.4)

Hence the experiment is to be performed as follows: For any voltage applied to the

electrodes, i.e., for any velocity v of the ions, we search for a position of slit Q which

will yield photons with the frequency v. Then the theory can be verified plotting 20c ver-

sus v; the locus must be a straight line dividing the quadrant.

^i.Ib§-y§Y_"r952r"_§5P§rl!r§D5

The "ROTOR" EXPERIMENT, performed first by Hay et al . (1960) using the Mbssbauer ef-

fect, is diagrammed in fig. 65.3 (see also §36):
57

A radioactive Co source was put on a rotating disk at a distance R from the center
57

of rotation C. A thin Fe absorber, representing the observer, was put around the cir-

cumference of the rotating disk at a distance R from the center of rotation. A detector^

D at rest was used to measure the rate of the y-photons emitted by the source which pas-

sed through the absorber. The transmission of the absorber was measured for various angu-

lar velocities. This transmission was found to increase as the angular velocity increased,

indicating a shift in the characteristic frequency of the absorber relative to the-s^ufce.

Since the line shape of the absorber at rest was known experimentally, the magnitude

of the frequency could be estimated, and it was found to agree with the frequency shift

calculated according to formula (38.17).

Let us make the calculation. From the triangles OPC and S'PC in fig. 65.3 we obtain

the relation

RpCOse^ = - Rcose*. (65.5)

Now substituting

fiR, y^ = ^Rq, (65.6)

where Q is the angular velocity of rotation, into the first formula (38.17) and keeping

in mind (5), we obtain the relation

1 - vV> 1/2

° 1 - v2/c2
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Fig. 65.3

wich was verified experimentally.

We emphasize that formula (7) is valid for any position of source and observer on the

circumferences with radii R and R
.

The "ROTOR-ROTOR" EXPERIMENT, proposed by Marinov (1977) and, to a certain extent, al-

ready carried out by Champeney et al . (1963), is diagrammed in fig. 65.4.

This experiment can be realized when the center of the rotor considered in §65C (which

we shall call the "small rotor") rotates at angular velocity n and linear velocity v with

respect to some center, thus making another "large rotor". The radii of the small and large

rotors are denoted by r and R. The angular velocity of rotation of the small rotor about

its own center is denoted by w. It is assumed that a light source is placed at the rim of

the small rotor and an observer at its center. If the linear velocity of rotation of the

source on the small rotor is v , its absolute velocity will be

V = v^ + v^. (65.8)

The angle between v and v is denoted by ^. The angle between ^ and ^ is denoted by (j)

The small angle between the observer's radii at the emission and reception moments is de-

noted by a, and the small angle under which the emission and reception positions of the

observer are seen from the emission position of the source is denoted by 6-

We have from fig. 65.4 (see also fig. 38.2)
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where

^- -P + 6,

cR

2

_ ^0

a - B,

B = — cos(().

(65.9;

(65.10)

Putting (10) into (9) and taking into account that a and 6 are small quantities, we

can write

cose' = sini|;cosB - cosipsinB = sinij^ - -^ coscf) cosi|j ,

cose^ = -sin(j)Cos(a + 3) + cos4)Sin(a + B) = - sincj) + 7^ (- + cos<J))cos<().

From the figure we further obtain

Sintj;

VoSin(|,
COSlp

_ Vy. + VpCOStt'

from which we get

V = Vq + v^ + 2VqV^cos(j).

(65.11)

(65.12)

(65.13)

(65.14)

Using the last four equations in the first of equations (38.17) and working to within

an accuracy of second order in "velocity/c", we obtain the relation

^o=-(i-::^-^^^»^*)-
2c'

(65.15;

Fig. 65.4
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we can write (15) in the form
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1^ = ^, (65.16)

= v(l --J_--J:-0^cos<^). (65.17)

This result may then be confirmed with experiment.

Now we shall show that formula (17) is already checked to a certain degree by experi-

ment. Indeed, if we suppose fi « o), then equation (17) shows that with the help of the

"rotor" experiment one cannot register the absolute translational velocity v. Champeney

et al. (1963) tried to register absolute effects using the "rotor" experiment, since, ac-

cording to Newtonian theory, a rotor moving with the absolute translation velocity v

should yield an effect given by formula (17) with ^/w = 1. The aim of Champeney was to

measure the Earth's rotational velocity (which is 310 m/sec on the 45° parallel). He

claimed to have shown that v must be less than 1.6 ± 2.8 m/sec, and this result was trea-

ted as a new and better (in comparison to the accuracy of the historical Michel son-Mori ey

experiment) verification of the Einstein principle of relativity.

It is evident that this claim is not warranted. When we analyse Champeney's experiment

using our formula (17), we see that, if J^ = 1.15x10" rad/sec (the Earth's diurnal angu-

lar velocity), w = 1.15^10 rad/sec (the rotor's angular velocity), v = 310 m/sec, then
6

(f2/a))v = 3.1x10" m/sec. This effect is lower than the accuracy of Champeney's experiment

by about six orders. Since in nature all motions of the celestial bodies are rotational,

then (at least theoretically!) we can establish any such motion using the "rotor" experi-

ment, i.e., the "rotor-rotor" experiment, where the large rotor represents the rotation

of the celestial body (about its rotational axis, about the primary, or about the galac-

tic center).

9i_I!]§_§§D^9§_§5P§rl!!)§D^

In the "rotor" experiment there is no relative motion between source and observer.

With the aim of realizing a transverse Doppler-effect experiment where source and obser-

ver have to move with respect to one another, Santos (1976) proposed the following experi-

ment:

Let us consider two disks rotating in opposite directions: (i) about two parallel axes,

so that the disks lie in the same plane, or (ii) about the same axis, so that the disks

lie in two parallel planes. A y-ray emitter is placed at the rim of the one disk and a

Y-ray absorber at the rim of the other, the linear rotational velocity of each being v.

At the moment when their velocities are anti-parallel, their relative velocity will be 2v.

The result of this experiment can be found from formula (38.17), putting there 6' = n/2,

e = Tr/2. Within an accuracy of second order in v/c we obtain
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Vq = v{1 - (v^ - v^)/2c^}, (65.18)

and for v = v we get ^q = ^•

It is very instructive to note that in this transverse Doppler effect experiment, where

source and observer are moving with equal velocities, the result is the same at anti-pa-

rallel and parallel directions of the velocities.

Because of the inevitable appearance of first-order in v/c effects, Santos' experiment

can not be realized in fact. In order to perform this experiment, one would have to put

a shielding of length d and aperture b between the rotating disks. Assuming, for simpli-

city's sake, that the trajectories of emitter and absorber are rectilinear and that the

shielding is exactly perpendicular to them, we shall have for the different emitting and

receiving atoms (see fig. 38.2)

e' = Tr/2 ± b/d, e^ = tt/2 ± b/d, (65.19)

since the emitter and absorber are not point objects.

Substituting this result into equation (38.17) and assuming v = v , we obtain

Av = V - V = t vvb/cd. (65.20)

Santos predicts, using the Einstein theory of relativity, that this experiment should
2 2

give a positive result |Av| = 2vv /c . Thus the requirement b/d < v/c is to be satisfied.
-5

Supposing v = 300 m/sec, d = 10 cm, we obtain b < 10 cm. Obviously, such an experiment

cannot be practically realized.

It is worth noting that the shielding plays a very important role in Santos' experiment.

If this shielding is at rest in the laboratory, being perpendicular to the trajectories

of emitter and absorber, the experiment should yield a null (traverse) effect. If the

shielding is attached to the absorber, there will be a post-traverse Doppler effect, and
2 2

we shall have v = v(l - 2v /c ). If the shielding is attached to the emitter.
2 2

be an ante-traverse Doppler effect, and we shall have v^ = v(l + 2v /c ).

§66. THE QUASI-WIENER "STANDING WAVES" EXPERIMENT

The "STANDING WAVES" EXPERIMENT, considered by Marinov (1977), represents a modification

of the historical Wiener experiment with which Wiener (1890) measured the length of light

waves in the most direct manner. Its essence is as follows:

Let a light source and an ideal mirror be placed on the x-axis of a frame K. If this

frame is at rest in absolute space (or its absolute velocity is perpendicular to the x-axis),

the electric intensities of the light waves incident and reflected by the mirrors will be

E^ = E^ax^i"(<^t + kx), E" = E^ax^in(a)t - kx), (66.1)

where E is the amplitude of the electric intensity, w = 2ttv is the angular frequency,
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and k = ZttIi: is the angular wave-number. The time t is registered on a clock attached to

frame K, i.e., on an absolute clock if frame K is at rest or an a proper clock if K moves

with velocity v, omitting in the last case, for brevity's sake, the subscript "o"; x is

the distance from the frame's origin where at the zero initial moment the electric inten-

sities of the incident (+) and reflected (-) waves are equal to zero.

The incident and reflected light waves will interfere. For the electric intensity of

the produced standing waves we obtain

£ = £"*
+ £" = 2E^^sin{a)t)cos(kx). (66.2)

Suppose that the frame K is now set into motion with the velocity v in the x-di recti on

(or that we rotate the moving frame K so that its velocity v becomes parallel to the x-

axis). Instead of w and k in equation (1) we now have to write the quantities (see for-

mulas (38.19) and (38.21))

0)^ = 0), k* = 2tt/X^ = k(l + v/c), (66.3)

and the electric intensity from (2) becomes

E = E"^ + E" = 2E_ sin{a)(t + vx/c^)}cos(kx). (66.4)
max

Hence the distances between the nodes of the standing waves when the Wiener experiment

is performed at rest and in motion with respect to absolute space will be exactTy the

same , and no first- or second-order differences in the pattern can be registered. The

unique difference is: When the laboratory is at rest in absolute space (or its velocity

is perpendicular to the direction of light propagation), E obtains its maximum at all

antinodes (i.e., for x = mr/k, where n is an integer) at the same moment , and when the ve-

locity of the laboratory is parallel to the direction of light propagation, E obtains its

maximum at the different antinodes at different moments . For a given moment t, the elec-

tric intensity in (4) obtains its maximum at the antinodes with coordinates near to

x=(2rLii^-t)s!, (66.5)
tii L V

while for this moment t it is zero at the antinodes with coordinates near to

2

X = (H - t)^. (66.6)
0) V

This is the unique effect which is offered by the quasi-Wiener experiment. We are scep-

tical about the possibilities for its experimental verification.

It may be pointed that the results of the historical Michel son-Mori ey experiment show

that the quasi-Wiener experiment should not reveal any second-order effect in v/c. Indeed,

if the standing waves were to have different lengths (within terms of second order in v/c)

in the two cases when the pattern is parallel and when it is perpendicular to the absolute

velocity, different numbers of wavelengths would be placed in the Michel son-Mori ey experi-

ment between the semi-transparent mirror and the two mirrors placed at equal distances
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from it in parallel and perpendicular directions to the absolute motion. This would lead

to a positive result in the Michel son-Mori ey experiment which has not been observed.

§67. THE "COHERENT LASERS" EXPERIMENT

^i_§§D§r§l_r§!!?§r!s§

As is well known, the coherency of light emitted by lasers is much higher than the co-

herency of light emitted by other sources. The coherency of a laser beam can be maintai-

ned even over hours of time, while the coherency of ordinary light sources is only about

10" sec. For this reason, light emitted by two different lasers can be made to inter-

fere with each other in the same manner as two beams interfere which were derived by

splitting from a single ordinary light source. Before the invention of the laser, a single

light source was always used in all optical experiments to search for an "aether wind".

The inevitable result was that in all "inertial" experiments (i.e., those involving uni-

form linear motion), light beams had to cover the paths "out and back". The first-order

effects in v/c were, thus, wiped out in the final result (as we have shown several times

in this chapter, no second-order effects can appear either). The unique interferometric

experiment in which first-order effects in v/c have been observed (excluding our own expe-

rimental activity!) represents the "rotating disk" experiment wherethe equipment does not

move inertially.

However, if two different coherent light sources are used, then equipments involving

first-order effects in v/c become possible when the equipments perform inertial motion.

This was the intention of Carnahan (1962) who proposed the "COHERENT LASERS" EXPERIMENT

and of Cialdea (1972) who carried it out.

§i_Ib§-lD§rti§l_"99b§r§D5_l§§§r§-.§^p§rl!P§D5

The arrangement of the INERTIAL "COHERENT LASERS" EXPERIMENT is indicated in fig. 67.1:

Light emitted from laser L« (or Lg) is parti ty reflected and partly transmitted by the

semi-transparent mirror SM. (SMA). The "transmitted" beam proceeding from L. (Lg) intrer-

feres with the "reflected" beam from L^ (Lg), after the latter has covered the distance d

in "opposite" ("direct") direction and has been further reflected by the semi-transparent

mirror SMI (SMg). The photodetector D. (Dg) measures the result of the interference.

For simplicity it may be assumed that the semi-transparent mirrors SM. and SMI (SMg and

SMg) lie at the same point (see fig. 67.2) which we shall call point A (B).

Let us suppose first that the apparatus is at rest in absolute space. Let the electric

intensities of the light beams produced by L^ at point A and by Lg at point B be, respec-

tively,

^A = ^max^-'^^V ^ «A^» ^B = ^max^^^^V ^ "B^'
(^^-^^
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where

Aw 2ttc 2ttc

'"A
= '^ -^ 1" - T7 - x'V^x72'

27TCAw 2ttc

2 Xb X + AA/2
(67.2)

tial phases, and we have assumed that the amplitudes E of the two beams are equal.

are the angular frequencies (0 < Aw « w), A^, Xg are the wavelengths, a^, a^ are the ini-

le twc

opposite
>•

Fig. 67.1

If we wish to find the electric intensities at point A (or point B) after the addition,

we have to add E. and Eg, taking for the latter an additional phase shift 2Trd/Xg (taking

for the former an additional phase shift 2iTd/X«).

Let then the apparatus be set in motion with a velocity v such that it makes an angle

e with the "direct" direction of its axis. To find in this case the electric intensity at

point A (point B) after the addition, we have to add E. and Eg, taking for the latter an

additional phase shift 2TTd/Xg (taking for the former an additional phase shift 2Trd/X^^),

where Xg (X. ) is the observed wavelength of the "opposite" ("direct") beam. Thus, wri-

ting by t the proper tine of a clock attached to the apparatus (for brevity we omit the

subscript "o"), we shall obtain for the electric intensities at the points A and B, res-

pectively, (see (38.19) and (38.21))

2TTd,

^^A ^ ^B^A = W^^"^^ ^ «a) ^ ^max^^"K* ^ «B ^ xT"^
=

Bo

2^n«x^i" Cl^2wt ^ a, . ag . ^(w - f)(1 - \ cose)} ] .

cos [i{Awt + «.-«.- ^(w - ^)(1 - I cose)} ] =

2W^°^^2V^i"<'^t + 6^; (67.3)

and
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2^niax^'''"t|^2a)t + a^ + ag + ^(co + f){l + ^ cose)}] .

cos [|{Aa3t + a^ - a^ + ^(oj + |^)(1 + ^ cosG)}] =

Let the photodetectors transform the incident light intensity into an electric poten-

tial whicn lead to a point (call it point C) in the middle between points A and B. Desig-

nate by U., Ug the electric potential on the outputs of the detectors D., Dg. Since U., Ug

are proportional to the squares of the variable amplitudes of (E. + Eg), and (E. + Eg)g,

we can write

where U is the amplitude of the electric potential whose angular frequency is Aw.

Leading the electric potentials U., Ug to the middle point C and taking into account

the additional phase shifts for U^ and Ug because of the different velocities of propaga-

tion of the electromagnetic energy in "direct" and "opposite" directions, we obtain for

their sum

("a ' "b'c = I "naxfl ' '°'<h ^ ^'^ d ^ I ^o^^W *

iu^^Cl.cos{*g.i&o (1-1 cose))] =

U^^wH + cos(Z\a)t + a. - Od + $M) + -— wvcosB) cos(-aj)}. (67.6)max M D c 2 c

Let us analyse this result. Obviously
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2
argument of the resultant electric potential equal to dwvcose/c radians, assuming that

during this time the initial phases a., a^ remain constant.

However, it can easily be established, by taing into account the absolute time dila-

tion (in a manner very similar to that used in §55D), that when the apparatus is rotated

with respect to its absolute velocity, i.e., when "switching on an aether wind by rota-

tion", the initial phases of the lasers do not remain constant. They change exactly in

such a way that the absolute effect, which a traditional absolutist expects to be regis-

tered, will be annihilated.

Thus, with the "coherent lasers" experiment, we can measure only a real change in the

velocity of the implement. Such an experiment may be performed as follows: Assuming that

the conditions (8) are fulfilled, let us measure some phase a of the electric tension

(U. + Ug)p. If a. and Og are known, vcose can be calculated. However, since the initial

phases of the leasers are unknown, we cannot do this. Let us then set the implement in mo-

tion with a certain velocity v along the "direct" direction. If the new phase which should

be measured will be a', the phase difference

a- - a = ^wv, (67.9)
c^

will correspond to the following change in the sum of the phase shifts of the electric

tensions U. and Ug

If a)/2TT = 5x10^^ Hz, d = 1 m, V = 45 km/sec = 162 km/hr, a phase whift a' - a = 7t/2

will be realized.

?i_I[}§. "cohere nt_lasers_on_a_rotating_disk"_ex9e rim

To show more clearly why the inertial "coherent lasers" experiment is to be explained

in the manner presented in §678, we shall consider the "COHERENT LASERS ON A ROTATING

DISK" EXPERIMENT, proposed by Marinov (1977). Its essence is as follows (see fig. 67.2):

The equipment in fig. 67.1 is mounted on a rotating disk. The electric potentials U^,

Ug are registered on the outputs of the detectors D^, Dg. Let the first condition (8) be

fulfilled. If the disk is first at rest and then set in rotation in a clockwise direction

with a linear rotational velocity of its rim v, then the arguments of U^ and Ug will expe-

rience additional phase shifts (see formulas (3), (4), (5)) whose sum is given by formula

(10). This "coherent lasers on a rotating disk" experiment, as can be seen immediately

from fig. 67.2 if both lasers should be replaced by a unique light source S and the mir-

rors M., Mg, is analogous to the "rotating disk" experiment.

The substantial difference between the "rotating disk" experiment and the present "co-

herent lasers on a rotating disk" experiment consists in the fact that there are two sour-

ces emitting coherent light in the latter, while there is only a single light source in
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Fig. 67.2

the former. Thus if we should make angle e in fig. 67.2 almost equal to Zv and should set

the source S wery near to the rim of the disk, then the "rotating disk" experiment could

give no positive effect because the time lags which should appear along the path d would

be cancelled out by the opposite time lags which would appear along the paths from S to M.

and Mg. However, the "coherent lasers on a rotating disk" experiment will always (at any

angle in fig. 67.2) give the result (10) because the two coherent light sources are spa-

tially separated and, when "switching on an aether wind", i.e., when setting the disk in

rotation, the difference in the initial phases of both lasers cannot change because both

lasers always move with the same absolute velocity.

Remember that for obtaining a positive effect in the "rotating disk" experiment for any

angle 6, the source must be placed at the center of rotation (see §61).

Di_I[}§_r§l§y9D§blB_^etween_the_"coherent_lasers"_and_l ight_Dopg

experiments

If the apparatus indicated in fig. 67.1 is accelerated with a constant acceleration u,

the velocity at any time interval t will be v = ut. Putting this into (6) and assuming

= 0, d = nA

yields

where

a.- - On + — AtJL) = 2TTn,

.2rl.

d ..

(67.11)

(67.12)

(67.13)
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represents some additional frequency increase.

Thus, when accelerating the apparatus, the frequency of the resultant electric poten-

tial should increase (the acceleration being taken along the axis of the apparatus). Using
2

the data given after formula (10) and letting t = 100 sec, i.e., u = 45 cm/sec , we obtain

fi = (Tr/2)10' rad/sec. Hence the lasers can now have different frequencies co^, Wg, and a

change in the "beat" frequency Aw is to be registered.

However, there is no need to perform this particular experiment because this would be

essentially only a repetition of Bommel's (1962) experiment. Bommel observed the frequency

change (13) by using the Kossbauer effect when gamma emitter and absorber were accelerated
6 2

with u = 10 m/sec . Although the accuracy that can be obtained using lasers is no less
-12

than that for the Mbssbauer effect (fioj/oj = 10 ), such large accelerations cannot be re-

alized with lasers.

The essence of Bbmners experiment and of our ACCELERATED "COHERENT LASERS" EXPERIMENT

is the same. Since the emitter (say, mirror SMg in fig. 67.1) and the receiver (mirror

SM^) are both accelerated, the frequency received will differ from the frequency emitted.

Due to the fact that there is a certain time lapse during which light covers the distance

d, the velocity of the reciver at the reception moment will be different (higher for u

pointing along the emitter- receiver line) from the velocity of the emitter at the emission

moment. Einstein (1911) considered this simple and clear phenomenon many years before its

experimental confirmation.

The analysis of the "coherent lasers" experiment given here allows one to understand

that when the emitter and receiver are accelerated, the shift in the received frequency

leads to an additional phase shift which is equal to the product of the frequency shift

and the time t of accelerated motion. Thus the number of light waves (wavelengths) placed

along the distance between emitter and receiver changes (the number increases for c paral-

lel to u and decreases for c anti-parallel to u). Hence, as the velocity of light is the

product of frequency and wavelength, the light velocity will be different for different

velocities of the apparatus (with respect to the apparatus) because the frequency received

remains the same.

§68. THE "WIRED PHOTOCELLS" EXPERIMENT

^i_I!}§-lD§r51§l_-Wlr§^_P[}9599§ll§"_§^B§rl!!!§D5

The "WIRED PHOTOCELLS" EXPERIMENT was first performed by Godart (1974) who claimed to

have observed a positive absolute effect. It was repeated by Marinov (1977) with a firm

null result.

The essence^'fRERTIAL "WIRED PHOTOCELLS" EXPERIMENT is as follows (see fig. 68.1):

Two photocells P,, P^ were put on the opposite sides of a light source S (an electric

bulb). The cells and source were mounted on an optical bench and covered with a light-ti^t
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Pj = r(l + v/c). T^ = r{l - v/c), (68.1)

where r is the actual distance.

Hence the energy flux density over P, and Pp will be:

a) For the case in fig. 68.1a

I = -^, (68.2)

where P is the energy flux radiated by the whole light source (for simplicity we suppose

the source as a point and the radiation isotropic).

b) For the case in fig. 68.1b

4=-^ = —T^^
9' ^2=-^ = —T-^-

r ^^-3)
^

4TTrJ 4TTr2(l + v/c)2 ^ Anr^ 4TTr2(l - v/c)^

However, we also have to take into account the fact that cell P, will collect in a unit

of time all photons in a cylinder (suppose the photocells circular) whose axis is equal

to c minus the photons in the cylinder P^^PJ whose axis is equal to v, while the cell P2

will collect in a unit of time all photons in a cylinder whose axis is equal to c plus

the photons in the cylinder PpPA whose axis is equal to v. Thus the actual energy flux

densities will be

I, = -i— =—^ ^, lo = -^^— = —4- 3. (68.4)
^ 1 + v/c 4Trr2(l + v/c)"^ ^ 1 - v/c 47Tr^(l - v/c)"^

Indeed, the photons which strike P, and P^ have velocity (see formula (4.28))

c; = c (68.5)

for the case (a) and, respectively, the velocities

'io
Ci'=—^— . c' =—^— (68.6)

1 + v/c 1 - v/c

for the case (b), if these velocities are measured on a proper clock. Thus we shall have

\l^\o - HZ-^i- '2/40 = 'y^i' <68-')

and from the last three formulas we obtain (4).

Since the electric currents produced by the photocells are proportional to the energy

flux densities, we shall have:

a) For the case in fig. 68.1a

J = kl = J^. (68.8)

471 r^

where k is some constant.

b) For the case in fig. 68.1b

. =kl, =-M .= '
. , J, = kl -

^P - '
^ ^ 4TTr2(l + v/c)3 (1 + v/c)3* ^ ^ 47Tr2(l - v/c)^ (1 - v/c)^*

(68.9)
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For their difference we obtain to within an accuracy of first order in v/c

AJ = J2 - Jj = 6J^. (68.10)

-4
In the experiment we perfonned J = 5x10 A, so that for v = 1 km/sec the "aether wind"

effect by itself would have yielded a current difference, according to (10), of the amount
-8

aJ = 10 A, an amount greater than the fluctuation error inherent to our equipment. No
-8

variation larger than 10 A was noted by us over the period of a day. Thus taking into

account the results of our interferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment (see §52B), we

have to conclude that the "wired photocells" experiment gives a null result.

It may be noted that if only the effect described by formula (3), i.e., the effect

AJ' = J^ - JJ = 4J^, (68.11)

is taken into account, it is equivalent to the effect obtained by shifting the light

source to the photocell Pp a (v/c)th part of the distance r. Assuming v = 300 km/sec and

taking into account that we used r = 500 im, the effect described by formula (11) is equi-

valent to shifting the light source a distance Ar = (v/c)r = 0.5 mm. Such a shift of the

source produced an electric current AJ of about 2x10" A. This indicated that the effect

of the Earth's motion could have been easily detected if only (11) were true.

9i_Ib§.§ff§95_gf_the_anisotropy_of_the_radiation_from_a_m

We explain the null result in the "wired photocells" experiment, taking into account

the distribution in the radiation flux density of a rapidly moving light source. Such an

effect has already been observed in betatrons and synchrotrons where the radiants are

elementary particles. We assume that the same effect must exist also when the radiant is

a macroscopic light source and we have confirmed this assumption with the help of the

"wired photocells on a rotating disk" experiment (see §680).

The theory of the angular distribution of the radiation from a moving light source is

given in V, §53. Our theoretical analysis shows that the effect of the anisotropy in the

radiation is exactly equal and opposite to the "aether wind" effect, i.e., the energy

flux densities over P, and Pp are given:

a) For the case shown in fig 68.1a by the formula (2).

b) For the case shown in fig. 68.1b by the following formulas (see formulas (V,53.52))

h = -^ V h = -^ V (^-^2)
^ 4Trr2(l - w/cy ^ 4Tir^(l + v/c)^

Thus, as a result of these two effects (compare formulas (9) and (12)), no positive ef-

fect should be expected in the "wired photocells" experiment, in agreement with our expe-

rimental findings.
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Pi_I[}§_"wlr§d_Pt}otgcells_on_a_rotating_disk"_experiment

We further substantiated our theoretical prediction about the mutual annihilation of

the absolute effects described in §68B and §68C by performing the "WIRED PHOTOCELLS ON A

ROTATING DISK" EXPERIMENT indicated in fig. 68.2.

The source S and/or the photocells P,, P^ can be mounted on a turnabout which rotates

clockwise. T, and T^ are two slits which are always at rest. All other details are as in

the "wired photocells" experiment (see §68A).

We performed this experiment with the following three variations:

3) §9yr?§_!I!9ylD9i_9§II§_§5_r§§5- ^" ^^^^ ^^^^ one registers only the effect of the ani-

sotropy in the radiation described by formulas (12). The fractional difference in current

aJ (cf. with (9) and (10), taking into account that now AJ = J, - Jo^^) ^^^^ ^^ observed

fitted the formula

^=6j. (68.13)

^) ^§ll§_!?9yl!!)9i_§9yr9§_§t_r§§5- ^^ ^^^^ ^^^e one registers only the "aether wind" ef-

fect described by formulas (7). The fractional difference in current AJ (= J^ Jl > 0)

that we observed fitted the formula

AJ ^ P
V

J C (68.14)

see formula (11) - doessince now the "aether wind" effect described by formulas (3)

not exist.

c) §9yr9§_§D^_9§Il§_!?9yl!]9- ^" *^^s c^s^ t^^ effects described by formulas (4) and

(12) cancel each other out. In agreement with the theory, we registered no change in the

difference in current vihen changing the velocity of rotation.

In all formulas relevant to the "wired photocells on a rotating disk" experiment, v is

the component of the velocity of the source or the cells or both along the line of light

propagation. Thus, supposing that the slits are narrow enough, we can assume that this is
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the velocity of a point on the rotating disk whose radius R is equal to the distance from

the center of rotation to the center of the light source.

In our experiment we used a stabilized gas discharge lamp as a light source. The con-

ductors from the lamp and from the photocells were imnersed in mercury at the center of

the disk, so we did not register a substantional difference in the fluctuation of the gal-

vanometer at rest and during rotation of the disk. The difference in current AJ was fed

to a direct-current electronic amplifier with a low resistance input (i.e., which can be
-12

considered as a galvanometer) whose fluctuation corresponded to 6J = t 3.3x10 A (for

rnedmaximum rotational velocity). At low rotational velocities the observed currentJ,

with the period of rotation. At a rate of rotation higher than 5 rev/sec th^urrent be-
-5

came stable, equal to 6.5x10 A, and did not change with a further increase of the rate

of rotation. For low rotational velocities, a slight "single-sinusoidal" variation in the

difference in current AJ was also observed. The distance of the lamp from the center of

rotation (measuring from the center of the lamp's window) was R = 79.6 ± 0.2 cm, and the

distance of the cells about 98 cm. The rate of rotation N was measured by a light strobo-
-4

scopic cyclometer and maintained automatically with a precision 6N/N = ± 2x10 . We adjus-

ted the difference in current to zero for v/c = 10*
, corresponding to a rotational rate

of N = 6.00 rev/sec, by a corresponding shift of the cells (case a) or of the lamp (case b).

For case (c), AJ was made equal to zero when lamp and cell were at rest.

The results of our measurements for case (a) and (b) are shown in fig. 68.3. For case

(c) no difference in current was registered which could be differentiated from the back-

ground fluctuations.
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It is obvious that our working formulas were not (13) and (14) but

^=6{|-10-^. M=2(|-10-'). (68.15)

Only the fluctuation errors are indicated in the graph. The errors introduced by the

inaccuracy 6N are two small to be discussed. Also, we do not take into account the errors

introduced by the inaccuracy 6R = ± 0.2 cm, because its relative error is ± 0.25%, while

the minimum relative error due to the fluctuation (for v/c = 6xl0~ in case a) was ± 1.7X.

§69. THE "SYNCHROTRON" EXPERIMENT

Marinov (1977) proposed the "SYNCHROTRON" EXPERIMENT with the aim of showing that the

ballistic (Ritz) model of light propagation (see p. 5) is not adequate to physical reali-

ty, i.e., that the velocity of light with respect to absolute space is always equal to c,

and is not equal to the vector sum of c and the velocity v of the emitter, as assumed by

Ritz.

The "synchrotron" experiment, which arose from an outline given by Karastoyanov (1972),

is shown in fig. 69.1:

Electrons are accelerated in a circular accelerator A. Light is emitted at E in short

regular intervals of time AT. These light pulses, after being reflected by the semi-trans-

parent mirror M and passing through the slit S, reach the electrons revolving in the acce-

lerator along the tangent to their trajectory. The photons, after being reflected by the

electrons, turn back and, passing through the semi-transparent mirror M, are registered

by the receiver R.

We can consider the revolving electrons (representing, as a matter of fact, a fast mo-

ving mirror - see § 35) as a new source of radiation. Changing the velocity of the elec-

trons, we change the velocity of this light source. If the velocity of light depends on

the velocity of the source of radiation, an increase in the velocity v of the revolving

electrons will shorten the time it takes the photons to cover the distance from the acce-

lerator to the mirror M. Hence if we obtain electric pulses from the emitted and received

light pulses and if we lead them to the electrodes of an electronic oscillograph Osc, on

its screen v/e should see the picture shown in the figure. The high peaks described by the

electronic beam correspond to the light pulses emitted at E, and the low peaks correspond

to the reflected light pulses received at R. If the velocity of light does not depend on

the velocity of the source of radiation, the distance d between the high and low peaks

will remain the same when the velocity of the electrons along the circular trajectory of

the accelerator increases. If the velocity of light depends on the velocity of the source

of radiation, distance d will change when the velocity of the electrons changes. Let us

show this.

When the light pulses are emitted at intervals of AT, and D is the distance between
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them on the screen, then D = k aT , where k is the scanning constant of the osciVtos^cope

which equals the horizontal distance the electronic beam covers over the-stTreen per unit

of time.

Let the velocity of the electrons in the accelerator be first v and then v + Av. If

the velocity of the source must be added to the velocity of light, then the velocity of

the photons on the track from the accelerator to mirror M will be c, = c + v in the first

case and C2 = c + v + Av in the second case.

Hence the time At with which the light pulses will come earlier to the receiver in the

second case will be (suppose v, Av « c)

]^ _ L^ ^ LAV ^ LAV

^1 ^2 (c + v)(c + V + Av) c2
At = (69.i;

where L is the distance between the accelerator and mirror M.

The difference between the distances d, and d^ in the first and second cases will be

d = k At.
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If we choose AT = IC' sec, L = 9 m, and Av = c/300 = 10 m/sec, we obtain At = AT.

Thus for such an increase of the electron velocity in the accelerator, the low peaks

will be shifted with respect to the high peaks over a distance Ad equal to the distance

D between the high peaks.

If the velocity of light does not depend on the velocity of the source, as our abso-

lute space- time theory asserts, then Ad = for any increase of the electrons' velocity.
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